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Introduction 

Johannes A. Srnit 

Countering the tendency that contemporary African theatre is only that published with 
roots in Western dramatic, Mzo Sirayi suggests that this delusion may be rectified by 
including oral and performance theatre in indigenous languages in curricula. As the 
d~sabled comrade in culture-related studies, such a focus may ~mportantly contribute 
to the appreciation of the dramatic patterns integral to human life and the African 
cultural heritage. African theatre as communal act is illustrated in view of oral narra- 
tives, indigenous African wedding celebrations and the African indigenous doctors' 
celebration. 

Even though a first reading of Zakes Mda's plays may give the impression that their 
character construction is 'depersonalised', 'weak' and not psychologically developed, 
Carolyn Duggan argues that a second reading proves the issue to be more complex. 
Resonating with Brecht's theatrical technique, Mda's perce~ved lack of 'awareness of 
self', she reasons, is quite deliberate and due to his concentration on the social and 
political. His 'analysis of society' calls for ethical and not psychological awareness. 
Dealing with characters as types allows him to achieve universal resonance beyond 
the muteness to which colonialism has banished African culture. 

On representation in Bushmen ethnographic research, Elsie Leonora Cloete argues 
that research has not only 'captured' the Bushmen (more than any other culture glo- 
bally) for purposes of western consumption. It has deprived the Bushmen of 'a past 
unmediated by a westerner', especially Bushmen women. The problems, she argues, 
arise from the ethnographic researcher's narrational intervention in the mediation of 
'life-histories', blurring of boundaries, shiftings and crossings backward and forward 
between the narrator's and researcher's geographical, linguistic and cultural contexts, 
raising questions of authority and authorship. 

Focusing on the importance of the 'cultural empathy essential for reinterpreting the 
frontiers within', Pieter Conradie engages the unhappy history of the Khoi girl, Krotoa, 
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and Antoinette P~enaar's stagcd ploductlon of the text she wrote on Qotoa and pcr- 
tormed In the Castle on December 1995 Traclng the srgn~ficance of Klotoa's alterna- 
  on between the Chllstlan van Rrebeeck household and her native Gorlnghalcona and 
Chalnouqua Conrad~e explores both the reallt~es of cultural prejudices and the possi- 
bsl~t~es of renewal In the context of mrscegenatlon Follow~ng Plenaar's use of muslc 
and the body (dance) In her product~on, he points to the lmpoitance of styl~ratlon for 
the renewal of theatre and the self's dependence on the Other for sell-reallsation and 
re-cognltlon of ~tself 

Asserting the Importance of questions on colonlal female rdentlty, women'\ roles In 
colonlal soclety and narratives about thesr own l ~ f e  experiences, Julle Pr~dmore points 
to the fact that e x ~ s t ~ n g  h ~ s t o r ~ e s  of the Fynn fam~ly do not account for Vundhlase, 
Daughtel of Zelemu, Ann Brown and Chl~stlna Brown-the women to whlch Henry 
Fynn was marr~ed From the \cant lnformatlon available, she pieces together a context 
accounting for Vundhlase's expellences, contextualises Fynn's move to the Cape and 
h ~ s  two year m ~ n a g e  to Ann Brown followed by a more fuller account of Chr~stina 
Brown Pointing to gender cducat~on for girls/women, she evaluates Chllstlna's dlary 
as that of the w ~ f e  of a colonial offic~al 

Despite the fact that the Bolshevik Party, the Soviet government and the Comintern 
were mainly interested in Africa for ideological reasons, Apollon Davidson and Irina 
Filatova point to important literature published by Soviet scholars and their students. 
More ideological than academic, the material did raise some important questions,-iden- 
tified problems and generated somc idcas which may prove to be valuable still today. 
These range from the earlier Stalinist interest in promoting class struggle for revolu- 
tionary purposes in Africa through the study of economically-related forces in South 
Africa to Zulu folk tales and Zulu and Xhosa songs. More comprehensive books dealt 
with the history of the African continent as a whole and as a history of Africans, Afri- 
can societies and peoples, the Union of South Africa after the Second World War and 
goid. 

Beyond natlon bulldlng w~thln the context of a secular South Afrlcan state, Anand 
S ~ n g h  warns about the ndt~onal euphor~a, the myths of democracy, shared valucs and 
non-rac~allsm coupled w ~ t h  an lnternal arllnesla whlch blur the continuing dividrng 
foices of ethnlc~ty and (fundarnentahst) rellglon. As in other rnultl-cultural and ra- 
clally fragmented socletles In the world, these myths w ~ l l  never succeed In expellsng 
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the deleterious potential of ethnicity. Distinguishing between the 'culturalisatio~~ of 
politics' and the 'politicisation of culture' as they impact on ethnicity, he critically 
shows how people from Indian origin and especially one Indian politician engage the 
former. Following Howe and Mukherji, he asserts that the spectre of the politicisation 
of culture may be laid to rest if a democratic space is created in which social forma- 
tions can choose how they define themselves and how they democratically engage on 
local, regional and national levels. 

Overviewing the political agenda of South African postcolonial studies, Kelwyn Sole 
points to postcolonialists' shortcomings and contradictions. Shortcomings, he argues, 
arise from their falling prey to the linguistic fallacy, hypostatising discourse (and ne- 
gotiation) at the expense of being able to account for material culture in its economic 
sense. Symptomatic is their discursive articulation of race and culture without ad- 
dressing the historical and context-specific realities of the race/culture nexus as well 
as materialist concerns about local-global, finance-labour, production-consumption, 
urban-rural binaries and regional inequalities. Contradictions mainly arise from their 
textualising practices, ranging from the postcolonial critics' academic (class) posi- 
tioning (whether black or white) though the allegorising of history, the fragmentation 
of cultural agency, identity, politics, ideology and conflict to democracy. Sole sug- 
gests alternatives. 

Argurng that the post-Marxlsm advocated by some South Afrrcan Engllsh I~terary- 
theoretical proponents combines a m~srepresentat~on of Marxlan theory w ~ t h  a 
decontextualisat~on of post-structurahsm, Shane Moran points to thc~r  o v e ~ s ~ m p l ~ t ~ c a -  
tlon of the category of class, the fallacy of replacing the category of class with race 
and the further marginallslng of the already marglnal~sed He counters thls tendency 
by overviewlng the general features of South Afrlcan 'posts' theory and the r e v ~ s ~ o n ~ s t  
work of a South Afrrcan Marxlst h~storlographer Drawlng on views by Lyotard and 
Derrlda In the face of the post-modern dlsellchantment w ~ t h  Marxism's goal of the 
dlsahenat~on of humanity, he then suggests aspects of post-structurahst theories which 
may prove relevant. 

Addressing linguistic questions related to discourse as 'text plus situational context', 
Nils Erik Enkvist summarises some of the views he has developed throughout his 
career, These comprise notions of discourse including communication, meaning, re- 
dundancy and communicative competence and success concepts also related to 



ility and appropriateness. Turning to comprehension, he points 
-formedness' is not a criterium and elaborates on referential 

g and the important roles 'choice', information structure, text 
tyle play in comprehending information transfer. 

tions related to cross-cultural or inter-cultural rhetoric, Enkvist's sec- 
with contrastive rhetoric, i.e. the study of patterns of text and dis- 

rent languages that vary in structure and in cultural background. A sub- 
ied linguistics, contrastive linguistics moved through various phases to 

t and discourse analysis focusing on the inferential role a shared knowledge of the 
Id and culture play in empathetic comprehension. Positioning contrastive rhetoric 

disciplinary relations, he addresses problems of 'cultural contrasts' and how 
research may deal with contrastive rhetoric. 

an positions his review article of Richard Beardsworth's Derrida and the 
context of the continued economic inequalities and power politics In 
nsitive to current local rethinkings of the relations between academia 

oran contextualises similar Euro-American efforts around Derrida- 
e apol~t~callpoli t ical  nature of deconstruction. After reviewing 

pository readings of Derrida, Moran shows that his 
g from h ~ s  distinction between politics and the political misrecognise 
s relation to its institution as a site of production, complicit in ideology 

The review article of Rocco Capozzi's Reading Eco: An Anthology contextualises 
Eco's oeuvre since the early 1980s in current questions on African hermeneutics. As 
implicitly argued for in the Anthology, the argument is that the writing as well as the 
interpreting of historical narrative in the context of culture as semiosphere does not 
sanction hermetic drift. Illustrated in view of Eco's interrelating of his theorising of 
semiotics and writing of historical narratives, his metadiscursive awareness and nov- 
elistic expression, historical narrative in the semiosphere facilitates the growth of knowl- 
edge and learning-not only concerning culture but also on questions related to 
hermeneutics. 

Indigenous African Theatre: 
The Cultural Renaissance of 
the Disabled Comrade in 
South Africa 

Mzo Sirayi 

Academic discussions and publications usually focus on African contemporary thea- 
tre which is not oral in nature and neglect the largely unexplored range of indigenous 
Afr~can theatre. The growlng volume of contemporary African theatre has produced 
the notion that the seed of contemporary African theatre came from Europe. Unfortu- 
nately it seems that this notion is shared by the schools or departments of drama in 
South African universities (the University of Cape Town, the University of Natal, the 
University of Pretoria, the University of the Witwatersrand, the University of 
Stellenbosch, the University of Zululand and the University of Durban-Westville), 
since their draina curricula do not include a study of lndigcnous African theatre writ- 

ten and performed in African languages. 
Scholars in thesc South African schools of drama consc~ously or unconsc~ously 

entrench the ideology of the original European administrators of colonial South Af- 
rica, a ideology that erased the cultural heritage of the African peoplc and replaced it 
with European art. This ideological tendency IS itself a tradition with a history1. The 
curricula of many literature and art departments in African universities (Including South 
African universities) are witness to the neglect of indigenous African theatre. 

This article proposes a new understanding of indigenous Afr~can theatre, based 
on the dramatic pattcrns of human life, and examines a few examples of indigenous 
African theatre which offer new insights into the peculiar quality of indigenous Afri- 
can theatre. The idea of 'new insights' should not be construed as suggest~ng that 

In 1931 Mary Kelly (193 1: 10) gave an example of this practice of eras~ng African art: 'The 
Holy Cross Mission, Pondoland, has lately been making expcnments in drama with the natives 
of that part, and these experiments have shown several important things They were concerned 
with the fact that Christianizing of the natlves seemed to mean the removal of much of thetr 
natural arts, which were used as an expression of their lowest instincts rather than of any ideal, 
and they felt that something should be suggested to take then place'. See Mlama's (1991:122) 
dlscusslon. 
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indigenous African theatre is a new genre having emerged only a decade, or even a 
century, ago. The idea of 'new insights' refers to the cultural manifestations or cultural 
renaissance of theatrical types which have been ignored. My discussion is premised 
on the belief that the characteristics of indigenous African theatre are 

its communal aspect, a collective working in a symbolic language of the fears, hopes 
and wishes of organlc community, a placation of the gods (the natural elements) and 
a place for the dead who are called upon to intercede for the living. There IS no proper 
"script" and therefore no single author, sometimes not even a proper audience since 
the audience itself is flu~d and indefinable, constantly merging with performers (Nkosi 
1981:176). 

As a pre-colonial indigenous dramatic art, African theatre continues to be a visual and 
performing art dependent on forms of communication other than verbal language 
(Amankulor & Okafor 1988:37). 

Clearly a wider concept of theatre is necessary to understand African indig- 
enous theatre. This involves rethinking the concept of theatre as a heuristic device 
(Fischer-Lichte 1995: 1). A concept of theatre as 'cultural performance', which Milton 
Singer (1959:xii) developed in his introduction to Traditional India: Structure and 
Change, can be used to describe 'particular, instances of cultural festivals, recitations, 
plays, dances, musical concepts' and the like. According to him, a culture articulates 
its self-image through such performances and thus represents and exhibits itself to its 
own members as well as to outsiders. He argues that 

for the outsider, these can conveniently be taken as the most concrete observable units 
of the cultural structure, for each performance has a definitely l~mited time span, a 
beginning and end, an organised programme of activity, a set of performers, an audi- 
ence, and a place and occasion of performance. 

This concept of theatre is wide enough to be applied to different non-European as well 
as European theatre forms, to which the narrow concept of theatre (box-set stage, 
realism and a dramaturgy orientated towards the linear development of plot and the 
psychological development of characters) is unsuited. 

My analysis of some indigenou's African theatre forms will be located within 
Singer's model. I will analyse the following examples of indigenous African theatre: 
oral narratives, an indigenous African wedding celebration, and an African indigenous 
doctors' celebration. These are some examples of popular indigenous African theatre 
to be found among ordinary people, particularly unschooled peasants and the illiter- 
ate. Such examples can considered as indigenous African theatre because they satisfy 
the following criteria: limited time-span, a beginning and end, place and the occasion 

of performance, an organised programme of activities, a set of performers and audi- 
ence. Most importantly my study of indigenous African theatre forms is guided by 
these elements and their collective use within a people's world-view (Amankulor & 
Akafor 1988:36). 

Oral Narratives 
The phrase 'oral narratives' denotes various types of narratives such as myths, leg- 
ends, tales, riddles and proverbs (Green 1981:71). African oral literature has been 
ignored and condemned as 'primitive', and scholars of literature have regarded oral 
literature as savage and backward (Bitek 1973: 19,20,36). The missionaries and an- 
thropologists treated African literature as strange and curious objects or experiences 
(Bitek 1973: 19-20; Mlama 1983:6). As anthropologists and researchers continued dis- 
covering the artistic and social significance of African art, they shifted their paradigm. 
They came to believe that oral narratives were not, indeed could not be, indigenous to 
Africa (Finnegan 1978:29). Possessed by an ideology that found it difficult to see 
Africa as other than savage and backward, it was not easy for them to appreciate oral 
literature or to regard it as having originated in Africa. It was the post-uhuru period 
that opened gates for oral narratives in Africa to be regarded as literature. However, 
the theatricality of oral narratives is still a subject of divisive debate. W h ~ l e  many 
scholars appear to have reached a consensus that oral narratives are a form of theatre, 
some African scholars in South Africa are still opposed to such a view. 

It is against this background that I describe and analyse tales as a theatre form 
as opposed to an oral literary form. With regard to the description of tales, the narra- 
tion is brought to action by the story-teller. The story-teller does not have at his dis- 
posal some of the theatrical devices employed in other theatre forms, such as many 
actors to take different roles of characters in a story. Different characters In the story 
are played by the story-teller although he does not employ particular costumes, a spe- 
cial stage and settings to actualise the story. He dramatizes his narration by the use of 
various other theatrical devices. For example, a deep voice demonstrates a wicked or 
frightening character such as a monster. Chattering characterises the liar. Mumbling is 
employed for stupid characters. Voice techniques are used to create appropriate at- 
mosphere. Whispers or low voices indicate appropriate danger. Emergency situations 
are indicated by the quickening of the tempo of the voice, whereas a slower tempo 
indicates an atmosphere of relaxation (Mlama 1983:272). These theatrical devices 
also demonstrate the narrator's artistic ability to captivate the audience. They further 
hold the interest of the audience because they are used to suit the situation, develop it 
and move it forward. 

The use of the language in the description of characters, scenery, and atmos- 
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y that excites the imagination of the audience and their interest in the 
the most important elements of dramatic narration. Proverbs, sayings, 

metaphors are also used to make the descriptions more vivid and to create 
at is familiar to the audience. Creativity and skilful use of the language are 

so important in bringing the action of the story to life through narration (Green 
1980:77& Mlarna 1983:272-73). 

The narration of the tales hinges upon human and non-human characters. Hu- 
man characters are usually employed in stories which are historically based, such as 
thc genealogy of a king or any common person. Non-human characters are usually 
employed in religious and philosophical stories and referred to as carriers of the religio- 
philosophical thought of Afrlcan people. Sometimes human and non-human charac- 
ters are combined to drive home a particular philosophical thought. All the characters 
in the actualisation of the tales, be they humans or non-humans, are given human 
attributes so that people may identify w ~ t h  them. 

The theatricality of the tales is determined by a programme of activity: the 
occasion of the performance, the time and space in which the performance takes place, 
the performer and audience, and materials that are employed during the performance. 
These are the theatrical techniques should be satisfied by any cultural performance in 
order to qualify and be regarded as a form of indigenous African theatre. Unlike other 
cultural performances, the tales' theatricality is not methodically organized and pre- 
planned. It is a question of the coming together of the actor or performer and the 
audience around the fire at home (In the hut or courtyard or in the grazing or hunting 
field). Unplanned as it is, the performance of the narration continues smoothly and 
according to a particular sequence as if it was pre-planned, for it consists of a begin- 
ning, a middle and an end whlch flow from one point to another. It is this sequence that 
draws the audience into the performance. The audience behaves as if it sees the per- 
formance on the stage. 

The time and space in which the performance is performed are also paramount. 
For example, in the case of women and children, where an old woman is the per- 
former, the performance takes place inside the hut. Participants come together around 
the fire-place or hearth. Men and boys perform in the courtyard where historical per- 
formailces take place. The hunters would come together anywhere in open space and 
tell stories. In all these cases, the story-fellers sit among the audience and commence 
the s:ories. A women and children's performance usually takes place in the evening 
when everybody has retired from work. A men and boys' performance takes place 
during the day, in most cases in the afternoon when boys have come back from herd- 
ing. The hunters perform their tales around the fire in the evening. The time-limit is 
determined by the language and artistic skills of the performer which captivate the 
audience. If the performer has the artistic abillty to arouse the interest of the audience 

the story is prolonged, but if the performer cannot sustain the Interest of the audience, 
the performance becomes short (Mlama 1983:287 and Omodele 1988:83-87). , 

The occasion also determines a tale's theatricality. Occasions such as pleasure 
nights, hunting, herding and courtyard discussion dictate the types of stories to be 
performed. The stories for pleasure-nights are told by women and children. Women 
and children approach these tales as creative plays which are performed as mere games 
(Green 1980:76). The men and boys' stories are performed on occasions such as court- 
yard discussions, herding and hunting. The stories performed during these occasions 
are taken in more seriously, while those performed by women are regarded as light- 
hearted. 

The most important materials employed by the performer are language, voice, 
songs and gestures (Mlama 1983:270)2. They are employed further to dictate the the- 
atricality of tales; the creative employment of language in the portrayal of characters, 
situation and mood contributes to the theatricality of a tale. For example, in the 
Krwedebe's tale, the performer describes a picture of a child whose mother has passed 
away. His father has to re-marry. The performer describes the pathetic situation in 
which the child finds herself: 

Wahlala kabuhlungu 
imihla ngemlhla elila 
kuba kaloku wayebethwa, 
ephekiswa, etheziswa, 
esalusiswa. 

She was ill-treated everyday, 
weeplng because she was 
beaten, was forced to cook, fetch 
fire-wood from the forest and 
herd the cattle. 

Unanimity does exist regarding the identity of the performer In oral performance. Jafta 
(1978:33) argues that a performer or narrator is a special person, usually an old lady. Leshoar 
(1981:243-44) argues that the tales are told by the grandmothers. I prefer the account s of Green 
and Mlama. Green (1981:76) points out that there are storles that are told or performed by 
women and others by men. She also implies that boys and girls do perform the stones. Mlama 
(1983:287) is of the opinion that although anybody can be a story-teller (performer), usually 
these old women become the best performers. The men and the young members of the famlly, 
however, are always given a chance to tell stories. The children even as young as four or five 
years old are encouraged to tell stories, this being one way of tra~nmg them In the story telling 
art. 
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The repeated verbs 'waj~ebethwa', 'ephekiswa', 'esalusiswa' describes the state in 
whlch the girl finds herself. Through the inward eye the audience sees this girl. They 
also contribute to building the plot. It is through them that the performer describes and 
creates the story's moods and tensions in the family with a stepmother. The verbs in 
thls texts have a musical pltch in order to achieve emphasis. 

The portrayal of the many roles played by the performer is achieved by the use 
of voice. A big voice characterises a boy who comes to save the girl from the step- 
mother. A soft and low voice indicates or characterises the unfortunate girl and her 
state of trauma: 

Boy: ( w ~ t h  a b ~ g  voice) Xa ndisithi masiye ekhaya 
uye kuba yinkosikazl yam 
ungavuma na? 

Girl: (with a low volce) Ewe ndrngavuma. 

Boy. ( w ~ t h  a b ~ g  volce) If I say we must go 
to my home In order to 
get manled, w~ll you agree? 

G~rl. (wlth a low vo~ce)  Yes, I will agree. 

The dialogue between the boy and the girl is indicated by the quickening of the tempo 
of the voice of the performer. T h ~ s  quickening of the tempo indicates an emergency 
sltuatlon wh~ch  is intended to rescue and save the victim. 

Another role played by the performer is that of a monster or wicked and fright- 
ening character. For instance, the girl has been to her home for a few weeks to bury her 
stepmother. On her way back to her new home, in the big forest she meets a monster. 
The frightening situation is demonstrated as follows: 

Monster: (wlllz a blg volce) Krwebede! krwebede! krwebede! 
uvel~ ph~? 

G~rl. ( w ~ t h  a sntall volce) Ndlvela ekhaya. 
Monster: ( w t h  a b ~ g  V O L C ~ )  Krwebede! Krwebede! Ekhaya kukho  ban^? 
G~rl .  (wllh a small volce) Kukho umama notata. 
Monster: ( w t h  a hlg vozce) Krwebede! krwebede! krwebede! 

ndingabulawa, ndibulawe ujike uze kuhamba apha? Hi? 
Monster: (wlth a blg volce) Krwebede! krwebede! krwebede! 

Monster. Where do you come from? 
G1r1: ( w ~ t h  a low voice) I am coming from home. 
Monster: (with a big voice) Krwebede! Krwebedel Who is at home? 
Girl: (wlth a small voice) My mother and father. 
Monster: Krwebede! Krwebede! Krwebede! 

How can you walk here having killed me? HI? 

Song is one of the most important materials or techniques in the creation of theatrical 
narration. Apart from contributing the development of structural patterns and the de- 
velopment of the story, it is usually used as a communication technique between char- 
acters especially human and non-human characters (Mlama 1983:28 3). For example, 
in the story of two doves that went to look for Malkhomese who left her two chlldren 
starving the doves come across many people in one family. The people and the doves 
communicate through the song: 

People. (shouting) Wabethini? 
Doves: (sznging) Asimahobezana okuthethwa, 

Thina! 
Sifun' uMalkhomese 
Thina! 
Was~shiya sisodwa, 
Thina. 
Sadl' umhlaba sakhula, 
Thrna! 

People: (shouting) Beat them. 
Doves: (singing) We are not the doves to be beaten! 

We are looking for Malkomese! 
She left us alone 
We lived on dust and grew up! 

Song is also employed by a performer in order to expose the culprit to other people. 
Malkhomese, for example, is not known by the people to have left the children alone. 
The above song is sung by the doves to expose her. Indeed she is exposed and the 
people respond by chasing her away. Song is employed to entertaln and educate the 
audience (Jafta (1978:63), Green (1981:80), and Mlama (1983:320)). 

It could also be argued that the song is used as sympathetic magic to make what 
is naturally impossible happen (Mlama 1983:284). For example, the above song makes 
it possible for the doves to fly and carry Malkhomese back to her children. Further- 
more, the singing birds in the story can be used for many purposes. Since the birds are 
able to fly long distances, they represent the carriers of news. Birds are often present 
in trees and they become witnesses of events, although their presence is often ignored. 
As such, the birds are often the only witnesses to crimes committed in the absence of 
human beings. They therefore always provide the missing link in solving the mystery 
of the crime committed (Mlama 1983:284). 

For example, a tale of children who lost their father's bird is told. The children 
were worried by their father who had warned them not to open the hut where the bird 
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was. The children, however, invited their friends to come to their father's bird. They 
opened the hut and it flew away and was lost. The children were worried and went to 
look for it. The pedagogical lesson in this tale is simple and to the point. The impor- 
tance of love, co-operation and hndness is taught in many oral narratives. An example 
is the story of Ndudula and Ndudu, who were twins. Ndudula was caught by a monster 
while she was collecting firewood from the forest. Her twin brother Ndudu was very 
frustrated. As a result of love for his twin sister he risked his life for her sake. He found 
her married to a monster and with two children. The story of an old woman and the 
jackal cautions people about trickery. This particular old women lived with her grand- 
children. They were school-goers. A jackal came and cheated the old woman while the 
children were at school. The jackal suggested that they should play a game that in- 
volved getting into a pot wlth boiling water. They were going to alternate. The old 
woman agreed. When it was the old woman's turn to get into the pot, the jackal closed 
and tightened the lid of the pot. The old woman cried until she died. 

Some oral narratives demonstrate how intellectual supremacy triumphs over 
physlcal power. For example, the animals had a meeting. The main item under discus- 
sion was a solution to a great drought that had befallen their country. The chairperson 
of the meeting was the klng of the animals, the lion. The first animal that came with an 
Idea was the hare, one of the small animals. The hare suggested that they should col- 
lect water. Its idea was undermined by the leopard and the lion and the water remained 
in the well. But eventually, the hare's idea was accepted and water was collected into 
a blg dam that was dug by anlmals for water. The animals took turns in protecting the 
dam and water against anybody who might come and drink. The elephant was the first 
to look after the water. The jackal who had refused to be part of the scheme came to 
drink water. It sang a beautiful song that made the elephant fall asleep. The jackal 
drank the water while the elephant was asleep. All the big animals were given the 
chance to guard the water but all fell asleep when the jackal came singing. The tor- 
tolse's chance came. The jackal attempted the tricks it had performed on the other 
animals, but the tortoise caught it because of its intellectual acumen. 

Finally, this descriptive analysis of oral narratives shows that indigenous theat- 
rical forms do exist in South Africa. Such narratives contain pedagogical elements 
while simultaneously including entertainment values. When performed in the pres- 
ence of the audience, they convey their meanings and functions by means of exciting 
and imaginative theatrical techniques. The stories communicate through symbolic 
Images. As we have seen, the human and non-human characters employed in these 
stories represent images of various aspects of human behaviour and also represent 
animal and human characters involved in positive and negative events in everyday life 
(Green 1981:7; Mlama 1983:321). 

The Indigenous African Wedding Celebration 
Despite cultural diversity, which is attributable to different social, economic, political 
and geographical circumstances, all African communities in South Africa, that IS, 
Ndebele, Sotho, Swazi, Tswana, Tsonga, Venda, Xhosa and Zulu, practise the 'wed- 
ding-celebration' form of theatre. I take my example from a Xhosa indigenous African 
wedding celebration which I observed and in which I participated in my own region, 
the Eastern Cape. My approach will be, first, to give a brief description of this celebra- 
tion by outlining its structural pattern and, second, to present an analysis. 

There are two broad structural sections in the celebration: (I) the negotiations 
or preparations, and (ii) the wedding celebration, umdudo. 

(i) The negotiations 
The negotiations involve members of the families of the prospective bride and groom. 
Thls is a beginning of many of the dramatlc episodes, and is marked by rhetoric, 
music, praise-names and dance. While the dramatic dialogue is between the prospec- 
tive in-laws, music and dance are performed by the bride's family. Just as the whole 
performance is characterised by multivoiced dramatic developments in the sense that 
various performance-types are performed simultaneously, here the performance in- 
cludes rhetoric, music, dance and praise names. Men called oonozakuzaku represent 
the groom's side in these negotiations. In fact, oonozakuzaku are sent by the groom's 
famlly to negotiate wlth the bride's family. Both families go out their way to choose 
people who are known of their rhetoric. Their manner of speech is often not dictated 
by any formulaic style. The dialogue between the oonozakuzaku and the bride's fam- 
ily begins as follows: 

Bride's famlly: Khanitsho ke. 
Tell us. 

Oonozakuzaku. Sibone isitya kweli khaya. 
We have seen a vessel in this family 

The oonozakuzaku start describing the qualities of the prospective bride After the 
descriptions the bride's family summons girls who act as pseudo-brides. The pseudo- 
brides are presented by the bride's family to the oonozakuzaku. The reason for the 
presentation of the pseudo-brides to the oonozakuzaku is to test the oonozakuzaku's 
sincerity about what they claim to have seen. When the oonozakuzaku have finally 
identified the prospective bride among the pseudo-brides, the bride's famlly say: 

Bride's family: Betha. 
Go on. 
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One of oonozakuzaku stands up to name the beasts and their features for lobola. If the 
negotiations are for princes, lobola may amount to a hundred or more beasts. A voice 
from the bride's family is heard saying: Ubuziqhuba ngantoni nu? (What did you use 
to drive these beasts?). The groom's family responds by dramatic action, namely by 
putting tobacco in front of both the bride's family and the groom's family. A second 
voice from the bride's side says: Yenza lingasitsarhi (Continue to avoid suffocation). 
The groom's group starts smoking and the bride's family follows their example. After 
some time the bride's family will make it clear that the tobacco is nice or not nice 
(liyaqhuma or aliqhumi). The performers are oonozakuzaku (groom's family) who 
stand up and demonstrate by gestures and movements the features of the beasts. The 
members of the bride's family become the spectators. I should, however, mention that 
this part 1s an introduction to the actual theatre performance, for this part involves, as 
the performers and the spectators, the friends and relatives of the prospective groom 
and bride. 

Linked to this part of the section of the celebration is a communal aspect which 
is a characteristic of indigenous African theatre. Another important issue to be noted is 
that a groom's family does not necessarily spend only one day with the bride's family. 
Sometimes, for example, in the case of the royal family, when the bride's family is 
satisfied by the groom's side, a national meeting IS called in order to welcome and 
rejoice with the bride's side. During this period speeches, songs, dances and oral po- 
etry might be performed . It ls through these speeches, songs, dances and oral poetry 
that the participants and the audience express their feelings. Their dreams and hopes 
have come to realisation. As they think of the whole occasion, their hearts become 
filled with joy and exhilaration. The songs involved are for entertainment and the- 
~natlc significance. Speeches are intended for communication and expressing of deeply 
felt feelings and joy. 

(ii) The wedding celebration (umdudo) 
The wedding celebration umdudo is located within and guided by a limited time-span 
(three to eight days), a beginning and end, an audience, performers, an organised pro- 
gramme of activity, and a place and occasion of performance. These criteria determine 
its theatricality. These techniques are the most basic elements observable in umdudo 
that suggests that it is a form of indigefious African theatre. It is open for everybody, as 
other nations are invited. Once the nations arrive the celebration starts. 

When the negotiations between groom's family and bride's family have been 
finalised, an organised programme of activity is planned as follows: artistic prepara- 
tions including making of costumes, drums, rehearsals for actors, musicians and danc- 
ers (Amankulor and Akafor 1988:37), and finally the wedding celebration takes place. 
The bride's side, called uduli, goes to the groom's family for the purpose of the wed- 
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ding celebration-umdudo. The wedding celebration takes place in the courtyard, re- 
ferred to as inkundla. This section is dominated by music and dance. The repetition of 
music and dance does not bore the participants because repetition pleases them, espe- 
cially if one considers the fact that 'when something pleases the Africans, its repeti- 
tion pleases them even more' (Traork 197255). The climax of the wedding celebra- 
tion is on the day of marriage vows-ukunqumla inkundla. This day is viewed by 
Africans as a culmination of various events. 

The bride's family and the groom's family sit facing in opposite directions, on 
the open stage or space in front of the huts or kraals. The bride and groom are present 
at this meeting. Both sides sing, dance and shout. The men put on their attlre, called 
isidla and isidabane. The women are also in traditional dress, isikhaka and incebeta. 
Young people in general are also present. They are costumed or disguised in indig- 
enous attire. The bride and the two or three girls called pseudo-brides emerge from the 
bride's family. They go and stand in front of the audience, facing the groom's family. 
The bride uncovers herself from the head to the abdomen and from the thighs to the 
feet; that is, the breasts and the thighs are naked. The groom's family looks at her with 
analytic and critical eyes. The audience reacts positively or negahvely depending on 
whether or not the bride looks like a virgin. The groom emerges from the groom's 
group and goes to the bride. They exchange iintshinga-African wedding necklaces. 
(African wedding necklaces were and are replaced by European weddlng rings at the 
dull wedding ceremony at the altar where the bride and the groom repeat words that 
nobody believes in-'I will never look at another woman or man again in my life' 
(Bitek 1973:3).) The bride starts by taking her intshinga and putting it on the groom 
and then the groom does likewise. Then they go to the kraal. The bride holds up a 
spear in her right hand. They stand in front of the gate of the kraal. The bride spears the 
gate at the left and leaves the spear there. They go back to the audience. As soon as the 
bride spears the gate the imbongi recites the praises. The women shout kiki-kiki-kiki- 
kiki. The two groups of the bride and the groom compete by singing and dancing until 
the end of the celebration. 

Apart from an organised programme of activity as discussed above, there is no 
fixed time of the month and year that is set aside for the celebration of the indigenous 
African wedding ceremony. The date is decided by the in-laws once they have agreed 
on lobola, which is part of the preparatory phase. Before the actual celebration the 
performers from both sides learn and rehearse new songs and new dance-forms for the 
wedding celebration. Larlham (1982: 105) in support of this view writes: 

Although it 1s used to be customary for the party of the bride to repeat old and new 
well-known songs, the bridegroom generally preferred, for his own party, to intro- 
duce something entirely new to mark the occasion. For this purpose, he would secure 
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the services of some professional 'composer' (umqambi), of whom each dlstrlct could 
boast of one or two. No fee was charged for the service. A few days before the wed- 
ding, the ukufunda (to learn) would be announced among the surrounding kraals. The 
bnde, or the bridegroom, would first lead their party through all the proposed older 
dances. Then the (umqambi) would initiate them In his own special new composition. 

However, some forms of indigenous African theatre can be performed without re- 
hearsal but from past knowledge and experience. The whole performance becomes 
episodic, for it consists of different unrelated and related organised programme of 
activities. Oyin Ogunba (1978:22) is correct to suggest that indigenous African theatre 

... is organized on an episode basis. An actor comes forward and dramatizes a histori- 
cal event or a myth or simply creates a scene wlth his appearance and general bearing 
and this act may have little or no relationship at all with preceding or subsequent act; 
Indeed two acts mlmed In sequence at a fest~val may in history have been separated 
by centuries. 

Ogunba's description of an organized progralnme of activities of indigenous African 
theatre will be understood as the discussion unfolds. 

The bride is usually accompanied by young and old girls, young men and a few 
old men. They form a group called udull. The uduli arrives at sunset and is welcomed 
by its ~n-laws by being accommodated it in any home prepared for the purpose. While 
the most important part (the actual celebration) is dominated by songs, dance forms 
and oral poetry, the climax and most exciting episode is the scene of marriage vows- 
ukucanda inkundla. Singing and dancing are a means of expressing appreciation of 
the bride and the groom. This is a social occasion in this celebration with messages of 
joy, well-wishes and blessings which are directed to parents of both (bride and groom) 
through songs, dance forms and oral poetry. Culturally, ukunqurnla inkundla is meant 
to assure the groom's side that the bride is a virgin, hence she has to uncover her head 
to the abdomen and from the thighs to the feet so that her in-laws are able to make the 
critical analysis which will determine whether or not the bride is a virgin. The main 
focus of the analysis is the breasts and thighs. The exchange of iintshinga is a symbol 
of cleavage between the groom and the bride. The bride's act of spearing the gate 
symbolises commitment to the marriage vows. This scene is used as an important 
means of providing the African society with an opportunity of evaluating its quality of 
life. The bride is used as the main character in determining whether or not the African 
women still value the purity of unmarried women. 

Another scene begins with a performance by women of the groom's side, who 
perform various dances and songs and also imitate various duties to be performed by 
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the bride, such as carrying of firewood, fetching of water, ploughing and hoeing. Apart 
from the women of the groom's side, this scene is an important means of acknowledg- 
ing the contribution of individual poets, dancers and singers to social living. The crea- 
tivity of these individuals is used to enhance collective social experience while at the 
same time providing a critical means of evaluating the creativity of individuals (Agovi 
1980:143). The performers move to and from the audience and they interact with the 
members of the audience. Since there is no blueprint script the performance is marked 
by spontaneity which forms part of performance. The sequence of performance 1s 
determined by performers who come forward as individuals or in a group and perform 
as they wish. The presence of an active audience influences the direction of a perform- 
ance as a result of its involvement or participation (Agovi 1980: 148). If the audience 
does not respond it becomes very difficult for the performers/actors to enjoy and rise 
to the level of the occasion. 

I should also comment on the functions and meanings of the songs involved in 
this performance. For example, the song 

Amalongwe hay' amalongwe, 
Amalongwe soze siwabase , 
Saya kwarnkhozi sacel' inkuni, 
Batsh' ukusinik' ingxowa yamalongwe. 

Dried cow-dung no dried cow-dung, 
We shall never make use of dried cow-dung to make fire, 
We went to the in-laws, 
They gave us a bag of dried cow-dung. 

is used for entertainment and thematic significance. It arouses the feelings of perform- 
ers and audience. The manner in which the performer renders the song provokes the 
audience to respond with great enthusiasm. They become co-participants, patrons, 
chorus, as well as critics or judges of the performer's communicative ability (Mvula 
1991: 13). The song also warns the bride against looking down upon unmarried women. 
It also teaches that marriage should not make her egocentric, for her husband's family 
is not better than other families. The teachings apply to the groom as well. More Im- 
portantly, this song combined with dance is used ideologically to arm the bride with 
knowledge of her social responsibilities. It ridicules laziness and teaches her that lazi- 
ness will not be accepted by her in-laws. 

The performers are not trained specialists. All those members of the commu- 
nity who are gifted in acting are free to perform. However, young children and old 
people cannot perform in some African communities. While the performers are not 
trained, together with the audience, they play an important role in the performance. It 



is upon performer-audience participation that the theme, style and success of the occa- 
sion are determined. They are determined by way of songs, dance and the like. For 
example, the song 

Namhla siyakushlya, namhla uzothukwa, 
Bath' uligqwirha tnntwan' asemzlni. 
Namhla siyakushlya, narnhla uzokhala, 
Bathi unemicondo mntwaii' asemzlni. 
Zunyamezele zunyamezele zunyamezele, 
Mntwan' asemzini 

Today we leave you, today you will be insulted, 
They say you are a witch, our ch~ld. 
Today we leave you, today you will cry 
They say you have got thln legs, our child. 
Be tolerant, be tolerant, be tolerant, 
Our ch~ld 

demonstrates the nature of the occasion. The song becomes a group activity with the 
performers and audience joining and lnteractlng in singing and dancing. It also teaches 
the bride to be tolerant since she will be stigmatised by her in-laws. This song repre- 
sents a foreshadowing of the future that is acted out in song and dance. It is also a kind 
of window into the future that the brldes looks into and sees herself in an endeavour to 
prepare herself for the awaiting domestic routines. The idea is to make her decide 
whether she would like to see herself in the image of success or failure like the charac- 
ter in the musical. The song contains a fundamental element of the prophetic message 
which is hidden in ~ t .  Since it is sung in a provocative and trance-like manner, the 
future is projected in the form of prophetic utterance. The notion of prophetic and 
visionary beliefs becomes a cultural feature characterising the African marriage. While 
the message of the song is directed to the bride, the audience supports the performer 
by way of giving or responding to the perfonner. Without the feedback of the audience 
the performer might not succeed in conveying the message. The song is also marked 
by parallelism. The use of this technique by the performer is intended to achieve em- 
phasis and make a song memorable, sweet, meaningful. It includes an aesthetic device 
which indicates a performer's mastery of the poetic discourse. The repeated syntactic 
and semantic forms and resultant rhythm achieved through parallelism carry the mean- 
lng of a song (Mvula 1991:32). 

African Indigenous Doctors' Celebration 
The African indigenous doctors' celebration is one of the oldest celebrations in Africa. 

Indigenous African Theatre 

It has always been functional and communal and has always reflected and highlighted 
the world-view of African communities. 

Before I give an analysis of the African ~ndigenous doctors' celebration, it is 
necessary to establish whether or not this celebration is a form of indigenous African 
theatre. Jafta (1978:20-21) in her MA thesis discusses the African tradittonal doctors' 
celebration as a form of indigenous African theatre. In her concluding remarks she 
writes: 

This is a ritual song and dance of diviners that is generally regarded as of a communi- 
cative kind wlth the ancestors. The diviners celebrate with ~t and invoke the presence 
of the ancestors with it. They also get thelr lnspiratlon from it so that they become 
extremely sensitised to the presence of evll and their divining powers are easily aroused. 

Similarly Sithembiso Nxiyema, who is one of the powerful African indigenous doc- 
tors at Holy Cross, Lusikisilu, argues that the African Indigenous doctors' celebration 
is a kind of drama which is intended, among other things, to reconcile the ancestors 
and those who are still alive, and also to entertain the unseen and the members of the 
community (Personal interview 1993). Ngcamphalala, a cultural historian in Swaz~land, 
who has experienced African indigenous doctors' celebrat~ons in other African states, 
such as Swaziland, Zimbabwe and Malawi, maintains that the African indigenous doc- 
tors' celebration is a form of indigenous African theatre whose roots are grounded in 
the African soil (Personal interview 1993). It is important to mention that there are 
various types of indigenous doctors' celebrations, such as ukuthwasa, ukuvumisa and 
the like. In this essay, however, I deal with ukuthwasa. My analysis is based on the 
Tsonga community in South Africa. The structure of the celebration is as follows: 

(i) A Call to Priesthood 
African indigenous doctors are born, not made. One does not decide to be an indig- 
enous doctor. One is called by the ancestral spirit. In support to this view, Broster 
(1981:24) writes that no one becomes an indigenous doctor, an igqirha, by personal 
choice. Each individual experience a definite call from an ancestral spirit, whom she/ 
he must serve for the rest of herlhis life. The period is called kuthwasa in Tsonga. 

(ii) The Training Period 
The period of training differs from community to community, but among the Tsonga 
people it takes from three to ten months. During this period the trainee wears a par- 
ticular attire and avoids smoking, sex and drinking. Language usage also changes. 
More importantly there are evening gatherings involving dance, songs and drumming 
that bring the trainee very close to the ancestral spirit. These gatherings are open to the 
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e also dramatic scenes 'of a rather private hnd ,  with a minimal audi- 
n no audience at all' (Okpewho 1992:262). 

This takes about two to three days. It is a public gathering of African indigenous 
doctors, friends or visitors, community members and relatives. The doctors sing, beat 
drums, dance and so forth. The African indigenous doctor who has been instructing 
the trainee is presented with gifts. The graduation ceremony is dominated by songs 
and dance, which perform the same function as the dialogue in a play. Generally, the 
occasion is marked by one theme which runs through these songs. Okpewho (1992:263) 

the exchange of songs plays much the same role as the dialogue in a play. Though it 
does not lead to a conflict of wills between characters, it certainly yields an emotional 
counterpoint that brings the performance to a charged climax. The language of the 
songs and the dramatic movements contribute to the sublimity of the representation in 
the performance 

It is important to mentlon that in contemporary times the indigenous African doctors 
are organized as the Association of African Indigenous Doctors. They attempt to re- 
vive and promote then cultural activities as theatrical performances. They are mobile 
theatre groups. It is not uncommon to see them in their best costumes moving from 
village to village competing with dance and songs. 

The African indigenous doctors' celebration as a form of indigenous African 
theatre is performed for and by individuals who have been visited or caught by spirits 
or dead relatives. Like the indigenous wedding celebration, the African indigenous 
doctors' celebration is perfonned at no fixed time of the year. The determining factor 
is the afflicting spirits and the afflicted person, who becomes a patient or candidate for 
initiation into the indigenous African medical field, which is called ukuthwasa. Dur- 
ing this period of ukuthwasa the candidates, the doctors and the audience usually meet 
in the evenings almost every day for a performance. Various dances, songs and drum- 
ming are performed. The candidates and the doctors raise their hands to the sky and 
point down to the floor as they dance and sing. They also look up and down. For 
example, the song 

Ndza kayakaya mlnoo, 
Hoo aha hee, hee! 
Ndza kayakaya ndzi na maxangoo, 
Hoo, aha, hee, hee! 
Wa kayakaya n'wanangoo. 
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Hina hi losile, 
Vangoma hi yo haa! 
Hi losile, vangoma hee! 
Tonga siya duma. 

I move from pillar to post, 
Hoo aha, hee, hee! 
I move from pillar to post because of trials and tnbulations, 
Hoo aha hee, hee! 
My child IS also suffering. 
We greet you, 
You diviners haa! 
We greet you, diviners, hee! 
The famous ones. 
(Translated by D.J. Risenga) 

signifies that the candidates and doctors are communicating with the deceased rela- 
tives. It is also intended to invoke the ancestors, for the whole performance is an 
occasion for divination. Apart from evening performance, the candidates might per- 
form at any time when the spirits move them to perform. 

The actors, that is, candidates and doctors, become para-human actors, for they 
are believed to have taken the form of the ancestors, that is, actors who could be 
described as non-human. Since this is a religious occasion, the actors put on a cos- 
tume, which has been chosen according to the choice and taste of particular ancestors, 
and make-up that relates directly to their dramatic intentions and may also reinforce 
their act through improvisation (Agovi 1980: 149). When the ancestors are possessed 
by the spirits their bodies are transformed and muscles ripple up and down. The audl- 
ences rejoice as they see the actors being possessed by the spirits, for it means the 
spirits are ready to help, bless and heal the actors. Since this phase takes place in a 
relatively small space or in a hut, the audience is very small. Its involvement in the 
performance is through clapping of hands, drumming and singing. 

The most important phase is the graduation ceremony, which takes about two 
to three days. Doctors, friends, community members and relatives are inv~ted. The 
notion of two to three days satisfies the criteria of limited time-span and a beginning 
and end that determine the theatricality of this performance as a form of th, eatre. The 
main actors in this episode are the graduands and doctors. The relatives, friends, and 
the head of homestead are members of the audience, who become co-participants at a 
later stage. 

The programme of activ~ty is organized as follows: this part is divided into 
different phases with different episodes, such as ceremonial beer drinking, sacrificial 



east slaughtering and the actual performance which involves dancing, singing and 
rumming. Some of the episodes are related and some are not. They take part in the 

courtyard. In fact the programme of activity is the continuation of the performance 
which has taken place in a hut. The act of beer drinlung and sacrificial beast slaughter- 
ing during a graduation ceremony means that conferring of the status of a doctor upon 
the graduands by the doctors who have been supervising them. It also shows the co- 

xistence of rituals with cultural performance. After conferring the status of a doctor 
upon the graduands, the doctors and graduands as performers begin to dance and sing. 
The dancing and singing are accompanied by drums. The performers sing and dance 
In a circle. The theme of the song is the same as Ndza kayakaya minoo above. How- 
ever, in this context the function of the song and dance is to arouse feelings of joy and 
gratitude to the spirits and those who contributed to the success of the whole occasion 
of divination. As the performers dance and sing, the audience become co-participants 
by way of supporting the audience. They also express their joy and gratitude to the 
spirits for blessing and healing the graduands. The audience's hopes and dreams are 
expressed through the dancing and singing. The interaction between the performers 
and the audience is also regarded as a communication between them, for it is upon the 
interaction that most of the members of audience express their joy, appreciation and 
congratulation to the performers whose dreams have been realised on the one hand. It 
is through interacting with the audience on the other hand that the performers show 
that they are grateful to the members of the audience for their help and support. 

In most cases the graduands and the doctors put on their special costume, pow- 
dered white clay and white beads. They (the costume, powdered white clay and white 
beads) signify the kind of occasion being celebrated. They also stand for the deceased 
relatives and powdered white clay and white beads are used because ancestors are 
believed to be white. According to African ways of life, everything representing the 
deceased relatives is white in colour. The graduands and doctors are believed to be 
representing or to have taken new identities as spirits, ancestors and deceased rela- 
tives. The graduands and doctors become the para-human actors since they are be- 
lieved to be the integration and fusion of spirits and matter. To put it differently, they 
are a fusion of human beings and non-human beings who assume completely new 
identities as actors. As a result of the force of the role concept, the audience accept 
their new role identity and are prepareb to enter into their (the actors') world of con- 
scious impersonation. Acting in this context becomes an attempt to act out an imag- 
ined Identity that is credible to the audience (Agovi 1980:152). 

The graduands and doctors, as para-human actors, employ songs, dances, mimes, 
sounds and expressive gestures of the face, hand and feet. The songs and dances are 
Intended to drive the para-human actors to the point of being possessed by the ances- 
tral spirits and they might be in a trance. They also mean to tap communal or indi- 
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vidual understanding of an event (Balistreri 1979: 171). Through the songs and dances, 
emotions are raised and expressed. As Ola Rotimi (1990:255) states: 

... the traditional African theatre appeals to the emotions as ~t does to the intellect. 

...[ T]o the performer in the traditional Afncan theatre, it is just as pert~nent to involve 
the spectator emotionally as to become himself Involved with the spint of the charac- 
ter wh~ch he sets out to portray. It can therefore be inferred that m traditional Afncan 
theatre the emotions and the intellect are both complementary gateways to the human 
essence 

In addition, the songs as they are sung by both the actors and audience serve to strengthen 
the theme of divination. They also become a source of aural enjoyment for the audi- 
ence. Rotimi (1990:255) argues similarly that songs serve as a medium of accenting 
theme (as usually evinced in a refrain), for commenting on topical issues, for accord- 
ing auditory pleasure, and for providing stimulus to dance. 

Concerning movements and mimes, the para-human actors convey thoughts 
and feelings that are representational and religiously vital. The para-human actors 
occupy the stage as individuals or groups of three or so. An individual para-human 
actor comes forward, in front of the audience and performs or dances. Shehe might be 
followed by another individual or group. Their appearance before the audience creates 
a different sequence of scenes, which might be related or not related at all to preceding 
scenes. This occasion necessitates the definition of the term 'audience'. Agovi 
(1980: 154) defines 'aud~ence' in indigenous African theatre as a group of people to 
whom a message or performance is directed. It includes different categories, such as 
spectators or observers, who may be present at a performance without necessarily 
being the focus of attention or the focus of the message. It may also include non- 
human audiences such as spirits and ancestors, who are often the focus of attention in 
religious indigenous African theatres. This implies that the indigenous doctors' cel- 
ebration involves both human and non-human audiences and performers because it is 
a religious occasion with messages that are directed to the human beings and to the 
spirits and ancestors. 

The human aud~ence participates in singing, clapping of hands and, in some 
cases, verbally. When the audience responds actively as a way of showing apprecla- 
tion, the para-human actors become more spiritually involved in their performance, 
leading to a heightened evocation of voice, an intensified projection of group senti- 
ment and an expressive interpretation of the songs. The songs become a direct channel 
for communication between the actors and the audience (Agovi 1980:153). At one 
stage, the following song is sung: 



wu vona ntirho, ha wu vona, 
ozan' thokoza bakithi! 
u vona nt~rho wenu, 
azan', thokozan'bakithi! 

We see the ceremony we see it, 
Thokozan', thokozan' dear people! 
We see your ceremony, 
Thokozan', thokozan', dear people! 
We see ~ t ,  ~t 1s marvellous. 
(Translated by D.J. Risenga) 

As the actors sing and dance, the audience become co-participants as a way of giving 
moral support. Some members of the audience sing and some beat drums. As the 
audience continues to support the actors by way of providing a dynamic rhythmic 
background, the actors dance and sing, looking up and down, raising their hands and 
arms. At tlmes the actors move graciously and beautifully, holdlng up their sticks. The 
whole process is an indication that the spirits are with them and the occasion is blessed. 
The rcpet~tion of 'ha wu and thokozan' baluthi' reflects joy and blessing that come 
from the spirits. The message of the song is intensified by the repetition of blessings 
and joys as expressed in each sentence. The use of the exclamation mark 'bakithi!' 
lndlcates the communication between the actors and the aud~ence. The actors seem to 
be informing the aud~ence that the occasion has been graced by the spirits. 

With regard to the non-human audience, such as spirits and ancestors, the com- 
munication channel is established by the para-human actors through songs, drumming 
and dances. The requests and messages are directed to them and in turn they should 
possess the actors. Once the actors become possessed by the spirits and ancestors, it is 
believed by the human audience that the splrits and ancestors are physically present to 
bless the occasion. The celebration continues until everybody is satisfied and that 
would be an end of the occasion. The doctors' celebration satisfies the criteria that 
determine the theatricality of performance. 

Conclusion 
Indigenous African theatre forms distinguish indigenous African theatre from con- 
temporary African theatre. The characters are both status and creatlve roles and are not 
developed. Peformance is dominated by songs, dance and drums which are performed 
in the open space theatre. Among many of the theatrical aspects are forms of episodic 
actions which are not determined by cause and effect. More importantly, African thea- 
tre forms do not only make use of action and speech but also dance, music and mime 
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in presenting their experiences. African theatre forms are not separate institutions but 
integral elements of a dramatic experience. 

I would like to suggest that, fmtly, drama students go out and study indigenous 
drama in the field, and that indigenous drama be recorded with video machines to 
enable students to study it. Secondly, that indigenous drama be transcribed into writ- 
ten script so that it can be studied in the same manner modern drama is studied. And 
thirdly, that indigenous theatre be brought into the lecture hall and made into a festival 
by students and lecturers, in the same manner that the festival is presented in the 
countryside. Then we might begin to glimpse the potential of South African theatre 
forms. 

Department of Afrlcan Languages 
University of South Africa 
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of Darkness: 
cter Construction in the 

Earlier Plays of Zakes Mda 

Carolyn Duggan 

An important dialectic in western-based studies ofAfrican literature concerns the prob- 
lem of the so-called weakness in character construction The camps are divided but 
the two main opposing views, while they agree on the outcome, differ as to the rea- 
sons. The Albert GCrard (1971: l l l )  camp would maintain that character depiction in 
African literature is defective in the main: 

In tnbal societies, little attention IS pald to ~ndiv~dual inwardness A person's aware- 
ness of self is pnmanly as a member of a group, and not-as I r  the case in  Western 
society-as an autonomous ind~vidual whose chief legitimate prcoccupatlons are wlth 
his own personal ~dentity, nghts and privileges This fundamental culture trait has 
many literary implications Not only are Afrtcan wnters notor~ously clumsy in the 
expression of stnctly personal emotions such as love but also, more generally, the~r 
~nterests are ethlcal rather than psychological, and they are seldoln able to present 
convlnclng lndivldual characters Their societal outlook dnves them to turn character 
tnto type, so that the reader's response is one of moral edlficatton rather than one of 
~maglnative empathy. 

Fanon (quoted in Bhabha 1994:110), on the other hand, attributes the state of the 
colonised person as one of 'absolute depersonalisation' . Bhabha (1994: 114) in the 
same essay, discuss and attribute 'this colonial alienation of the person-thls end of 
the "idea" of the individual' to the effects of colonialism. They all seem to agree then 
on the absence of a clearly defined sense of individual self in Afrlcan soclety and 
consequently in African writing, whatever the causes. 

On first reading Zakes Mda's plays, the initial impression would be that here is 
a perfect set of proofs for the above hypothesis and that all that remalns to be done is 
to decide on the camp affiliation. 

This view, however, proved to be wrong. Of course one is a product of one's 
history and one's culture, and Mda would surely be no exception. But there 1s defi- 
nitely a deliberateness in his lack of 'indivldual inwardness' or 'awareness of self'. 
Not only does he share this trait with Brechtian theatrical technique. His focus on the 
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political requires a certain shying away from the individualistic. There is a 
in favour of the ethical over the psychological, but the main reason is that 

individual is not his subject: his subject is people in groups-society. Mda has 
en every opportunity to avoid inwardness in his characters for fear of clouding the 

main purpose, i.e. the analysis of a society. 
Mda's characters are without exception, types. One needs not go further than 

the drarnatis personae to identify this pattern. He goes to great lengths not to name 
them. Even when he goes so far as to introduce a name, that very fact is highlighted by 
means of juxtaposition. Consequently, the name loses its impact as a means of identi- 
fication. Generic names such as Man, Young Man, OldMan, Woman, Lady etc. abound 
and it is blatantly obvious that these characters are broadly representative of their 
types. The young man in 'The Hill' (TH), for example, is Everyman. Although it is set 
in Lesotho, this persona need not even be confined to Africa. He is typical of the 
young-innocent, idealistic and enthusiastic-and is specific in that he is desperately 
poor. The details of his existence are peripheral. The essence is universal-to the de- 
prived. From a small rural village he must make his way in the world to help support 
his family-a tale told the world over. There is hardly a country that escapes the young's 
moving away from its countryside-young men in particular. Post-colonialist coun- 
tries in particular seem susceptible to their youngs' moving to the cities, often due to 
poverty. 

Although Mda sets up his characters as types, this does not preclude their indi- 
viduality. While he observes generalised situations and conflicts, he engages his audi- 
ence through the quirks and foibles of his individuals. Personally, Young Man exudes 
an innocent and touching trust in humanity. Things will come right because he has 
been told to have faith and he believes what he has been told. In the first part of the 
play he displays this naivetC with an assurance that is typical of the young. His reas- 
surances, for example, to the Man (and, obliquely, to himself), are sprinkled with 
optimistic clichCs: 

We must retain our falth, chlld of my mother .... You need faith. I survlve on faith. 
That is why I don't despair .... Fa~th can do anythmg. They teach us that it can move 
mountains .... We have retained our faith for two months, child of my mother. We 
must not lose ~t now. They promtsed me at the NRC that things wlll be right soon. I 
shall see them on Monday (TH 820. 

This is the view expressed even in the face of being fobbed off by the NRC for two 
months and being ~gnored by the Nun (symbolising religion and the church). 

His enthusiasm is unquenchable and he looks forward to his life on the mines 
despite warnings from Man and Veteran. 'I am ahead-reaching for success' (TH 83) 
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he says and will not be deterred by the Man at his lack of experience. He looks for the 
positive and focuses on it. 'I have not served them [the mines] yet, but I am young and 
strong. And I don't have tax arrears' (TH 84). 

Even when Mda becomes a little more specific, his characters are still broadly 
era1 representations. The Lady and the Woman in 'And the Girls in thelr Sunday 
sses' (GSD), apart from representing prostitutes and housewives respectively, are 
ned by their names. The Lady attests by her name to the importance she needs to 

ace on her appearance but she also serves as an example of pre-feminist concerns. 
eminists disapprove of the term Lady as biased and judgmental but its role here 1s 

ically reversed. She is anything but a lady in the colonial sense of the word. She is 
ribed in the stage directions as 

t overdressed, albeit in the latest fashlon. One can see that there was a conscious 
on her part to make herself appear chic and sexy. Her mannensrns are of a 

~sticated woman of the world, but of course, at the end of it all she appears pre- 
noous--even ridiculous (GSD 4). 

She wears make-up, she tells us, because most people do-'to lmprove their looks' 
(GSD 8). But hers is applied thickly in order to cover-up bad skin. However, the end 
result is to make her look like a whore. The Woman's dowdiness and her lnitlal ap- 
pearance of subservience are not incongruous. Of course, she is only a mald and of 
course, she is exploited sexually by her employer only to be deserted. Of course, she 

resort to domestic work to survive-isn't that the lot of a woman? But then, 
en she turns to political rhetoric and trade unionism we are not surprised--espc- 

cially when we consider the political correctness of hcr name. 
Other characters are defined by their occupations. We are not in the dark on 

what to expect from characters who rejoice in designations such as Banker, Business- 
man, Sergeant, Ofisiri (Officer), Farmer, Labourer, the Nun, the Veteran, Soldier One 
and Two, not to mention Mourners, Interrogators and Wedding Guests. The stere- 
otypical pictures we are able to call up at the mention of these names are important. 
They need to be stereotypical because Mda is commenting, as we have seen, on their 
roles in society. The petty bourgeois servant in the form of O f ~ s ~ r i  in 'We shall Sing for 
the Fatherland' (WSF) is prepared to exploit his inferiors in the way he has learned by 
experience. His feelings about the bribery by the hoboes seem quite ambivalent and he 
has no qualms about raising the price of the bribe from twenty cents to fifty cents in 
one week. Having got them to give him the required amount he allows them to stay in 
the park with surely the most understated cynicism: 'Ofislri (taking the coin): Well, 
I'll have to leave you. At least you haven't littered the place' (WSF 31). He under- 
stands well that he must retain the upper hand despite having been 'only an upstart 
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trooper' (WSF 32) to Sergeant's NCO status. When he fails to do this at the end of the 
play he is relegated to the role of prison warder supervising prisoners digging graves 
because the hoboes froze to death on his beat-surely harsh punishment by his supe- 
riors for something not exactly in his control. 

Our initial expectations of Banker and Businessman, two cronies in the same 
play, are modified when we discover that Banker is white in this ambiguous African 
country ten years after independence. The question is immediately raised as to why 
this banker is white and not black, especially in view of the power he claims and the 
control he has, not only over individuals but the running of the country. Despite Busi- 
nessman's obvious prosperity, his success is suspect and begins to seem hollow when 
we discover that he, representative of the commercial success of the formerly colo- 
nised, is a mere puppet, still under the control of outside (i.e. foreign) and most likely 
western and white influence. Initially one would be inclined to sympathise with him 
but the scenano is not so simple and this by virtue of the fact that Mda gives him a 
name. He is called Mr. Mafutha by the hoboes-meaning 'Mr. Fat' in Sesotho. Allied 
with the other 'fat ones' (WSF 44) of Maseru West, he has obviously achieved his 
position at the expense of others in this capitalist society. The huge divergence be- 
tween his lifestyle and that of the two hoboes as well as his deliberate snubbing them 
is adequate evidence. 

That the two hoboes have names too also serves to foreground their plight. To 
be called Sergeant-Major ten years after the Wars of Freedom and to be still dressed in 
army uniform (notably tattered ones) has a two-fold effect. The audience is constantly 
reminded that they once had status and social function during the war but that these 
are now robbed of meaning by the total indifference displayed by the other characters. 
None of the other characters address them by name nor is there any reference by 
anyone to their military record. Their personal risk for their country's freedom has 
dwindled into insignifi~ance and, more insidiously, the tattered uniforms seem to sug- 
gest that the ideals of revolution have fallen by the wayside. 

Janabari (a corruption of January) is merely a joke name and so therefore no 
name at all. He doesn't even have the dignity of a designation such as Veteran or 
Soldier, nor even a general name such as Man or Young Man. His name isn't a per- 
son's name and it isn't even pronounced properly-he is nothing in the eyes of soci- 
ety. The only affirmation of his existence is his relationship with Sergeant and it is a 
warm one. Their good humoured banter is comradely and Sergeant, at one stage, calls 
him Janie-thus attesting to his humanness and personal right to compassion. 

Charley and Tseli in 'Dead End' (DE) appear to have definitive names, but 
when one considers the pronunciation of Tseli one realises that there is some ambiva- 
lence in them. The first two letters in Tseli are pronounced in a similar way to the 
English 'ch' and so their names are almost identical thus blurring their identities as 
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individuals. The most individual of all Mda's main characters, they are, nonetheless, 
pproaching anonymity by this phonetic manipulation. Similarly, in 'Joys of War', the 
hild, Nana, appears to have a name, but when it is put alongside her grandmother's 
nd father's names-Mama and Papa-we realise once again that they are, at best, 

gh Nana is a real name it has a childlike ring, and the character be- 
es representative of the plight of children and childhood in rural South Africa. Her 

thus negated alongside the other two. 
hen characters address each other, Mda neatly side-steps the problem in many 
'Dark Voices Ring' (DVR) the Man calls the Woman 'mama' or 'ma' while 

hi1d'-not unusual practice in black South African society. In 'The 
ourer and Farmer call each other nothing throughout the play except 

wana interlude. In 'Joys of War', Mama and Nana call each other those 
names, while the two soldiers use 'pally' or 'mate' when addressing one another- 
most of the time they don't call each other anything. In 'The Hill', Man and Young 
Man constantly use the phrase 'child of my mother' which has a two-fold effect. On 
he one hand it establishes a comradeship between them and suggests a fraternal car- 

ing relationship while on the other hand its irony is underlined when, in the end, an 
'every man for himself' attitude towards the NRC contract supplants all other consid- 
erations. Similarly, in 'And the Girls in their Sunday Dresses', the Lady calls the 
Woman 'sister woman' and invites her to reciprocate. She say$ she learned it from 
American tourists whch suggests a tenuous sophistication through a brush with the 
exotic. Initially, it is simply a convenient tag but by the end of the play it has come to 
suggest an aspiration towards a feminist autonomy as well as an acceptance of mutual 

The only individual names that Mda allows are for off stage characters or for 
whites. It does not matter that off stage characters may acquire individuality in this 
way as they have no autonomy in the action of the play or in the minds of the audience. 
Dr. Zuma, the sangoma in 'Dead End', needs his name to conjure up his Zulu cultural 
'otherness',~hus settlng up a confidence, in the minds of the audience, in his medici- 
nal powers. In the end, neither Charley nor the audience 1s clear about the culpability 
for Tseli's tragic situation. Is she dying because of Frikkie's blow to her stomach or 
from Dr. Zuma's medicine that Charley has insisted on her taking? 

Nontobeko, the dead baby, needs her name to emphasise her reality in her moth- 
er's eyes. It is ironic that Nontobeko, the character in 'Dark Voices Ring' who only 
exists in her mother's imagination, has a name while the others do not. Labourer's 

fe, Lucy, in 'The Road', needs her name to confirm the duplicity of her position as 
rmer's mistress, while Young Man's sister, Ntati, in 'The Hill', needs her name to 

cus on his personal despair at his beloved sister's degradation as a 
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It is significant that all the whites both on or off stage, with the exception of 
Banker, have names and are all Afrikaans. Without their names, their nationalities 
would be ambiguous so it becomes strilungly obvious that Mda means to emphasise 
their Afrikanerness. Banker may be any of the former European colonists (i.e. Eng- 
lish, Dutch, French, Portuguese, German as well as Afrikaans) and so it is important 
that he has no name if his universality is to be maintained. But Frikkie du Toit and the 
Koornhofs (DE), Baas Jan van Wyk (DVR), Johannes Koekemoer and his wife Maria 
as well as his dastardly foreman Boetie van Rensburg (TR) are all unequivocally 
Afrikaans. The ruling Nationalist Party in South Africa-the creator of the Apartheid 
system-was originally exclusively Afrikaner-supported and latterly largely so. Mda 
seems to be placing the responsibility for exploitation and oppression squarely in their 
hands. 

It is interesting to note further significances in the Afrikaner names in 'The 
Road'. Boetie van Rensburg is held in extreme contempt by Farmer, not alone for the 
seduction of his wife but for the fact that he had 'this Imbecile habit of sitting with the 
Bantu labourers in their hovels, drinking their miasmic beer, and sleeping with their 
women' (TR 129)-indeed 'a d~sgrace to the Afrikaner race' (TR 129). The word, 
boetie, is thus ironic when we note where van Rensburg's allegiances lie but it is even 
more ironic that Farmer is completely oblivious of any significance in this name and 
the insult he hurls at Labourer before he realises his blackness-'You Kafferboetie 
you!' (TR 127) intens~fies the dichotomy of hls position and the ambiguity of his 
name. 

Finally, during the historical re-enactment scene in the same play, Farmer sees 
fit to rename both himself and the Labourer. He rudely elects to call the Labourer 
Jim-a name associated in literature with slavery-because Labourer must act as his 
slave bearerlguide. (One of the reasons for the Great Trek in 1836 and the opening up 
by whites of the hinterland of South Africa and the establishment of the two Afrikaner 
republics was the abolition of slavery in the British Empire in 1834.) Farmer prefers to 
be called bwana, a Swahili word meaning master or slr, and consequently foreign to 
South Africa-thus boosting his status in his own eyes by its exoticism but also serv- 
ing to emphasise his foreignness and thus his alien posit~on. 

The named characters are referred to many times during the course of the plays 
thus affirming the importance of the names. 

An easy conclusion on Mda's characterisation would be that there is a lack of 
individuality or even humanness. One would be tempted to see the characters, because 
they are ideological vehicles, as lacking humanness due to their typographical nature. 
But this very notlon is a contradiction because of what they represent. In depicting the 
plight of a particular group of people in a particular society, Mda is, in fact, stressing 
their humanness because the problems they illustrate are human ones. All his political 
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and social concerns have a direct bearing on what is fundamental to all humans i.e. 
their quality of life. To be black in a white or formerly white-controlled country must 
cause one, perforce, to focus on one's inferior position in that society and to become 
conscious of a selfhood as defined by nationalism, racism and, ultimately, a sense of 
blackness (as a positive affirmation). In addition, Mda presents his audience with plays 
that are peopled by engaging characters, however representative they are meant to be. 

rely take Tseli's side in 'Dead End' we do not altogether condemn 
arley. His irrepressible wit touches us as much as Tseli's predicament. Although 

largely didactic, it ensures-through the Woman-that the audi- 
he outcome. Her acute sufferings at the loss of her beloved child 

shness of the Old Man's former position as induna. Mda ma- 
nce's emotional response by simultaneously encouraging lts con- 

ern and forcing it to judge. 
Sergeant and Janabari are, perhaps, the most human (and consequently love- 

e characters concerned here. In 'We Shall Sing for the Fatherland' their 
humour and care for each other cannot fail to stimulate the audience's 

eir warmth of character, displayed mostly towards each other, but 
urtesy towards and Sergeant's excuses for the other characters, is juxta- 

ed by the unremitting coldness they encounter. The other characters are deliber- 
y two-dimensional (with perhaps the exception of Ofisiri), which also serves to 

highlight their humanity. 
Straight didacticism in 'The Hill' is softened largely by Young Man. His un- 

failing optimism in the face of constant evidence to the contrary emphasises the hu- 
nt of both the present and the future. 'The Road' might also remain 

thin the realms of didacticism but for the link between the two men in the form of 
ss. Labourer's hatred for Farmer then becomes personal as well 

0th judgement and emotion are called on and the audience's concern 
r the outcome is not merely academic. 

In 'And the Girls in their Sunday Dresses', both the Woman and the Lady 
strive for a certain dignity despite the abjectness of their positions. The Lady keeps up 
appearances literally despite having nothing in the world but the R10 for a bag of rice. 
The Woman quietly and patiently assists the Lady in joining her in a growing sense of 
autonomy and they face the future together, no longer victims but agents. This is, 
perhaps, the least engaging of the plays and may be due to some rather heavy didacti- 
cism in parts. But it is relieved in most part by the humanity of the Lady. 

, the obvious judgement wlth regard to engagement would be 
Nana. An old woman and a child would be the obvious focus 

the audience's concern, but the two soldiers, while articulating the case for and the 
of an armed rebellion, are far more convincing as points of argument because of 
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their all too human backgrounds. The audience does not question their right to arms- 
their humanity has already convinced. 

Wllson and Thompson (1975) discuss nationalism in South Africa or indeed 
the lack of a sense of nationalism. They argue that, because of ~ t s  multicultural and 
multilingual diaspora-whether it be white (not united in one group) or the multifari- 
ous black groups (divided linguistically and culturally)-there is a distinct lack of 
syncretism in the South African concept of nationalism: 

The concept of nat~onalism is reserved for movements of national consciousness and 
orgarusatloll among all the Afrlcan peoples of South Afrtca. Its basis is thus a percep- 
tton of a common ractal ~dentlty, a shared hlstortcal experience of subordination, and 
a common CIVIC status In South African society. There is nelther a common traditionai 
language nor common traditional culture, and the common territory is that estab- 
ltshed by the Incorporation of the various African groups into the union of South 
Afr~ca (W~lson & Thoinpson 1975:425). 

This is the reason why Mda is careful not to focus on a sense of nationalism. 
True, two of his plays are set in Lesotho and deal with problems particular to that 
country, but it is obvious that his concerns are with southern Africa as a whole throughout 
all his plays. He says as much in 'And the Girls in their Sunday Dresses' when Woman 
tells the Lady : 

One day 11's golng to dawn on you, and on the rest of the others who thlnk like you, 
that this stntggle is not just South Afncan. It is Southern Afncan (GSD 26). 

Indeed, this attitude would be wholly in keeping with ANC policy (which is based on 
class), illustrated, as we have seen, in 'We shall Slng for the Fatherland' (socialism 
being favoured over capitalism). 

Instead of focusing on nationalism or tribalism, Mda points up racism and in- 
vestigates blackness (either negat~vely in the form of 'othering' or positively in the 
form of a sense of selfhood). While racism in itself may be viewed thematically, Mda 
has his characters embody and express a sense of what it means to be a black person. 
All of the plays, with the exception of 'We shall Sing for the Fatherland' are illustra- 
tive. 

Frikkie, in 'Dead End', knows that he can count on a system based on racism 
when he is able to transfer the responsibility of Tseli's impending death to Charley. 
Charley explains to God: 

And there 1s Frikkte, arms akimbo, with a big grin hollering to the police 'Vang 'om. 
What are you waittng for? I will report you to the b ~ g  baas at the stat~on' (DE 20). 
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rikkie expresses an almost axiomatic confidence through his physical attitude-his 
akimbo' and his 'big grin' express his sense of racial superiority knowing that 

ig baas' will experience no qualms when it comes to taking sides. White will side 
white regardless of the facts of the case and Charley understands this. 'You see, 
as in the right .... He was white' (DE 20), he says, not questioning the validity of 

statement. He does not refute the concept in any way. To him, people are defined 
colour and he seems to accept this as a fact-unpalatable but incontrovertible. God 
st have a colour too and he pursues the point despite the denial. 

The Woman and Old Man in 'Dark Voices Ring' embody the subserv~ent atti- 
an oppressed people towards their oppressors. Unable to detect until the last 
their misfortune is as a direct result of the power wielded on racist terms, the 

n is only able to focus on the 'prestige' enjoyed by Nontobeko for having been 
only child on the farm, from the beginning of time, to have been born In the huis 

e master' (DVR 56). Racism, in thls play, is taken an insidious step further when 
encouraged by van Wyk and the warder, who are drinking brandy on the 
ouse, wields his whip all the more: 

... when the prisoners winced with pain they went Into a great frenzy and pnde swelled 
In the chest of the Old Man. He had the pnsoners In hts hands-more power than he 
had ever had before-and he was enjoylng i t  (DVR 62). 

Man has collaborated with the warders and has thus become one of them. His 
ent In the form of his daughter's death, though harsh, is appropriate. His toady- 

ng has backfired. The civil servants, castigated by the Man 'who carry out the repres- 
sive laws' (DVR 64) later in the play, are adumbrations of the Old Man. He person~fies 
what they are and what will happen to them. 

'The Road', because its main theme 1s Apartheid, is suffused wlth raclsrn, and 
the two characters are representative of the black and white races in South Africa. 
Although the entire play is allegorical, the two characters are more subtly so. Farmer 
represents the extreme right wing white Afrikaans Nationallst Government supporter. 
He is unequivocally racist. His speech, attitudes and demeanour all procla~m him to be 
so. His conversation is peppered with reference to colour. Initially he claims that he 
likes blacks when challenged by Labourer-'I have known some of the finest blacks 
in my life' (TR 125)-and admits to having a black mistress, but he 1s outraged when 
he 'discovers' that Labourer is actually black and that he has unwittingly shared the 
shade of the same tree with him. From this moment on, he unbridles all his racialistic 
animosity and is seen as an extreme example of a white supremacist. His distaste of 
Labourer's colour is all the more irrational and ludicrous in that he hasn't recognlsed 
it until this moment and ~t highlights the irrationality of his immediate assumption of 
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an attitude of unquestioned superiority and arrogance. He immediately assumes the 
role of master and begins dictating the terms of that relationship. 

Labourer, also representative, is more subtly drawn. His role is two-fold. Rep- 
resentative of the black race in general, he is, nevertheless, a 'foreign' black from 
Lesotho. Ostensibly not used to racist treatment, he has none of the imposed humility 
expected of the oppressed. He expresses the selfhood of a person devoid of a sense of 
race/colour and is understandably baffled by Farmer's change of attitude after the 
colour recognition scene. When he assumes the role of 'Jim' the slavelbearer his atti- 
tude changes to one of obsequiousness and he gives an impression of the way Farmer 
believes blacks should behave. As a foreign black unused to racism he shows how 
blacks should behave whereas as Jim he behaves as blacks are forced to do in a racist 
society. Therefore the characterisation in 'The Road' is complex and made all the 
more so by its quasi simplicity. Labourer represents not only the black point of view of 
Apartheid, but the view of the outsider of any colour. Farmer, because he is almost a 
caricature In his extreme behaviour, satirises racialism. 

In balance with these broader focuses, Mda then zones in on the notion of black 
selfhood and explores and develops this area of the human psyche. Chinua Achebe 
(1966: 135) maintains that: 

[wl~thout subscribing to the view that Afnca gained nothing at all in her long encoun- 
ter with Europe, one can still say, in all fairness, that she suffered many terrible and 
lastlng misfortunes. In terms of human dtgnlty and human relations the encounter 
was almost a complete disaster for the black races. It has warped the mental attitudes 
of both black and white. In giving expression to the plight of their people, black 
writers have shown agaln and again how strongly this traumatic experience can pos- 
sess the sensibility. 

Mda's characters, both black and white, all reveal themselves to be products of this 
disaster. Fanon goes on to define these mental stances and, as far as the colonising 
whites are concerned, has discerned an overall patronising attitude: 'A white man 
addressing a Negro behaves exactly like an adult with a child and starts smirking, 
whispering, patronising, cozening' (Fanon 1968:31). He goes on to quote 0. Mannoni: 

What the colonial in common with Prospero lacks is awareness of the world of Oth- 
ers, a world in which Others have to be respected. This is the world from whlch the 
colonla1 has fled because he cannot accept men as they are. Rejection of that world is 
combined wlth an urge to dominate, an urge which is infantile in origin and which 
social adaptation has falled to discipline (Fanon 1968:108). 

Frikkie du Toit, Jan van Wyk, Johannes Koekemoer, even the Koornhofs, all 
display the need to dominate. None of them is able to live in harmony with their black 
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eagues; instead, all of them observe a distance and maintain a sense of Otherness. 
ker is an especially good example of what Fanon is describing. Ten years after 

dependence he is as patronising as it is possible to be. His false bonhomie is given 
e lie when he makes it very plain who is in charge. Businessman will only gain his 

position because Banker has had to threaten his customers and he pooh-poohs Busi- 
essman's concerns about trouble from white quarters: 'If you do your job well how 

hey cause trouble for you? The only thing you have to do is to listen to our advlce' 
F). The message is clear: according to Banker, Businessman cannot act on his 

own initiative-indeed, can he act at all? And Businessman accepts it. 
Most people would agree that a sense of the Other is necessary in order to 

ne oneself. What one is not helps to affirm what one is. Bhabha (1994:117), In 
g Fanon's concept of black identity, argues that there are 'three conditions 
erlie an understanding of the process of identification in the analytic of de- 
ese may be summarised as, firstly: 'to exist is to be called into being In rela- 

o an Otherness'; secondly, a 'space of splitting' i.e. a desire to have the advan- 
ges of Others but at the same time maintaining one's own position; and thirdly, 
entification and transformation by the assumption of an image (Fanon 1994: 117). 

Bhabha (1994: 118) goes on to refute Fanon's assumptions based on the above, 
and asserts that: 

[tlhe Other must be seen as the necessary negation of a primordial ~dentlty-cultural 
or psychic-that introduces the system of differentiat~on (1 18) 

Said (1978:54) developed this concept in terms of the colonial milieu when he 
explained: 

thls universal practlce of designating In one's mlnd a famihar space wh~ch IS 'ours' 
and an unfamlllar space beyond 'ours' which 1s 'them' a? a way of making geo- 
graphical dlstinctlons that can be entirely arbitrary I use the word 'arbltrary' here 
because lmaglnative geography of the 'our land-barbarian land' variety does not 
requlre that the barbar~ans acknowledge the d~st~nction It 1s enough for 'us' to set up 
these boundanes In our own mlnds, 'they' become 'they' accordingly, and both the~r 
terr~to~y and mentality are designated as different from 'ours'. 

of mental distancing is clearly seen in the attitudes of the whites in Mda's 
'Dead End', having replaced Tseli's Afrlcan name with a more acceptable 

'white' one, the Koornhofs are constantly 'othering' her: 'What's wrong wlth you 
ntu girls .... You are dirty .... And cut those damn long black nails' (DE 7). Even Mr. 
ornhof's sexual innuendo is done at a condescending distance: 'Anna, you are quite 
ice kaffir maid' (DE 7,e.a.). 
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The Old Man in 'Dark Voices Ring' is  called 'my faithful induna' (DVR 55) by 
van Wyk-rather like a pet dog that is owned by a more evolved being. The  imaginary 
phone call by the Man underlines this dominance which insists that any events in  the 
Others' lives must be  of lesser importance than that of their 'superiors': 

Man: (dials on an imaginary phone) Hello. I am Kaptein's wife. [She is alone and in 
labour.] Yes, baasie, the wife of the faithful induna. May I make an appointment with 
him for five o'clock? Tomorrow afternoon, yes .... Well, baasie, I would like to dis- 
cuss with him family affairs .... Pains in my stomach (DVR 56). 

In everything he  utters in  his short scene, Banker in  'We shall Sing for the Fatherland' 
epitomises all that colonialism and, more insidiously, post-colonialism is. This prob- 
ably culminates in the damning statement: 'I met your Ministers about this'. [Note it  is 
'your' Ministers and not 'our', considering that they are living in the same country.] 
They too are quite clear about this. They know that without us  they wouldn't b e  where 
they are now' (WSF). The  pronouns say it  all. And, of course, everything that Farmer 
in 'The Road' does and says, is a re-iteration and confirmation of Said's assertions. 

The natural result of  this sort of Othering is the development of a national o r  
racial sense of inferiority. According to Fanon (1968:93): 

[i]n South Africa there are two million whites against almost thirteen million native 
people [in 19671, and it has never occurred to a single black to consider himself supe- 
rior to any inember of the white minority. 

Perhaps, this is an over simplification and not altogether true, especially in the 1960s, 
but the point is made. Manganyi (1985:156) investigates this aspect of colonialism 
from a psychiatric perspective, concluding that: 

[tlhe fixity of the representation of the Other (blackness) which race science places 
before our eyes pronounces the genetic inferiority of blacks particularly with regard 
to intelligence'. 

Though all the characters adopt an inferior attitude in their dealings with whites, 
i t  is perhaps the Lady who symbolis& this state of being. Thankfully a practice now 
going out of fashion, the Lady has ruined her skin with skin lightening creams: 

Lady: ... You remember the skin lightening creams we used, eh? 
Woman: Very well. Ambi Extra, Artra .... 
Lady: Super Rose and all the rest. When we were girls we used them, 'cause we 
wanted to be white. We bloody hated ourselves, so we used them. They've got some- 
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thlng called hydroquinone in them, but we didn't know it then. All we wanted was to 
have white skins. Hydroquinone, sister woman, it destroys the skin (GSD 8). 

This symbolises perhaps the most profound effect of racial oppression-an attempt to 
change the unchangeable. A s  Fanon (1968:98) expresses it: 

I begin to suffer from not being a white man to the degree that the white man imposes 
discrimination on me, makes me a colonlsed natlve, robs me of all worth, all indi- 
viduality, tells me that I am a parasite on the world, that I must bring myself as quickly 
as posslble into step with the white world .... Then I will simply try to make myself 
white: that is, I will compel the white man to acknowledge that I am human. 

It  is not sufficient either to  

return, after the catastrophe of colonialism, to an unsullied indigenous cultural tradi- 
tion, as in various forms of cultural nationalism (Williams & Chrisman 1993: 14). 

A s  the Woman in 'And the Girls in  their Sunday Dresses' says: 

It is now time for us to change things. To liberate not only ourselves, but the men 
themselves, for we are all in bondage! Yes, the men in this free and independent 
country are in bondage, mostly to their attitudes. That 1s why you see them slttlng 
back and swimming in the glories of the past (GSD 27) 

Chinweizu e t  al. (1983: 257f) understand fully the need that this sort of h~storic  ro- 
manticism satisfies but they repudiate it  too: 

It was an understandably extreme reaction, offenng blanket pralse in retort to Eu- 
rope's blanket condemnation of Africa. But that mythical portralt of traditional Africa 
can prove to be a new prison. In the task of decolonisation we cannot afford an un- 
critical glonfication of the past. We may brandish our memories of empires of ages 
ago as shields against Western disparagement but we also know that before colonial- 
ism came there was slavery. Who hunted the slaves? And who sold them for guns, 
trinkets and gin? And the African attitudes and roles which made that slave trade 
possible, are they not part of that nostalgic past? Are those attitudes not still with us, 
poisoning our present? How much of this illusion of purity and sanctity can survive 
the events of the past decade? After all, 'When a nigger kicks a niggerlwhere is the 
negritude?' (Madubuike). Even though other parts of the blame lie elsewhere, we 
cannot deny our own share of the responsibility. 

Mda  sees the need for blacks to  seize agency and develop a positive sense of 
blackness. In 'And the Girls in  their Sunday Dresses', as  has already been seen, the 
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two women have personified the endemic sense of black inferiority by their attempts 
at wh~tening their skin. Typically, as women, they also display the prevalence of defin- 
ing themselves through men. The Lady ~nakes  her living by whoring after a failed 
marriage while the Woman has been a housemaid for a man and then a mistress. In 
both cases their salvation has been seen in terms of a man. Marriage, at best, or some 
sexual relationship with a man is their insurance for the future-and they do not ques- 
tion this. Even the office girls, we are told, have to 'lay some dirty old man to get a 
promotion' (GSD 19). However, Mda takes this feminist issue and extends it in a 
racial sense. Both women have battened on a man (the same one coincidentally) but, 
in their case, he is white-and not only white but European. As a European, his alle- 
glance is not with Africa, and, when times get tough, he has a natural leaning towards 
Europe-an escape from Lesotho for the two women or from Africa when viewed in 
broader focus. They are not alone. The Lady tells us of the many of her profession who 
have succeeded in securing just this lund of insurance: 

There are many of us who are married all over Europe .... The women now lead 
respectable llves as housewives. Others have forged careers for themselves. Only a 
few days ago I met one of my old colleagues She is visltlng home, you know, from 
Sw~tzerland where she has a successful marnage and a successful career as a singer. 
She sings gospel mus~c all over the place. Somet~mes she gets invited to slng In anti- 
apartheld rallies all over Europe. You can't get more respectable than that (GSD 21) 

Note how the marrlage 1s equated with the career and viewed as success-there is no 
reference to emotional fulfilment. This is business and success and can only be achieved 
through a foreign man. 

However, by the end of the play, the two women have rationalised their atti- 
tudes and consequently their position. They take agency. The Woman, it transpires, 
has already done this through her trade union involvement but the Lady eventually 
shows that she, too, has become empowered through the help of the Woman. She says: 

When the revolution comes I want to carry a gun. 1 don't sit in the sidehnes and darn 
socks for soldiers (GSD 33). 

The Woman replies: 

You don't walt for a revolution. You make it happen. 
Lady (carried away): No, I don't sit on the sidelines and sing songs and ululate wlth 
melilietsane to make the blood of men boil so that they may bravely march into battle. 
I carry the gun. I march into battle. 
Woman: There is hope for all of us yet (GSD 330. 
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ey have renounced their dependence on men, and, by inference, European men, and 
solve to control and direct their own lives in their own country-Lesotho. This sig- 
1s positive, affirmative action by women. 

A sense of agency then, according to Mda, whether it be as a woman or as a 
ack person is essential if one is to retain any sense of hope for the future. Mda's 
titude to Negritude however seems to be ambivalent. Senghor, who claims, along 

Aime Cksaire, the honour of launching the concept of Negritude is quoted by 
Ita (1968: 11 8) as saying: 

an effective revolution, our revolution, we had to d~scard our borrowed 
-those of assimlat~on-and affirm an existence, that 1s to say, our Negntude. 

owever, Negntude, even defined as the 'cultural values of Black Afnca' could offer 
us but a beginning of the solutlon to our problem, not the solut~on itself. 

thers, like Mphahlele, would disagree, seeing Negritude as confirming or even cat- 
rising an affirmation or intensification of Otherness. He argues that because of the 
nitude of the continent of Africa and because of the multiplicity of her peoples, 

ere cannot be a single definable concept. Initially, when the idea of Negritude was 

... this idea of an African personality took on a palpable shape: someth~ng that could 
express the longings and ambitions, aches and torments, the anger and hunger of our 
people and shout them out to the outside world (Mphahlele 1962: 19). 

However, on analysing the concept he finds that, as far as cultural act~vltles are con- 
arts in parhcular for example: 

he only culture worth exh~bit~ng [by the proponents of Negritude] was tradit~onal 
r ~ndlgenous. And so they concentrated on countries where ~nteraction of streams of 

consciousness between black and whlte has not taken place to any significant or obvl- 
ous degree, or doesn't so much as touch the cultural subs011 (Mphahlele 1962 27) 

T h ~ s  seems to be Mda's attitude. While lamenting the sense of lnfer~onty in- 
ined In most blacks due to the ravages of colonisatlon he does not seem to be 

embracing an attitude of black for black sake-rather an empowering of the person, 
atever the colour, gender or polit~cs. As Fanon (1968:8) says: 'To us, the man who 

ores the Negro is as "slck" as the man who abom~nates him'. Chinweizu et al. would 
em to be In confirmation with thls notion. While agreeing only partly w ~ t h  Mphahlele 
ey also, like Mda, denigrate a vague and romanticlsed harking back to the past, but 
plaud and embrace those aspects of Negntude which ralse an Afr~can nationallst 



consciousness and the recapturing and development ofAfrican literary traditions within 
the modern Afrlcan llterary canon. 

For too long has the African voice been either silent or ignored. As Said (1985) 
says: 

The challenge to Onentallsm and the colonial era of whlch lt was so organically a 
part was a challenge to the muteness Imposed upon the Orient as ob~ect .... The Orient 
was . not Europe's ~nterlocutor, but ~ t s  silent Other. 

Mda's characters are not mute, and by their universality discourage muteness in any- 
one with any sense of Identification wlth them. 

Many writers have emphasised the importance of group identification i n  the 
Afrlcan psyche and writers as diverse as Charles A. Larson and Senghor attest to the 
d~fference between the African and the Western concept of the world in other ways. 
Senghor (1993:30) asserts that: 

the Afrlcan ... conceives the world, beyond the divers~ty of ~ t s  forms, as a fundamen- 
tally mobile, yet unlque reallty that seeks synthesis. 

He goes on to explain that what matter for the African, 

. is only a system of slgns which translates the slngle reallty of the universe being, 
whlch IS splnt, whlch 1s life force (Senghor 1993.30). 

And again: 

As far as Afncan ontology is concerned, too, there 1s no such thlng as dead matter: 
every being, everything-be it only a grain of sand-radiates a life force, a sort of 
wave particle; and sages, pnests, lungs, doctors and artists all use it to help bring the 
universe to its fulfillment (Senghor 1993:3 1). 

Larson, twenty years earlier, developed this concept in the difference between 
African and Western ideas on death for instance. In Western culture, once a person 
dies he is virtually forgotten but for tKe African, 

the dead are not dead but alive In the trees, the water, the fire ... In Africa the dead 
cannot be forgotten: they control the destinies of those who are still allve (Larson 
1973:469). 

As far as nature is concerned: 
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The Afrlcan does not think that nature 1s something he is separate from. for the Afn- 
can there 1s no ontolog~cal gap. He is every bit as much a part of the natural world as 
his environment is part of hlm (Larson 1973:469). 

In his plays it would seem that Mda displays these ontological concepts, not 
because they are an intrinsic part of him (which they may well be and therefore he is 
unable to act differently) but apparently deliberately as part of his Individual creatlve 
process. 'The conceptualisation of "race", ethniclty and ethnlc identity is a major con- 
cern both within and alongside post-colonial theory', according to Williams and 
Chrisman (1993:17). Even so, they also decry the fact that ethnicity should be assocl- 
ated exclusively with people of colour. Black South Africans are what they are now, 
not what they were and their attitude to what they are now will determine what they 
might be in the future. In South African terms, however, it seems that the emergence 
of a positive black sense of self, a sense of black identification and subjectlfication is 
essential before there can emerge an all-South African psyche and consequently a real 
all-South African selfhood. 

Department of English 
University College, Cork 

* I am indebted to Betty Mndazi Radebe for help with the Sotho translation. 
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d the 
!Kung, 

thropology and Feminism 

historians, sociologists, development officers and even novelists al- 
depart from their scene of research. They take away texts for later 
nslation, interpretation and reconstruction. The text (and this includes 

rdings, field notes, films etc.), unlike many of the people who are being stud- 
ravel. The ethical concerns raised about cultural representation are central to 

nthropological debate regarding description and/or representation in that the re- 
her ultimately has control over the keyboard. Marcus & Fischer (1986.1~) are of 
inlon that much of modern ethnographic research and writing '1s potent~ally an 

ent' and as such is engaged in 

xploring new ways to fulfil the promises on which modern anthropology was 
d. to offer worthwh~le and interesting critiques of our own soc~ety, to enlighten 
t other human possib~lities, engendering an awareness that we are merely one 
among many; to make accessible the normally unexam~ned assumptions by 

we operate and through which we encounter members of other cultures. 

'countering' the problem of representation of the ethnographic 
e subject to speak for himherself. The extent to whtch the ethno- 
ntervenes' in the story of the speaking subject has lent itself to 

ental possibilities. The mediated life-history is one such device which high- 
e relation between the researcher and the person recalling hisher life story. 

ries of someone may be narrated orally on tape or recorded on 
s arranged, presented, produced in writing by a writerlaca- 

boundaries in that they shift and cross backward and 
al, linguistic and cultural contexts of the narrator and 

archer and raise questions about authority andlor authorship. Does the person do- 
erself the author or the editor? Whose signaturelname ap- 

1 examples are that of Poppie Nongena: One Woman's Strug- 
edited or authored by Elsa Joubert, and Part of my Soul Went 

ith Him, the autobiography of Winnie Madizikela Mandela which was writtededited 
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by Anne Benjamin. Another Southern African example is an ethnographic text by an 
American anthropologist, Marjorie Shostak, called Nisa, The Life and Words of a !#lung 
Woman. 

In The Songlines Bruce Chatwin (1988:256) notes that the Bushmen 

have no idea of the soul's survival in another world. 'When we die, we die', they say. 
'The wind blows away our footprints, and that is the end of us'. 

By the same token, Nisa, the !Kung woman who collaborated with Marjorie Shostak 
(1981:epigraph) says: 

I'll break open the story and tell you what is there. Then, like the others that have 
fallen out onto the sand, I will finish with it, and the wind will take it away. 

This idea is also echoed by Stephen Watson in his collection of poems on the Bushmen, 
Return of the Moon (1991). In the poem, 'What happens when you die', he writes, 

... the wind blows dustkovering the tracks, the footprints we made .... If not for this 
wind, our spoor would still show,/our spoor would still show us, as if we still lived 
(Watson 1991 :31). 

In a note to his poem, Watson (1991.76) explains that the 'cavity in any new moon' 
was believed to be 'the "catching-place" for people who had recently died'. The wind 
may have erased countless footprints and stories left by hundreds of thousands of 
Bushmen1, but the twentieth century West has, in macabre curiosity, nostalgia, in the 
name of empirical research and possibly also because it feels that the Bushmen still 
represent a self-contained unit for cultural analysis, decided that it has had to become 
the 'catching-place' for the Bushmen people. 

In twentieth century ethnographic research, the various bands of Bushmen found 
throughout the Kalahari, Namibia and southern Angola, are probably the most written 
about, documented, 'caught-up' research subjects in the world. There has been, in this 
century, a singular determination by anatomists, anthropologists, and lately by exhibi- 
tion curators, to re-inscribe, to preserve, to re-produce those footsteps and stories scat- 
tered in the sand. Marjorie Shostak, an anthropologist loosely connected to the Harvard 
Kalahari Research Group, is one of'these. She has also, to use the words of the sub- 
title of the book, Miscasts (1996) edited by Pippa Skotnes, 'negotiated the presence of 
the Bushmen'. 

In line with academic trends in the 1980s. Shostak refers to the !Kun~ as members of the San .., 
throughout her text. I have followed Guenther's argument (1986) as well as more recent trends 
and called the !Kung members of the Bushmen. 

Writing Around the Bushmen 

In 1981, Marjorie Shostak published Nisa, The Life and Words of a !Kung 
w if Nisa is still alive-she was already in her fifties in 1971 

n Shostak last visited the group of !Kung to which Nisa belonged. The book was 
s after Shostak's second and final field trip. The real-life Nisa 

mber of a small band of !Kung Bushmen who mostly hunted and gathered in 
west corner of the Kalahari in Botswana. In a series of 21 taped interviews, 

cted a life-story of Nisa, whose domestic life-history has 
ogically arranged from early childhood to old age. Preceding each staged 
'sa's life, Shostak introduces aspects of !Kung life and customs in the 
s not the woman's real name, neither are the names of settlements, water 
nd other characters in the book real. This was done ostensibly to protect 

e she talked about, her numerous lovers, husbands, friends and 
e area and a climate not altogether 
that from about that time on, the 

rnment created a post of Bushman Development Officer, the first in- 
of the opinion that 'all academics were "rip-off' artists' (Hudelson 

ly unlikely that scores of Bushman groupies from the American 
nt would descend onto the Kalahari. Besides, since 1951, close on 
ur anthropologists, not counting development officers, agricultural 

en about the three main Kalahari 
', no doubt, would have encoun- 

family already. In a paper on the genesis of the book, 
n 1989 Shostak (1989:229) recalls that 

I was fortunate not to be one of the first anthropologists to study the !Kung San- 
the time my first field stay was completed, a large body of data 

anthropologists and medical scientists was available. Without this 
ility to interpret, make sense of, and relate personal narratives- 

in a highly varied range-to a more generalized whole would 
have been compromised. 

0s there had been numerous 'expeditions' to the Kalahari by mostly 
chers, including Dorothea Bleek, Raymond Dart and Philip Tobias 

ritish scientists. The American invasion began in the 1950s when 
1, who has recently retired from a firm which invented electronic 

such as radar, microwave and 'high-energy trigger mechanisms used in the 
(Hudelson 1995: 1 l), decided to come to the Kalahari w ~ t h  his 

'had heard about wild Bushmen who hide behind bushes and shoot 
ned arrows' (Van der Post &Taylor 1984: 11 8). Laurence Marshall's 
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wife, Lorna, produced an ethnographic work which is still today very highly rated; the 
daughter, Elizabeth Thomas, wrote a book, The Harmless People (1959) which is 
considered a classic by anthropologists; while the son, John, made movles, many of 
which are still shown in university anthropology courses and one of which 1s available 
as a National Geographic video. In between the desert circuses, anthropological safa- 
ris with their tent towns, trucks, drivers, cooks, interpreters and field laboratories and 
the tlme when the Botswana Government started insisting that any research must be 
t ~ e d  to development, the Bushmen produced urine samples, had every conceivable 
part of their anatomy measured, gave blood, talked for hours to their interviewers, 
explained over and over again lunship structures, nanung rules, the properties of plants, 
thc genealogy of thelr gods, whether they had souls or not, and so on. 

Marjorie Shostak arrived in the Kalahari in 1969, at the end of this era of so- 
called ‘empirical research', at a time when the Women's Movement in the west was 
gainlng strength and at the height of anti-Vietnam war sentiments. At the same time 
there was also a growlng awareness by ethnographers about the predicament of hand- 
outs of money, clothes, blankets and especially tobacco, to the peoples they were study- 
ing Shostak and her husband decided to put a halt to handouts, except when people 
actually worked for or wlth them. Shostak recalls that she 'was just devastated that 
[she] had to give out tobacco, the stuff [she] wouldn't put near kids or [her] own body' 
(Hudelson 1995: 18). However, as Shostak (1981:26-7) recalls: 'Once we were on our 
own, our romantic~sm was attacked by the !Kung themselves'. The Bushmen, but in 
this particular case, the !Kung, who for generations had been prodded, pricked, meas- 
ured, followed all over the place and had answered innumerable questions about their 
sex lives, were not so easily shut out. Shostak (1981 :28) recalls that 

One mornlng when my husband drove the truck, loaded with empty water drums, five 
mlles to the permanent well where we drew water, he found a mound of thorn branches 
barring his passage. The people from the nearby village soon appeared: 'Do you ex- 
pect to draw water where you refuse people tobacco?' ... we realised we could not 
ignore such strong protests. The !Kung demanded a relationship on their terms, not 
ours. 

More specifically, Nisa, the !Kung woman Shostak was eventually to work with, knew 
how to hustle and harangue. Shostak (1981:28) recalls the first time Nisa made a 
lasting impression on her by recalling two preceding researchers: 

Nancy and Richard? They were the best! Nancy, I greet you! Nancy, hello! Why, she 
and Richard gave us whatever we wanted: clothes, food and money, all sorts of things. 
They never refused us anything! Nancy, how I loved her! She was the best white 
person here. Wr~te and tell her I said so. Ask her for some cloth and money too. 
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Everyone was stingy compared to her. She was different. She wasn't a European, she 
was a !Kung! Oh, I would like her to be here right now. She really looked after me. 

Nisa was persistent, always pitching up at the camp in the morning, talking about 
Nancy and Richard, the only common ground Nisa felt she and the new researcher 
had. Shostak (198 1 :29) dreaded each day, trying to escape the 'barrage of thinly veiled 
criticisms'. Finally, knowing that escape was impossible, Shostak decided to use Nisa's 
voice on her own terms and asked if she, Nisa, would work with her. Nisa, The Life 
and Words of a !Kung Woman, is the result of this collaboration. At this stage of the 
collaboration, Nisa is not a victim but the smart hustler who bullied Shostak into tak- 
ing notice of her. The !Kung have for decades been the subjects of intense anthropo- 
logical interest and ethnographers and other scientists arriving in the Kalahari arrive 
as known types, not as strangers. Marcus & Fischer (1986:36) note that: 

As a result of the intellectual trends at home (for example the hard-hittlng critiques 
of Western representat~ons of cultural others), and real changes In the third world, the 
kind of field sites anthropologists have traditionally sought can no longer be found, or 
even lmaglned wlthout dissonance. 

e Nisa had achieved her aim, Shostak (1981 :39f) writes early In the 'Introduction' 

Nisa and I 'worked very well together'. We often joked about how I (her 'niece') was 
a child and she ('my aunt') was a woman of vast experience whose task it was to teach 
me about life. 

The kinship terms used, niece and aunt, were determined by Nisa's actual kinship to 
Hwantla, the !Kung name Shostak accepted. The real Hwantla was Nisa's aunt, and 
Shostak became the genealogical equivalent. On the final page of the Epilogue, Shostak 
(198 1 :37 1) evokes the kinship term again when her second and final visit (197 1) to 
the Kalahari ends. In their goodbyes Nisa says 'My niece ... my niece ... you are some- 
one who truly thinks about me'. However, in the final sentence of the book, Shostak 
(1981:371) subverts the kinship relationship, niece and aunt, and imposes a western 
category on the relationship when she writes: 

Almost every expenence I have In thls life is colored and enriched by the 'Kung 
world and the way Nisa looked at ~t I will always thlnk of her, and I hope she will 
think of me, as a distant sister 

The word 'srster' 1s probably not ~ntended to brlng N ~ s a  genealogically closer to Shostak, 
but no doubt ~e fe i s  to the sisterhood of early 1980s American fem~nism-a rather, at 
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that time, monolithic vision of all women across the world rising up together and 
reclaiming a place alongside men: a sisterhood conjured out of Shostak's ideal of 
women's politics and an emergent universal feminism. It is an irrelevant sisterhood 
for Nisa, as she cannot read the text of her life and words, nor can she intercept the 
interpretations given, the discourse produced, once Shostak, her notebooks, tape re- 
corder and cassettes have left the Kalahari for an office in America. On her way home, 
Shostak cannot disassociate herself from the project of writing a book within the para- 
digms of her discipline and the feminist discourse of America. Nisa is a 'distant sister' 
in a faraway place where there are few prospects of a better life with less hardships 
and greater gender equality. Shostak has situated Nisa, but Nisa herself has no hope of 
situating herself within or even alongside the commentaries that mediate each one of 
Nisa's stories that break open into the sand. This is a book of many authors, Nisa, the 
illiterate, but highly articulate and self-reflexive !Kung woman, Shostak, the anthro- 
pologist 'putting Nisa's story into cultural perspective' (Shostak 1989:231) and Marjorie 
who is interested in the Women's Movement. Shostak is not entirely dishonest about 
her project. In her 'Introduction' she says that: 

The Women's Movement had just begun to gain momentum, urging re-examination 
of the roles Western women had traditionally assumed I hoped the field trip might 
help me clarrfy some of the issues the Movement had raised 'Kung women might be 
able to offer some answers their culture, unlike ours was not being continuously 
disrupted by social and polltical factlons 1 Kung were experiencing cultural change, 
[but] it was st111 qutte ~ecent and subtle (Shostak 1981 Sf) 

During the last interview Shostak (1981:369) raises the question of translating and 
editing the series of chronological interviews and 'putting them down on paper, paper 
that would be turned into a book'. After some more explanations, Nisa remarks: 

Yes, that's good. You'll leave here, and whlle you're away, you'll write. Then others 
will say, 'Eh, so this 1s what you and that woman talked about. These are her words. 
This is her name'. And if they like your book, they will buy i t  and help you with 
money (Shostak 1981.369). 

Shostak however, undertakes to dontribute some of the money from the sales to the 
Kalahari People's Fund, a project that would provide funds to erect schools, dig 
boreholes and wells and, as Nisa hoped, help her 'buy a cow' (Shostak 1981:370). In 
1989 Shostak (1989:234) reports that Nisa received her cows and 'has become one of 
the people with wealth and stature in the changing world of the !Kung'. 

During the interviews Nisa is well aware of the mechanics of a tape recorder. In 
the interview about her earliest memories, her first words are: 

Writing Around the Bushmen 

Fix my voice on the machine so that my words come out clear. I am an old person who 
has experienced inany things and I have much to talk about. I will tell my talk, of the 
things I have done and the things that my parents and others have done. But don't let 
the people I live with hear what I say (Shostak 1981:Sl). 

During the last interview, the 'old man', as Nisa calls the tape recorder, will help the 
book to be written. Nisa says: 

He will talk and you will wrlte .... Also the two of us-he and I. We wrll be the ones 
talking to you. Because I am the one who is talklng, am I not? (Shostak 1981:3700. 

Shostak replies that she will take Nisa's talk home with her, and even though she may 
be alone, she will be able to write. And this is the moment, when the mediated text is 
produced, when the ethnographic fiction is fashioned, where the work has been en- 
meshed, as Clifford (1988:9) calls it, 

in a world of enduring and chang~ng power ~nequalittes [where] it enacts powcr 
relations, but where its function within these relations is complex, often ambivalent, 
potentially counter-hegemonic 

Thls IS the stage where the oral narrative becomes subsumed to scrlptocentrlc prlncl- 
ples. 

The publication of Shostak's life-story of N ~ s a  was hailed by femlnist anthro- 
pologists and the Women's Movement. The centring of N~sa 's  voice as woman, as 
informant, as allegory for the base-line of human origins, did challenge the hegemony 
of a significant section of ethnographic research. In the first place, although women 
had always been considered in much research involving menstruation rites, hnship 
structures, and as economic providers in terms of gathered sustenance, this was one of 
the first times that a woman was exclusively used as catalyst in the r ~ t e  of passage of 
the ethnographer herself enabling an understanding of her own womanhood within 
western society. 

After the publication of the book ~ h b s t a k  ( I  989:23 1) reports: 

There was no doubt that Nisa, aged fifty and experiencing a difficult adjustment to 
lnenopause [all her children had already died], filtered her life story through her then- 
current perspective, there was also no doubt that Marjorie Shostak, aged twenty-four, 
recently married, a product of the American 1960s, asked questions relevant to a 
specific phase of her life. I asked Nisa to tell me what i t  meant to be a woman, her 
answer was her narrative 
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By ostensibly foregrounding and naming, albeit in pseudonymic form, the informant, 
Shostak's text is part of the recent ethnographic trend: 

to name and quote informants more fully and to introduce personal elements into the 
text [thereby] altering ethnography's discursive strategy and mode of authority (Clifford 
1986b:109). 

But at the same tlme, the book perpetuates the traditionalist's2 myth of the Bushmen 
people as a kind of 'cultural isolate' (Barnard 1992b:5). To a large extent, ethnogra- 
phers from Harvard and later, the University of New Mexico, followed the idea of the 
Marshalls, conslder~ng the Bushmen, but especially the !Kung, as having remained 
largely unacquainted with, and by inference untainted by, the outside world of Tswanas, 
Hereros, missionaries, traders, hunters and white settlers. Shostak's text straddles a 
very uncomfortable position in this respect. Nisa herself often refers to events, people 
and cross-cultural contact which has profoundly influenced or altered her perception 
of herself. Shostak, on the other hand, is inclined to gloss over cross-cultural contact 
in Nisa's early life and only towards the end of the text, sadly, acknowledges that the 
'old way of life' IS threatened from all sides. 

In her 'Introduction' Shostak (1981:6,27,e.a.) maintains that although 'the !Kung 
were experiencing cultural change, it was still quite recent andsubtle' and that 'money 
had no place In their tradltlonal economy and had only come to the area recently'. 
How recent is 'recent'? And how subtle is 'subtle'? It is this aspect of Shostak's text 
which is the most problematic in that, despite what may be called a successful experi- 
ment in foregrounding Nlsa as a female informant and teller of a revealing life story, 
the commentaries by Shostak continually intercept Nisa's tale and deny Nisa and the 
rest of the !Kung a political, economic and intra-cultural history spanning many, many 
generations. The way in which Shostak treats Nisa and her fellow !Kung as cultural 
isolates, proceeds on two levels: Firstly, Nisa personally is considered primarily a 
member of a hunter-gatherer clan; secondly, the !Kung of the Dobe area in the north- 
west corner of Botswana and north-east part of Namibia were considered sufficiently 
isolated to have been spared the colonialist conquests of the more southern Bushmen. 
There is not much hard evidence to support this. 

The argument about the traditionalists versus the revisionists, known as the 'Kalahari De- 
bate', has been cogently summarised by Barnard (1992b & 1996). Although Shostak can be 
termed a traditionalist in that she feels cross-cultural contact has only been recent and intermit- 
tent, she does not subscribe wholly to the Van der Postian mythology of the Bushmen as peace- 
ful, harmless, egalitarian etc. Nisa's story, corroborated by interviewing other women about 
their lives, contains too many instances of violence, a troubled domestic life and gender in- 
equalities to justify such a label being hung on Shostak. 

Wriring Around the Bushmen 

On the first level, Nisa personally was exposed to a variety of other cultures, 
and at times adopted or agreed to other cultural practices. She was born in the early 
1920s and in her earliest memories casually refers to cans as preferable to ostrich 
eggshell containers (Shostak 1981:97). When it came time for her to give birth to her 
first child, when she was between eighteen and twenty one, Nlsa recalls that: 

[Elveryone says that childbirth is painful. I know whatI'11 do! When I'm near the end 
of my pregnancy, 1'11 go to the white people and give myself to them. They'll open the 
mouth of my stomach and take the baby out. That way it won't hurt (Shostak 1981:192). 

Nlsa herself as well as many of her husbands l~ved  and worked for Tswanas or Euro- 
peans they were aware of mechan~sed transport long before the first wave of anthro- 
pologlsts arnved, adapted to Tswana tr~bal law whcn they ltved In thclr villages, and at 
one stage, when N ~ s a  had left her brutal husband, agreed to a trlbal hearing led by the 
Tswana headman (Shostak 1981:295). Her son-ln-law who had murdered her daugh- 
ter, p a d  a fine to Nlsa as due compensation declared by Bantu tr~bal law (Shostak 
198 1.3 13) Nlsa knew about European medicines and at one stage worked for a Euro- 
pean household 'for a long t~me '  (Shostak 1981 326,251) It 1s evldent from the text, 
but largely unacknowledged by Shostak in her chapter commentaries, that the seml- 
squatter status many IKung encountered when they wele work~ng for Tswanas and 
Hercro pastoral~sts and herders, also quite often Involved the adopt~on of Bantu Ideals 
about gender roles-a move away from the supposed egalitarlan~srn of the 'Kung In 
add~ t~on ,  Nlsa's des~re to get a cow from the collaborative deal betwcen the narrator 
and the researcher IS also a des~re for a more sedentary pastorallst type of hte 

On the second level, Shostak (1981.345) places the blame for the large-scale 
exterminat~on of the southern Bushmen squarely at the hand? of the Dutch, 'ancestors 
of the present-day Afrikaner population'. But she falls to mcntlon what happcned to 
the IKung and other Kalahari Bushmen groups In the previous century, once Llvingstone 
had documented hls arrival at Lake Ngaml, an area lnhablted by the IKung, and the 
subsequent ivory trade which sprang up and decimated almost the entlre elephant 
population She falls to mentlon the Farlni expedition of the 1880s where thls Ameri- 
can showman journeyed through the Kalahari 'to capture Bushmen for a sideshow, to 
look for ranch land and ... search for diamonds', or the many hunting and photo- 
g r a p h ~ ~  safaris through the area, or the fact that Bushmen, especially In Nam~bla, were 
'hunted down and killed as predatory bandlts' (Landau 1996 133,136). A photograph 
of a IKung boy taken In Cape Town in the 1870s (part of the Bleek Collection) indi- 
cates that even the remoter !Kung were b e ~ n g  captured and transported to metropoh- 
tan prisons as a result of settler/!Kung contact. Although Shostak admits to intermlt- 
tent confllct between the Bushmen and their Bantu ne~ghbours and of large-scale ex- 
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termination by the Dutch, there is no mention of the complicity by the British in most 
of southern Afr~ca, or the Germans in Namibia or the Portuguese in Angola during 
colonial rule. Neither does Shostak trace or mention whether the !Kung have always 
inhabited t h ~ s  relatively inhospitable area covering relatively speaking a minute two 
hundred and fifty square miles or whether they were forced to move, or flee, from the 
south or the north. 

Finally, Shostak (1981:349) cites the recruitment by the South African De- 
fence Force (SADF) of !Kung trackers and counter-insurgent soldiers in the South 
African war In South West AfricaMamibjalAngola. What she fails to acknowledge, 
and subsequent researchers of the so-called revisionist school have been quick to point 
out, is that many !Kung enlisted with all sides in the war, not only the SADF. This 
would suggest that voluntary enlistment in the liberation armies and the SADF was 
already an acknowledgement of acute political sensibilities about where one's alle- 
glances or best food-ticket came from. And yet, Shostak maintains changes in !Kung 
lifestyle have only been 'recent' and 'subtle'. In actual fact, Shostak is at the end of a 
long line of direct and indirect interpretative romancers. As far as the series of empiri- 
cal researchers are concerned, Shostak finds it necessary, like her many predecessors, 
to place the !Kung as an untainted foil 'against the burden of the modern condition' 
(Wilmsen 1996: 187). 

Hudelson (1995:30) notes in a section entitled 'Why do we study the San?', 
that 'the world has chosen the San to represent a natural state of existence for which it 
has become nostalgic'. Hudelson (1995:31) opines that: 

Somettines the social envtronment back home influences the venue of research, ~nde- 
pendent of theory. The Julwasi of NyaeNyae were the perfect salve for the despond- 
ent entrepreneur, Laurence Marshall, who had been overwhelmed by warlords of a 
growtng military-industnal complex in the early 1950s Likewise the remote blue 
Kalahart sky sheltered many American researchers from turmoil at home during the 
Vietnam wars. Free of malana for the most part, and relatively accessible to the out- 
stde world, to good medical care and to Western food, the Kalahan is not the hardshtp 
site that many modem-day 'explorers' would like us to think. 

If it had been Shostak's intention tcravoid the turmoil back in America, (she accompa- 
n ~ e d  her fellow-anthropologist husband, Melvin Konner), then she started off by be- 
lieving in the egalitarian, turmoil-free !Kung society. It was only during the course of 
her interviews with Nisa, whose testimony was controlled by Interviews with other 
female members of the !Kung, that the so-called 'darker side' of life emerged. Nisa 
testifies to a great deal of domestic violence-beatings by her parents and her various 
husbands, infanticide, homicide and murder were all regular interruptions in her seem- 

Writing Around the Bushmen 

ly hitherto 'idyllic existence'. Shostak admits in a later publication that 'most of us 
e participated in one degree or another in the dissemination of utopian ideas about 
[!Kung] culture' (in Biesele 1986:71). 

Hudelson maintains that 

Regardless of how far or how close to reality this image of some San groups is, it has 
been the reason we continue to study them. They are considered a barometer by which 
the accuracy of contemporary social theory can be measured, evolutionism, 
diffusionism, functionalism, human ecology, political economy or sociobiology 
(Hudelson in Sanders 1995:30). 

similar fashion, Shostak hoped to understand womanhood among the !Kung, so 
t i n  one way or another, she could understand the nature of being a woman in her 

wn part of the world. This presents us with one of the dilemmas of being an ethnog- 
rapher-the subsuming of the self into the so-called 'other'. Shostak relies on an un- 
differentiated category of womanhood and is thus able to slide self into the other- 
assuming that the rite of passage is completed. Nisa says in her 'farewell' words that 
Shostak is someone 'who truly thinks about me' (Shostak 1981:371). But thinking is 
an awfully long way away from 'practising' like Nisa. There will remain the element 
of difference always: on the grounds of race, colonialism, culture, the ethics of eth- 

raphy, class, economic status. 
Shostak does not begin to respond to the fact that she belongs to a group of 

esearchers who can literally afford to be patronising. Neither does she tackle the fact 
that she is privileged with regard to the woman she has chosen to study, and she fails 
to acknowledge that the power relations inherent in encounters between ethnogra- 
phers and their informants can be conveniently erased via gender affinity. Subverting 
the kinship category of niece into 'distant sister' demands a critical rethinking as to 
whether there can ever be a sameness within these vast differences. It is significant 
that Shostak entitles the book Nisu, The Life and Words of a !Kung Woman, for, in her 
'Epilogue', Shostak (1981:350,e.a.) underlines one of the fundamental problems of 
ethnographic research when she says: 'It was my work, certainly ... but it was her 
story'. The difference between words and work is significant. Working on someone 
else's story entertains even greater selectivity of material and is done so in terms of all 
kinds of western criteria: a knowledge of what is more likely to sell, a ruthless editing, 
an experience of monetary economy, and a need to place oneself academically on the 
map. The mediated commentaries leading into each chapter dealing with an aspect of 
Nisa's life are intended to place and situate the words of a woman living in the Kala- 
hari within a social and historical context-but, in effect, these commentaries say 
more about Shostak than they do about the !Kung. By saying this is 'my work' as 
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opposed to 'her story', Shostak's claim raises the question of the ineluctability of 
fictionalisation in any textual 'story' that arises from fieldwork. Certain literary con- 
ventions are very consciously used, and acknowledged by Shostak: she admits to ex- 
tensive editing, to rearranging, to selectivity, to playing the publishing world. This is 
not unusual and such conventions are used when it comes to arranging so-called em- 
pirical research as well. Shostak combines Nisa's voice with her own-but inevitably, 
i t  is not so much Nisa's story that matters, but Shostak's voice of contextualisation. It 
is Shostak's voice which raises issues of publication, of ethnographic power, of scien- 
tific and fictional control that give rise to questions about her complicity in new forms 
of voice colonisation. Shostak, to use Foucault's metaphor of the panopticon, occu- 
pies the central supervisory tower-while Nisa, and the other inen and women she 
interviewed as controls for Nisa's story, occupy the supervised cells: they have lost all 
control over what happens to them in the final piece of work, and they have no re- 
course to saying, 'this was so, but that wasn't so'. This is a dilemma of ethnographic 
representation. Who is being represented, and to whom. Do those who are being rep- 
resented ever have any control over their final representation? Isn't the situating of 
Nisa, much like her !Kung compatriots, a kind of Kalahari-ism-much in the form of 
Said's Orientalism? 

In a sense, Shostak controls the self-definition of Nisa by her mediating com- 
mentaries. Shostak asks Nisa, 'what it is like to be a woman?'-and indeed Nisa's 
story revolves around her position in !Kung society as a woman. In the blurbs on the 
back cover of the book, Choice's review is quoted: 

... their work results in the rcvelation of the universal~ty of women's experiences and 
feel~ngs despite vast differcnccs in culture and society. 

But Nisa's stoiy 1s that of a woman without a history withln the broader context of her 
people She has been made Into a woman who only gathers, bears ch~ldrcn, reads 
spoor, mourns deaths, and has a great deal of sex. We do not know whether Nlsa 
suffcred from a loss of histor~cal memory or if Shostak ed~ted it out from the transcrlp- 
tions In any event, it IS Sho~tak (1981.6) who provides a cultural, pollt~cal and eco- 
n o ~ n ~ c  h~story, a history assumed to be replesentatlve of generations of sameness, 
where the changes from outs~de habe been only 'recent and subtle' Thls klnd of nos- 
talg~a fcr cultural purlty or isolation IS Shostak's unacknowledged predicament. It 
placcs lie], as the history maker, In a position of tiemendous power. Womanhood has 
been reified, in terms of the beginnings of the Women's Movement in America, and 
the ethnographer decldes on the place the IKung specifically, and the Bushmen gener- 
ally, should occupy in history. The unexplored areas of Nlsa's contact w ~ t h  whites and 
blacks in the area, of a war taking place in trad~tlonal !Kung temtory, of communal 
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history, are placed in the control of Shostak. Nisa's value, as a woman, is contingent 
upon Shostak's own interpretation of an undifferentiated category of woman-but 
womanhood without a sense of place or even an historical narrative. 

We do not know if Nisa was ever asked what her views and perceptions on 
change and social interaction were before and during the anthropological safaris. The 
only indication we are given are in the opening scenes of meeting, when N ~ s a  hustles 
and harangues Shostak for tobacco, blankets, clothes and money. It is in this basic 
exchange of goods that Shostak acknowledges pangs of guilt, and not in her complic- 
ity in depriving Nisa and her people of a past unmediated by a Westerner. Nlsa is 
allowed only a domestic and by inference a domesticated memory: she has been reified 
into a manageable object, and rendered 'authentic' by the researcher. Despite Nisa's 
own narrative of her life, the anthropologist continues to write around her and, by 
implication, around the Bushmen. 
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Remembering Eva: 
The Frontiers Within 

Pieter Conradie 

They can sing and dance and confabulate with all imaginable 
Gaiety for Twenty Hours together by the Help only of their 
ordinary Beverage. Water and Cows-Milk (Kolbe 173 1 : 127). 

In 1654 two years after the Dutchman Jan van Riebeeck landed at the Cape to found a 
refreshment station for the Dutch East India Company that would become the Cape of 
Good Hope he took into his household Krotoa a young Khoi girl. The Khoikhoi is a 
collective term for a gathering of indigenous tribes who as hunters and later pastoralists 
gradually came to settle along the southwestern and immediate southeastern stretches 
of the coastl~ne of the African subcontinent. 

Krotoa had extensive kinship ties with the Khoikhoi groups. She had uncles 
amongst the Goringhaicona and the Chainouqua, a 'sister' or cousin who was the wife 
of the Cochoqua chief and most probably a biological mother amongst the 
Goringhaicona or Peninsulars. The latter were living off mussels and scraps of what- 
ever seafood were available. Described as scavengers they were mistaken as repre- 
sentative of all Khoi culture. In the years to come Krotoa's loyalty towards the differ- 
ent clans would vary as her friendship towards the Dutch did not always endear her to 
her people. She however showed particular closeness to her 'sister' and the Cochoqua 
chief Oedoesa to whom she periodically returned. 

Van Riebeeck renamed Krotoa. As Eva, she became the first indigenous persop 
to be baptised and converted to Christianity at the Cape, and she was to be regarded as 
the mother of all descendants educated according to Christian principles. The Dutch 
obviously welcomed the possibility of acculturation displayed by Eva. The name Eva 
in itself evokes memories of immemorial bliss and untarnished beauty. Eva became 
the first real engagement of the Dutch with this country and their naievety and sense 
for romantic adventure are to be found in the conquest of the people, especially the 
woman. Within Van Riebeeck's household Eva became a respected individual and 
from what can be gathered her role as servant gradually improved. Due to her interpre- 
tative skills she was soon treated on an equal footing with administrative personnel. 
The later portrayal of Eva as a drunkard and lascivious woman raises questions as to 
her role of concubine and the accompanying issues of race and culture within society. 
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In December 1995, more than three hundred years after the Castle was built, an 
ikaans actress Antoinette Pienaar staged a text written by herself in this fort'. The 
le was a fitting venue for Pienaar's performance of Krotoa as the year of its inau- 
tion, namely 1674 coincided with the tragic death of this Khoi woman'. Being the 

eadquarters of the Dutch settlement Krotoa spent most of her time as a member of 
Riebeeck's household within the confinement of the erstwhile Castle as it was 

wn. Her remains were interred in the church in the new Castle3. 
As an actress Antoinette Pienaar displays extraordinary impersonation skills. 

he intimate space of the venue within the Castle suits this lanky and agile actress. 
er performance of Krotoa exploits the fundamentals of theatre. Pienaar uses no mi- 

phone or sound-equipment. She goes bare-foot and wears an ordinary white dress 
designed to accentuate the contours of the body. When she did change dress it was 

t so much part of the script but due to the intensity of her performance. The white 
ess was exchanged for a black one with the same simplicity of cut stressing perhaps 

he casualness with which the dress is worn. The colour of the dresses worn may of 
be interpreted symbolically. The application of make-up is minimal and most 
s refer to the strong voice, the expressive eyes which keep the audience capti- 

and the bodily gestures that enhance the animated performance. The decor is 
t non-existent except for a solitary spotlight. 
The presentation itself consists of seventeen songs sung by Pienaar who is 

ompanied on piano. These songs are interspersed with narrative in which Petronella, 
otoa's daughter, narrates the life of her mother. Petronella was born out of Krotoa's 
rriage to Pieter van Meerhoff (Peder Jacobsen) a Danish soldier cum surgeon cum 
vellep. As narrator Petronella represents the first 'original' South African being the 
'Id of a mixed mahiage. The songs sung by Petronella relate Krotoa's arrival at the 
stle and her being handed over to Van Riebeeck; her baptism; her last night of 

timacy with her Khoi lover before she marries the Danish surgeon; her introduction 

arch 1995 at the Ktein Karoo National Arts Fest~val 

The previous structure became dilapidated and stood a few hundred yards away from the 
resent Castle. 

Malherbe (1990 51) confirms the bunal ground A staff reporter of The Argus, 8 February 
96 mentlons the Groote Kerk as place of relnterment The latter is the Dutch Reform Church 

derley Street In Cape Town 

Petronella later married Daniel Zaayman from Holland. After Krotoa's death Petronella was 
aken to the island of Mauritius where she got married. She returned to the Cape in 1709 and is 
egarded as the ancestress of the Zaayman family in South Africa. 
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to the Dutch language and customs; stories about the sun and moon and about love as 
told by her mother Krotoa; the death of Krotoa's sister nGai and the rediscovery of her 
sister as the moon. Other songs mention fear; lost love; betrayal; relationships gone 
wrong and the envelopment by the moon of the lost and solitary person. The solitude 
is immediately counteracted by the introduction of the sun representing life and heal- 
ing. One of the last songs refer to the insensitivity of the Dutch settlers to Krotoa's 
culture exemplified by the breaking of the clay pot. Petronella immediately responds 
to this incident with atonement and forgiveness and calls for a new beginning. 

Numerous reviewers have labelled Antoinette Pienaar a performer of cabaret. 
They are most probably guided by the one-woman act, the lyrics, the intimate space 
and the musical accompaniment. Despite such depiction she has difficulty in defining 
her own 'pieces' and has declared herself a storyteller or narrator. Insisting thus, she 
reestablishes the concept of theatre as a space where performance relies mostly on 
visual and auditory effects. The proximity of an audience to the narrator holds out the 
promise of interaction. Her presence is often referred to in the gestures and dance 
movements that are pivotal to the oral presentation. So much so that one reporter 
complained about the overindulgence in her material! Knowledge in the field of 
proxemics and kinesics would throw more light on the confines of such found space 
where a set with minimal theatrical means obviously requires subtle utilisation of the 
body in conjuring up animated scenes of nature. 

Pienaar is reminiscent of the minstrel or bard who is poet, singer, narrator and 
actor. In the foot-steps of the small band of amateur Afrikaans actors that traversed the 
countryside during the thirties and forties Pienaar visits the towns and festivals of the 
platteland (rural areas). Calling her performances cabaret is however not proper as 
there are significant differences with what most white audiences perceive of as Euro- 
pean cabaret. For one, the theatrical accoutrements are minimal as alluded to before. 
More striking is the lack of satire, explicit social comment and self-ridicule in her 
songs which is regarded as an integral part of cabaret in its classical sense. Recently 
hybridisation has become a buzz-word within Afrikaans and broader South African 
theory of theatre aimed at unifying the divergent strands of theatre convention5. Si- 
multaneously visions of an appropriate new form of theatre relevant to all members of 
the South African population are based on: 

See Temple Hauptfleisch (199254-83). In an overview of theatrical formations within South 
Africa Hauptfleisch regards the medium of narration, mime (body) and music as integral parts 
of performance. His referral to the remnants of older social rituals and performances within 
present day theatrical convention is particularly significant as i t  lays the foundation for 
intercultural comparison and possible resemblance. 
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the proven Western experience, but one which is enveloped in the most important 
elements mentioned above: narration, song, dance, dramatisation, improvisation, and 
presented with min~mahsed theatricahty that depends more on imagination and the 
competence of the actor than on finance (Pretonus 1994.76, a t ) 

The above line of argument is advanced in order to reconcile elements of 
Afrikaans cabaret as represented by its most prolific text-writer Hennie Aucamp with 
theatrical characteristics endemic to black South African performances. Much empha- 
sis is put on the didactic message enhanced by the addition of music, dance, stylised 
mime and narration. This however seems open to criticism since forms of theatre 
within black or white traditions have through time undergone various influences and 
are themselves the result of hybridisation on an intracultural level. Underlying such 
argument is an assumption of a particular theatre as uniform and without any ontog- 
eny. However, what does elicit a response to the opinion expressed above is the refer- 
ence to song and verse and to a lesser extent finance. Especially Pienaar's perform- 
ance as narrator and impersonator cum dancer begs further explanation as to where 
her particular art and the purpose thereof fit in. 

A possible point of departure would be Pienaar's identification with the daugh- 
ter Petronella within the play. Krotoa's life and her experiences are relayed through 
Petronella, the child of the first mixed marriage officially recognised and sanctioned 
by the Dutch administrators. In a sense Pienaar appropriates Petronella and identifies 
with her as an inhabitant of Africa, apparantly disregarding the colour distinction so 
poignant a reminder of the South African history. In doing so Pienaar also acknowl- 
edges Krotoa the Khoi mother as an archetypal mother figure. Some of the songs deal 
with the idioms and images of African fauna and nature and are supposedly stories 
told to Petronella by Krotoa. It therefore becomes clear that Petronella is initiated into 
Khoi culture by Krotoa. Accordingly Pienaar through her lyrics and dance burrows 
her way back into her own past. In search of that which she has forgotten or that which 
was withheld from her through laws forbidding racial integration. Pienaar read the 
stories of the Bushmen (San) written by an Afrikaans author G.R. von Wielligh and 
published in four volumes during the period 1919 to 19216. These stories were never 
assimilated into the Afrikaans literary canon as their illogicality, their total lack of 
realism, climax and artistic harmony made them inferior to known Western patterns. 
Even more perplexing was the absence of distinction where humans and animals were 
concerned. Thus the literary historian and guardian P.C. Schonees (1939:97) could not 
find merit in these writings at all. 

T h e  San and Khoi dichotomy (Khoisan) is explained by Richard Elphick (1985:23-30). In 
practice the difference or the similarity between them depends largely on the manner of exist- 
cnce, i.e. whether they were hunter-gatherers or herdsmen. 
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Listening to Pienaar's verse being performed one becomes aware of the 'oral' 
procedures which makes a distinct formal impression. The repetition of phrases or 
images, the exclamatory approach, the personification and direct address of inanimate 
objects, the linking up of divergent spaces, the accumulation of nouns, verbs or larger 
phrases reminiscent of a mantra and the apparant incohesiveness of the story or narra- 
tion typify this particular style7. Within Afrikaans literature this evocative stylisation 
can be traced back to authors like Eugkne Marais ( I  9271, and more recently Wilma 
Stockenstrom (1981) and Andrt P. Brink (1995)8. Reliving the past these authors and 
actors like Pienaar make use of historical documentation, literary genres and hearsay 
in order to reconstruct out of intertexts-used in the broadest sense of the tenn- 
meaningful interpretations for their own life-histories. The appropriation of such ma- 
terial denotes a re-cognition of the self. Making use of whatever is handed over from 
the past these performers and scribes reconstruct in the manner of the bricoleur. It 
should be kept in mind however that all attempts remain attempts at reconstruction. In 
a similiar vein the oral poet tries to recreate his past, but it is as risky as the represen- 
tations given by European travellers in Africa. The oral poet speaks of a time and 
space he has not experienced while the traveller's description of Africa is a projection 
accepted by many Africans as though it existed. It therefore seems necessary to situate 
Pienaar's performance within the script of a broader South African literary and theat- 
rical text. In doing so one may draw conclusions as to why Krotoa or Eva has become 
a common denominator in recent texts. 

Pienaar's performance is characterised by a headstrong undertaking to tell a 
story which will involve her audience. The relative small audiences are introduced to 
a white actress telling a black woman's story but without overt racial rhetoric. The 
life-story of Krotoa is embroidered upon in terms and images that maps a geographi- 
cal heirnat shared by all irrespective of the cultural differences. Numerous references 
are made to nature as man's confidant, and nature in itself is represented as the heart- 
beat of the universe. By being close to nature one lives according to the only natural 
script. Inspiring her audience Pienaar uses the body as the ultimate medium of osten- 
tation within theatre. In numerous interviews Pienaar confesses that witl~out dance 
there is no life. She exclaims that she is fond of telling stories but there should be 
music and not only words. Rhythm is essential in registering lifc. 

Plenaas's rendition of the life of Krotoa was ~nfluenced by a poem called 'Krotoa's Story' 
wrltten by Karen Pres~ (1990) Press' use of repet~tron, dccumulat~on of words as well as the 
juxtaposttlon of Images pertaming to nature contrasts Krotoa's culture w~th that of the Dutch, 
excmpl~fied by the references to commod~tres, trade and religion 

Rr~nk in h ~ s  latest novel Snndkustele (1995) explrcitly acknowledges that one of h ~ s  characters 
1s based on Eva's Iife-history. 
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It would be an oversimplification if one is to interpret Krotoa as a romantic 
flight into the past. Pienaar speaks of the joys but also of the sorrows of interpersonal 
relationships. Krotoa's experience of life in all its intensity examines the process of 
acculturation to which she was subjected. Pienaar's performance besides being an 
attempt at interpretation becomes a way of reappropriation of the Khoi woman, but 
with a difference. Contextualising the history of the Khoi will clarify Antoinette 
Pienaar's attempt at reappropriation. 

References to Krotoa during the 340 odd years of documented history are scarce 
and brief. Jan van Riebeeck's diary or journal is the primary source of information and 
most historians of the twentieth century relied on Precis of the Cape of Good Hope, 
journals 1662-1670, and 1671 and 1676. In this century local interest in the Khor led 
to sporadic publications in 1933, 1942 and two in 19639. The interest shown in Krotoa 
by an Afrikaans literary historian G.S. Nienaber, as well as by a specialist in the origin 
of the Afrikaans language D.B. Bosman, underscore the cultural relevance of the Khoi 
for the Afrikaner. Bosman wrote most of his seminal work during the first three dec- 
ades of the century when the Afrikaans language was institusionalised in order to 
foster a particular Afrikaner identity in opposition to Brrtish imperialism. Nienaber's 
writings cover a time span within which Afrikaner nationalism advanced and eventu- 
ally took power in 1948. The fifties saw the promulgation of the most hldeous laws in 
racial segregation and it is significant that in spite of the abhorrence of racial mixing 
Krotoa, or at least Khoi culture, retained its attraction. 

Krotoa's encounter with the Dutch out of which Afrikaans syntax, semantics 
and phonology largely emerged represents a momentous incident and one of far-reaching 
importance. Her conversion and baptism and marriage to the surgeon and traveller 
Pieter van Meerhoff could be seen as a marriage of convenience as the Dutch had 
relied on Krotoa's talents as interpreteri0. Her assimilation into the Dutch culture was 
highly successful as she did learn the language and became a fluent speaker. In addi- 
tion to this she accepted Christianity and even persuaded her extended famlly to con- 
vert. She professed to prefer Dutch cooking and material goods and at times appeared 
to be the only reliable source of information to Van Riebeeck. On the other hand, she 
was caught up between two cultures. Some of her own people regarded her with dis- 
trust and called her a sell-out. The fact that she maintained contact with her own peo- 
ple, as an interpreter she had to, was a living reminder of this akward sltuatron. At 
times she would leave the Castle and spent months with her 'sister' zmongst the 

The publications are: Schapera (1933); Bosman (3 July 1942:7,46 & 10 July 1942164; Jeffries 
(sic) (March 1963:460; Nienaber (1 963). 

'O Kroroa also came to speak Portuguese. 
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Cochoquas This departure was symbolically acted out in the manner Krotoa would 
leave behind her 'Indian clotlung' and change into slun hide clothing. 

The abhorrence with which European travellers iegarded the Khoi or Hottentot 
custom especially their putative idleness, uncleanhness, eating habits, sexual mores 
and their dress abound in historical documentation (see Coetzeel988 17f) Any at- 
tempts at sc~ent~f ic  proof of the primitive, debased nature of black woman, especially 
the Hottentot female with her protruding buttocks and enlarged genitalid became the 
fetish~sms characterislng Western and European superiority". The physiognomy- 
bushy halr, flat nose and thickness of lips-skin colour and Khoi gen~talia were gener- 
ally used as evidence that biological differences existed which justify and warrant 
protection agalnst the pathology that Hottentot and black nature displayed It has been 
mooted that Pieter van Mee~hoff's promotion to Robben Island as superintendent in 
1665 may be attributed to 'keep his wife out of the public eye' (Malhcrbe 1990 49) 

Although miscegenation was not exactly encouraged by the Dutch the com- 
mander Wagenaar in 1664 actually held a wedding ceremony at his home for Krotoa 
and Van Meerhotf Khoi women in general were not easily enticed into marrying Dutch 
men as thelr culture prohibited premarital sex and adultery The Dutch therefore had 
found it inorc easy to coerce slaves or ex-slaves of African, Madagascan and Indian 
descent ~ n t o  sexual intercourse Where rnlscegenation had taken place between Khoi 
and Dutch it had usually been In the interlor of the country at the cattle-front~e~s dur- 
Ing the eighteenth century, and not at the start of the colony The Dutch ncverthcless 
experimented with the assimilation of the Khoi and often ieferred to them as 'oui 
Hottentots'" The K h o ~  were also preferred bang not too black l ~ k e  the other slaves 
and indigenous groups They had settled as individual messengers, and later entiie 
faintl~es became tenants or agricultural labourers on the Dutch f a ~ m s  Recent studles 
have shown that the woman-slave had grown so attached to the farmer and h ~ s  family, 
that unlike in other parts of the world, she had opted to stay on after manumission Her 
loyalty towards the family had made her a respected and indispensable ind~vidual 
(Shell 1994 329) 

Although Eva was tolerated in the political sense of the word as she became 
conf ldante and guide of the Dutch her drunken spells and neglect of her childien after 
Van Mee~hoff's death led to the following damning epitaph on her death on July 29 
1674 

" The exhlb~t~on of Saartje Baartman or the Hottentot Venus In Paris at the beglnnlng of the 
n~neteenth century being the most famous example. 

For a complete description of the Dutch's patronising stand towards the Khoi see Richard 
Elphick (1985:193-214). 
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Hence In order not to be accused of tolerating her adulterous and debauched l~fe, she 
had at vanous tlmes been relegated to Robbell Island, where, though she could obtaln 
no dr~nk, she abandoned herself to lmmorallty Pretended reformation Induced the 
Authorlt~es many tlmes to call her back to the Cape, but as soon as she returned, she 
like the dogs, always returned to her own vomit, so that finally $he quenched the fire 
of her sensuality by death . atford~ng a manlfest example that nature, howcvel closely 
and firmly muzzled by llnpr~nted pr~nc~ples, nevertheless at its own tlme triumphing 
over all precepts, agaln rushes back to ~ t s  Inborn quahties (Schapera 1933 125) 

va's history may be used as decisive evidence of a botched attempt at accul- 
The by now familiar colonial description of the Other as immoral, of devious 
ture and uncouth is apparant in the above quotation. The preoccupation with 

er onto whom is projected the own fears and sexual insecurities have elicited 
nt responses in theatrical representations within South Africa. The first exam- 
ng the drama text written by Andrew Geddes Bain called Kaatje Kekkelhek, or 

among the Hottentots. The show was first performed in 1838 by the Graham's 
wn Amateur Company and enjoyed a long run afterwards. Here the Hottentot woman 

aatje sings in English but speaks in Afrikaans on stage, and in doing so she rcflects 
e social realities of the market-place". Bain had engineered the Queens Highway on 

he frontier of the Eastern Cape from 1837 and had ample opportunity to familiarise 
mself with the Hottentot settlement at Kat River. In drawing a comparison between 
atje and the Hottentot stereotype one notices certain peculiarities. Whilst Kaatje 

rs-English for the Afrikaans 'kekke1'-indiscriminately she gives a piece of 
er own mind on individual rights and the socio-economic hardships she has to en- 
ure. She imbibes liquor freely and is jailed which is reminiscent of Krotoa's own 

tory. Like Krotoa she has a white lover and there is an element of melancholy 
st the satirical slant. In Pienaar's performance the songs are interspersed with 
tion. Here Kaatje sings in English and chatters in between as she gives her social 

commentary. Both plays use the narration as an interlude to the songs or music hall 
ct. In the case of Krotoa one is reminded of the injustices of the social set up and 
sympathy felt towards Kaatje is partly the result of the conflicting cultural inter- 

ts. Kaatje however remains a Hottentot Venus at the frontier between white and 
. One is overwhelmed by Kaatje's unrestrained outpour of words and her earthi- 

ness which evokes an unbridled way of addressing problems. On the other hand 
Pienaar's songs make no mention of the assumed Hottentot weakness of character but 
rather shows empathy with the lost of personal happiness. What is even more signifi- 

being [he other example. In both instances Hottentot characters are the mother-tongue speakers. 
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cant is that almost half of Pienaar's songs are written in English. Alternating between 
Afrikaans and English during the performance suggests a historical awareness with 
regard to cultural interaction. 

Besides Bain's contribution other male authors like Stephen Black and Athol 
Fugard also wrote for female characters. One should keep in mind that the role of 
Kaatje was performed by a man. Whilst Bain had literary intentions Stephen Black 
produced an unpublished typescript Love and the Hyphen which had its premiere in 
1908. After being performed from 1908 to 1912 by his own touring company it had a 
re-run in 1928. Black's play centres around the figure of the coloured Sophie who 
aspires through miscegenation to break through the class-barriers in order to improve 
her standard of living. Again written for a female actor the male author who as a 
newspaper reporter had an interest in coloured affairs, uses Sophie's fecundity and her 
indiscrete manner to express the material wishes of a disadvantaged individual. As a 
theatrical impresario Black used satire and with an ear for platitudes his aim was to 
create instant popularity. His commercial approach was an original attempt at estab- 
lishing a local professional theatre. However, he had difficulties in finding a suitable 
Sophie and had to fall back on a white actress who had to aqaint herself with the Cape 
patois. The satire, frankness and sexual innuendo that characterises Black's play has 
Sophie as its common denominator. In the case of Antoinette Pienaar's Krotoa the 
main character's melancholy is acted out in a much more personal and less stereotypi- 
cal manner. 

In the last example glven here, namely Boesman and Lena, written by Athol 
Fugard and performed in Kaatje Kekkelbek's neighbourhood Grahamstown in 1969, 
the coloured woman Lena becomes the focus of attention. Her earthy language, bra- 
zen approach and body-language, especially the gait as performed by Yvonne Bryceland, 
focuses on the universal problem of suffering. Although race does of necessity play a 
role within the South African context one is aware of the universal human hardships 
suffered and of the social relevance thereof. Lena, like Pienaar's Petronella, goes bare- 
foot and wears a dress that gives an angular contour to the human body. There are 
references to the mud that cling to her feet which corresponds to the songs that link 
Petronella and Krotoa to nature and mother earth. Lena's dance of liberation towards 
the end of the play is reminiscent of Petronella's incitement that song and dance will 
triumph after all. Lena's song reminds of the poetic licence present in the San stories 
mentioned earlier on. In Fugard's stage direction Lena's body is emphasised after the 
ritualistic dance: 

[She stops, breathing heavily, then wipes her forehead with her hand and licks one of 
her fingers.] 
Lena: Sweat! You see, Outa, Sweat. Slt close now, I'm warm. You feel me? And 
we've st111 got that wood! (35) 
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Lena rema~ns like all other archetypal Hottentot Eves a woman of nature In 
this particular Instance her role as seductress IS subtly implied although her fecund~ty 
is gainsaid by her numerous still-born children and her hardships In Pienaar's songs 
life and death are celebrated and dance and rhythm beckons renewal. In the three plays 
under discussion the women-Kaat~e, Soph~e and Lena-are portrayed, all by men, av 
typical South African outcasts. Besides being on the receiving end of pol~ticai and 
social practices they stand their ground. Being black their portrayal has a lite~ary tra- 
dition. These vary between the two basic images of the untouchable savage and the 
unattainable as is to be found in European travellers descr~ption of Khoi women at the 
Cape. Underlying these depictions is an obv~ous obsess~on by European commenta- 
tors wlth race such as d~splayed in the description of the black woman's sexuality. The 
myth of the insatiable appetite of black women is often detected in the manner the 
male commentator portrays the female characters as being close to nature or uninhib- 
ited. No surprising then that the poet and literary commentator Stephen Gray (1979:38- 
39) remarks that Eve's role: 

as ambassadress, temptress, medlator and, ultimately, mlscegenator, colnes to sym- 
bollze both the attractions and the ~ntractab~lit~es of inland, that unknown terrain acioss 
the ever-shlftlng front~er. 

Withln Antoinette Plenaas's performance the medlurn of dance becomes a po~nt  
of convergence for the symbolic Eve. The female characters under discussion bear the 
scars of the submiss~on they have been put through. Krotoa and Kaatje were jailed, 
and Sophle and Lena attempted d~ffcrent forms of cscape out of the~r  personal miser- 
ies. Here nature serves as a posltlve and recurrent theme. The elation with which 
Petronella Krotoa's daughter reaches out to nature and by means of which she estab- 
lishes ties with her mother is significant. The continous references to nature and the 
elements, as well as the use of the body with~n her performance vpeak of a longing for 
rebirth, of a golng back to one's roots, and leaves an indehble ~mprcss~on Written by 
herself Pienaar gives expression to nature through song and dance. In a sensc Imper- 
sonation becomes the sensual translation of nature 

Like male historians and authors before her P~enaar seeks to appropriate the 
landL4. All writing on nature-and the theatrical performance is undeniably a gestural 
scnpt-reflects the mythopoeic and carnal nature of the author as he/she imprints 
himherself onto the surrounding landscape. One is tempted into reading the female 
body-especially as a male reader-as representative of nature. One can even roman- 
ticise thc hfe-givlng powers of nature and elevate the female body to a symbollc level 

l4 Michel Foucault (1985.135) neatly points out the manner In w h ~ c h  the men of the scven- 
nth and elghtcenth centuries resorted to deplct nature as re~uesentatrorz, and not as mimesls 

any longer. 
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akin to a triumphant archetypal mother container. Yet one is also acutely aware of the 
trappings of such phallogocentric patterns of thought in which the male glorifies the 
female body whilst his approach belies his fear of being devoured by the mother- 
figure. What reasonable interpretations then could be offered to the reappropriation of 
Krotoa by Antoinette Pienaar? 

With hindsight one could extol1 the exponents of post-colonial theories and 
explain how the Other has always been present albeit silent in the discourse of the 
ruler. Whilst specific discourses emphasised cultural differences intercultural exchanges 
did take place. In 1991 the author Andri: P. Brink predicted that the Afrikaans writer 
would free himself from his own exclusivity and seek his identity in the Other. Brink 
(1 991 : 1- 12) maintained that the process of rediscovery would not degenerate into op- 
posing or separate categories but rather become an assimilation of the Other. It is 
within the assimilation of the Other, however complicated, that I would like to search 
for an explanation for Pienaar's association with Krotoa. In doing so one is acutely 
aware of Sigmund Freud's remark that the individual's psychical reality cannot be 
fully incorporated into the social world. 

Sensitive to the face-value of personal statements I nevertheless propose the 
following scenario. In an interview with me Antoinette Pienaar repeatedly stressed the 
value of exchange between people. Indeed, she regarded such exchange as the most 
precious of all gifts. She was dressed in a customary MuSotho costume and had brought 
along the lyrics of hcr show. Our discussion took place in the Gardens of the erstwhile 
Dutch East Indian Company next to Parliament. During various times of our conver- 
sation she enthused about the rewarding experience of learning from one another. She 
then mentioned her brief marriage to an Englishman and spoke of a second marriage 
to a citizen from Lesotho which was also dissolved. In response to my question for the 
reason for these untimely divorces she replied that,cultural barriers were difficult to 
break down. Especially within the Sotho-marriage the antipathy towards cultural ex- 
change became extremely difficult to grasp. It therefore seems justifiable to draw com- 
parisons between Krotoa and Pienaar. Both crossed the lines of cultural prohibition, 
married into the other culture and as women both had been submitted to patriarchal 
control. Both experienced the reluctance of being accredited individual status as per- 
sons, and above all as worthy citizens within the adopted culture. Such explanation 
seems self-evident. Viewed in much more general terms one could apply the field of 
object relations within psychoanalysis to describe feelings of trust, anxiety, fear and 
guilt in order to explain other probable reasons for Pienaar's fascination with Krotoa. 
This would throw more light on miscegenation, intercultural marriages, the influence 
of religion especially Christianity, as is the case with Krotoa's conversion. It was in- 
deed baptism which later became an instrument in racial discrimination at the Cape. In 
the last instance it is easy within the politicked academic profession to use racism as 
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a common denominator to explain present inequalities. Again I would argue not for 
the negation of social realities but rather for thorough interpretations of material as 
well as psychical responses to such conditions. 

Pienaar like all concerned citizens is influenced by the realpolitik of the day. 
Notions of gender and racial inequality engage the ordinary South African in everyday 
life, however subtle or subconscious the level of involvement of the person. Besides 
these concerns other issues of ecological and economical concern also feature. How- 
ever, the theatrical performance represents the pathology of everyday life in a much 
more sublimated manner. The playfulness of the performance and the found space 
calls for a celebration of meaning for the actors as well as the spectators. The making 
of meaning or sense represents the ultimate goal of theatrical exchange. Pienaar's 
earlier reference to inter- and intracultural sharing accentuates the dependence on the 
Other for self-realisation. The fact that Pienaar has written her own 'script' and has 
expressed herself through song and inventive dance procedures confirms one of the 
truths held by psychoanalysis and neurophysiology, namely the importance of the 
body as the first reality through which the world is experienced, Pienaar is adamant 
that all impersonation, portrayal and creation remains her presentation of the enig- 
matic figure of Krotoa. As has been suggested before the identification with Krotoa or 
with Petronella the daughter is a symbolic gesture. A white woman (Pienaar) identi- 
fies with the off-spring of the first interracial marriage within this country. Being a 
child of intercultural exchange she experiences the hybridlty of the psyche. Engaging 
Krotoa means confronting the frontiers within and taking cognisance of history as 
cultural opportunism. 

The inventiveness of the dance, impersonation and the lyrics firmly position 
Pienaar as an inhabitant of this country. Every reflex whether voluntary or involun- 
tary, is a symbolic expression of the body tracing its contours in the outside world 
(Rose 1992:98). The abundant celebration of nature in her songs and dance move- 
ments becomes a celebration of the body as it 'writes' the outside world. The simula- 
tion of Krotoa echoes Pienaar's quest for self-assertion and the translation of her life- 
world in a manner similiar to Krotoa as she tried to convey her world to the Dutch. 
Traversing the landscape and crossing the frontiers within remain a lifelong undertak- 
ing. The language of the body speaks of the residue of body images accumulated 
through time and space15. Sharing and learning about the Other necessarily involves a 
coming to terms with the aspects of the Other within one-self. 

During the month of February 1996 the paramount chief of the Griqua, Andries 
Abraham Stockenstrom le Fleur 11, requested the visting queen of Denmark queen 
Margrethe to lay a wreath at the place of Krotoa's burial at the Castle, or the Church 

l5 See Grosz (1994:62-85) for a discussion on neurophysiology and corporeal mappings. 
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where she was reinterred or at Robben Island where she was detained. This request 
was made as Krotoa's husband Pieter van Meerhoff was of Danish descent. By re- 
membering Krotoa Pienaar displays the cultural empathy essential for reinterpreting 
the frontiers within. By golng back to Krotoa we are reappropriating her for ourselves. 
In doing so we confirm that going back is also another way of going on. 

Department of Afrikaans 
University of the Western Cape 
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The Wives of Henry Fynn: 
'Unwritten but Potentially 
Transfiguring Texts'? 
The Untold Biographies of 
Vundhlazi of the Zelemu and 
Christina Brown ' 
Julie Pridmore 

Introduction 
In his novel Foe, J.M. Coetzee provides the mute character Friday w ~ t h  the ultimate 
narrative power. The actual narrator, Sue Barton, struggles wlth her own funct~on as 
author, as well as with Foe as a superlor white male and Friday as a subordinate black 
male (Coetzee 1986). For Coetzee, the power of silence marks the hmil of Susan's 
self-knowledge but at the same time provides the means for Fnday's potentially trans- 
figuring mute statements (Coetzee & Attwell 1992: 247). At the same ttrne, Susan 
herself represents the female voice which underlies a story which on the surface 1s an 
~mperial narrative, based on one of the earliest European male focused adventure texts, 
Robinson Crusoe. As Ridley (1983:Sf) has noted, Defoe's novel marks the beginning 
of colonial discourse in fiction and as such underpins further emplre-based fiction. 
Susan's narrative voice in Foe, Di Michele (1996:157) has pointed out, addresses 
questions not only of colonial, but of post-colonial female identity. 

Foucault has suggested that the agency of a text has an innate power: 'the au- 
thor's name is not simply an element in a discourse ... it assumes a classifactory func- 
tion' (Rabinow 1986:107). There are problems however, in apply~ng Foucault to spe- 
cific colonial situations. Edward Said (1983:221) has used Foucault's discourse analysls 
on crime and punishment to demonstrate the opposed social forces of the empowered 
and disempowered, and South African historian Crais (1992:44) has similarly illus- 
trated these power relationships in the mechanics of colonial d~scourse In the Cape 
Colony. Third world historians have, however, noted that there are in fact older and 

' Thls artlcle was presented as a semlnar at the Univers~ty of South Afnca In June 1996. I would 
l~ke to thank my colleagues In the Department of H~story at Unisa who commented on 11. 
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more dom~nant forms of power present in colonial societies (Guha 1984:3480 and 
Foucault's relevance to colonial discourse is still largely under investigation (Thomas 
1994: 200. 

Gender h~storians In pa~tlcular, have polnted out that Foucault's analys~s can- 
not be used to address the colonlal sltuat~on, as power is clearly present in the colon~s- 
er's person It 15 not, as Foucault would argue, Inherent In language and dlscourse 
(Sharpe 1993 89) Successive reconstiuctions of the colon~al record have eithe~ left 
woinen out or prescntcd them in a negatlve role (Callaway 1987.3) As Spivak (1998.15- 
18) argues, women have shared with the colonlsed races an Intimate experience of 
oppresslon There IS also an Inherent danger in uslng post-modernist theory where 
'woman' becomer the nodal polnt f o ~  the post-modern project of reconceptual~s~ng 
Man, Subject, Truth, Hwtory, and Meanlng The result of t h ~ s  is that 'woman' exlsts 
ne~ther as a perqon nor a thlng, she 'lacks stability and the permanence of h~storical 
Identity' (Donaldqon 1992.1 19). For instance, wh~te  women are given composite Icono- 
graphic identltles in colonla1 dlscoulse (Frankenberg 1993 16f] In thls paper I alm to 
identify spec~fic ind~v~dual  women who llved w~thin the colonla1 dlscourse of nine- 
teenth century Natal, and attempt to discover their respective roles as authors and the~r  
own l ~ f e  experiences 

Vundhlase, Daughter of Zelemu: Senior Wife to H. Fynn, c. 1824-1834 
'Bovungana's mother was the daughter of a white man when the Europeans visited the 
Bay' (Webb & Wrlght 1982:54). This statement by Mcotoyi kaMnini, an informant to 
James Stuart In the early twentieth century, is an expression of indigenous views on 
the European presence at Port Natal. Of Vundhlase, the woman who entered into a 
relationship with Henry Fynn in the 1820s, we know virtually nothing, except that, as 
a result of their union, an entire community of mixed-race descendants occupies south- 
ern Natal to this day '. Vundhlase, according to another of Stuart's informants, was a 
member of the Zelemu clan (Webb & Wright 1982: 146). A.T. Bryant identified the 
Zelemu as a group who had wandered about the KwaZulu-Natal region, having moved 
south from the Nkandla district during the reign of Senzangakhona kaJama in the 
years from about 18 10 to 18 16. They clashed with the Bomvu and then with Shaka's 
followers, eventually moving south into the mPondo region. At the time of European 
arriva! at Port Natal in 1824, the Zelemu were living in southern Natal (Bryant 1929: 
373). 

It should be noted that Henry Fynn had no less than four indigenous 'wives', of whom Vundhlase 
was his first and senior wife. According to Frank Essery, a correspondent with Killie Campbell 
in the 1950s, Fynn had a total of twelve mixed race children. 
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Research on the lives of ind~genous women In the Natal reg~on has been hm- 
ited. Jeff Guy (1990.33-47) has suggested that pre-colonla1 women wele effect~vely 
the means of repioduct~on and product~on and as a result had little control over their 
11ves. Without detailed evidence, ~t 1s d~fficult to reconstruct the kind of gender rela- 
tlons w~thin whlch Vundhlase l~ved  The only ntneteenth century text by a black woman 
from Natal is Paullna Dlamml's Servant of Two Kings. In tbls account she described 
her transltlon from black to w h ~ t e  society 

we undertook many things which since I now feel honestly ashamed, but whlch at the 
time we partook of with great pleasure. 

She particularly remembered being 'extolled as heroines ... our girls excelled the men!' 
(Bourqin 1986:28). That women attached to the Zulu royal household did have promi- 
nent roles is clearly demonstrated by the career of Mnkabayi kaJama. As 
Senzangakhona's sister she acted as regent until Shaka took over the Zulu leadership, 
and was later in charge of Shaka's ebaQulusini ikhanda in the mid-1820s. This pro- 
vided her with political power but, as Laband (1995:18,28) notes, she retained her 
independence by not marrying. James Stuart's informants listed her grave among those 
of prominent inale leaders, and 'there was no "king" (including Mnkabayi) whose 
praises were omitted when the cattle of the spirits were sacrificed' (Webb & Wright 
1987: 117). During the twentieth century, the careers of Solomon kaDinuzulu's sister 
Magogo and his highest-ranlung wife, Matatele (Christina) Sibiya further demonstrate 
the considerable political power wielded by Zulu royal women (Reyher 1948) j. 

Paulina Dlamini, although she later converted to aEuropean lifestyle on a Chris- 
tian mission station, found nothing unacceptable about mixed-race relationships. She 
noted that John Dunn 

became a polygamist .... Cetshwayo held him In hlgh esteem and gave h ~ m  Zulu g~rls 
in marriage .... he ruled over his domain and raised a countless progeny of mixed 
blood (Bourqln 1986:42f). 

European recorders of early Port Natal are more apologetic. Bryant described 
the white traders seeking 'the black-skinned hands of Native damsels as the next best 
substitute' to white women (Bryant 1929:373). Bryant's account, however, was the 
first European text to openly acknowledge Fynn's union with Vundhlase. Earlier writ- 
ers had avoided the topic since the 1830s as it was socially unacceptable for colonial 
Natalians to condone mixed-race unions. In British colonies during the course of the 

This was highlighted by Marcia Wright in her presentation of the Zulu Woman text at the 
University of Durban-Westville, June 1995. 
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nineteenth century, 'going native' became increasingly criticised (Hyam 1990:75-78) 
and European men who persisted in their liaisons with indigenous women were ex- 
cluded from colonial society (Spurr 1993:84). The early white literature on Natal largely 
reflected these attitudes (Pridmore 1996a:57f) although there were obvious instances 
of white men like Henry Fynn and John Dunn who had indigenous wives and half- 
caste progeny. 

However, if the Natal historical narrative was decidedly blank on the subject of 
mixed unions, African informants had no qualms about telling James Stuart that Fynn, 
together with Henry Ogle, had 'the largest number' of black wives. Physical contact 
occurred 

on the Zulu plan; that is, any woman required would be specially sent for. She would 
at n~ghtfall come to the man's house' (Webb & Wright 1976: 1 llf). 

An early map of Port Natal illustrates the scattered nature of the white settle- 
ment and the way in which individual European men set up their own separate irnizi4. 
Fynn gradually moved his household, headed by Vundhlase, further away from the 
white settlement. By the time he left the region in 1834, he had established his irnizi to 
the south of the Mzimkhulu river. 

Apart from the sketchy accounts provided by Stuart's informants, there is no 
evidence on the actual nature of Fynn's relationship with Vundhlase or any of his other 
wives. Later colonial commentators described Fynn's attitude towards Africans as 
extremely harsh (Pridmore 1994:192f). Neither did the presence of indigenous wives 
and mixed-race children prevent white men from returning to colonial society, and in 
September 1834, Fynn left Natal for the Cape Colony. Frank, Fynn's younger brother, 
had moved to Natal in 1830 and remained in the region until his death in 1840. In 
accordance with Zulu custom, Frank married Vundhlase as if his elder brother had 
died. The Fynn e~zsimbirii household south of the Mzimkhulu was headed by Frank 
during the 1830s, and the beginning of a Fynn 'clan' emerged, including in the ex- 
tended family, several Cele refugees from Zululand 5 .  This group was described as 'the 
izirzkurnbi people (who) are of the Nhlangwini, the people of Vundhlase' (Webb & 
Wright 1982:185). Bryant (1929:561) called these the izinkunzbi or 'wanderers'. As 
the Zelemu were originally a clan which had moved about considerably, this defini- 
tion seems more applicable than Cobbing's (1992: 19-21) explanation of the izinkurnbi 
as 'locusts' who, led by Fynn, assisted white slavers. 

Killie Campbell Africana Library, Fynn Papers, File 26031, Extract 2 

Natal Arch~vcs, Bird Papers, vol. 5 ,  evidence of Toin Fynn, pp 15- 17. Tom was Frank and 
Vundhlaue's son 
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Ann Brown: Fynn's Return to Colonial Society, 1837-1839 
In 1976, Gilbert Fynn, a mixed race descendant of Fynn's told a researcher that 'when 
Fynn married a white woman he became part of the white people again'. To Vundhlase, 
Fynn's return to the Cape meant that he was dead, as was demonstrated by her mar- 
riage to Frank. Fynn's move marked a complete break with his life amongst indig- 
enous people in Natal. As a newly-appointed colonial official in the Cape government, 
he was once more a member of European society - a social framework he had left in 
1823. His rapid assimilation back into this framework was illustrated by his marriage, 
within three years of his return, to Ann Brown (Pridmore 1996b:42f). Ann's family 
were English people from Grahamstown where she was born in 18 17 (Davies 1974: 16). 
There is scant evidence on her life either before or after her marriage to Fynn, though 
it is likely that her parents were English settlers who had emigrated to the Cape during 
the 1800s. 

In terms of the overlying discourse of colonial politics in which he lived after 
1834, Pynn could not have made a clearer indication of his move back to white soci- 
ety. European women were generally seen as a civilising influence in British colonies, 
enforcing the segregation process and the appropriate behaviour of white men (Ware 
1992:37f). The arrival of white women in a colonial territory often marked the onset 
of a deterioration in race relations, or at least a widening of the social distance bc- 
tween colonisers and colonised. The presence of white women replaced the early rcla- 
tionships between white men and indigenous concubines (Strobel 199 1:3-6). As Callan 
(1984:s) has noted, 

the mythology of the British Empire ... seems to contain the idea that colonists and 
'natives' were able to live happily together until rnetnsnlzibs appeared and insisted 
upon racial and social separation (Callan 1984:5). 

While some Cape historians have suggested a degree of interaction between black and 
white women in 'frontier' society, it is debatable as to how far this process went in 
actually breaking down racial stereotypes (Bradford 1996). It has also been suggested 
that race, although a dominant signifier in Cape society, was not in fact as important as 
gender in determining the nature of the colonial presence (Ross 1994: 1 1 I). 

Fynn's marriage to Ann lasted only two years, as she died in 1839 and there is 
practically no evidence to indicate her experiences as the wife of a colonial official on 
the Cape 'frontier'. What is clear is that Fynn had married Ann not only to demon- 
strate his return to colonial society, but also through a genuine need for a white com- 
panion in an isolated position. His reaction to her death is illustrated by the fact that he 
neglected his regular correspondence with the Cape government (Pridmore 1996b:42- 
44). 
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Christina Brown: 'Actively Engaged as a Government Officer', 1841-1862 
In 1841, just two years after Ann's death, Fynn married again, this time to Christina 
Brown. Christina was not related to Ann, and her family were from Zwartkop in Algoa 
Bay, where she was born in 1821. Her father, John Brown had later moved to 
Grahamstown, where she met and married Fynn. Like Ann, Christina's parents were 
also English settlers (Davies 1974: 16). Little is known of Christina's life prior to her 
marriage, though it is possible to assume that she was brought up in an English settler 
household. Her education was probably similar to that of other young girls in the Cape 
Colony, with an emphasis on her role in the home and as a potential companion for a 
future husband. Probable marriage to a colonial employee would involve specific re- 
sponsibilities for a white woman in the Cape. Although, by the mid-nineteenth cen- 
tury, the home emerged as the moral sphere where women's labour could be valued 
(Grewal 1996:24f), women also had particular roles of service to the wider empire. As 
MacDonald has noted, the discourse of gender echoes the imperial plot where 'men 
command, women serve' (MacDonald 1994:37f). In this 'imperialist project', notes 
Grewal (1996:67), women accepted and reinforced the positive-negative dichotomy 
of masculine and feminine function. 

Whilst researching Fynn, I examined both his literary background as well as 
his writing as coloriial literature (Pridmore 1995). I suggest that an assessment of 
Christina's contribution to colonial representation, albeit in restricted form, requires a 
similar approach. While she operated within the clearly developing imperial discourse 
discussed above, she also had a specific literary background in the type of literature 
written for girls and young women. During the early nineteenth century, in the period 
when Christina's generation was becoming literate, narratives written for girls were 
changing. These moved gradually from the romantic images of female uselessness 
which focused on chivalry (Brantlinger 1988: 141-143) towards more clearly defined 
Victorian ideas on respectability and submissiveness (Cadogan & Craig 1976:16f). 
These notions of gender roles were, as Callaway (1987:32-35) has shown, disclosed 
through and reflected in writing on colonial female themes. 

The literature generated by colonial women writers is crucial as a source of 
evidence on these women's experiences in a masculine-dominated, white ruled em- 
pire. Writing as white women they were 

attempting to give meaning and connection to their lives in a foreign world where 
they often felt themselves to be dol~bly alien (Callaway 1987:3). 

Unlike male travel writers, they also felt their accounts to be more accurate and 
less confused by exaggeration or romance (Blake 1992:9). Christina Fynn's diary, 

The Wives of Henry Fynn 

which covers the years from 1841 to 186g6, was not written with publication in mind 
and there is no evidence to suggest that she intended this journal to be anything more 
than a detailed account of her husband's career. Like contemporary accounts, Christina 
records her experiences as a colonial wife, first in the Cape and later in Natal7. She 
recorded how, as the traditional 'helpmeet' to her husband she uncomplainingly fol- 
IowedFynn to his various duty posts. Christina continued to travel vast distances to be 
with her husband, even following the birth of their only child, Henry Francis junior, in 
1846. In 1857, accompanied by the child, then aged eleven, she undertook the hazard- 
ous journey into Zululand in order to accompany Fynn on his visit to King Mpande's 
envoys. A year later she left her household and child under the care of a Mr. and Mrs. 
Clarkson while she joined her husband on a tax collection trip in the Mkhomanzi 
district. 

Although these entries indicate that Christina made considerable efforts to travel 
with Fynn, it is also obvious from her diary that she was often alone. While Fynn was 
stationed with Maphasa on the Cape frontier, the couple were separated much of the 
time. Christina recorded these separations and often indicated the exact time - for 
instance in January 1844, she noted that Fynn had left her for eighteen days while 
attending to 'government business' at Fort Beaufort. In 1850, while the family resided 
with Faku in the mPondo territory, she recorded that her husband had been away for 
two months in Natal, and she also expressed her concern over Fynn's ill-health at this 
time. In July 1857, following the visit to Zululand, Christina travelled with her son to 
Algoa to visit her family. On her return six months later she found that her husband 
had once again been 'called away' by the Governor of Natal. In April 1859, she had to 
make the trip to Algoa again without Fynn who was occupied with his duties in south- 
ern Natal. 

The woman who emerges from Christina's brief text is clearly an individual 
who was more than capable of coping with the demands of being a colonial wife. 
Isolation, loneliness and inconvenient travel are simply recorded as her responsibili- 
ties. At the same time, however, it is possible to identify some of her feelings. Her 
repeated point about her husband being 'away', might be construed as a negative com- 
ment on her husband's duties. Sometimes, there are gaps between events where Christina 

The MS of Christina's Diary is in the Natal Archives, Fynn Papers, File 14. A typescript copy 
is contained in Killie Campbell Africana Library, Stuart Papers. Stuart's typescript only covers 
the diary up to the death of Fynn in 1862. Unfortunately, space does not permit me to comment 
at length on this masculine editing. 

As the MS is only a few pages long, detailed page referencing is impractical here 
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does not record her expenences She noted that war had been declared on the Cape 
border in March 1846 and that Fynn junior was born In November of that year. She 
omltted ent~rely her move to Colesberg for the blrth, and the worrylng separation from 
Fynn at this tlme. She also does not mentlon any plactlcal or financial d~fficult~es 
though these are evident from Fynn's own correspondence 

Christina's motlve in constructing her journal becomes clearer In the entrles 
from March 1860 when Fynn resigned from colonla1 servlce. For the two years from 
thls date untll hic death m 1862, Chr~stlna supported Fynn in his attempt to obtarn a 
land grant from the Natal government Part of her plan to obtaln thls grant lay In her 
lecordlng, in dlary form, a detailed account of Fynn's servlces to the Cape and Natal 
governments She hoped to stress h ~ s  loyalty to the Crown and thereby obta~n areward 
for hls servlces Although Christina was unsuccessful In obtalnlng a land grant prior to 
her husband's death, she eventually wrote dlrectly to the Colon~al Office andmanaged 
to secure a section of land In the Illovo dlstr~ct. Her lnscnptlon on her husband's 
gravestone 1s an lndlcatlon of her belief in hls long and ded~cated servlce as a colonlal 
official who had been 'for 37 years most act~vely engaged as a Government Officer' 
who had carried out his duties, 'much to the ~ a t ~ s f a c t ~ o n  of both governments' (Davies 
1974.22) 

Conclusion: Recording the Fynn Family 
Fynn's white descendants frorn his marriage to Christina are well tabled In Davres' 
meticulously researched famlly history, Twin Tralls (1974). At one level, this text is an 
Instance of the w h ~ t e  settler genealog~es of Natal whlch were prominent from the 
1970s Such hrstones were In part an attempt by Enghsh-speaking Natallans to reaf- 
ftrm the11 identity In the reglon, particularly following the 1970 commemoratlon of 
the arr~val of the 1820 Engllsh settlers. Ruth Gordon's edltlng of Dear Louisa, pub- 
lished 112 1970 1s another instance of thls klnd of settler genre In Natal Ilterature. How- 
ever, there ls a danger here, as Parle (1995.34,37) has noted, in dismissing such texts 
merely as examples of 'colonlal nostalg~a'. Twin Trails, although a settler family his- 
tory, did provide detalled material on both Ann and Chrlstlna, thus giving researchers 
valuable glimpses Into the lives of these women as the partners of a colonial offiaal. 

Vundhlase and her descendants are conspicuously absent frorn Twin Trails and 
rccogmtlon of Fynn's m~xed  race descendants has been restricted to fragments of oral 
materlal collected by Natal offtclals. I have lndlcated above the Importance of early 
twentieth century accounts glven by James Stuart's ~nfonnants. John B ~ r d ,  who ed~ted 
and published the lnfluent~al Annals of Natal, was also a collector of lnformatlon on 
the Natal past and in 1896 Interwewed Frank and Vundhlase's son Tom. Tom remem- 

bered that Vundhlase had been a 'good wife' to Frank8. This evidence, although ex- 
tremely sketchy, does give some indication of Vundhlase's status amongst her de- 
scendants. As a group, the 'coloured' Fynns have been aware of their heritage and 
Fynn's son Duka spoke with some pride when he talked to James Stuart about the 
extended nature of the Fynn 'clan' in the early 1900s 9. 

In the historiography of Natal, and in the more detailed histories of the Fynn 
family, neither Vundhlase nor Christina were provided with opportunities to be heard. 
In writing this article I have attempted to break open this long silence and allow both 
women a voice on their own pasts. Given the nature of the evidence however, their 
identities seem, like Coetzee's Susan Barton, to be contained in their inability to nar- 
rate their stories, rather than in clearly spoken 'texts'. 
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South African Society: 
Soviet Perspectives- 
1917 to the mid 1950s 

Apollon Davidson and 
Irina Filatova 

It is a well known fact that throughout the Soviet era the Bolshevik Party and the 
Soviet government were mainly interested in Africa as a potential ally against world 
capitalism and imperialism and that, because Soviet research on Africa (as well as all 
other research) was supported only by the state, the results of this research were inevi- 
tably ideologically biased and thus academically invalid. It is more or less generally 
accepted that this is particularly true about the period of the 1920s-1950s when the 
Soviet version of Marxism was particularly crude, Soviet censorship particularly strict, 
and Soviet academics had no direct access to African countries. This is, however, only 
part of the story and a closer look at the Soviet writing of the time clearly makes this 
evident. 

The mainstream Soviet African studies during the 1920s-1950s were domi- 
nated by the Co~nmunist International (Comintern) both ideologically and institution- 
ally to such an extent that, strictly speaking, the end of this period should be marked 
by 1943 when the Comintern was officially disbanded or even by 1937 when it prac- 
tically ceased to function. However, the next period which emerged with the upsurge 
of nationalist movements in Africa in the wake of the colonial era, clearly did not 
begin until the middle of the 1950s and, unlike the 1920s and 1930s, little was happen- 
ing in Soviet African studies during the 1940s and the beginning of the 1950s-which 
is why we have extended the 'Comintern' period for a decade. 

In one of his early works Joseph Stalin (1946:49) wrote that the attitude of the 
Bolsheviks to national liberation movements should depend on the nature of every 
particular movement but that ' 

generally proletar~at will not support the so-called 'national Ilberation' movements, 
slnce until now all such movements have been actlng in the interests of bourgeoisie 
and have corrupted and distorted the class consciousness of proletanat. 

Later the Comintern and the Bolshevik party moved away from this approach but 

South African Society: Soviet Perspectives 

during the 1920s and 1930s main attention focused on class, not on national liberation 
struggles. Thus, research was centred on the revolutionary potential of the working 
class and the prospects of the development of a revolut~onary situation In Africa 

Only one Communist party existed in sub-Saharan Africa and was represented 
In the Com~ntern (from 1921), the Commun~st Party of South Afr~ca Accordingly, the 
attention of Comintern officials and academics was concentrated on the South Afrlcan 
region. Although several prominent leaders from other African countries (such as Jomo 
Kenyatta) were invited to study at the Communist Unlversit~es In Moscow, the major- 
ity of students from Africa came from South Afrlca T h ~ s  also meant that African 
stud~es in Moscow were centred on South Afr~ca's problems There IS much evidence 
of the hopes of the Bolshevik party and of the Comintern that a revolutionary sltuation 
would soon appear In South Africa In 1928 the Comintern came up with the idea of an 
'independent native Republic' In South Africa in order to speed up this process 

The attention on Africa, and especially on South Afrlca, resulted In the creatlon 
of two institutions for the study and teaching of Afrlcan p~oblems w ~ t h ~ n  the Com~ntern. 
These were the Afrlcan Sect~on of the Research Association for the Study of National 
and Colonla1 Problems (NIANKP) and the Afr~can Department at the Communist 
Unlvers~ty of Eastern To~lers (KUTV). Three Sov~et  academics were instrumental in 
the establishment and act~vities of both bodies: the Hunganan, Endre Slk (1 891 -1978), 
a prominent figure in the Com~ntern who was later to bccomc Forctgn Mlnister of 
communist Hungary, Ivan Potekhin (1930-1964), and Alexander Zusmanovlch (1 902- 
1965). 

In Aprll 1929 Slk ([I9301 1989) presented a paper 'On Laylng the Foundat~ons 
of Marxist Study of Socio-Economic Problems In Africa' which became the ftrst 
programmatic plan for Soviet African studies Sik ins~sted on the importance of class 
analys~s and stressed that 'special attention should be paid to the history of South 
Africa'. 

Until 1937 when Stalin's purges stifled the Comintern, the African Sectlon of 
NIANKP collected and reviewed materials on the political and economlc sltuation In 
Afr~can countr~es, and particularly in South Africa. African and South African stu- 
dents from KUTV and from the Moscow Lenin School (the latter attended mainly by 
European and American Communists but Included a smatterlng of Afr~cans too) par- 
ticipated In t h ~ s  work and assisted with the materials. 

The first Soviet book on Afrlca was published in 193 1 by Georgy Gerngross 
(1892-1937) (cf. Yug 1931) who was somehow attached to NIANKP. It contained 
popular essays on South Africa. The most characterist~c product of the research actlvl- 
ties of NIANKP's Afr~can Section was Forced L u b o ~ ~ r  and Trade Union Movement m 
Negro Africa published by Zusmanov~ch, Potekhln and Tom Jackson (Zusmanovich et 
a1 1933). Tom Jackson was the pen name of Albert Nzula (1905-1934), Secretary of 
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the Communist Party of South Africa, who in 193 1 - 1934 worked and studied in Mos- 
cow. 

The scope of analysis and the nature of Soviet approach to African problems 
during the 1930s are obvious from the titles of articles published in those years by the 
two most prolific Soviet academics of the time, Potekhin and Zusmanovich. During 
the 1930s Potekhin published more articles about South Africa than any other Soviet 
Africanist. Among these were: 'The Union of South Africa: Parties, Trade Unions and 
other Organisations, the Press and Politicians' (cf. Izotla 1935); 'Agricultural Workers 
in the Union of South Africa' (cf. Potekhin 1934b); 'National Reformism in the Union 
of South Africa' (cf. Potekhin 1934a); 'Imperialist Segregation of Natives in the Un- 
ion of South Africa' (cf. Potekhin 1935b); 'Specific Features and Difficulties of the 
Struggle for Hegemony of the Proletariat in South Africa' (cf. Potekhin 1935a). 

Zusmanovich also concentrated on South Africa but he wrote about the rest of 
the African continent as well: 'The Agricultural Workers' Movement in South Africa' 
(Zusmanovich 1933b); 'The Anti Imperialist Movement and the Struggle for the United 
Front in South Africa' (Zusmanovich 193%); 'The National Revolutionary Move- 
ment and Proletariat in South Africa' (Zusmanovich 1935a); 'On Some Problems of 
the Communist Movement in South Africa' (Zusmanovich 1935d); 'The Strike Move- 
ment in Africa' (AZ 1935a); 'The Working Class in South Africa's Mining Industry' 
(Zusmanovich 1935b). 

No doubt the quality of these studies was not very good. The authors lacked 
both a proper academic training and sufficient knowledge of foreign languages (al- 
though they did lecture to their students in English or French), and they did not have a 
chance to visit Africa. Moreover, their work was completely subordinated to ideologi- 
cal dogma and political directives of the Comintern. As a result, wishful thinlung was 
often substituted for valid analysis. 

Yet some of the problems posed by researchers of NIANKPand KUTV are still 
discussed by Africanist historians and political scientists today. Soviet academics at- 
tempted to study social structures in Africa, the labour movement, political organisa- 
tions (especially, the South African Communist Party, the African National Congress 
and the Industrial and Commercial Workers Union-ICU). They were also interested 
in correlation between race and class. These topics attracted little attention from 
Africanist historians elsewhere at the time. Moreover, the Russians received some of 
their materials directly from African countries and worked together with their African 
students and colleagues who participated in their debates and in some cases became 
co-authors-a tendency which began to emerge in African studies elsewhere only 
several decades later. 

Some ideas of Soviet Africanists found their way to the West and may have 
even influenced the birth of new approaches to African history there decades later. 

South African Society: Soviet Perspectives 

Zusmanovich, Potekhin and their colleagues published thelr artlcles in The Negro 
Worker, the journal of the International Trade Union Committee of Negro Workers 
whlch was published in English, first in Hamburg, and after Httler's rise to power, in 
Copenhagen, Antwerp, New York and Paris. Their South African articles were often 
reproduced In Umsebenzi, the newspaper of the CPSA. 

A fascinating example of Sov~et academlc ideas on and approaches to the na- 
ture of South African soclety is the artlcle publ~shed In the Negro Worker by 
Zusmanovich and Potekhin. Thls article reflected the debate whlch unfolded in 1934- 
1935 on whether there was a Black bourgeolsle in South Africa at that t~me or not 
(A.Z. 1935b:18,19,22). Some academics thought that an Afrlcan bourgeoisie dld not 
yet come into existence, others asserted that it dld. The authors of the article were of 
the opinion that a Black bourgeoisie dld exlst In South Afr~ca but only as md~viduals, 
not as a class. 

'In South Africa, it is true'-they wrote- 

there 1s no native industr~al bourgeoisie Imperialism has monopolised the entire 
economy of the country and does not make it possible for native Industry to develop 
But even here there are some first shoots. It cannot be denled that there are small 
furn~ture factories and other workshops in South Africa belonging to natlves and 
employing as many as I0 or even more workers 

The existence of a commercial bourgeoisie-traders, shop-keepers, etc.-was also 
noted. In the opinion of the authors this was, however, not a class, but rather bourgeois 
individuals, of whom there were plenty. 

The owners of small factories, workshops, the traders, the house owners, the sub- 
renters of houses, the money-lenders, etc.-these are, 

wrote Potekhin and Zusmanovich, 

an army of native businessmen living at the expense of the tolling population and 
receiving profits from the pockets of the native workers and toilers in general. 

In the spirit of the time the debate was, of course, not a purely academic exer- 
cise with the goal of achieving a purely academic truth. It had a direct relevance to the 
assessment of the nature of struggle in South Africa, and thus direct political rcpercus- 
sions, for if there were capitalists, they were bound to mess around on the way of the 
revolutionary movement of South African proletariat. 'Stop these academic arguments 
about whether there is a native class or not', the authors appealed to their readers, 
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and explain to the workers that natlve 5ociety is not un~ted, as Seme & Co dep~ct it, 
that ~t has classes, that ~t contalns cap~tal~sts who explo~t the workers and whose Inter- 
est4 do not cotnc~de w~th the Interests of the to~lers, and who therefore occupy a 
specla1 posltlon In the antt-~mperiallst movement 

The political conclusion was characteristic of the spirit of academic debates of 
the time and must have sounded quite threatening to the opponents of the authors: 

We must get an absolutely clear notlon of the questlon that the denla1 of the existence 
of the natlve bourgeo~sle log~cally leads to the denial of the neceswy for a struggle 
aga~nst nat~onal reformism, to the denial of the struggle for the leadersh~p of the pro- 
letartat In the antl-lmpenalist revolut~on 

The approach of the authols to this complicated problem was, no doubt, h~ghly 
si~npl~sttc,  t he~r  analysis ciude and Inadequate, and the polittcal conclusions harmful 
to the11 own cause, yet t h ~ s  and other art~cles wrttten at that ttme In Russia were the 
first ever attempts at a class analys~s of the contemporary South Afr~car~ society. It 
may be worthwhile mentioning that all these artlcles were based on numerous South 
African sources reports of South African Nat~ve Comniiss~oners and other offic~al 
publ~cat~ons, newspapers, such as Umteteb wa Bantu, The Stal; The Natal Mercury It 
Ir dttf~cult to lmaglne now that all these mater~als were bought by Sovlct authorltles 
durlng the 1930s and that they were so carefully studled 

Gradually Africantsts at and around KUTV and NIANKP acqu~red better knowl- 
edge, L ~ c a d e ~ n ~ c  s l l l s  and a broader Interest In the societies that they were studying 
'I'here d1e several manuscripts in the NIANKP archive? and at least two publtcat~ons 
to p ~ o v e  thts 

The first was a collection of Zulu folk tales translated Into Russ~an d~rectly 
I ~ o m  the Zulu language and published by a Lentngrad academic, Igor Sneglrev (1907- 
1946), w ~ t h  N ~ u l a ' s  assistance (Snegtrev 1937b). T h ~ s  publication IS rather unusual 
for thc time, for the translato1 d ~ d  not 111 any way attempt to adapt his Zulu tcxts to 
make them easier for the understanding of hls reader, ne~thcr In thc sense of interpret- 
ing cthlcal norms and cultural values, nor in the sense of the language itself. T h ~ s  
t ~ n n s l ~ ~ t ~ o n  represented the mental~ty of a large rural segment of Zulu soc~ety and was 
thus an Integral part of Soviet soclal studies 

Sneglrev was well awaie of the meaning of 111s cultural stud~es for soclal re- 
search and stated as much ~n h ~ s  article 'Rcvolutionary Songs of South Afrlcan Prole- 
tariat' In which he translated and analyscd the texts of several Zulu and Xhosa songs 
supplied to h~rn  by N7ula and ahother South Afr~can cominun~st, Edwin Mofutsanyana, 
who also was at that time in Moscow. 'It is quite natural', he wlote, 
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that new samples of oral l~terature can not but reflect the changes that occurred during 
the last centuries, more spec~ficaily durlng the last fifty years, In the soclal llfe of 
natlve tnbes of Afnca. In th~s respect the intense class stmggle whlch 1s waged by 
Negro workers agatnst the~r explo~ters In several Afrlcan colonles must be reflected 
In oral l~terature and first of all m songs The publ~cat~on of such songs, 

ent on, 

is, of course, not in the interests of West European Africanists many of whom are 
connected either with colonial administrations or missionary organisations (Snegirev 
1937a:89,90). 

It should, perhaps, be noted that one of the songs that Snegirev reproduced and 
slated was Mayibuye and that this was the first ever publication of this hymn out- 
South Africa and its first translation into a foreign language. 

Sik's The History of Black Africa existed at that time only in manuscript form. 
d been working on it during the 1930s and it was several times discussed at the 
KP. The manuscript which was completed in 1945 contained a detailed albeit 
analysis of societal structures (including the emergence of new social groups), 

omic and social evolution and forms of social and political movements and anti- 
nial struggles on the African continent. The analysis was structured regionally 

th Southern Africa featuring prominently in the text. The huge manuscript was pub- 
hed in two large-format volumes in English and French only in 1966' and was, of 
urse, completely outdated by that time: critics rightly noted numerous factual mis- 
kes and the dogmatism of Sik's approach. But in the context of the 1930s and the 
rly 1940s the book would have looked different for it was, in effect, the first ever 

attempt to write a history of the African continent as a whole and as a history of 
Africans, not of European conquests in Africa. Sik did not have enough sources and 
materials which could have enabled him to give a more valid description of African 
societies and of what was later called the 'African initiative'-thus the mistakes and 
wishful thinking in his writing. Had this book been published when it was written, it 

ould have been quite an event in Africanist historiography. 
The Communist University of Eastern Toilers was, of course, an ideological 

rather than an academic institution. As part of its 'revolutionary7 education it offered 
ourses in methods of underground work, subversive and military tactics. At the same 
me, however, it taught courses on world history, on the history of the world revolu- 

The second edition of these two volumes, supplemented by another two, was published in 
1971-1974. 
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t~onary movement, on the h~story of the natlve reglon or countly of the students, on 

pollt~cnl geography, ph~losophy and fore~gn (Western) languages, let alone Russlan. 
Even though t h ~ s  education was heav~ly dogmate and ~dcolog~cally biased it greatly 
w~dened the students' perspcctlvei and helped to build up the~r  general knowledge, for 
the nlajor~ty of them had come to Moscow wlth llttle formal educat~on or nolle at all 
The debate which unfolded around academlc projects at NIANKP and KUTV actively 
engaged the students p r o v ~ d ~ n g  them wlth further opportun~t~es to develop knowledge 
and sk~lls  whlch they could later on use In thelr polltical careers. 

After the Second World War, when the Com~ntern had already ceased to exlst, 
Af r~can~s t s  were scattered In d~fferent ~nstitutlons of the Soviet Academy of Sc~ences 
and at Laeningrad Un~vels~ty .  Thelr greatest achievement of the early 1950s was a huge 
collect~ve monograph (more than 700 largc slze pages), Peoples of Afr~ca, edlted by 
Oldel ogge and Potekhln (1 954) T h ~ s  volume was, In fact, a survey of all accumulated 
~nformatlon about Afr~can socletles and peoples (Southhfrlcan peoples among them)- 
economic, soc~dl,  cthnograph~c and cultural 

It was at that t~rne  that Potekhln became Interested In e thn~c problems and 
l~ roce~ses  III  Afrlca and part~crpated In the debate on t h ~ s  subject wh~ch  was unfolding 
wrth~n the ranks of the CPSA (Forman 1992) T h ~ s  Interest resulted 111 h ~ s  book, The 
Fornlutron of the Nutzonal Con~nzrrnrty of the South Afr~cun Bantz~ (Potekh~n 19.55). 
Rased on numerous contemporary South Afrlcan documents and publlcat~ons the book 
was aln~cd at prov~ng that two ethnic communltles, the 'Bantu' and the 'Anglo-Boer', 
ba<~cally Black and White natlons, were being formed in South Afrlca. Potekh~n's 
argument about the formation of the Black ('Bantu') natlon was based on the proxlm- 
~ t y  of Aiman  languages and cultures In South Afrlca (wh~ch he showed at length) and 
on the on-golng process of cultural, l ingu~st~c  and econom~c consolldat~on of Afr~can 
\ocict~cs wh~ch  he thoroughly researched 

Potekhtn showed that ~ndustr~allsat~on and the result~ng mlgratlon and m~xlng 
of repIesentatlvcs of different ethnlc groups at t he~r  work places, first of all In the 
lnrnes and In the cltles, greatly fac~lltated the process of cultural consollclatlon He 
ialled, however, to notrcc the complexlhe~ and compl~cat~ons of thls process and ~ g -  
norcd d l v ~ s ~ o n s  and counter-tendencies wh~ch  made hls argument too far-fetched and 
h ~ s  conclusloil~ ~rrclevant Yet, t h e ~ d e a  of studying, first, e thn~c consolldatlon In Af- 
rlca during the colonla1 era generally, and, second, of cotlnectlng thls process w ~ t h  
new soclo-econornlc developments in African communlt~es, was an Important and 
tnterestlng lnnovatlon for the tlme, ~t remains an Important aspect of African stud~es 
world-wrcle even now At the beglnn~ng of the 1960s Potekhln ~ntroduced this toplc as 
one of the lna~n  dtrectlons of research In the newly founded Afr~ca  Institute of the 
Sovret Academy of Sc~ences of wh~ch  (the Inst~tute) he became the first d~rector. 
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Two other Soviet studies pertaining to our topic were published at that time. 
otekhin's book, Irina Yastrebova's (1952) The Uniorz ofSouth Africa after the 

World War, and Z. Katsenelenbaum's (1 954) South Africun Gold and Contra- 
between Britain and Gerrnuny were practically unknown abroad, although 

h were well researched. 
For somebody who is not familiar with the day to day realities of Stalin's era it 

rdly possible to imagine the circumstances under which Soviet Africanists worked 
at time. African studies were never singled out as a specific field for purges and 

pression, yet without exception all Africanists working at that time suffered in some 
or other. Some, like Snegirev and Gerngross, were executed in Stalin's prisons; 

y were arrested and imprisoned; others lost their jobs; yet others were officially 
imanded by Party authorities. People lived in a bizarre, crazy world. When 

e and Potekhin were editing Peoples ofAfrica, their colleague Zusmanovich 
able to contribute for he was still in prison. There was a case when a South 
st received his tutor's review of his thesis from prison for this is where the 

tor found himself a short while before the thesis had to be 'defended' (there is a 
ocedure of a fonnal defence of theses in Russia). Another had his degree-which 
d already been bestowed on him- withdrawn because it turned out that his thesis 
d not retlected the 'predatory role of American imperialism'--and this despite its 
ing preoccupied with Namibia at the beginning of the century. 

Yet, the fact remains that despite the madness of the situation around thern, 
e people went on researching, writing and publishing. In some cases their writing 
red new approaches and ideas which is particularly obvious in their study. 

Centre for Russian Studies 
University of Cape Town 

Department of History 
University of Durban-Westville 

Z (Zusmanovich, A) 1935a. Stachechnoie dvizhcniie v Afrike. Materin1.y f ~ o  natsionaLno- 
kolonialnym problemam 6(30). 
Z (Zusmanovich, A & I Potekhin) 1935b. Is there a Class of Native Capitalists in South Af- 
rica? The Negro Worker May 5,5. 
orman, L 1992. A Trur~zpetfvom the Housetops. Selected Writings. Forman, Sadie & AndrC 
Odendaal (eds). Cape Town. 

zotla, D (I1 Potekhin) 1935. Yuzhno-Afrikansky Soiuz: partii, profsoiuzy i dnlgiie organizatsii, 
pressa, politicheskiie deiateli. Revoli~~tsiorzrzy Vosfok 4. 
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ultural Entrepeneurship and 
e Culturalisation of 
itics Among Indians in South Africa1 

took place in South Africa's transition from a repressive Apartheid 
t democracy after the April 27 1994 general election, gave the world a 

sant surprise. A s  religious groups and ethnic minorities competed for attention 
ng the voting masses, a national euphoria around the concept of a 'rainbow na- 
acquired precedence over the smaller voices that tried to stake distinctive group- 

claims in South Africa's hard won political emancipation. It was clear that the 
ation at  large opted at  the election polls to place its trust in a new era of nation 

the context of a secular state-in which the concerns of ethnic and 
~ninorities are underpinned by a national consciousness that is free from 
s advocating federalism or ethnic states. In apartheid South Africa, cthnicity 

d as one of its pillars. It  kept linguistic and racially defined populations separate 
one another. This policy still strongly resonates among certain groupings in the 

ra. For instance, the call for a federal state by the Inkatha Freedom 
in Kwa-Zulu Natal is supported by Zulu nationalism; similarly, the call For a 

er 'homeland' by various Afrikaner-based political parties is still rooted 
ased Calvinist thinking. In many ways, ethnicity is still being articu- 
Africa in  forms of religious and/or racial ethnicity. In much the same 

that ethnicity still plays a role in  India (Mukherji 1994:23), i t  is  still prevalent 
lu and Afrikaner nationalist orientations (see also Venogopaul 1993; 

sbaw11 1990). This may not be at  odds with the fragmentation that so many nation- 

f~rst presented at the conference on 'Challengc and Change The 
a1 and Contemporary Contexts', at the Univaslty of West I~ldles, 

-Tobago I am indebted to the Unlverslty of Durban-Westv~lle and the Chairman's Fund - 
tional Trust for making my participation possible, as well as to Prof. R.K. Jain (Jawaharlal 
University's Centre for the Study of Social Systems, New Delhi, India) and Dr. Alan Thorold 
rtment of Anthropology, University of Durban-Westville, Durban, South Africa), for their 
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states are undergoing since the break-up of the U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe, but it is Natal wish to see themselves as distinct from other Africans. Many Afrikaners too see 
at odds with the national consciouseness that is emerging in South Africa. themselves as separate from others of European descent. Similarly, religious funda- 

In recent years ethnicity and nationalism merged rise of Islamic fundamentalism in 
ent parts of the world, countervailing the notion of nation entalism in India in the 1980s, 
incipience of the nineteenth century industrial revolution (C the Baltic and East European 
1987; Gries~nan 1975). Noting that nationalism is a modern phenomenon aimed at indicative of the challenges that countries face if they attempt to build na- 
standardising values, allegiances, symbols, beliefs and traditions, Gellner (1987) states nal consciousness at the expense of group identities. In this context, the sensibility 
that, in the process of nation building, people often forget and underplay the signifi- of Peter Vale's warning is apt: 'We ignore ethnicity at our peril-if our society fails to 
cance of each of these aspects. Seeing this as a form of 'internal amnesia', he reminds engage it, it may rise to engulf us' (Howe 1993:4). 
us that while the nation building process in Turkey, for instance, followed the trend of The sparks of the flames that may rise to consume South Africans in anarchy 
the standardisation of values, the Turk, Slav, Greek, Armenian, Arab, Syrian, and Kurd d ethnic violence are already way past the horizon, with White and Black right- 
are as distinct today as they had been since the first day of conquest. Gellner (1987:6- ng groups threatening to hold the country under siege if their demands are not met. 
10) ascribes this fact to the Ottoman empire's centrally regulated system which fos- ance, Mark's (1992) account of Zulu nationalism is a reflection of how the 
tered a certain independence of national and religious communities. This prevented roup is used in the politicisation 
ethnic melting pot trends. Even more concerted efforts to 
in the attempted merging of Hispanic and Black societies in ngage in such a process of the 
these efforts were hardly successful (Eriksen 1993:8). The existence of separate group liticisation of culture. In this paper I aim to develop three arguments. Firstly, I de- 
ings in the U.S.A. remain as distinctive as the variations oncept of the 'culturalisation of politics' and illustrate its usefulness as a tool 
multi-cultural society. tudies of ethnicity. Secondly, I attempt to show how a section of South 

Recognising the force and universal reality of ethnicity, Howe (1993)-in a opulation, viz. those of Indian origin, are asserting their position as a 'mi- 
editorial for a collection of papers on ethnicity-views the issue of democracy an rity group' through the culturalisation of their politics. Made-up of multi-linguistic, 
nation building in South Africa as a myth of the democrat multi-religious, and multi-regional groups, Indian South Africans have by and large 
issues of non-racialism and democracy as being falsely ens osen the path of 'internal amnesia' to assert their exclusivity and minority status. 
of common values, shared beliefs, and national symbols-thrown over our racia y, I illustrate how, in several ways, their low-key struggle is cogently cap- 
fragmented society' (Howe 1993:5). He rightly asserts that what South Africa nee red by a self-styled politician whose unique approach to the representation of Indian 
instead, is to build acterised by the ways and means of a 'cultural entrepreneur'. I argue 

e representations of symbolic forms by a cultural entrepreneur must be 
a new civil society which reconciles interests and identities at the local and region ted within the political context in which it occurs. What  follow^ below will dem- 
level with a new South Africanism at the national level (Howe 1993:5). cultural entrepreneur in the context of this paper, is not to be seen to 

e the South African political process. Rather, he or she must be viewed as 
Intrinsic to this process of reconciling interests and identities are ethni separably linked to it. This said, however, requires closer specification. 

religious fundamentalism. These may function either productiv There is a fundamental difference between the culturalisation of politics and 
tively in attempts to build a newxnational consciousness. 'Ethni iticisation of culture within the South African Indian context. The former, as it 
is here more succinctly explained by Mukherji's (199422) t ertains to South Africa, is a political option that embraces methods of non-violence 
concept, viz. (1) common descent (real or supposed); (2) socially relevant cultural or ut simultaneously highlights present discriminatory practices and cultural alienation 
psychological characteristics; and (3) attitudes and behavio e past (for the people of Indian origin). The purpose of this approach is to gain 
egory (Mukherji 1994:22). However, ethnicity as a politic ognition for what was previously not recognised and to effect social and political 
ing in a consistent manner. For instance, while Africans in without compromising the identity that Indians have acquired for themselves 
selves, as opposed to Whites, as being of common descent, a large fraction in KwaZulu African scenario. Conversely, the politicisation of culture is an act, often 



by vlolent means, of creating the basis for a distinctive group identity that is intended 
to develop a political consciousness that w ~ l l  steer its members towards a path of 
separate existence and political autonomy. Such an approach is articulated by mem- 
bers of the Afrikaner Weerstands Beweging and Conservative Party among white 
Afrikaners, and the Inkatha Freedom Party among Zulus. 

Contextualising the 'Culturalisation' Process 
The issue of ethnicity becomes ever more relevant to the political challenges facing 
South Africa today on especially two levels. The first is the global dimension that the 
reassertion of ethnicity has taken, especially in redrawing geographical boundaries 
and redefining rights and interests; the second is the dynamics that ethnicity has un- 
leashed within the boundaries of South Africa. Within the contexts of frameworks for 
analyses, theoretical paradigms and empirical realities, ethnicity as a tool of social 
analysis has engendered an ambiguity that either helps to understand and compare the 
phenomenon externally and internally, or presents scenarios that are unhelpful to the 
constraints faced by South African policy makers and academics. Intrinsic to both 
these factors are the broad generalities that dominate the literature, compounded by 
the %laring absence of greater detail on how ethnicity unfolds to confront the poliiical, 
economic, social, religious and related dynamics of everyday life. 

Literature on the global dimensions ofetlznicity has covercd three broad issues: 
attempts to (1) trace the history of the concept and link its current usage to contempo- 
rary problems; (2) illustrate how cultural and political processes converge and diverge 
on significant questions of colonialism and nationalism respectively; and (3) how, 
nationalist ethnic consciousnesses challenge secular ideologies rooted in nineteenth 
century rationalism and either call for its radical revision or its total refutation. 

Mark (1992:3) traces back the use of the word 'ethnicity' to 1941 whereas 
Eriksen (1993:3) claims that its first usage is attributed to the American sociologist 
David Ricsman in 1953. Both agree, however, that the word is derived from a much 
rnorc ancient source, viz. the Grcek word 'ethnos' which meant pagan or heathen. 

Eriksen (1993:4) informs us that since the 1960s the word 'ethnic group' and 
'ethnicity' was widely used in Anglophone Social Anthropology. Politically, it was 
first used by the British where they were dominant, especially against Jews, Irish, 
Italians and other victims of subordination. However, the discrimination against such 
groups did not lead to a denial of either their origins or their social and cultural charac- 
teristics. If anything, it helped to entrench the notion of ethnic exclusivity, despite the 
impositions of a hegemonic force that aimed to standardise so many features in mod- 
ern day living. Eriksen (1993:9) is correct in arguing that ethnicity is frequently a 
reaction to processes of modernisation, although they may not necessarily constitute 
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an aversion for them. Referring to Jonathan Friedman, he emphasises that ethnic and 
cultural fragmentation and modernist homogenisation are not two arguments or two 
opposing views of what is happening in the world today, but two constitutive trends of 
global reality. To Eriksen there are four dominant though not exhaustive empirical 
foci of ethnic studies viz. (1) urban ethnic minorities; (2) indigenous people, particu- 
larly aboriginal inhabitants of a territory; (3) proto-nations i.e. so called ethno-nation- 
alist movements; and (4) ethnic groups in plural societies where 'plural society' refers 
to colonially-created states with socially diverse populations and where secession is 
usually not an option and ethnicity tends to be articulated as group competition. 

When matched against the regionally based manifestations of ethnic struggles, 
Eriksen's fourfold categorisation of the subject is too broad to capture situational par- 
ticularities. Mukherji's (1994) study on the crisis that nationalism and nation building 
has engendered in India unveils four types of ethnicity, viz. (1) linguistic; (2) reli- 
gious; (3) caste; and (4) tribal. He describes how each type of ethnicity has produced 
its own peculiar dimensions reflecting the complexity of historical factors, social di- 
versity, political tensions and local, regional and national articulation of requirements 
and goals. Unlike Eriksen, who wrote more about what the concept ethnicity covers 
and consequently avoided its definition, Mukherji (1994:22) states the problematic of 
doing so but proposes that 

the logic of identification of an ethnic group should lie in the internalisations of cul- 
tural attributes andlor values by its members, since birth or through long socialisation. 

In South Africa, the latter definition fits those groups which have laid claim to 
'authentic ethnic identities', irrespective of the challenges that belie their positions. To 
limit Benedict Anderson's thesis concerning 'imagined communities' to only one na- 
tional imagined community, in the face of such protagonists, therefore, is tantamount 
to a distortion of right-wing Afrikaner and Zulu claims of ethnic exclusivism. For 
them, such claims provision the right to self-determination. Mar6 (1992) gives a lucid 
illustration of how history, imagery and symbolism are used to articulate, assert and 
bargain an ethnic exclusivism in the context of corporate rights. 

Almost inevitably, the quest for ethnic identity is inseparably linked to the is- 
sue of nationalism, political manipulation and a competition for power. However, there 
are various levels at which claims for ethnic recognition may be pitched. The nature 
and velocity of the claims may be determined in various ways. In his examination of 
the relationship of ethnicity to the democratisation of society Mar6 (1992) explains 
the need for understanding the differences between 'ethnic group' and 'ethnic cat- 
egory'. The former is aware of and accepts belonging together and being categorised 
as similar, whilst the latter is a labelling of a number of people or things according to 



similar characteristics, created by an outside observer (MarC 1993:7). Both of these 
distinctions could serve as an indication of the limits to which require~nents may be 
made accessible or demands may be articulated. Paul Brass (1985) suggests that eth- 
nicity can be made to serve an 'interest group' or 'corporate rights'. In an interest 
group, demands are confined to mainly civil issues such as seeing to their economic 
well-being, especially in economic and educational opportunities, and adequate pro- 
vision of health facilities and housing. In corporate demands there is a transcendence 
of such expectations-which may include a major say in the political system as a 
whole. or control over a piece of territory within the country, or a demand for a coun- 
try of their own with full sovereignty (see Brass in Mukherji 1994:23). 

In each of these situations, there is a further dyna~nic that escapes the tendency 
to speak generally and in broad terms about ethnicity, viz. the role of 'cultural brokers' 
or 'ethnic entrepreneurs' (MarC 1992:2). This limitation is almost synonymous to the 
'synchronic syndrome' of freezing the time-slot. Such an approach leaves us with two 
problems. Firstly, ethnic demands and expectations are presented within a framework 
that ignores the ongoing responses and adaptations that could lead to radical transfor- 
mations, and which in turn could havc implications on people who are called upon to 
make sense ofthe world in particular ways. Secondly, the articulation of ethnic con- 
cerns as rcprcsentations of socially undifferentiated calls [ol- recognition, produces a 
homogeneity that ignores how individual styles of leadership become an expression 
of collective concerns. Keesing's (1985) words that 'political outcomes are often the 
result of individual choices and strategies' significantly express this reality. It is in this 
spirit that Mal-6 (1992:52), in examining the ethnic ~nobilisation of the 'Zulu nation', 
claims that 'we have to see who the prime rnobilisers are, and what interests the mobi- 
lisarion serves'. From this point on he proceeds to demonstrate how the Zulu cultural 
organisation Inkatha, presently operating as a non-racial political party (Inkatha Free- 
dom Party). has highlighted the centrality of a single syrnbol i.e. the person of Chief 
Mangosuthu Buthelezi. Eitller as a cultural organisation or as a lion-racial political 
party, Inkatha is viewed widely as a manifestation of Chief Butt~clezi's vision of the 
place and role of 'the Zulus' in the wider South Alrica. It is a vision that has illustrated 
the politicisation of ethnicity largcly through Buthelezi's efforts as a cultural entrepre- 
neur, from the platfolnl of a distinctive organisation. 

In somewhat similar situations of ethnic mobilisation amongst So~lth Africans 
of Indian origin, there has been several central symbolic figures who vociferously 
represented their interests. However, the difference in the ethnic mobilisation between 
the Indians ancl the Zulus is that the Indians are constrained to articulate their needs as 
an 'interest group' whilst the Zulus are making demands in the context of 'corporate 
rights'. The Ponrler arises from the fact of the minority status of Indians and the latter 
from the Zulu's numerical strength in the country and in the Kwa-Zulu Natal region. 
-- 
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It is their minority status and operation as an interest group that precludes the 
politicisation of ethnic mobilisation amongst Indians. Instead, it enforces upon them 
the position of the culturalisation of ethnicity. This demonstrates a deviation from the 
universally politicised discourse of ethnicity. This position brings two things to the 
fore. Firstly, it finds itself in association with Jain's plea for a decentralised paradigm 
aimed at capturing India's organisation as 'unity in diversity'-a unitary state in which 
a diversity of languages and religions are acknowledged. Following Foucault (1986) 
and Bondurant (1988) Jain (1994:4) asserts that 'one may strive for the culturalisation 
of the ideal of national integration in India'. Bondurant's explication of Mahatma 
Gandhi's experiments with truth and the practice of s a ~ a g m h a ,  i.e. civil disobedience 
through non-violence, sets the scene for a difference in approach towards national 
integration in South Africa, dating from 1890s. Satyngralza was a realisation of the 
force of non-cooperation with the authorities aimed at bringing about social and po- 
litical change under colonial rule. In many ways, it was a result of a cultural import 
that was tested, adapted and flourished organically to serve the interests of the Indian 
minority. As such, it fits the notion of a decentralised paradigm in the context of an 
interest in national integration in India advocated by Jain. It is an ideal that is not 
inconsistent with what South Africa is presently striving for. 

Secondly, the concept 'culturalisation' aims at revealing its distinctiveness from 
its derivatives, 'culture' and 'cultural'. The latter two concepts arc an expression of 
norms, values and practices that occur within a synchronised timc frame. 'They are 
therefore too stagnant to capture the ongoing processes of ever-changing alliance- 
based politics, political adaptations, and the constant reviewing of strategies ancl lac- 
tics by groups aiming to re~nain amongst the counted i n  ethnic mobilisation. If taken 
as a useful tool of analysis in studies of ethnicity, 'culturalisation' brings out the dyna- 
mism of the dialectical interactions that continuously shape and dctennine images and 
ideologies of individuals and organisations. The sections that follow attcrrlpt to cap- 
ture these notions amongst those of Indian origin living in South Africa. It begins by 
briefly reviewing the already wcll documented history of Indian politics in South Af- 
rica, and is followed by a deeper immersion in the politics of a contemporary cultural 
entrepreneur. 

A Brief History of South African Indian Politics 
South Afrlcan Indian politics 1s rooted In the humble heglnningr of lndentu~ed labour 
and must be undelctood against the background of a triparttte perlod~satlon of poht~cal 
act~vlty. (1) the perlod between 1860 and 1894 when Indentured labourerr and passcn- 
ger Ind~ans had no popularly elected and authentic leadership; (2) between 1894 and 
1960, when South Africa was still a Brlt~sh colony, Ind~ans had to t~relessly fight for 
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their rights and often used their statuses as British subjects for such negotiation; (3) 
after 1960, when South Africa became a Republic in 1960 Indians were granted per- 
manent citizenship about a year later but were left without any substantive political 
entitlements (see also Meer 1969; 199 1). 

The initial conditions of indentureship were harsh and insensitive to the social, 
economic and religious needs of Indians. Pahad (1972: 12) reported that the colonists' 
urgent plea for indentured labour from India was not reflected in the treatment ac- 
corded to the first arrivals in 1860. They faced prolonged difficulties. A lack of food, 
shelter, or an interpreter left them confused and in a desolate state. Despite such con- 
straints, the Natal Mercury had reported early in 1865 that the employment of Indian 
labour had increased the export of sugar by more than 300 per cent from 26 000 in 
1863 to 100 000 ton in 1864. Their agricultural productivity and general contribution 
to the development of Natal province was sustained throughout the second half of the 
nineteenth century. In 1901 the Protector of Indian Immigrants wrote that the employ- 
ers realised the indispensability of Indian labour. He pointed out that if Indian labour 
was withdrawn, 'the country would at once be paralysed'. In 1903 Sir Leigh Hullet 
felt that 'Durban was ab~olutely built by the Indian people' (Pahad 1972:13). Such 
statistics and words of praise reinforced the Indian will to remain in South Africa and 
encouraged them to consolidate their residential statuses by demanding permanent 
citizenship. Prior to the arrival of Mahatma Gandhi, political representation for Indi- 
ans rested more with the Protectorate from the colonial offices than with popularly 
acceptable or authentically elected leaders. Gandhi's arrival in 1893 and his formation 
of the Natal Indian Congress (NIC) in 1894 injected a ray of hope on the political 
possibilities for the Indian minority. 

Since then and up to 1946 Essop Pahad had identified thirteen pressure groups 
and political institutions that represented the interests of Indians. In 1903 Gandhi was 
instrumental in founding the Transvaal Indian British Association whose structure and 
aims were similar to the NIC. In order to introduce a mechanism to conscientise Indi- 
ans, keep them informed and sustain their struggle, he started a weekly newspaper, the 
Indian Opinion, on 4 June 1903. Initially it was printed in four languages viz. English, 
Gujerati, Hindi and 'Tamil, but the latter two discontinued not too long after through 
lack of support. By the time of the final closure of thc paper in 1960, Gandhi's aim of 
galvanising the multi-linguistic and multi-religious groups to converge around their 
common problems, was to a large extent achieved. 

The character of Indian leadership, the issues for which they fought and the 
perceptions they created amongst academics interested in their politics vary widely 
and are sometimes riddled with ambiguity. From four noted writers who covered In- 
dian politics in the twentieth century up to 1960, Ngubane (see Kuper 1957), Kuper 
(1957; 1965), Pahad (1972) and Fredei-ickse (1990), the former two viewed their con- 
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tributions as minimal and thinly spread. The latter two viewed their contributions as 
substantial. 

Ngubane claimed that support for co-operation with Africans came mainly from 
the communists. He denied that Indian interests in South African politics was a popu- 
lar attempt that aimed at levelling the political playing field. The view was taken 
further by Leo Kuper who believed that 'in the period 1937 and 1947 Indians re- 
mained politically inert' (see Pahad 1972:lO). Whilst Pahad refuted this assertion by 
referring to the good attendance of political meetings and the formation of the Colo- 
nial Born and Settler Indian Association as proof of the popularity of political partici- 
pation, his position is blurred by his inconsistency. In his introduction he claims that 
'the mass protest meetings organised by the Indian political organisations were gener- 
ally speaking well attended' (Pahad 1972:9). In his conclusion, after agreeing with 
Kuper that the SAIC and its allies were 'caucus' type bodies he declares that: 

The Congresses were not mass organisatlons with a viable branch system, so that 
decls~ons wele largely arr~ved at by the small leadersh~p wh~ch formed the executive 

(Pahad 1972.220) 

Pahad's thesls begins proper In 1924 when the Umon Government introduced 
the Class Aleas B111, whlch was the first attempt by the all W h ~ t c  government to en- 
courage Indians to live separately. This measure gave the reg~onally based South Afi I- 
can Ind~an Congress (SAIC), wh~ch  was fonned in 1919, a springboard to launch itself 
as a national organ~satlon Amidst the object~ve of trylng to establish the measure of 
Indian interest in politics, Pahad tiled to do three things vi7 ( I )  to discuss the vlrtual 
cooptation of the SAIC, and demonstrate how their moderate leddershlp purwcd 
accomodatlonict p o l ~ c ~ e s  with the whites, especially for the ~nterests oi the Indlan 
business class, (2) to illustrate how the internal dynamics and contrad~ct~ons of the mod- 
erates In the SAIC lcd to them being unseated by the radicals, and (3) to show how the 
rad~cals' adoptlon of universalist values of adult suffrage helped to forge claw alllances 
w ~ t h  Afrlcan political movements such as the African National Congress 

Julle Frederlckse (1990), in attempting to descrlbe 'the unbieakable thread in 
non-raciahcm' in South Afrlca also br~ngs  out the inner tenslons In the Indian political 
movements between the accomodatlonists and the radicals She attempt? to show how 
varlous pacts between the NIC and ANC, such as In the format~on of the Pass~ve 
Resistance Counctl on 13 June 1946, not only drew the disenfranchised 'raclal' groups 
closer together, but also how the organlsatlonal sk l ls  of the Indian polit~c~ans helped 
to facilitate those of their Afr~can counterparts. These measures, however, should be 
cautiously taken as an axiomatic slgn of non-iaciahsm, especially agalnst the publicly 
declared position of the NIC that collaborat~on w ~ t h  the Afrlcan masses was key to 
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their own emancipation. This more appropriately conjures up images of expediency 
rather than genuine commitment. Numerous incidents allude to the sectarianism prac- 
tised by the NIC leadership in the course of the twentieth century. A glaring example 
in the earlier years comes to the fore in lieu of this claim. In 1936 when an Agent 
General of India, Sir Syed Raza Ali married Miss Sammy, a Hindu, prominent Hindu 
leaders of the NIC resigned their official positions, apparently in protest against the 
marriage (Pahad 1972: 141). And more recently Singh and Vawda's (1988) account of 
the ambiguity in the NIC's political discourse is a demonstration of the persistence of 
a somewhat hidden ethnic exclusivism. They illustrate how their discourse is more 
appropriately an articulation of Indian middle class political aspirations, which through 
closer analysis, contradicts their image either as a custodian of Indian aspirations or as 
a champion force of non-racialism in a post-apartheid South Africa. 

It would be a gross distortion however to tar all of the Indian political leader- 
ship with the same brush. Aside from Gandhi, whose politics in his early years in 
South Africa are not without its controversies, Inany activists in the SAIC, NIC, TIC 
and other institutions have earned their reputations as legends and political mavericks 
in their own time. The likes of Yusuf Dadoo, Monty Naicker, A.I. Kajee, V.S.C. Pather, 
amongst others, are well documented and will not be rehearsed here. But suffice to say 
that they stand out as committed politicians whosc dedication to the realisation of 
political emancipation for all South Africans would stand the tests of rigid scrutiny. 

Through sectarianism and universalism, Indians in the struggle against White 
hegemony continued undeterred until the 1950 Suppression of Communism Act first 
outlawed the Communist Party of South Africa and subsequently, the SAIC, NIC, 
ANC and PAC. However diverse the personal political ideologies of Indian political 
leaders were, their collective contributions were had at least a threefold impact on 
South Africa's political landscape. Firstly, their organisational skills and articulate 
command of political issues substantially contributed to the joint mobilisation and 
resistance campaigns between Indian and African2. Secondly, they broadened the ter- 
rain of political resistance against White hegemony and kept their oppressors con- 
stantly alert to the problems of containment and control in a country of such social 
diversity. And thirdly, the experiences they acquired through their trials add tribula- 
tions served as incentives for future generation politicians who still have to deal with 

' Within the range of political parties in South Africa, politicians from within the Indian popula- 
tion have found a place in each one of them. Their affiliation to each of the parties is retlective of 
the ideologies they choose to follow. Those who feel the need to assert minority rights more than 
non-racialism have affiliated to the National Party, Inkatha Freedom Party or Minority Front. 
While those more inclined towards the universalist ideal of non-racialism have found a place in 
the African National Congress, and to a tnuch lesser extent, the Pan African Congress. 
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African and White opportunism, coerciveness, and subtle forms of exclusion from 
open economic competition. Whilst much can be written about these aspects, the sec- 
tions that follow, however, are restricted to the coopted sector in South African poli- 
tics since the 1960s, leading to emphasis on one particular figure. 

From Tactical Cooption to Total Immersion 
Since acquiring permanent citizenship in 1961, the state's dilemma of political repre- 
sentation for Indians was a problematic one. As an easily exploitable and vulnerable 
minority that was still disenfranchised, the state took it upon itself to decide what 
forms of political representation Indians may have. Through a process of deliberations 
that excluded Indians, which went on for several years and which left them leaderless 
for that period, the state eventually opted for a system of nominated representation. It 
set up the South African Indian Council in 1972 (hereafter also referred to as the 
SAIC), a body which produced an abbreviation of 'SAIC', which for a while confused 
many naive Indians as being the old South African Indian Congress. To the disenfran- 
chised majority, the conditions for open and popular discourse was entrapped in a 
scenario of political paralysis. At the time the Afrikaner dominated National Party and 
Whites in general were like the 'impenetrable and invincible chosen few' in Africa. 
Yet from within the ranks of the nominated SAIC there was one, Amichand Rajbansi, 
who dared to challenge the exploitative social hierarchy and mutual exclusiveness 
that white hegemony engendered. Nicknamed 'the Raj' and 'the Bengal Tiger' he has 
become an unavoidable face in the landscape of South African politics. 

The role of Rajbansi in the SAIC was controversial as well as challenging. His 
public commitment to address the inequities in South Africa, to help resolve thc racial 
impasse, and to expose misuse of state funds as well as exploitation by big business, 
immediately earned hiin the reputation of a 'peoples politician'. By December 1974 
the state was tired of Rajbansi's challenging rhetoric and responded by an alleged 
attempt to pseudo-democratise Indian politics by introducing another party. Rajbansi 
in turn offered to establish the Congress Party and vowed to use the SAIC as a plat- 
form for a non-racial society. In defiance of establishment thinking he stated: 

The Congress Party would work with the Labour Party and the Natal Indian Congress 
to achieveits ultimate goal .... Our policies will be the same, but the tactics will differ 
in certain instances (Daily News 30 December 1974). 

This position was a source of tremendous annoyance to the White authorities 
and he was to pay a severe price in several arenas in his private and public life for it. In 
1975 he ran a fishmonger's shop in Silverglen (an Indian group area in Durban at the 
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time), and was deputy chairperson of the Southern Durban Local Affairs Committee. 
Both of these occupations suffered. By December of that year his application for a 
butcher's licence was refused by the Livestock and Meat Industry Control Board (Na- 
tul Mercury 3 December 1975). By March 1976 Rajbansi's financial interests were 
being probed by a one person Commission of Enquiry, Mr. W.H. Rooysen, who had to 
act on allegations of him not declaring all of his financial interests as a public servant. 
Mr. Rooysen recommended suspension of Rajbansi for the rest of the Local Affairs 
Committee's (LAC)3 term of office (Natal Mercury 17 March 1976). The efforts lo 
frustrate him out of politics continued. In April 1976 the Post reported that there were 
secret moves to oust Rajbansi from the Natal regional executive of the SAIC. After a 
heated debate with two SAIC executives, whom the newspaper described as 'ultra 
conservatives', viz. J.B. Pate1 and A.M. Moola, he stormed out and told the former 
who was committee chairman: 'Carry on this way and Pretoria will give you your 
nomination for 1977'. 

Rajbansi refused to heed calls for an apology and vowed to continue fighting 
their conservatism. His attitude continued to be a source of contention for many, which 
led to a cabinet council colleague Ismail Kathrada once again challenging Rajbansi to 
resign fiom the executive committee. Kathrada accused Rajbansi of wanting to wreck 
the SAIC and launch a new party. 

Rajbansi appeared to challenge colleagues in the Cabinet Council and the broader 
membership of the SAIC. He seems to have tested their popularity, through public 
rebuffs about their legitimacy, before entering into negotiations for a new constitution 
with the White government. In one week he was quoted twice on this sentiment. On 10 
August 1976 the Natal Mercuq reported him saying: 

1 believc that the SAIC is struggling to find public acceptability, and before we in- 
volve ourselves in any evolutionary step, we will have to get a mandate from our 
people. 

Eight days later on 18 August 1976 the Post reported him saying: 

In view of the general conditions in our country at this particular period, it would be 
unwise to serve on the Cabinet Council, on which every race group in South Africa is 
not represented. 

Under apartheid (legalised and institutionalised system of social discrimination), elections for 
local poli!ical offices took place for Whites only. For Coioureds and Indians, LACs were set up 
and comprised of co-opted nominated members to represent their interests. But they were hardly 
capable of influencing policy and implementation. For Africans, Community Councils were like- 
wise established. The first non-racial local government elections only took place in November 
1995. 
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Rajbansi's firmness against the state's apparatuses and their functioning was 
glaringly critical. He continued to voice concerns about their handling and general 
abrogation of their responsibilities of Indian education, housing, health and other so- 
cial services. He accused the state in mid 1977 of spending twenty one million rands 
on unnecessary shopping complexes for displaced Indian businessmen. This happened 
while there were twenty five thousand applications for accommodation, of which eighty 
percent were of sub-economic status in Durban alone. 

Whilst Rajbansi's vociferous attacked and undermined the very institutions 
from which he worked, and continued to annoy the people with whom he worked, his 
popularity with the constituency appeared to consolidate itself. This was irksome to 
both his Indian colleagues within the SAIC and LAC and his White political masters. 
Their concern was expressed by caucusing against him and calling for his suspension 
for the second time in two years from the Southern Durban Local Affairs Committee 
(SDLAC), (Daily News 15 September 1977). The constituency's and Rajbansi's re- 
sponses to this were swift and interesting. More than eight hundred people met at the 
Montford Mosque Hall to protest his suspension, and five thousand peoplc in his con- 
stituency of Arena Park, signed a petition asking the Administrator General to recon- 
sider the decision. The appeal met a negative response. But the disqualification gave 
rise to an historic event in that Rajbansi's wife was nominated unopposed and became 
the first South African woman on an LAC. 

Rajbansi was undeterred by the suspension and returned to politics, but sorne- 
what watered down. In an attempt to broaden the 'non-white' political base, he contin- 
ued with his old political alliances outside the Indian fold, especially with Chief 
Mangosutho Buthelezi. As public relations officer for the now defunct exclusively 
Indian Refonn Party, he successfully drew a large crowd of three thousand five hun- 
dred people to host a public meeting in Chatsworth with Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi 
and two hundred of his followers. At the meeting, Rajbansi addressed the issue of 
Indian disunity and suggested that the various factions get together under Buthelezi's 
chairmanship (Post 26 March 1980). This event also appeared to have marked a shift 
in Rajbansi's political agenda. At around this period, Indian and Coloured schools 
were on boycott and they targeted the state-created institutions such as the SAIC, 
LACs and their allies, and the individuals who made them functional. Maximum pub- 
lic mileage was sought out of the visit and the meal the then Minister of Indian Affairs, 
Marais Steyn, had at Rajbansi's house (Sunday Tribune 11 May 1980), whilst the 
restlessness at Indian educational institutions continued. Numerous working dinners 
with White officials followed this event. It reached quite a height in May 1983 when 
the then Minister of Internal Affairs, F.W. de Klerk (presently Deputy State President), 
with two hundred other guests from designated racial categories, was invited by Kajbansi 
for a meal. He defended the event as an exercise in inter-racial socialising. These 



events are symptomatic of a persevering survivor in poliiics. It may be construed as 
ironical thai the very one who ought to have been removed from politics had their 
hearts and minds won over through their this meal. The culinary skills of his wife and 
the persuasiveness of spicy Indian cooking to the western tongue had helped to ce- 
ment a firm bond between himself and powerful political figures in the National Party. 
The dividends that were paid through this bond interestingly brought Raibansi to de- 

- - - 
clare some eleven years later that curry is an important negotiating instru~nent (Sun- 
day Tribune 2 December 1994). 

Rut hy this time (i.e. mid 1983), Rajbansi's persistent challenging of the legiti- 
macy of the SAIC and LAC systems was astutely absent from his public discourse. 
Then then State President, P.W. Botha, was anxious to work out a new constitution 
with nominated persons from the Indian and Coloured populations. Rajbansi was keen 
to be on this team and prior to a visit to West Germany for a conference on 'South 
Africa 1983: Latest Developments, Problems and Perspectives', he affirmed his deter- 
mination to participate despite the anticipated opposition. Herein lay his first sign of 
capitulation. He said that the SAIC might ask to scrap plans for a referendum among 
the Indian community if pressure was going to be brought by opposing groups to 
boycott participation for a new constitution-which excluded Africans. Me threatened 
to resort to asking the government to use the findings of a 'scientific survey' to justify 
the SAIC's collaboration with P.W. Rotha's government. The unpopularity of this de- 
cision was clearly noticeable in the broad pathetic community response to the SAIC. 
In effect, it constituted a reverse of the popular support he once enjoyed. 

Evidently, the Natal Indian Congress was virtually silent about Rajbansi's par- 
ticipation in state structures whilst he tried to fight the systenl from within. But his 
about-turn against a referendum and his obstinacy about participating in the proposed 
tricameral parliamentary system ruffled many feathers within the NIC. His trip to 
Germany was used to vilify him. The 'first' public signs of the NTC's critique of Rajbansi 
surfaced when they reviled him for travelling to Gemlany in a nominated rather than 
elected capacity. They called on the ythen Paris Mayor, Jacques Chirac, to snub him 
because he conspired with the state to fine people for not registering as voters. The 
NIC claimed that ninety two percent of the Indian community boycotted the LAC 
elections in 1982 (Daily News 2 October 1983). Rajbansi was further attacked for 
praising P.W. Botha and for behaving as an apologist for apartheid overseas (Daily 
News 16 October 1983). He weathered the storm of criticisms and went on to partici- 
pate in the negotiations for the new dispensation, out of which emerged the 1984 
elections for the tricameral parliament. Like the 1982 LAC elections the response for 
this nominated system of politics was clearly far below an acceptable level of partici- 
pation. In Rajbansi's own constituency there was a fourteen percent voters turn-out. 
But, on his leaving for parliament in Cape Town, a staged group of three hundred 
people pitched up to wish him farewell. 
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, In excluding South Africa's majority and creating a system through which to 
control and contain two minorities-Coloureds and Indians-the tricameral systenl 
was a unique constitutional experiment by the dominant Whites. It was composed of 
the House of Assembly (HOA) for Whites, the House of Representatives (HOR) for 
Coloureds (people of mixed descent), and the House of Delegates (HOD) for Indians. 
The entire structure was made-up of a system of proportional representation, with 
whites enjoying the balance of forces in their favour. Each House had the responsibil- 
ity of controlling their 'Own Affairs' such as housing, health and welfare, and educa- 
tion. Collectively, the houses had to constitute a task of ensuring that Indians and 
Coloureds became cohesive administrative units. The House of Delegates was domi- 
nated by two parties viz. Solidarity, led by businessman J.N. Reddy, and the National 
Peoples Party (NPP), led by Rajbansi. Both parties defended their position in parlia- 
ment as a preferable strategy to boycott- politics. The overall argument was that their 
constituencies could benefit in the short-term in having immediate community needs 
met such as housing and welfare. 

At the time of these elections Rajbansi was on a political high and rode on that 
ticket to become the leader of the NPP, which became the controlling party in the 
HOD. However, as Moodley (1989) noted, racial self-administration had revived long 
forgotten sectarian cleavages within the Indian group. Moodley's paper on 'Cultural 
Politics' captures some of the dynamics of the level of politics that do~ninated the 
House of Delegates during its term. He demonstrated how Indians who were once 
considered unworthy of citizenship gave the proclaimed multiculturalism of the apart- 
heid strategists visibility and justification. They were a group without a horneland 
who fitted into the grand apartheid scheme of a 'nation of minorities'. The extension 
of state patronage drove wedges into the social heterogeneity of Indians. Whilst Indi- 
ans share a common geographical origin, political exclusion, and minority status, the 
class discrepancies and wide social differentiation makes it difficult to arrive at a con- 
cept of community that could fall prey to the often misguided notion of homogeneity. 
This differentiation was especially evident in the ethnic make- up of the two dominant 
parties. J.N. Reddy's party Solidarity was made-up of individuals from the majority 
Tamil-speaking community, while Rajbansi's NPP were mainly from the minority Hindi 
speaking community. The NPP's dominance in the HOD was perceived as dispropor- 
tionate representation of the two major linguistic groups. Once in parliament, Raj bansi 
tried to make good his promise of rectifying the misdeeds of apartheid, especially in 
the areas of education and allocation of land4. But an opposition member in the HOD 

Education in the years of apartheid meant that Whites got the biggest share of the education 
budget; and the availability of land for housing, commerce and industry was restricted by an 
artificially created shortage through the Group Areas Act of 1950. The Act legislatively separated 
residential and commercial areas by race. 
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claimed that new forms of nepotism according to linguistic and caste criteria were 
being used. For instance, he claimed that one hundred and eighty seven people with 
the surname 'Maharaj' were promoted in the teaching fraternity in one year (Moodley 
1989:98). 

The fiasco over nepotistic practices filtered into every possible crevice in HOD 
self administration. The media abounded with claims of corruption and patronage in 
the HOD. By 1988 the situation had reached a climax with politics stooping down to 
the level of continuous character assassinations between the leaders of the two parties. 
The fight was especially between Rajbansi and Pat Poovalingum from Solidarity, whose 
unbridled attacks of each other reduced their images to less than professional politi- 
cians. 

A one person Commission of Enquiry, led by Judge Neville James was ap- 
pointed by the then State President, P.W. Botha to investigate this situation. After the 
investigation, Judge James described Rajbansi as 

an arrogant, unscrupulous ... ruthless mean minded bully who should not be employed 
in any post which calls for integrity (Natal W~tness 23 February 1993). 

President Botha was left with no choice but to dismiss Rajbansi from three 
positions vlz. from the cabinet, as Chairman of the Minister's Council, and as Minister 
of Housing in the HOD, with effect from I January 1989. People from within and 
outside widely applauded the decision. But Rajbansi defiantly vowed to continue with 
his political career. He affirmed: 'My career continues .... I cannot be put down. I have 
had setbacks in my life before' (Post 21 December 1988). 

The press was particularly incisive about Rajbansl's future role in politics. Under 
the caption 'No tears for the Raj', a Post reporter said: 

Mr Rajbanst, as must be expected w~ll undoubtedly defend himself agalnst thejudge's 
findings, such is the pugnacious character of the man The judge's further recommen- 
datron that h ~ s  report be referred to the Attorney General to conslder whether cnm~nal 
prosecutions should be inst~tuted, should be the logical next step . The recommen- 
dations must surely mcan Mr Rajban9i's final exit from a system he so stoutly de- 
fended 

The Daily News (2 February 1989) reported: 

The report will do much to clear the air. It will help to clean up the political and 
administrative mess in the House of Delegates. It justifies the initial action of the 
State President, Mr. P.W. Botha, in removing Mr. Rajbansi from the cabinet. And it is 
to be hoped the government accepts the recommendation that he be excluded from 
ever holding public office. 
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In arevolt that occurred within the NPP, Rajbansi was forced to step down. But 
ere was none who could step into the position of this maverick. 

Rajbansi's refusal to resign from political life was daunting to his opposition. 
found themselves helpless in trying to achieve their desire of permanently re- 

ng him from office. It was reported later that month that 

Mr Rajbansl's politlcaliy devious rnlnd 1s probably amused at the decislon by the 
House of Delegates to suspend him for the present sitttng of parllament Members 
decided they could not stnp h ~ m  of hls membersh~p of the House because he would 
simply stand for re-election in h ~ s  Arena Park constrtuency and probably wln (Sunday 
Trlbune Herald Vzewpolnt 26 February 1989) 

ithin two months Rajbansi was reinstated as leader of the NPP. This permit- 
re-entry into Parliament. Disappointed that his recommendations were not 
rough, Judge James said: 

He is an lnordrnately ambitlous man obsessed wlth the des~re to achleve personal 
power and 1s ruthless in  its pursult (S~mday Trzbune Herald 23 Apr~l 1989) 

The balance of power in the HOD eventually tilted in favour of Solidarity, and 
P.W. Botha, after having suffered a stroke, was replaced by F.W. de  Klcrk through a 
clandestine coup d'Ltat. Once again the press abounded with stories of Indian mem- 

ers of parliament continuously crossing the floor to join opposition parties and Rajbansi 
persistently trying to hold on to power in the HOD. Eventually he lost all of his mem- 

s to other parties, including the Afrikaner dominated National Party, thereby mak- 
him the only member of his party. One of the latter's members, Jaco Maree, once 

emarked: 'Amichand Rajbansi is the leader of the loneliest party in the world', to 
ich Rajbansi replied 'You are rubbish'-a rare challenge indeed from an Indian to 
Afrikaner politician. But a more ominous statement was made by another White 
itician (whose political career itself was a rather chequered one), Dennis Worral. 
said: 'Mr. Rajbansi will come back into politics as a personality while Mr. Maree 
1 sink like a stone'. 

To date, Dennis Worral's statement remains correct. 

From Uncertainty to the Minority Front 
de Klerk's presidency was a turning point In South Africa's h~story In seelng to 
emlse of apartheid he also had to see to the dismantling of the trlcameral parlia- 
ary system. S ~ n c e  the unbannlng of the ANC on 2 February 1990 untll early 
, Rajbansl persevered as a one-person team and as the sole representative of the 
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NPP in parliament. Undeterred by his status as a minority, he carried himself through 
vanous negotiating forums amidst varying responses of annoyance and admiration at 
h ~ s  presence. Soon after the unbanning of the African National Congress, other extra- 
parliamentary movements, and the release of the high profile political detainees in- 
cluding Nelson Mandela, the Conference for a Democratic South Africa (CODESA) 
was set up to negotiate the future of the country. It subsequently entered into a pro- 
longed process that split it into CODESA 1 and CODESA 2. Both initiatives were 
unable to reach consensus on how to reshape and to redirect South Africa. However, 
the assassination of the ANC's chief military commander Chris Hani, turned the stale- 
mate around when the South African Communist leader Joe Slovo called for a multi- 
party conference that will lead to the election of a democratic government. Here again 
Rajbansl was pem-litted to participate. But the Indian population was divided amidst 
calls for either his continued presence or expulsion from the multi-party conference. 
In one newspaper its editorial page carried a caption: 'Is this the end of the Bengal 
Tiger?', heading a letter from Rajbansi lo the editor. It was a response to a reader who 
called for his withdrawal from the conference. It read 

For the benefit of the writer who belongs to a small clique that has faded to del~ver the 
Indlan community to a liberation as promised, and to others, i qay that the 'Bengal 
Tiger's' real political career has just commenced (Post 29 September 1993) 

Rajba~isi sat through this process and played his role strategically in order to 
redefine his position in that swiftly transforming political terrain. There was eventual 
agreement that the first non-racial election in South Africa take place on 27 April 
1994. The press engaged in random guessing about which side of the political spec- 
trum Rajbansi was likely to swing to, although they undoubtedly reflected upon his 
own uncertainty. Early in 1993 he reached out to test the ANC's public opinion on him 
joining them, 'but definitely not the Nats' (de Klerk's National Party). One ANC member 
responded by laughing while another suggested that he was free to join through the 
normal channels, but recalled the denigrating words of the James Commission about 
Rajbansi (Natal Witness 23 February 1993). The very next day he was reported in the 
Post as making a plea to his conventional enemies, the NIC and TIC, about strength- 
ening the Indian political movements, despite the fact that they might be ANC in- 
clined. He justified his call by referring to incumbent policies of an impending Black- 
dominated government which was likely to act in favour of Africans on affirmative 
action, job reservations, education, housing, and other social services. He believed 
that in the next five years strong minority movements will emerge in South Africa, 
although at that point, he did not feel it was appropriate to form a political party to 
represent Indian interests in the April 1994 elections (Post 24 February 1993). 

Cultural Entrepeneurship and the Culturalisation of Politics 

Rajbansi continued to waver from strengthening his ties with other Indian- 
inated political movements, to wanting to join the ANC, to wanting to form a 

ted front of minority movements to participate in collective bargaining for minor- 
. The latter was attempted through several initiatives, but to no resounding 
. In a letter to the editor of the Post (29 September 1993) he stated 'I have 

unced the formation of a non-racial United Minority Front ...', whilst two months 
n an invitation to the ANC to join him in a spirit of reconciliation in Chatsworth, 
nounced the formation of a National Minority Front. One hundred and fifteen 

ded the meeting, and he drew the loudest applause from them when he attacked 
ional Party for not ensuring that the interests of the Indian religion were not 
hed in the interim constitution. Rajbansi continued with several meetings in 

nt areas in the KwaZulu-Natal region. Despite a still evidently undefined posi- 
e continued in the fashion of an electioneering campaign. 
The answer to Rajbansi's political future appeared to have come to him when 

ad to fall back on a letter written to him via the press by a University of Durban- 
Ile academic, Dr. T. Naidoo. Appealing to Rajbansi to represent the Indians in 
lti-party negotiations, Dr. Naidoo pleaded: 

Our political future is desperately bleak. We have no leader and still less do we have 
any people of any political worth capable of speaking for us with any political matu- 
rity when the talks really get going (Post 3 March 1993). 

A positive reply to Dr. Naidoo's letter was printed in the Post a fortnight later 
en a reader stated: 

It has taken t~me but I'm glad to note that people are beginning to see that Mr Rajbansi 
is the only Ind~an leader who speaks and means well (Post 17 March 1993) 

Up to November 1993 there still appeared to have been overtures to join the 
dominated Patriotic Front, which was made up of at least one hundred organisa- 

s. As the year 1994 unfolded and election fever speeded the process towards its 
ate, the fate of the Minority Front was still undecided. On 23 January 1994 the 

Tribune reported that Rajbansi was in demand by the ANC and Pan African 
ngress (PAC). In the same week, the Daily News (2 February 1994) reported: 

Ever the survivor Mr Rajbansl had In recent months appeared to be movlng closer to 
different parties at different tlmes 

However, the overtures to lure Rajbansi towards the ANC to capture the Indian 
was put to an abrupt end when Indian ANC members threatened to reslgn ~f he 
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Unable to attract other minorities to his fold or to get onto the platform of the 
Patriotic Front, Rajbansi had to shed the prefixes of 'United' or 'National' and settled 
for the 'Minority Front'. Under this banner, he proceeded to the first historical non- 
racial election. In his terms, it was a 'political movement', although in constitution, in 
goals and in rhetoric it was the realisation of one man's conceptualisation of what an 
Indian minority party should represent. Realising his limited potential, he put up a list 
of thirty candidates for the KwaZulu-Natal region, twenty two for the national candi- 
dature, and twenty five for the national-regional arena. With these, he aimed to cap- 
ture at least one hundred and fifty thousand votes from the Indian population in order 
to acquire two seats on the national legislature and two seats on the regional one. 
Rajbansi positioned himself as the leader on all the lists, and perhaps found himself in 
no other position because they were all unknown people with no commendable back- 
ground of community participation. Indians in the KwaZulu-Natal region make up 
twelve per cent of the voting population, of which Rajbansi was able to capture 1.3% 
(or 48 951) votes of the total. This won him only one seat in the KwaZulu-Natal 
provincial parliament. 

In confirming his intention to launch the Minority Front he promised that one 
of thc tasks from this platform 

will be to take on Durban's customs officials who are allegedly discriminating against 
Indian women who arrive with their purchases from the east (Natal Mercury 20 Octo- 
ber 1993). 

Throughout his election campaign and also after the election, Rajbansi con- 
tinuously singled out issues that are of an historically sensitive nature to Indians in 
South Africa. Whilst pledging to fight for Indian fishermen who were being victim- 
ised by White Natal Parks Board officials-who allegedly excuse White fishermen 
for similar offences-and pledging to bring Indian movie stars to South Africa, he 
sees it as his task to reassure Indians of their rights and integrity as a minority group, 
and of their safety under a black- dominated government. His frequent expression of 
dissatisfaction about the new government's policy of affirmative action is effectively 
used as a yardstick to demonstrate his determination to expose the insensitivity to- 
wards the historically disadvantaged situation in which Indians found themselves un- 
der White domination. Within the ranks of his party, the only woman representative 
based her campaign on a religious platform and crusaded for 'the separation of the 
races'. A housewife and mother of five from the working-class Indian township of 
Phoenix, Mrs. Ban Haripersadh called for an exclusion of Indians and Coloureds from 
the label, 'Black'. She claimed that through religion she could show how the substan- 
tive cultural differences create the conditions and need for exclusive existences of the 

Cultural Entrepeneurship and the Culturalisation of Politics 

various 'racial groups'. In more ways than one, Ban Haripersad's campaign reflects 
the concerns about which Indians in South Africa are so anxious viz. fears of being 
overshadowed by a black majority or possible domination by other competing ethnic 
formations; survival of religion, languages and social institutions; and the malnte- 
nance of an identity-whether imagined or not. 

Conclusion 
Throughout all the trials and tribulations that Rajbansi has undergone, they served to 
strengthen his perseverance as a politician and his beliefs about his role among those 
of Indian origin. While his position is largely one of a cultural entrepreneur, the way in 
which he goes about articulating the needs of Indians does indeed capture their broader 
political expectations and aspirations. Through participation in cooptive politics and 
acceptance of a secondary role in national politics during the apartheid era, Rajbansi 
and his colleagues have distinctly marked out a path for Indians as a community that 
can operate only, in Paul Brass's terms, as an 'interest group'. While his claims for 
democracy shifted between calls for non-racialism and recognition of 'minority rights' 
his image was bleached as one with a spurious commitment to honest politics. But the 
path that he chose was essentially a non-violent one that is limited to rhetoric rather 
than being extended to violent options. 

More broadly, group consciousness amongst those of Indian origin in South 
Africa has heightened significantly through the activities of cultural entrepreneurs 
such as Rajbansi. The historical events in the Baltic states, Eastern Europe, Indja and 
Sri Lanka, and the aggressive and often violent demands by Zulu and Afrikaner na- 
tionalists for control and autonomy over large vestiges of territory has no doubt stimu- 
lated and strengthened the call by many Indian South Africans for their greater recog- 
nition. For instance, when Rajbansi showed pride in being called the 'Bengal Tiger' 
and 'the Raj', simultaneously sought to gain restitution of land for the victims of the 
1950 Group Areas Act, chastised the National Party for not including Indian religions 
in the new Interim Constitution, and took up the struggle in Indian education on behalf 
of its teachers, he was making effective political statements through the medium of 
raising historically contentious issues. However, his more culturally oriented role in 
his representation of concerns for Indians is vividly captured, in for instance, his dec- 
laration that curry is an important negotiating instrument, his promise to fight for 
Indian women and their overweight baggage at the airports when they return from the 
near and far eastern countries, his stated intention to bring popular Indian movie stars 
to South Africa, and his determination to defend the rights of Indian fishermen. His 
political stature is reassuring when he highlights the plight of the Indian youth's pros- 
pects of employment and challenges the present government's policy of affirmative 
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action in employment, but simultaneously tries to reassure Indian South Africans of 
their safety under a Black- dominated government. His dubiousness, however, is noted 
in his visible silence when one of his party's candidates openly propagates policies of 
segregation. 

Tn reifying these issues, Rajbansi's profile brings to light the dynamism of the 
culturalisation of politics and denlonstrates how thc role of the cultural entrepreneur is 
inseparably linked to the political process. He is sirnultancously sending out at least 
three resounding messages. Firstly, he is conveying to Indians his understanding and 
appreciation of their concerns and his willingness to fight for them. Secondly, he is 
actually capturing and articulating the level at which Indians wish to make their de- 
mands as an 'interest group'. Through his re.presentation, although not excluding wider 
calls from the coinmunity to the contrary, the state's committee responsible for draw- 
ing up the new constitution has called for issues of concern to Iridians to be brought to 
their attention, such as language and religion. Thirdly, fundamental to all that has been 
discussed here, is the inescapability of the strength of ethnicity as a force in national 
and global politics. Together, these three factors feed into the process of the 
culturalisation of politics. It demonstrates the practicality of at least two writers' words 
uf wisdorn: ( 1 )  in Graham Howe's terms, for a new civil society which reconciles 
interests and identities at the local and regional levels with a new South Afi-icanism at 
the national level: and (2) in Mukherji's terms with reference to the Indian sub-conti- 
ncnt, for the creation of 'dernocratic space' in which greater recognition is given to 
social formations that prefer to define themselves in terms of language, religion, com- 
mon origin or othcrwise within the framework of national politics. 

University of Durban-Westville 
Department of Anthropology 
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South Africa 
Passes the Posts 

Kelwyn Sole 

In 1990, shortly after the fall of the Berlin Wall and the unmourned demise of ortho- 
dox Communism in Eastern Europe and the U.S.S.R., the Nationalist Party Govern- 
ment in South Africa announced the unbanning of the ANC and PAC, initiating a 
process of reform which soon outstripped their control. Painstakingly, and not without 
much conflict, the process of gestation of a 'new South Africa' toward a more inclu- 
sive, democratic, polity began: a framework which allows all of its citizens access to 
voting rights and at least the possibility of economic and social advancement. 

It is against this background that one must view the applications of 'colonial 
discourse' and 'post-coloniality' in the local academy. Their impetus can be seen in 
the burgeoning intellectual influence of French post-structuralism (initially that of 
Althusser in the late 1970s and Foucault in the early 1980s, but from the mid-1980s 
increasingly through its linguistic and psychoanalytic formulations) in the white 
Afrikaans-, and later English-speaking universities; and also in a growing interest in 
the work of cultural theorists such as Spivak, Said, and Rhabha. More recently, 'post- 
colonial' historians of South Africa such as Crais and the Comaroffs have also had 
their effcct. However, more specific attempts to ground these new theories in a 'post- 
colonial' framework appertaining to local conditions were first apparent in thc final 
chapter of Teresa Dovey's (1988:330-413) Lacanian study of J.M. Coetzee, and in an 
article published by Annemarie Carusi (1989) in a Canadian journal. 

It is nevertheless in the intellectual ambience of new-found freedom and cel- 
ebration since 1990 that attitudes favourable towards post-modernism, 'post-coloniality' 
and French post-structuralism have flourished, in various ways which have tended to 
deeply interweave the effects of these terms'. At present a desire to indigenise colonial 

' Locally, 'postcolonial' critics have becn heavily influenced by the philosophies of post- 
structuralism and the politics of post-modernism as these have developed in the metropole. 
While these three terms cannot be used interchangeably, Dirlik's point that 'Postcolonial critics 
readily concede the debt they owe to postmodernist and post-structuralist thinking ... [it] repre- 
sents a response to a genuine need ... to overcome a crisis of understanding produced by the 
inability of old categories to account for the world' is a basic assumption underlying this essay 
(Dirlik 1994:352). 
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discourse and 'post-colonial' approaches prevails. To David Attwell, the fact that South 
Africa does not share the 'experience of post-1968 disiIlusionment' with '~naster-nar- 
ratives' which informs metropolitan post-modernism does not mean that post-mod- 
ernist techniques and viewpoints do not percolate through local literary culture, 'tak- 
ing on new forms and acquiring a different animating spirit' (Attwell 1993x21). He 
and Leon de Kock in particular have spent considerable time acting as the proponents 
of a South African 'post-coloniality' informed by the spirit of post-structuralism%nd 
post-modernism. 

Almost without exception, South African critics eager to use his new orienta- 
tion were little involved in the nationalist and Marxist paradigms employed (either 
intellectually or on the ground) during the 'struggle years' of the 1970s and 1980s. As 
can be expected, one of the first tasks they set themselves was to attack these earlier 
paradigms, especially in what they saw as their tendency to becotne narrowly tele- 
ological 'master-narratives' deeply complicit in Eurocentric ideologies of modernity 
and progress. To them, nationalists were 'more vulnerable to dependency on the con- 
ceptual apparatus of the west than they know' (Attwell 1995x2); while Marxism came 
in for particular scrutiny and disavowal for this, and other, reasons-the attitudes of 
Marxism's 'post-colonial' critics varying from tones of intellectual transcendence (see 
Attwell 1993b:4) to selective absorption (in the case of David Bunn) to outright emo- 
tional rejection (Cornwell 1994:54). 

When local 'colonial discourse'/ 'post-colonial' applications first surfaced, they 
seemed to herald a breath of fresh air: promising new ways in which to examine and 
theorise literary and cultural studies in this country. In terms of scholarship, they ap- 
peared to open up untouched areas of enquiry. For instance, Bunn's use of the notion 
of 'subalternity' allowed him, he believed, to open up an examination of 'the subordi- 
nate classes normally ignored by Marxist social historians' (Bunn 1992:38). Others, 
such as Attwell, saw its promise of a renewed interest in narrativity and textuality as a 
means to escape the evaluative determinism he believed had quagmired Marxist and 
nationalist literary critics; while de Kock praised the Comaroffs' ability to focus on 
the importance of seemingly trivial elements of cultural coding in identity formation 

Some critics, such as Bunn and Cornwell, more recently are showing signs of distancing 
themselves from some of the effects of 'post-colonialism'. Cornwell now remarks that 'this 
opaque and abstruse mode of analysis tends to reveal more about the self-absorbed cleverness 
of its practitioners ... than the way the real world works' (Cornwell 1996:7), while Bunn has 
recently come to concede that colonial discourse theory is 'a narrow hermeneutic tendency 
already falling out of favour'. He insists, though, on maintaining 'questions of the subject, of 
textuality, and of agency being advanced by post-structuralist theory'; believing that i t  is post- 
structuralism, rather than 'post-coloniality' (see Bunn 1994:24,3 1 ) that provides the basis for 
future theories of discursive production in South Africa. 
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(see, for example, de Kock 1992b:46; 1994b:282). Critiques of the scientific certain- 
ties and appropriation of notions of 'truth' and 'rationality' and the unwavering appli- 
cation of binary conceptualisations by the West, accompanied by efforts to displace 
the 'autonomous subject of liberalism' (Attwell 1993a:33f) were made. 

In their place, attention was paid to the ambivalences and hybrid identities of 
colonial subjects (as opposed to the inflexible binaries of collaborationlresistance they 
ascribed to Marxists' and nationalists' understanding of such subjectivity). Notions of 
the contingency of knowledge, of multiplicity, of social and expressive diversity and 
difference, of a cultural relativism undermining European authority and its narratives, 
were foregrounded. 'The problem of theorising South African space', Bunn ( I  992:34) 
commented, 'has to do with the fact that different types of subject inhabit the spatial 
matrix differently'. De Kock in turn condemned the 

relatively recent Western practice in which the experience of autochthonous people, 
and of the various layers in colonial situations, are unwittingly reappropriated ... in 
reductive forms of reference; 

cmphasising the 'bewilderingly multilingual, polyglot literary-cultural history' of the 
country and his determination to challenge the categories through which the colonial 
past had been appropriated, the better to look for 'insignificant others' (de Kock 
1993x46; 1993b:45; 1994b:285). In nearly all cases, the overt and covert violence 
accompanying the color~ial enterprise in South Africa was highlighted. 

It can quickly be seen that this new intellectual and scholastic endeavour has 
political consequences. Bunn (1994:28) is therefore quite accurate when he speaks of 
colonial discourse theory as a 'redeployment of poststructuralist methods with a par- 
ticular political agenda in mind'. 'Post-coloniality', it is insisted, can and must marshal1 
its resources to 'counter imperialistic strategies be they in the political, economic or 
cultural sphere' (Carusi 1989:81). At the same time, its connections with post-mod- 
ernism allows it to formulate social criticism by drawing eclectically from appropriate 
strains of philosophical and political thought (Moffett 1993: 12). 

Nevertheless there are a number of factors which have cast doubt on the effi- 
cacy of local versions of this orientation, at least insofar as these have been applied by 
literary commcntators and critics in South Africa. The general tendencies of this criti- 
cism can be isolated, despite denials by some of its users of any possibility of doing 
this-a convenient means to escape scrutiny of their basic premises-'. 

Witness Bunn's reply (to the historian Megan Vaughan) that orientalism (and presumably, the 
studies which flow from Said's example) is not a theory but the study of a pre-existing 'discur- 
sive matrix' (Bunn 1994:25), thus side stepping his own and others' theoretical proclivities by 
suggesting they are engaged in descriptive studies of what is 'already there' and incontrovert- 
ible; as well as de Kock's suggestion that the heterogeneity of 'post-colonial' approaches make 
any unitary label (and, one presumes, any general criticism) misleading (de Kock 1993a:45). 

South Africa Passes the Posts 

A number of objections to these theories have already arisen from South 
fricanists: but as these issues are not the principal focus in what follows I will men- 

tion them only in passing. Current descriptions of 'post-coloniality', it is increasingly 
onceded, can paradoxically act to strengthen, rather than subvert, the power and vis- 

of the metropole: through inter alia its tendency to universalise and homog- 
the structures and experiences of colonialism to a singular and ahistorical ab- 

ction, inscribing all world history as the antecedent to, or the outcome of, a single 
ue (McClintock 1994:255; see also Chrisman 1995:206f). Among less adept critics 

ere has also been a tendency to ignore the fact that anti-colonial organisations were 
intly constitutive of the colonial reality that emerged, through their resistance to 
lonialism (Chrisman 1995:208). Even more damagingly, the uncertainty of know- 

exactly how to periodise South Africa within a 'coloniallpost-colonial' framework 
been generally bypassed: there is disagreement as to exactly when South Africa 

n be said to have been decolonised (see the discussion in Visser 1997:81-83). 
Moreover-and indeed this is also the case locally-there are increasing signs 

that the theoriesfdescriptions of 'post-coloniality' are becoming a new academic or- 
thodoxy of their own4. It is noticeable that the sense of 'newness' it both helped form 
and responded to often demonstrates a superficial understanding at best of what the 
local versions (in literary criticism) of the 'master narratives' it has sought to supplant 
were. It has also tended to stereotype the literary expression produced during the struggle 
period' as a literature obsessed with politics and oblivious of the quotidian experi- 
ences of its characters or its readers-a belief which usually relies on the authority of 
a handful of critics such as Ndebele, Sachs and Nkosi. Finally, the endorsement of 
bricolage by critics such as Bunn, Morphet and Moffett has allowed certain of them to 
accrete critical processes of argument, magpie-like, that are in the long run not so 
much contingent and multifaceted as eclectic and unwieldy5. 

In this regard, for one who claims to foster a diversity of opinions and interpretations, Attwell 
is remarkably insistent in ensuring that a certain reading of his own work endures: chiding other 
critics for their 'misrepresentations' and lack of 'truly canny readings' (see for example Attwell 
1995b:89,96). 

Attwell (1990a), de Kock (1993a; 1995), Cornwell (1993) and Moffett (1993) either express, 
or demonstrate, the kind of rnelarzge of theoretical inputs that seems to me eventnally obfuscates 
their work. What is remarkable is the fact that most 'post-colonial' dismissals of their national- 
ist and Marxist forebears undertake no serious or detailed examination of the critical or literary 
expression of the 1970s and 1980s: a number of them simply refer the reader to the same source, 
an under-researched and sweeping Masters thesis (see Doherty 1989: 17 1- 185). 
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The 'Special' Case of South Africa 
However, many of these critics have apparently experienced an unease in applying 
then 'post-colonial' viewpoints in South Africa. In 1993 Attwell noted this, remarking 
that some felt that their situation was not being properly addressed by the new dis- 
course of 'post-coloniality': 

The scepticism is part of a progressive political culture celebrating nonracial unity, in 
which analyses circulating around ethnic affiliations and notions of irreducible differ- 
ence seem oddly reminiscent of apartheid's own binaries (Attwell 1993~: 100). 

Nevertheless it was Annemarie Carusi who, in two thoughtful articles, best expressed 
the problems local 'post-colonial' critics feel hinder them from wholeheartedly apply- 
ing conceptualisations borrowed from the metropole. The issucs she raises approxi- 
mate those explored later by others such as de Kock and Attwell, despite minor disa- 
greements between them. 

Carusi worries about the contradictions that are generated when post-structur- 
alist theories are applied to a 'politically charged' situation such as South Africa, where 
vast inequalities in discursive and socio-economic power are still intact. She notes 
that thc emphasis on subjectivity in many post-colonial studies risks becoming trapped 
in humanist subjectivity: Western epistemic systems are so powerful that they snare 
the 'colonised body' into identifying 'its difference in terms of the imperialist's bina- 
ries', and thus into fruitless myths of origination and programmes of retrieval. The 
concepts post-structuralists have fed into 'post-coloniality' are useful, she avers, espe- 
cially as rcgards their approaches to culture and identity and insistence on 'infinite 
pluralism or dispersions'; but she believes that an insistence on maintaining the 'self/ 
other' binary at all costsh is eventually debilitating: particularly in its refusal to allow 
any degree of purposeful action or self-determination to the 'other', and its denial of 
any foundation for political transformation (Carusi 1989:87)7. 

Finally, while nationalist activists and proponents of 'post-' positions such as 
herself' appear to have little in common, she suggests that a dialogue is necessary for 
the future development of both approaches. For her, 'post-colonialists' must inter- 

Woting the impossibility of breaking with Western systems of thought ('a closure wc cannot 
undo'), Carusi reiterates that, in the paradigms she is using, the 'other' is 'by definition nothing 
in itself, but simply all that we project onto it, the repository of our desires' (Carusi 1989:89). 
Sec footnote 23. 

' She mentions Spivak's well-known conundru~n of 'subaltern agency' in this regard. It should 
be said in passing that neither Bunn nor de Kock agrees with her interpretation of Spivak. 

ticulate with nationalism, to counter its reactionary cultural tendencies. In turn, in 
rder to be useful for the political projects of postcoloniality, poststructuralists need to 
ean themselves from a preoccupation with the 'Unconscious', and involve them- 
lves in the contestation between different discourses. Carusi sees hope in the fact 
at there is a discourse which 'revalorises the difference of Africa' co-existing with 

more problematic affirmation of 'equality via sameness' in black South African 
ionalism. The former is amenable to critics such as herself, and should be engaged 
th. Rather than endless theorising, her goal is a socially-effective 'reconstructive 

programme' based on heterogeneity and difference in the country, which might hold 
the potential for 'real' transformation: 

... post-structuralist anti-humanism may find its only possible path of development 
with a view to transformative effect in post-colonial context, where the colonised 
body becomes the subject of its own history and turns the table on the imperialism of 
that humanism by appropriating its positivism from the position of its own negativity 
and heterogeneity (sic.; Carusi 1989:92). 

Similarly, in order to assist in changing the power structures and lingering structural 
inequalities present in South Africa, de Kock and Attwell are wary of 'disabling' them- 
selves by only stressing 'ruptures' and the 'discontinuous' at the expense of the 'con- 
tinuations' and 'identifications' present in the projects and self-perceptions of the pre- 
viously colonised. De Kock reiterates Carusi's point: 

... if post-structuralist logic were to teach that, regardless of relative agency (sic.) or 
historical, political and ethical considerations, any assertion of subjectivity in identarian 
terms was 'logocentric', 'essentialist' and unacceptable because it merely reversed 
Western binary procedure, then black political mobitisation, or any group mobilisa- 
tion for that matter, would have to be regarded as inadmissible (de Kock 1993a:53). 

Attwell mentions, and de Kock (using Squires) elaborates on, the possibility of mak- 
ing a distinction between what they call 'strong' and 'weak' othering; in ordcr to dilute 
the incommensurability of 'selflother' positioning in the post-structuralist paradigms 
they otherwise find useful. Thus, they wish to render agency, and a recognition of the 
pressing reality of politico-cultural struggles in the country, possible: in his own words, 
de Kock wishes to 

distinguish a critical practice disabled by the inflections of binarity ... from the critical 
apprehension of colonial practice in which binarity is perceived as a strong feature 
(de Kock 1993a:47; see also 60f.; Attwell 1993c:lOO). 
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Discourse and History 
As part of their wish to enable the intervention and agency of those silenced by the 
discourses of the M7est and of apartheid (in some studies conceived of con~pletely 
interchangeably, rather than examined in their specificities), few if any of the South 
African advocates of 'post-coloniality' are prepared to accept that human subjects are 
irretrievably bound by the prevailing (racial) binaries and discourses operative in South 
Africa. While all of them accept post-structuralism's claim that our understanding of 
the world is received via discourse, they use the term in a qualified manner. This 
means that they are at pains, at times, to suggest that there is a material world existing 
outside of human apperceptions of it. Both in his studies of J.M. Coetzee and in his 
own pronouncements, Attwell shows an interest in the question of the relationship of 
post-structuralism to flistory and historical discourse, using the term 'history' to de- 
note 'reality, the Real, the datum of the individual and collective experience of the 
past'; a term 'always used in the as-if mode' (Attwell 1990a:95,128). He contends that 
prior critics like Dovey have considerably oversimplified thc polarisation between 
'those registering the claims of political resistance and historical representation ... and 
... those responsive to postn~odcrnism and poststructuralism' (Attwell 1993x2). Bunn 
(1993:4,7), in his turn, exarliines how discourses 'accommodate' the material world of 
historical agency, and how this world 'enters' discourses. 

As one aspect, they stress a preoccupation with the 'limitlessness' of a textuality 
that will allow 'discourses and life-stories' about the past and the present to prolifer- 
iltc. Attwcll aligns hiniself with Lyotard's suggestion that conternporary knowledge 
has shifted from 'representation to narrative, with increasingly local and differentiated 
projects becoming the norm' (Attwell 1990b:79); while Bunn (1991: I )  admits favour- 
ing discourse analysis' ability to demonstrate how objects change as their discursive 
context alters. the better to fbllow 'the dispersion of statements with a common sub- 
ject across a variety of fields'. 

All are particularly concerned with [he rncans and manner in which a colonial 
discursive regime in South Africa, based on coe rc i~~e  regulation and the 'othering' of 
indigenous inhrthitants. has operated in the field of textuality. All are aware that South 
Africa was, and continues to be. a site of 'symbolic struggle' and 'historical contesta- 
tion'. and all place considerable emphasis on how black subjects have had to 'negoti- 
ate their very identities' and recast colonial discourse in their own terms: a process 
whereby 'a discursive world was recreated and new loyalties, new laws 01 the indi- 
vidual subject forged ... accepted'and resisted' (de Kock 1992b:47). They thus wish to 
s t ~ ~ d y  Soul11 African history via the interactions of colonizer and colonized (see Bunn 
1993:5)*. 

W e  Kock makes much the same point, but cmphasises the cultural aspect of such contestation 
' in  terms of multilingual, ~nulticultural contexts of rcpresentational convergence in social rela- 
tionships at large' (de Kock 1994x34). 
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South African 'post-colonialists' therefore generally feel an urge to ground their 
ions of discursive production within historical contexts and ideological struggles. 
n, who wishes to establish how competing discourses have been 'constitutive of 
ects and subject-effects', is the most diligent in attempting to marry notions of 
enlonic struggle, contradictory social relations and the articulation of social forces 
ore conventional aspects of discourse analysis. Characteristically, he cites the ex- 

nce of 'historical contradiction' as an issue that should prompt cultural and literary 
lysis to eventually ask questions as to how discursive systems deal with, elide or 
shion obtaining material conditions (see Bunn 1994:27,32f; 1993: 13). 

Yet all too often this results in an indecision as to how, precisely, the relation- 
p between 'the real' and 'discourse' should be understood and dealt with. Dc Kock, 

or example, at times distances himself from the view 'that language does not refer at 
1' (de Kock 1995:70); while at others he collapses the 'distinction between the sup- 
osedly "factual" and the "fictional" in all verbal constructions', subscribing whole- 
artedly to the 'very thrust of postmodernity, as I see it ... to cast cloubt on the sup- 
sed objectivities found in the inevitably textual source' (de Kock 1992a:7,1; cmpha- 
mine). Attwell (1993x17; 1990b:79)y, in his turn, fluctuates between noting that 

history is not available for direct representation', and making the far stronger claim 
t paradigmatic shifts in historical enquiry entirely account for new narrativisations--- 
always eventually, as Visser (1997:89) notes, subsuming his recognition of socio- 

olitical and economic considerations into discussions of 'discursive conditions'. 
All of these 'post-colonial' critics and their less adept followers appear to sub- 

ribe to, and are inhibited in the scope of their analyses by, the post-structuralist 
linguistic fallacy' (the phrase is the critical realist philosopher Bhaskar's) that sub- 

es ontology imn~ediately to epistemology; presuming, in other words, that all on- 
ogical statements must simply be epistemological statements. This collapsing re- 
Its in a conviction that social being can be analysed solely in terms of our discourses 
d statements about being1('. In its most extreme form, it leads to excessive clairns 
ch as Driver's, that reality '... is a social construct; we are what we read, we are the 

anguage we speak' (Drivcr 1992:464). 

The influence of Thomas Kuhn's 7'Ize Structure ofScientlfic Kevoliltioizs on Attwell is obvi- 
us here (see Attwell 1990a: 122). 

haskar argues that 'the linguistic fallacy'; is a particular form of the 'epistemic fallacy' (the 
ma that statements about being can always be analysed in terms of statements about our 
wledge of being) foregrounded by the 'linguistic turn' among a nurnber of twentieth-cen- 

y Western philosophers, such as Derrida, Rorty and others (for his counter-arguments, see 
er alia Bhaskar 1994:46-53,47,51). 
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On the contrary, one may argue that: 

The issue is not the possibility/impossibility of a 'pure' or pre-discursive access to 
objects, but what criteria of 'truthfulness' are suitable for which forms of representa- 
tion and for what purposes, and how they are related to those forms of extra-discur- 
sive determinacy which impose themselves upon us practically, as limits, in all our 
dealings with the world (Osborne 1991:208)". 

Notwithstanding the desire of Attwell, Carusi et a1 to allow the 'real' to irrupt into 
their analyses, it can be seen that they ultimately remain wedded to the linguistic 
fallacy, and thus cannot but shuttle uncertainly between wishing to ascribe an (Afri- 
can) human agency that can act within history on the one hand, and perceiving such 
agency to be overdetermined by the hegemonic discursive formulations of Europe and 
its binaries on the other. The desire to maintain at least some aspect of black subjectiv- 
ity free from the overweening discourses of colonialism leads often to debatable con- 
clusions. For example, while de Kock has a pertinent point when he suggests that for 
individuals such as the nineteenth-century African convert Tiyo Soga (faced with stere- 
otyping missionary discourses which made him 'a textually objectified figure') the 
only way 'to begin escaping crude representations of the self was through the asser- 
tion of counter-narrative' (de Kock 1994x45; 1995:76), there appear to be problems 
with his conceptualisations of what resources Soga had to deal with his own ambiva- 
lence. He eventually constructs Soga as attempting to resist 'this public, textually- 
constituted persona' with a 'more ambivalent, private sense of self' (de Kock 1994x45). 
How far such a presumption about privatised subjectivity aligns itself with, or differs 
from, Western and/or colonial subjectivity is never addressed. Thus, the notion that a 
private, authentic selfhood is potentially a means of differentiation and self-articula- 
tion to overdetermining colonial discourses seems to refashion black identity in terms 
familiar to liberal humanism, which sits ill with the post-structuralist cast of the rest of 
de Kock's argument. However, as we shall see, it is typical for local 'post-colonial' 
critics to slip back into notions of authenticity when dealing with issues of black agency. 

De Kock finally seems to believe that post-structuralist theory is important 
when it comes to analysing the coloniser, but that more traditional notions of agency 
will serve the colonised: 

I '  Lazarus (1991:123) is also pertinent here: I . . .  i t  is one thing to suggest that the analytical 
methods of structural linguistics are relevant to the analysis of human practice in general be- 
cause human practice is a meaning-bearing practice .... But it is quite another ... to argue that 
because it can be considered under the rubric of language, human practice is itself linguistic, 
having no substance or materiality independent of its linguisticality'. 
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... one is free to take from 'Post' theories as much as one needs to 'liquefy' oppressive 
representational procedures, and redeploy them in a decidedly pollrical context of 
counter-narrative (de Kock 1995:69)12. 

is appears to be a standpoint also held by Attwell and (reluctantly) by Carusi, in her 
uggestion (quoted above) that post-structuralists wishing to become active agents 
ill need to appropriate aspects of humanism and positivism. Theoretically speaking, 
is is an untenable positioni3. 

It must be said that an emphasis on history as the outcome of the contestation 
opposing structures of discourse (belonging to coloriiser and colonised) can focus 
the violence and overweening logic of colonial conquest in a useful way. However, 

rplayed, it may result in a tendency to interpret all the nuances of South African 
y simply and immediately as a reflection of contending discourses. It is striking 

quickly this transmogrifies, among 'post-colonial' critics, into an assumption that 
'clash of cultures' (racially conceived) is the single most important rnotor of this 
ory. Attwell and de Kock's liking for 'transformative moments', 'moments of de- 
ture' and the early Cape frontier is indicative of this implicit assumption. The fron- 
in particular is seen as important due to its 'signifying dimensions' and 'totemic' 
res (de Kock 1993b:SO; 1994x35); a locale where black and white may be shown 

o face each other in their original, historical, and simultaneously synlbolic, configu- 
tions: a senlinal contact zone ' in  the history of cultural contestation in South AS[-ica 
where f o r m  of knowledge and identity were contested' (de Kock 1992x6; 1992b:39; 

ee also 1994x34). All historical shifts in allegiance, identity and motive simply be- 
ome subservient to this squaring-up between so-called 'autochthonous' communities 
n the one hand, and the bearers of the scourge of the European Enlightenment on the 

The acceptance of the frontier as a trope of historical signification can quickly 
taken to an extreme-where historical analyses becomes little more than the trac- 

'coloniser' and 'colonised' in their various mutually antagonistic configurations 
hout history. This tendency is manifest in de Kock's 1991 description of con- 

to find resolution in a structurelagency formulation that simply 
Althusser-Thompson debates as they were played out in South 
1970s and early 1980s. 

See Visser's (1 997:3-15) critique of de Kock in this regard. De Kock's (1 995) attempt lo 
resolve the 'discourse/history' conundrum means that he subscribes to practically all the mis- 
conceptions (both of 'discourse' and of the way in which 'history' is understood) that Bhaskar 
discusses with regard to users of the 'epistemic fallacy' (see the discussion in Collier 1994:76- 
106). 
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temporaneous political events as an exhibition of South Africa's 'frontier conscious- 
ness to efface the truth' (de Kock 1992c:30). In the process of such generalisations, 
previous demonstrations that the postulation of a 'frontier tradition' as the basic mode 
for hardening racial polarities and attitudes in South Africa was an ideological con 
struct of liberal historiographers are completely o~er looked '~ .  

Such an approach to history, where 'otherness' becomes a universal trope s 
pressing details of cultural facticity, allegorises history (Suleri 1992: 13). The deli 
with which 'post-colonial' studies (influenced by post-structuralism or New Histor 
cism) seize upon a single incident, anecdote or figure as emblematic of wider his 
cal processes, modes of behaviour and cultural codes-while at times instructive 
begins to exhibit a recurring slippage from the particular to the general, so that glib1 
generalised historical claims are put forward merely from the discussion of a sing1 
event, example, text, personage, or poemIs. 

Such relative disinterest in painstaking historical research or in trying 
contextualise their models is ultimately damaging. This is especially the case in Car 
and more textually-bound critics with 'post-colonial' predilections; but, in my vie 
only the work of Bunn does not systematically fall prey to this pattern. Attwell's 
cussions of contcxt, for example, are characteristically hasty and sweeping; and, i 
more recent work, display a regrettable trend to build edifices of interpretation on the 
subjunctive mood and conjectureI6. 

Culture, Identity and 'Competing Discourses' 
The 'post-colonial' framework is perceived as especially useful in thc recognition of 
the desire of' a colonised or subjugated people for an identity and for self-determina- 
tion (Carusi 1989:80). Its advocates evince a desire to allow groups oppressed by 
colonialism (and, more recently, by the enormous socio-economic and cultural in- 
equalities prevalent in South Africa in the aftermath of 1990), self-expression and 

'' See Legassick 1980. Despite the suggestion by de Kock that the English-speaking ~nission 
ies on the Cape frontier were as much to blame for these attitudes as the 'isolated Trekboer 
cited by liberal historians, the gcneralising effect remains the same. In relation to the impe 
'post-colonial' Iiistorians such as the Cornaroffs to do much the same thing, see de Bruyn 

See the discussion of this tendency in L,oomba (1991: 172); and Norris' (1994:1211) critique 
of the post-structuralist treatment of different discourses-in particular the scientific and th 
poetic-metaphorical-as relative and equally valid in an epistemological sense. 

I h  See. for instance. his discussion of the political and intellect~~al currents of the 1970s (Attwel 
1993a:27-32), and his more recent study of Tiyo Soga. 
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agency in their own terms. Bunn, for example, shows an admiration for scholarship 
that is 'scrupulous in deploying ideas of authorship and agency at work within a con- 
tested symbolic field'; and places emphasis on 'indigenous meanings' and 'African 
agency'; moreover believing that colonial discourse theory has significance because it 
'marks the point at which radical intellectuals attempted to intervene to change the 
flow of theory from metropole to periphery' (Bunn 1994:28,29). 

It cannot be denied that such approaches can be enormously productive-al- 
though it is equally obvious that one need not necessarily only deploy them in terms of 
the demands of post-structuralist theories. Yet what is immediately apparent is the 
degree to which local advocates of 'post-coloniality' in the literary sphere tie any 
examination of a subject's identity to that of their culture. Cultural differences are, 
without doubt, seen as the basic matrices of 'othering' and 'difference' in the country: 
and the divide between white and black cultures exercises most of their attention. 

While most of the theorists here examined would critique essentialist 
understandings of culture (see for instance Cornwell 1993:49), they persist in reiterat- 
ing notions of race and ethnicity as culturally pre-eminent terms in South Africa. This 
simply mirrors a similar preoccupation with these forms of identity in official pro- 
nouncements since 1990. Even as ANC MP Yunus Carrim, for example, argues that 
racial issues will diminish in importance over time in South Africa, he stresses that 
ethnic identities will remain resilient (and problematic) in a de-racialised social arena. 
Furthermore, ethnic identity is encouraged provided that it does not become political 
(sic.) and therefore irreconcilable with national identity (Carrim 1995; see also Edmunds 
1996). 

The effect is to maintain the binary oppositions of race and culture at the same 
time as they are being prepared, we are told, for deconstruction. For 'post-colonial' 
scholars the Eastern Cape Frontier is again a frequently cited model. When de Kock, 
for instance, wants to make apolitically-charged point about the 'myriad determinations' 
and social configurations on the Eastern Cape Frontier, it returns to being that place 
where, in simple terms, European 'cultural agents' and 'autochthonous Africans' bat- 
tled it out over the 'nature of reality, proper forms of social life, and the highest ques- 
tions of morality, religion and philosophy' (de Kock 1992b:39)17. Attwell's general- 
ised statement about contemporary South Africa also evinces this drift: 

I do not wish to deny that such oppositions might be more starkly visible on the frontier: 
merely that it is debilitating to transmit a frontier stereotype to all aspects of subsequent history. 
A general lack of discussion, ignorance and ro~nanticisation about pre-colonial societies and 
oral literature by Attwell, de Kock and Carusi is noticeable; they seem disinterested in discern- 
ing any of the prior socio-cultural reconceptions Africans might have brought to this encountcr; 
and most focus on the way in which mission-trained literate African subjects are (ambiguously) 
determined by an overwhelming colonial discourse. 
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South Africa continues to be seen as a crucible wherein any of the questions being 
addressed elsewhere burn with unusual intensity. As Homi Bhabha puts it .... 'Both at 
the political level and in terms of fictional writing, South Africa represents, in ... an 
acute and tragic and problematic way, the opportunity to actually see transformative 
elements at work in the construction of a new historic destiny, where the question of 
race and cultural difference is foregrounded' (Attwell 1993b:2). 

At the same timc, the assault on Marxism by such critics is an attempt to relativise the 
notion of class (which is seen as hegemonic in South African literary studies of Marx- 
ist orientation in the previous decade and a halt) to 'one agency among others' (Visser 
1997:88). The effect of this, as one scans Attwell's work in particular, is not simply 
that of one inflexible emphasis being downgraded so that other matrices of identity 
and determination might be allowed to emerge into view. On the contrary, as Visser 
remarks, it is possible to ascertain 

what an insistent valorising of race enables atfherents of ... postcolonial theory to 
highlight ... and what leave occluded. As Attwell makes clear throughout his book on 
Coctzee, an emphasis on race accords with a focus on the relation of literature to 
intellectual and cultural pursuits and what he calls 'the discursive conditions obtain- 
ing in South Africa', rather than, say, the relation of literat~tre to political currents or 
social relations or material conditions within society (Visser 1997:89). 

One of the effects of reducing class to an agency, for instance, is that the link- 
ages of class-identifications to questions of structure disappear. Thus, 'labour' be- 
comes simply another identity (see for example Farred 1992), rather than the basis for 
tllc appropriation of surplus value under capitalism that Marxists have always empha- 
siscd it-I believe correctly-to be. Cultural identifications and struggles are conse- 
quently easily perceived as existing and interacting as 'free-floating events' outside of 
the economy (Dirlik 1994:346; Katz 199511 996:42). 

The refusal of any degree of determinism, especially 'economic determinism', 
by local 'post-colonial' critics has resulted in an overpowering silence when it comes 
to an examination of the structural determinants of cultures and identities. There is a 
noticeable absence of any detailed attempts to link the cultural and experiential as- 
pects of human existence to the econonlic and political background in which they are 
implicated. As Sarkar notes, this results in power itself becoming an oddly abstracted 
and disembodied concept, for all the constant harping on inequalities within South 
Africaix. 
- 

'" ... any effort to explore connections with socio-econornic processes is thought to be tainted 
with the sins of rcductionisrn and teleology. What began as a legitimate turning-away from the 
crude dcterrninis~ns of "official" Marxism has degenerated in academic common-sense into a 
suspicion-cum-contempt for anything cconomic-as if reductionism cannot be "cultural" or 
"political", Loo' (Sarkar 1994:209). 
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Literary studies in the 'new South Africa' thus spawn themselves in a cloud- 
cuckoo world innocent of transnational corporations, global movements of finance 
and labour, unequal and coinbined development, transnationalisation of production 
(simultaneously 'the source of unprecedented global unity and ... fragmentation', Dirlik 
1994:349), the exportation of Western technologies and post-Fordlst techniques of 
production (and intermingling of these with ex~sting Fordist techniques in many 'third 
world' countries), the interpenetration of the local and the global, and so on-the very 
world which, it has been argued, gave birth to the 'post-colonlal intellectual' In the 
first place (for a fuller discussion, see Dirlik 1994:348-356 and Miyoshi 1993.728- 
750). 

This is part~cularly debilitating when one considers that (according to a recent 
study by the South African Labour Development Research Unit) the most presslng 
constrants on daily experience in South Africa since 1994 have been economic. It IS 

dissatisfaction with their material circumstances-lack of jobs, hous~ng and bas~c 
amenities-that are h~ghest on the list of priorities of the vast majorlty of black South 
Africans at present (see Bulbring 1995). In this harsh economic cllmate, with falling 
domestic Investment, reduced inflows of forelgn capital, the fall of the rand and a 
continuing dependency on primary commodities, thls trend is unl~kely to reverse ~ t -  
self: part~cularly as the country is still economically hugely dehmlted by the 'ethnl- 
cally-delineated, conglomerate-dominated corporate structure' (Mokoena 1996) of its 
apartheid past. 

‘Post-colonialists' suppose that, because the racist, falsely universalised lde- 
ologies of the European Enlightenment were transported to the rest of the world on the 
back of capitallst expansion, a critique of Eurocentric 'rat~onality' and b~narles neces- 
sarily also infer a critique of capitalism. On the contrary, an ungrounded focusing on 
discourse in these terms may actually divert attention away from problems of ~nequal- 
ity, provided such inequality is carried out by culturallyldiscurs~vely 'authent~c' local 
elites (Dirlik 1994:347,353). 

Moreover, this emphasis on race and culture is typically al~gned w ~ t h  assump- 
tions that social 'truth' is culturally-bound and consensualist. To stress that all knowl- 
edge-constructions and beliefs are equally valid In their own cultural or experiential 
lights is dear to the hearts of local 'post-colonial' critlcs. 

In addition, these critics have a characteristic way of linking individuals wlth 
larger cultural collect~ves, and these collectives with society as a whole. Individual 
agency is expressed by a performative, reiterated constituting of self-ident~ty and com- 
pulsionsly; while soc~al groups become active agents when an amalgainat~on of 1nd1- 

lY 'Performative acts' is a key term of Attwell's in this regard. For a critique of notions that 
'truth' is 'a rhetorical activity ... defined in performative (not constantive) terms', see Norris 
1995: 122. 
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vlduals coalesce around thelr presslng identltles and experiences In order to partlcl- such as Cornwell simply removes from purview altogether any notion of materlal 
pate wlthln w~der  polltlcal contestat~ons qual~tles deeper than discourse Even Bunn and Attwell, who do at least percelve 

The Impress of the 'hngu~st~c  turn' of post-structurahsm 1s also evldent her t any understanding of the local cannot be ma~ntalned without a cons~derat~on of 
While the recognlt~on that 'our bellefs are soc~ally produced, translent and fallible' is olitical and economlc ~mplicat~ons of global capltalis~n (see espec~ally Attwell 
non-contestable, this understanding 1s el~ded wlth the Inore debatable assumption that 2), offer up little or no scrutlny or d~scussion of the effects of global capstahsm, 
'all bel~efs are equally va l~d  In the sense that there are no rat~onal grounds for prefer- ltalist expanslonlsm in colonial times There is little discernible sense of the 
ring one to another' (Bhaskar, quoted in Colller 1994 90) Such a relatlv~st notlon esses and structures of the political or economic or how these link to, or lnteract 
ass~milates truth to the s h ~ f t ~ n g  currencies of consensus bellef-products of localise , the focus of them studies. On Attwell's part, there are merely asides his refer- 
knowledge whose orlgln should be sought In the soclo-biolog~cal histones, cultura o South Afr~can h~story are b r~e f  thumbna~l sketches focusing ma~nly on d ~ s -  
contexts or 'language game\' of those who hold them (for a c r ~ t ~ q u e ,  see Norrls fluctuations, whlch use discrete texts as motors for h~storlcal explanation (see, 
1995 109,111,120-122) xample, Attwell1990a 121-126; 1993a.20,26-32, 1993b 4, 1995b92) 111 de Kock, 

In South Africa, where compet~ng dlscourses and world views are first an little examination as to how mlsslonary dlscourses Interact w~th ,  or are changed 
foremost ident~fied as raclal, such ~ndlvsdual or group agency and self-expression s In colonlal State structures or pollcle5, w h ~ l e  Bunn (1992 27,28.32f, 1993 11) 
often presumed to be undetlald wlth cultural/racial knowledge. In other words, ~ d e  ns factors such as 'ploductive needs' and 'relations of product~on' In a cursory 
t ~ t y  becomes v~ewed as a precursor to knowledge For a wh~te  crltic llke Attwell, ~t n Indeed, the latter's mobllisat~on of the concept of 'material culturc' can, on 
follows that progressive intellectual practice on the part of the ~ndividual cr l t~c  IS lnter 
alla to stress the racial dist~nct~veness of the practices and bel~efs of Afr~can agents 

r study, be seen to bear the anthropolog~cal meaning of the term-it appears, In 
, to be referenced to cultural artefacts only-wh~lc 'value', to him, 1s always glossed 

and-because 11 IS presumptuous for people such as h~mself to mount any critlque of 
black agency at all-tracing the paths of the narrat~ves of self-express~on replaces an ultural or syrnbollc value (see Bunn 1993 2,9, 1992 7) Thus, on closer scrutiny, 

~onccrn  w ~ t h  the~r  evaluatloi~?~ Des~rlption replaces ~n te rp~e ta t~on  or explanation a ext~ad~scurs~ve connections' he refers to are ovcrwhelmlngly contained wlth~n 

the inajor ta\k of thcoretic,il endeavour by the extra-cultural c ~ ~ t l c  (see the discuss~on cultural, ~deological, andfor textual domalns2' The fact that he 15 unable, or disin- 

III Kat/ 199511996 40) sted, In tracing or exemphfy~ng the connections of  IS models of textudlity to ma- 

While it I \  obviously valid to say that all people. ~ndiv~dually or constitute condltlons results, ~ronically enough, In the reader being able to p ~ e s u ~ n e  a mere 

w~tliin groups, have an cxperlentlal sense of self and identity, self-held notlons o ectlve connection between them wh~ch  Bunn would certa~nly want to  d~sown Here, 

'experience' and 'identity' do not always contain w~thin thcmselves the cond~tions project of cultural 're-descrlpt~on' taken on by Attwell et a1 begin? to look partlcu- 

the11 own intell ig~b~l~ty It IS pre~ssely these not~ons which need to be understood an orn, glven his and others' ~naltent~on to the causes of economlc and polittcal 

explained, both by ~nt~a-cultural and extra-cultural crlt~cs Equally, experiences of equal~ties, or how these are to be addressed 

oppres5lon by mernbe~s of any cultural grouping do not uecessanly result In a shared 
ldentlty without forms of ~deologlcal wolk, nor 1s oppression exper~enccd equally, and 
~n the same form, by such members Thls IS a? true of black and white South Africans lturalism and Transculturatio~~ as National Assets 

a5 any other soc~al grouplng (1995 18) has noted, it IS difficult ~f not ~mposslble for general theories of 

In the face of such def~clenc~es in analyt~cal scope, 'post-colonial' literary stud~es class, gender or ethnlclty to 'capture the processes of ldentlty l o ~ m a t ~ o n  and thc 

In South Africa hdve becornc tiapped in an ovcrweenlng cullurallsm At worst, the res of feehng that propel (people) to act' Such an understand~ng I$, ~ndeed, one 
reduction of 'material effects' to discourse by more conseivative ‘post-colonial' c r~ t -  mportant recognltlons of 'post-colonial' thlnkers as well, and val~dates at least 

- 

20 ,411 i~nportant part of Attwell's project is a shift away from issues of 'representation' and an im, for instance, to study the book 'as a discursive event characterised mainly by certain 

insistence on the re-description 'of narrativity and its relationship to other discourses' (Attwcll s of tropological insistence ... is to miss [its] point ... as an aspect of culture, circulating 

1993a: 13). 111 line with this, he dislikes symptomatic reading, 'which must literally involve a n a regime of value dependent both on metropolitan class association and core-periphery 

put-down, a putting-down in history' (Attwell 1995b:90). ms of knowledge transmission' (Bunn 1993:9). 
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some of the challenge they have mounted against the often routine manner in whic difference-cultural, political and ideological-may be all that stands between the 
nationalist and Marxist epistemologies were applied in South African literary studie masses of exploited black South Africans and the ... unholy triumvirate ... of a newly 

before them. embourgeoised and entrepeneurial black middle class, the white upper and middle 

It has already been suggested that the fixation on race by 'post-colonialists classes, and multinational capitalism; 

dilutes their simultaneous insistence that there is a near-infinite diversity, differenc 
and dispersal of identities in South Africa, and multiple differences among and with that the disparate and disjunctive cultural identities of the country can be uti- 

its racial groups. For, while 'post-colonial' theory in South Africa can be said to e community activists and the like 'to give voice to political and ideo- 

phasise culture and race without showing much interest in their material determinatio es' (Farred 1992:224)'3. 
owever, such an insistence on a continuing 'struggle against positionalities' 

this does not mean that an emphasis on raceas an original and authentic means of se is Stuart Hall's) is the exception rather than the rule. There is a more benign 
identification is accepted. Far from it: in the wider context of post-1990 national re f multiculturalis~n voiced by 'pcst-colonial' thinkers, who arc incrcasingly 
construction, South Africa is perceived as a multicultural society. towards affirming the political goals of national reconstruction and the building 

Here, 'post-colonial' critics labour to articulate a project which will allow co national dispensation. Cornwell believes that an inclusive and egalitarian 
~nensurate and fulfilling freedoms for all its people, especially previously dominat 1 require national unity to be thought of in what he calls 'other' terms (Cornwell 
groups and individuals. The goal of democracy, in these terms, is a proliferation ) 4. Attwell ( I  993a:24) addresses issues of legitimacy, authority and position- 
sites of difference and different speaking positions. Consequently, Attwell(1995a:2 his discussions of agency in order to insist on an agency which interacts 
critiques ideas of a uniform and stereotyping Africinity, and highlights questions ritiques, questions of nationhood-of 'finding ... a place for one's own 
'cultural translation, the analysis of relocations, transformations, and appropri tory within the framework of the broader, national narrative'. Even critics 
and Miki Flockemann (1993:206) suggests that the themselves as occupying a more radical and critical position perceive the 

the broad delimiter of their scope. Farred therefore advocates the articulation 
articulation of gender, race and class in the South African context points to a d erences within the framework of national identity and reconstruction (Farred 
course in which non-hierarchical accommodation of difference could serve as a po 8), and Jean-Philippe Wade delineates the business of literary studies in a 
of departure for a restructured society. 

Indeed, such cmphasls can be taken to extreme levels: where difference, amblvalenc a microcosm of the democrat~c natlon seen as an 'art~culatlon of d~fferences' 
and hybr~dity themselves a e  seen as more authentic forms of ldentlficatlon Thu The 'total~ty' or 'unity' 1s articulated-constructed, provis~onal, mutable, ~ndeterinl- 
Cornwell's (1993 50) bellef that Bhabha's notlon of hybridity can. nate, res~stant to closure-to separate ~t from any suggestion ot an essential unlty 

grounded In some transcendental signified, and ~t is a 'total~ty' made up of irreducible 

. provide the native w~th a voice that speaks authent~cally for the (culturally hybnd- 'differences'-that multipl~c~ty of volces wh~ch make up our national terrain (Wade 

~sed, parod~c) self, assert~ng s~multaneously both s~m~lanty and d~fference~~ 

this version, I would argue, that tends to emerge from 'post-colonial' intellectuals using 
The Inore radical of these critics stress the subversive potential of difference, ev tive or rigorously post-structuralist paradigms, such as Carusi: what distinguishes 
within a post- 1990 scenario. Carusi notes that 'otherness' and 'difference' can act a her critics under discussion here is her insistence that the 'margin' denotes a negative 
rallying points for resistance to any political status quo (Carusi 1993:232); while G e of limits, rather than a place where 'other' cultures can emerge to enjoy their due 
Farred focuses on cultural politics as a continuing terrain of struggle after 1990. F ee of respect, recognition and (in Taylor's words) the 'chance to be themselves unimpeded'. 
his position to the left of the ANC, he insists on the diversity of even South Africa nteresting (if eventually inconclusive) discussion of the similarities and differences 

black majority; stressing that 'orthodox' multiculturalism and 'post-colonial' approaches, see Seshadri-Crooks 1995. 

ZZ Therefore 'hybridity' solidifies, paradoxically, both as a theoretical term and state of socia nsculturation will allow black and white in South Africa to struggle towards a 'new na- 
being, into the signifier of a more authentic position (for a critique, see Ahmad 1995); whil 1 identity ... in the ... recognition of a buried historical mutuality, through an archeology of 
identity-through-difference is itself essentialized (Dirlik 1994:346). agion which displaces the discourse of colonialism' (Cornwell 1993:51). 
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Attwell IS most vocal about this. It is with~n the context of contemporary South A , celebratory realm of the 'Ralnbow Nation'--that geograph~cal-cum-sp~r~tual 
ca's 'nat~on-~n-wa~ting', this 'grand anomaly' seelung solut~ons from 'enhghtenmen where we all struggle for equal freedoms and nobody loses-that the South 
ad hocery' that h ~ s  enthusiasm for 'transculturation' and 'transformat~ve mo e d ~ a  and pollticlans lnsist we at present occupy2'. 'The challenge before our 
becomes expl~cable (Attwell 1993b:4). In a public address in 1994, he used the cracy ' remarks Carrim, 
plary ambivalence of placement and self-~dent~ficatlon of (once again) Soga to su 
gest that thls gave people such as Soga the potential to marshal1 the values of 1s to provide the space for people to express their multiple ident~ties in a way that 

humanlsm that the West - due to its colonizing urge - had dishonoured In fosters the evolution of a South Afncan national identlty (Carnm 1995) 

Such a transfomng and reconstruction of Enlightenment Ideals contained a seed whic 
country becomes a place where the 'other' IS allowed to speak; where a multitude 

Attwell believes, might still bear fruit In a post-1990 South Africa: w ~ t h  a new SO 
oices can be heard interactlng in a new spirit of democracy 

Afrlcan Const~tution that simultaneously allows a universalist discourse of rights 
hlle ~t 1s obv~ous that a democrat~c South Afrlca requires a broadly repre- 

respects the meanlng of d~fference*~. 
e and d~verse democracy, it IS pertinent to note that there 1s a burgcon~ng of 

For Attwell, clearly, transculturation and the amb~valent and fractured na ns of democracy by the m e d ~ a  and the new ehte whlch emphas~ses the 
of Identity are elevated to preferred political status, and t h ~ s  amounts to more than potentialities In thls trope of interactlng and empathetic cultures It IS 
scholarly observat~on that we all muddle along as bearers of multiple and shlft ant, for Instance, how qulckly the traditional Afrlcan quallty of ubuntu (hu- 
Identities Desplte the prevalence of group identificat~ons of race and class in So s/generos~ty/respect) has been harnessed as a more benign, cultulally sen$]- 
African history, what he In actual fact dlscerns in South Africa 1s a hlstoi nlque of bus~ness management. For, as a senlor black manager of an insur- 
transculturated, agglomerated and hybr~d ident~t~es;  glvlng rlse to a local versi company suggests, uburztu In the workplace allows her to interact wlth every 
African nat~onalism which, through ~ t s  post- 1990 'miss~on boy const~tut~on' ( er of her staff and 'acknowledge thelr be~ng':  
IS Rlan Malan's) allows the space for hope Llke Attwell, de Kock glves volce to 
general belief that Enlightenment notions such as 'liberty', 'justice' and 'equality' c bridging the racial and cultural gaps ... doesn't mean getting into a melting pot and 
be recuperated and articulated by the colonial subject afresh in post-colonial contex becoming one ... cultural empathy is about acknowledging differences, even if we 
(de Kock 1 9 9 3 ~ 6 0 ) .  Thus, somewhat oddly, their version of post-structuralism is har don't necessarily understand them .... This does not exclude holding them account- 
nessed to an advocacy of a 'Rainbow Nation' constitutionalism that has been unde able for their productivity and performance at work ... (and knowing) what is happen- 

written by the historical accretions of an educated black middle class26. ing with them as people, because if I don't gel in touch with that I won't know what 

Formulations such as these are more similar than they may at first appe demotivates them (Maud 1995)28. 

official Government percept~ons of the intercultural and polltlcal tasks they face on is interesting to note that i t  is in h ~ s  cautlous acceptance of the 'Rainbow Nat~on' that 
national level In less abstract terms, Attwell's terra~n is noth~ng less than the demo 1 most markedly d~ffers from John Coetzee For a sharply critical response to 'Rainbow 

' constructions, see Coetzee 1995 
These points were made in an inaugural lecture to a Professorship at the University of Nat 

(~ietermaritzbur~) by Attwell on 12 October 1994. Although this address has since been buntu, the values of which is 'something we can all share so that we can all be truly at home 
lished by the English Department of that University, entitled 'The Exemplary Case of the 1 all be uburztu people-people who make generosity of spirit and action a cornerstone 
Tiyo Soga, African Nationalist', Attwell has refused the author permission to quote fro ives' (Prozesky 1996) is hereby transmuted into a means of 'intercultural coinmunica- 
citing as his reasons inter alia that it,'was written in the months following elections. It does make the rainbow nation work' by appropriate management techniques-as in a recent 
take much sagacity to see that the political reality has changed' (personal communicatio sement from the University of the Witwatersrand Business School ('Match your indi- 
October 1996). 1 management style and the culture of your organisation to the changing society and busi- - - 

26 One can add that it is precisely at this point that both these critics part company with th vironment'). For, as a representative of the Black Management Forum has recently said 
otherwise flaunted use of deconstnlctive and post-structuralist philosophers. For a perti a television debate, 'By merely saying hello to your gardener you are practising the 
warning as to how an acceptance of formal equality before the law in different version ciple of ubuntu' (TVI Agenda Programme, 2018195). (See also Lovemore Mbigi's book 
constitutionalism can serve to divert attention away from continuing socio-economic exploit ntu: the Spirit ofAfrican Transformation Management (Knowledge Resources, Johannes- 
tion, structural violence and de facto exclusions from constitutional purview, see Johnson 199 
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Ongoing co-operation between major role-players in the country is continually moti- 
vated for as being in the national interest, even as a number of issues now loom which 
show the irreconcilable interests of some interest groups. As big business and labour 
increasingly come into conflict due to their wide divergence of opinion on matters 
sucli as fiscal policy, job creation strategies, and the privatisation of public assets, 
clashes betwecn the two are mourned by the media as a 'time warp ... back to the 
eighties' (Seery 1996; see also Dumisa 1996). 

A Mutual Support of Difference: the Role of Alliances 
In line with the redefinition of 'politics' by post-modernists in the metropole, local 
critics scrutinise the political sphere in South Africa in order to highlight the resistance 
of the individual subject or dominated groups to modes of domination-especially 
discursive-perpetuated by the dominant forces in society. Since 'discourse' in post- 
structuralist studies is perceived as the medium of all social identities and struggles, 
claiming an identity on the basis of a specific experience of oppression is seen as the 
ground for a totally new type of politics; where an affirmation and validation of no- 
tions of 'difference' is calculated as equally, if not more, important than locating these 
interests and identities within the socio-economic configurations of society (Osborne 
1991 :216). 'Democracy' becomes an all-embracing term signifying all emancipatory 
practices. 

The infinite dispersions of identity and affiliation of 'post-colonial' practice 
thercfbre renders it (in its own view) not only a way to ensconce democracy, but also 
a means whereby self-expressive and-articulating groups can be mobilised into shifting 
sites of resistance to oppressive practices and systems, without coagulating into 'mas- 
ter-narratives' themselves. As Katz notes (1995/1996:48), what is brought into play is 

a kind of pluralist politics based upon the self-referentiality of any specific political 
practice and the contingency of articulations which connect one kind of practice to 
another. 

In terms of both individuals and social groups, meaningful political interventions are 
seen as possible through the fluid formation and re-formation of contingent alliances. 
Cultural difference becomes a specific means to found fleeting coalitions. The basis 
for this idea of politics is that of an affinity which respects the differences among the 
constituent groups of the alliance (Farred 1992:231); thus, they can never be fully or 
finally co~istitutcd and are open to re-articulation and renegotiation. Specific issues 
will act as an impetus for individuals and groups to coalesce spontaneously 'out of a 
sense of urgency' (Moffett 1993: 13). 
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While few local advocates of 'post-coloniality' have thoroughly examined how 
these interactions will escape the level of (in Coronil's term) disjointed mininarratives, 
or how they will manage change within the wider body politic, a few have assayed 
opinions. These range from Helen Moffett's belief that each particular political issue1 
conflict should be treated a d  hoc and sui generis, to Attwell's sharper sense that there 
are discursive-historical issues which help form the particular way in which such con- 
flicts articulate themselves; and his awareness that an emphasis on multicultural alli- 
ances does not a priori offer a radical content or purpose to such str~ggles '~.  

The problems with such a conceptualisation of politics are multiple. At worst. 
such a notion of politics blurs the: 

... historically produced structurality of the social system, casting the more or less 
intractable objectivity of its different instances as a fluid arrangement of exchange- 
able signifiers ... politics becomes a matter of discursive articulation (Lazarus 
1991:127). 

-- 

Even the most ardent disciple of incommensurability cannot, however, deny that there 
are some socio-political inequalities and cultural demands more pressing than others 
right now-the claims of Volkstaters do not seem equal to the enormous problems 
faced by 'Bushmen', for example. So, in practice, South African proponents of 'post- 
coloniality' do seem to accept implicitly that there are a 'hierarchy of oppressions' to 
be addressed, at least in some areas. But in this regard, again, the race-ethnicity axis 
predominates at the expense of other forms of consciousness and interest. 

In practice, furthermore, this approach contains a number of problems in the 
way it conceptualizes the attainment of a democratic society. Firstly, with the broad 
exception of some critics working in the field of gender studies, there has been little 
examination (past hasty caveats) of the ways in which subordinated communities con- 
tain thcir own divergent viewpoints, divisions of interest or hierarchies of privilege. 
Secondly, while the stressing of 'small acts of subversion' appears useful in under- 
standing nodes of human agency outside of a binary of passive acceptance or militant 
revolution, the notion of social change that accompanies this viewpoint tends to be 
merely ameliorative (see, for instance, Bhabha in conversation with Attwell in Attwell 
1993b: 112-3). Thirdly, little attention is paid to the ways in which the structural inter- 
ests and imperatives that impel one dominated group into action may impinge upon or 

29 See also the dismissal, by the Chicago Cultural Studies Group (of which Bunn was a mem- 
ber), of what they call the 'Benetton effect' of 'corporate multiculturalism' (Chicago Cultural 
Studies Group 1992:532). 
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force this group into a situation of conflict with others30. 
Here again, the concerns of 'post-colonial' scholars do not seem to pose a sig- 

nificant challenge to more mainstream Government attitudes; because it seems unrea- 
sonable, in a scenario of pressing national reconstruction, for local 'post-colonial' 
scholars not to bridle their notions of difference and subversion to a regimen of com- 
promise and communication. Differences are articulated and acco~nmodated within a 
national framework which promises, through its political and educational organs, 'to 
encourage a critical attitude and ... respect (00 other people's opinions' (Johnson 
I994:X I ) ;  hut stops short of describing how such contingent and fleeting alliances can 
meaningfully confront South Africa's position within the circuit of global capitalism 
and its conllnercial and consumerist ii-nperatives. 

Post-modern thought seeks to prevent the 'imposition' of one interest group's 
truths on others; but advocatcs 'conversation' (the term is Rorty's) between thern. 
Locally, in morc conservative 'post-colonial' formulations, a notion of benign, diverse 
inulticulturalisil~ within the nation is affim~ed which is always and only renegotiated 
in tcrrns of respect and mutuality. Conflicts are simply seen as breakdowns in 'com- 
munication' between social groupings. In more radical departures, cultural differences 
arc secri as potential sites for intervention and redcploynlent within a chain of alli- 
anccs opposing the dominant hegemony. Both these positions, however, allow for a 
pluralism which can be accommodated within the politics of reform3'. Inequalities are 
regarded as open to redistributive mcchanisnis and negotiated settlements arc addresscd, 
but not (for instance) South Africa's commitment to 'the logic of the market', or its 
position as a sub-imperial power within Southern Africa. Acknowledgements of 
irresoluble social conflicts, disruptions and contradictions blur into invisibility (Parry 
1994:6,12)!2. 

'O ' In a ~ ~ r l d  of identity politics, nlobilisation by the Other is always a provocation' (Pixen 
1995:113), 

" Rousc points out that such a version of multiculturalism is compelled to exist in a relation- 
ship of complementary opposition with 'single culturelidentity nationalism': 'Always offering 
at least the illusion of significant choice, they have seemed to fully exhaust the field of imagina- 
ble alternatives and, in doing so, they have endowed their commonalities (their emphases on 
bourgeois class positions, nationalism, and educational and political reform) with a powerfully 
constraining force' (quoted in Scshadfi-Crooks 199552). 

3' Conscquently, while demands for epistemological self-criticism and revision (alongside a 
recognition of the potential validity of other positions and viewpoints) is part of the scholarly 
process and is crucial to that process, i t  is si~nply presulned that such an impulse, based on 
reciprocity and constant self-scrutiny, can be extended lo the sphere of politics. This is both an 
arrogant and limited perspective and only likely to prevail, i t  can be argued, in an intellectual 
elite. 
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Negot~atzorz is seen as the means whereby confllct between interest groups can 
be managed and alleviated Faced w ~ t h  the v~olent confrontations of the past, 'post- 
colon~ahsts' prom~se a cont~nulng negot~at~on within, and between, ldent~ties and In- 
terests: 

In this context, it is hard to conceive of a notion more revolutionary and 
liberatory than that of negotiation ... not primarily in the sense of a political 
initiative (although the political is of course never absent), but as rubric for 
another discursive possibility embedded in the cultural realities of South Af- 
rica which is in dire need of recognition and embrace (Cornwell 1993:46). 

Stressing contestability rather than contestation, transaction rather than conflict, ac.- 
quiescence is secured for a slow and managed transformation of society; where evcry- 
thing can be questioned and negotiated except the underlying foundations of Souch 
Africa's political institutions and economic orientation. 

As Prasad (1992:44) notes in a different context, such a position can at the 
same time appear to endorse positions that are antagonistic to the dominant order and 
protect the dominant order by claiming it is simply one position amongst others. Al- 
though I am sure that many of the literary critics cited here would deny their involve- 
ment in such a politics, their emphasis on culture, self-expression and 'historical con- 
tingencies' to the exclusion of 'foundational' issues-such as the connection of cul- 
tural identities and fornis of expression to material interests and wider ideological 
struggles in society-render them enormously vulnerable to coinplicity in such a po- 
litical scenario: precisely because of what they refuse to examine. The boundaries 
they have drawn around their perceptions render it impossible for even the most radi- 
cal of them to critique politico-cultural processes in terms of the roles and relation- 
ships these assume within a national political order overdetermined by global capital- 
ism. Instead, they can only be affirmed as expressions of existing subjectivities, or as 
potential sites for intervention and redeployment within a chain of alliances desirous 
of slow and careful reformation of the statu.~ quo, however this is to be imagined. 

The Role and Positioning of Intellectuals 
Living as an expatriate in Canada, Jolly ( I  995:23) avers that, for literary academics 
dealing with South African culture, 'positioning oneself in opposition to the hegemonic 
forces ... can be a truly postcolonial act'; and explores how such intellectuals can 
assist in the redistribution of resources and power inside the country at the same time 
as they transform institutional forms of racial privilege. This is a subject which, it can 
be seen, taxes most South African 'post-colonial' thinkers. Most of those I have dis- 
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cussed are white; and, given that they are faced with reiterated criticism, either that 
they construct the 'other' in their own image, or that as a group they are only aware of 
their own political identity through the construction of an 'other', they show a recur- 
ring self-consciousness about what they as white critics should be 'legitimately able to 
do' (de Kock 1993b:45). 

They are particularly concerned with clearing a space for the 'other' to speak, 
free from white social ventriloquism and overweening 'master-narratives'. In clearing 
the ground where a multitude of voices and life-stories can be heard, 'post-colonial' 
critics can 'articulate difference' and rehearse 'communal liberation'; paving the way 
for a 'nonimperialist, genuinely multicultural future' (Jolly 1995:25,26). In this re- 
gard, de Kock cites Spivak as saying, '... you don't give the subaltern voice. You work 
for the bloody subaltern, you work against subalternity' (de Kock 1992c:46). 

Yet it is striking that white 'post-colonial' critics are unwilling, to a person, to 
give up their ability to study, and comment about, black literature and culture. Here 
again, de Kock's dismissal of 'strong othering' and any absolute occlusion of 'other' 
to 'self' as regards knowledge and experience pertains (see de Kock 1993x49). In- 
stead. they believe that a 'refusal to violate the politics of identity' (Jolly 1995:24), to 
engage in 'intercultural description' (de Kock 1993x61) or analyse 'aboriginal texts' 
is unwise. This might result in an eventual ignorance within the acaderny as to what 
the demands and concerns of the 'other' are. It is considered important to have repre- 
sentatives of the 'other' in the academy-so that the 'existence and recognition of 
many kinds of native experience' and 'aboriginal authority' are represented (Jolly 
1995:26). Just as in the wider society, in a multicultural academy the 'noncolonising 
mutual exploration of difference' (idern.) can act to affirm and assist the vision of a 
future South Africa as a true society of equals. 

White academics give notice of an awareness of the limitations of their own 
background, and admit to a lack of organic relationship to 'underclass movements' 
(sic.; Attwell 1990b:83). They embrace the marginality of their own positioning in 
contemporary South Africa, but are careful to proselytise for a criticism which 'does 
not simply authorise or silence critics on the basis of the "adequacy" of their experi- 
ence' (Jolly 1995:24). 

In discussing Coetzee's fictional oeuvre, Attwell celebrates it as a 'clear-cyed 
representative of its own historical positioning and limits of power', which allows the 
author-speaking without authorisation and from a position which cannot be tied to a 
particular constituency-to be more honest and explicit about his own social place- 
ment than 'committed white writers' (read: critics as well) are able to be about theirs 
(sceAttwel1 1993a: 25f,119,122). Consequently, the: 

... wary, increasingly marginal narrative subject who deftly negotiates the interstices 
of power, maintaining its ethical integrity but avoiding not only appeals for inclusion 
but also any overstatement of its own legitimacy and authority (Attwell 1993a:25f]. 
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Attwell praises in Coetzee ceases to be just a favoured fictional device. It also exem- 
plifies the 'post-colonial' academic-at-work-in-the-world3. 

Drawing attention to Spivak's suggestion that the activities of philosophical 
and historical study are always, as disciplines, heterogeneous and discontinuous with 
subaltern social practice, they assume that this stance will as a consequence be rel- 
evant to grassroots activity (see Carusi 1989:93f). Indeed, there is a suggestion that 
their ability to contextualise and relativise their own systems of knowledge allows 
them to make these even more useful, as they can act in ways that will not overwhelm 
the integrity of the 'other'34. At the same time, their 'subversive' stance allows them, 
they believe, to critique the disciplinary practices of the academic institutions in which 
they work. Thus, according to Jolly (1995:24), the 'post-colonial' critic is in the envi- 
able position of having the potential 'to negotiate between peoples in the context of 
the "knife-edge of change"'. 

Looked at closely, however, such versions of 'marginality' eventually aim them- 
selves at re-empowerment rather than self-erasure, once the white acadernic has learned 
sufficient humility. This has the very real potential for mutating into 'a gesture of 
discrete self-affirmation which allows the subject of the gesture a moral high ground' 
(de Jong 1994:229). In this vein, de Kock's recommendation that white critics should 
use 'restraint' (sic.) when wishing to step outside of 'discourse' and the 'constraints' 
of the 'European mind' (de Kock 1993a:63), exhibits not so much a concession of 
space for black critics to operate, as reticence to engage fully or straightforwardly in 
any exchange of viewpoints. This is deeply condescending. 

Their perception of viable political activity for themselves highlights the im- 
perative of ethical choick for the individual scholar. In line with his wish for a criti- 
cism which allows for political agency, de Kock argues that even critics who use post- 
structuralist or deconstructive techniques must open the way for 'an ethical subject 
who can recognise the tyrannies of identity, but ... work from a basis of identity which 
is politically defined' (de Kock 1993x60). 

Attwell's interest in ethics is more conservative than this. He believes that those 
intellectuals who did not claim the political high ground or blur their intellectual pur- 

33 More recently, Attwell has shown an impatience with academics who remain on the 'politi- 
cal high ground' of their 'other status ... of marginality'. Instead, he now stresses the need to 
'confront one's own ambiguous positioning' and acknowledge 'that one's formation as an intel- 
lectual is itself testimony to the effects of cultural imperialism-and begin working out the 
most strategically useful ways of pursuing an intellectual life ... as that unhappily designated 
being, an Africanist' (Attwell 1995a:23). 

34 Bunn's examinations of the positioning and complicity of observers vis-a-vis their 'objects' 
of study is relevant here; and relates to his interest in the work of anthropologists such as Geertz 
and Clifford. 
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suits with political imperatives in times of 'ethical confusion' like the 1970s and 1980s 
(sic.), now have a greater freedom to disentangle ('differentiate' is the word he chooses) 
their scholarly from their political obligations (Attwell 1990b:83). Rejecting the 
Althusserian notion that there is no ethics outside of ideology, he emphasises that such 
relative distancing of the critic from intrusive political commitments while in schol- 
arly pursuits is a superior position because it is 'not self-interested' (Attwell1995b:95). 

This reprivileges the seemingly marginal pursuits of those involved in English 
Departments, against the political 'master-narratives' which have served to devalue 
their importance. Attwell's, and de Kock's faith in ethical choice as a determinant of 
social behaviour appears to wish to restore judgement and morality to the public sphere. 
With this one can have no quarrel. However, it appears to limit its understanding of 
ethical behaviour to criteria of 'honest' individual behaviour and judgement35. The 
individual emerges as a powerful counterforce to group limitations and subsuming 
ideologies. 

While a compelling argument can be made for such individual space at least as 
far as academic enquiry is concerned, it is less compelling to perceive political pro- 
clivities as explicable by individual ethical choice alone. This loses sight of the ideo- 
logical and social constraints which delimit the behaviour and concerns of individuals 
within wider socio-political (rather than simply discursive) structures. 'Restraint' and 
lack of self-intercst cannot be used as concepts to incisively examine intellectuals'- 
or anyone else's--social behaviour or interests; and this mitigates against Attwell's 
hclief that 'post-colonial' writers or critics have a clearer insight into their own histori- 
cal positioning and limitations than those who have gone before. 

The Racial Determinants of Scholarly Knowledge 
By suggesting their own relative unimportance and marginality, it is possible for 'post- 
colonial' intellectuals in South Africa lo be rather coy about their own emergence as a 
social group with authoritative voices, especially in the academy. Their bedazzlement 
with discourse and its social manifestations, and their concern with 'subject-positions' 
rather than thc capitalist structuring and restructuring of the world, means that it is all 
too easy for them to bypass or underplay their own placement and viewpoints as these 

' 5  Attwell's attempt to differentiate Coetzee's notion of ethics (to be apprehended in 'performa- 
tive acts of language') from Kant's (conceived as the conscience of thc individual) does not, i t  
seems to me, significantly altcr this point (Attwell 1995b:95); neither, in my opinion, does 
Attwell's attempt to discuss subject positioning as 'dependent on systems of signification rather 
than on autonomous subjectivity of an idealist kind' (de Jong 1994:228) alter the broad conlir- 
mation of individualism in his work. 
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relate to economic determinants and class  relationship^^^. 
White academics wish to allow the 'other' a place to speak within the academy. 

The question can then be asked: who, precisely, is in a position to indulge in self- 
expression in such a context? The 'other', him- or herself, obviously. There is a suppo- 
sition that the representatives of the 'other' in the academy-in South Africa usually 
individuals identified along a race-gender axis (rather than, say, with reference to class, 
urbanlrural or regional imbalances)-are a priori in touch with, and can represent, an 
aggregate of 'others'. 

Scrutinising the utterances of 'post-colonial' scholars in South Africa, it is fas- 
cinating to note how easily some of them slide into the assumption that authority is 
determined by cultural definition. In evidence is a tendency to react against the pre- 
vailing racial disequilibrium of access to power and self-expression with presump- 
tions of a reflexive relationship between black intellectuals and their racial constitu- 
ency. 

In South Africa, where competing discourses and world views are first and 
foremost perceived as cultural (with an insistence of racial and ethnic identifications), 
individual or group agency is often presumed to be underlaid with cultural knowl- 
edge. Thus, while most of the black scholars who intermittently or fully articulate the 
language of post-structuralism and 'post-coloniality' sharply critique the ovcr-pre- 
ponderance of white viewpoints in the contemporary South African academy, they 
(interestingly enough) rarely follow this through with any thorough-going 
deconstruction of black nodes of authenticity and authority". In some cases, there is 
still a desire to recognise a black popular collective agency which can be evaluated as 
'authentic'. Mbulelo Mzamane, for example, condemns a fellow black critic's com- 
mentary as deficient because it 'gestures towards a people's voice, but the mode of 
discourse denied the people their authentic voice, in their own terms' (Mzamane 
1991:66). In turn, Lewis Nkosi can deny that individual black writers or academics 
can be guilty of any social ventriloquism vis-a-vis their community, by disallowing 
the relevance of matters of authority and self-authorisation in such cases. Rather, he 
insists that the issue should be seen simply as 'one of access and self-representation' 
(Nkosi 1994:57). 

Desirce Lewis (1992:21), who insists that she is not arguing for a single au- 
thentic interpretation or correct position in feminist literary studies, still does not fol- 

36 See in particular Miyoshi's (1993:746-749) suggestion that 'post-colonial' intellectuals are 
part of a new class whose ideological preoccupations, worldview and international 'migrancy' 
are integrally related to the restructuring of the world under transnational capitalism. 

37 The only exceptions to this I have found in my reading are Grant Farred and Sikhurnbuzo 
Mngadi. See Farred 1992 and Mngadi 1996. 
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low tip her critique of the 'inherently self-aggrandising momentum' of the institu- 
tional power of white feminists with any discussion of the social fissures limiting the 
understanding of middle-class black feminists such as herself. Indeed, her vague at- 
tempts to problernatise the class aspects of authority disappears in a tendency to elide 
'black', 'working class' and 'third world' as categories (see Lewis 1993:536,538,541). 

The predominant issue among black critics appears to be asserting what can be 
called 'epistemological franchise'. Considering 'the legacy of factual representation 
in South Africa', several black literati at the University of the Western Cape underline 
the point that: 

Black objects of interpretation-whether coloured, middle-class or 'UWC's disaf- 
fected black academics with axes to grind' become probed objects ... by white jour- 
nalists or academics at faculty meetings who ponder endlessly the strangeness of the 
other, and, by implication, consolidate their authority ... Whether this knowledge pro- 
duction is liberal, Marxist or feminist, it carries the stamp of approval of a white 
knowledge-producer. This body of knowledge ... demands to be opened up to the 
same sort of scrutiny that black objects of interpretation are relentlessly subjected to 
... Identity politics is ... high on the agendaeverywhere right now. But identity politics 
concerns not only blacks or Africans, or coloured people, but also the history of inter- 
pretative authority that many white academics have for inany years lived by (Lewis et 
a1 1996). 

A great deal of what is here said is salutary and relevant. However, it is noticeablc that 
these critics' confrontation with racial imbalances in knowledge-production does not 
end in any interrogation of their own authority. Thus, their version of 'post-colonial' 
criticism seems to hold racial binaries intact, in a move which does not promise a 
critique of the social power and position of its authors, but rather only a displacement 
of power and authority towards a previously disadvantaged but (within its own con- 
stituency) relatively privileged group. In such a scenario, a little scepticism of the 
high-sounding ideals of those involved is not out of place". Perhaps, as Dirlik 
(1 994:339) has remarked, postcolonial discourse is an expression not so much of agony 
over identity, as it often appears, but of new-found power. 

In my opinion black 'post-colonial' intellectuals cannot accept tenure as 
spokespeople for their community without the constant interrogation of their own po- 

38 As Seshadri-Crooks (1995:66) points out, it is only the benign, 'orthodox' deployment of 
n~ulticulturalism which can accept this. Any radical 'post-colonial' argument for the destabilising 
of existing relationships of pedagogical power in South Africa must 'rehearse continually the 
conditions for the production of its own discourse or be doomed to fall into a form of anthropol- 
ogy'. 
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sition demanded by their own post-structuralist predilections. What is most striking 
about the approaches of both white and black critics of this ilk, though, is a tendency 
to use post-structuralist techniques and approaches when scrutinising the 'oppressor', 
but to slide back into positivism and liberal humanism when faced with the products 
of the 'oppressed'. 

Furthermore, the reliance of these critics on the texts of the colonial masters or 
relatively privileged and literate representatives of the 'other' is striking; one can per- 
ceive (to place Loomba's words in another context) that their interrogation of coloni- 
alism is too often shaped primarily by its own discourse (Loomba 1991: 180). Little 
attention is given to pre-colonial South Africa or to past and present oral literature. 
They demonstrate little eonversance with debates about modes of appropriation and 
social hieraichies in pre-colonial African societies, or in oral forms of expression. 
These are, surely, crucial to any attempts to understand the foundations and constraints 
of the 'other' identities they are elsewhere concerned with3'. 

Conclusion 
It is finally true, as a number of overseas critics of 'post-colonial' theories have at- 
tested, that there is a tendency for its thinkers to see their own academy-based, class- 
delimited subjectivity as a model for all humankind40. This is most apparent in Attwell. 
When all is said and done, he wishes to keep literary scholars focussed on what he 
believes they are 'competent to do' (see Attwell 1990b:80,83). Such an insistence on 
the relative distance of literary scholarship from political concerns not connected to 
the academy cannot, in my view, be a means to initiate awareness and participation 
among students or academics of the nuances of the social world outside of their imme- 
diate scope of privilege. In the long run, his emphasis on political participation within 
the institutions of learning can degenerate into a scenario of disputation and contesta- 
tion over meaning and reference amongst scholars which can be managed within the 
academy's intellectual and social boundaries and are, in actual fact, 'more like corpo- 
rate undertakings than agencies of political struggle' (Prasad 1992:36). In this regard, 
Attwell's (1996:213) love of 'sophisticated conversations' based on 'collective nego- 
tiation' among scholars hints at a possible elitism that throws into question his appar- 
ent approval of divergent points of view. 

3Y This does not mean (as Bunn attempts to argue in dismissal of this point) that scholars of oral 
culture/literature necessarily presume that orality as a mode functions outslde of the limits of 
narrativity (see Bunn 1994:31). 

40 For further discussion, see Parry (1994:20); Ahmad (1995:7f); Miyoshi ( 1  993:750f); Dirlik 
(1994:330,339). For South Africa, see Chrisman (1995:207). 
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Despite their dislike for traditional liberalism, Visser suggests that critics su tionalism: especially as regards the significance attached to racial and ethnic axes of 
as dc Kock and Attwell are involved in an appropriation of 'post-colonial' notions, no ltural identity, and the way in which the individual is believed to interact and con- 

ct to larger groups. If examinations of identity require scrutiny 'precisely the 
beyond the fixed polarities of some metropolitan versions of postcolonial studie 

ure between the self, social identity and broader structural constraints' (Sitas 
(see Attwell 1993b:4f) has become: 95:83), these critics mostly downplay the last-named. An excessive culturalism and 

,,. a 'centrist1 or 'moderate' appropriation which domesticates the theory, stripping ' 
of its Inore interesting and provocative assertions in order to reinstate it as the late eOtyPes which are the legacy of apartheid, and which the present Government does 

expression of liberal pluralism (Visser 1997:92). 
s or actions of the 'other', this results in an inability to conceive of any long-term 

'~~~ t -co lon ia l i s t s '  would, in my opinion, dispute this by pointing to their decent ternatives to the emerging political status quo or the prevailing vision of a multira. 

of the universalised humanist categories and constructs of the autonomous subject a1 capitalism. In this regard, Dirlik's (1994:347) remark that ideological fragmenta- 

traditional liberalism, and their antipathy towards any form of 'master-narrative'. lay represent not the dissolution of power, but its further concelltration, could 
order to understand the manner in which critics such as Attwell can be PI 

in such a category, a re-examination and redefinition of the province of 'liberali Local 'post-colonial' scholars' desire for 'other' groups to possess an agency 
south Africa is in order. In a recent article on the transmutations of the liberal at can challenge the dominant orders of colonialism and neo-colonjalism ends by 
Tony Morphet shows a way this might be possible. Suggesting that J.M. Coetze instating essentially h ~ m a n i ~ t  notions of the manner in which the agency of the 
fiction is liberal in 'a new, qualified sense of the word', Morphet notes the P her' operates. In their endeavours to escape the 'critical disablement, passivity, and 
tllroughout Coekee's work of protagonists who liave 'no incorporaLive and f-defeating contradiction' (de Kock 1993x44) of some variants of 'post-colonial' 
ing design7 but see the world around thelliselves as 'dangerous and incompr dies informed by linguistic post-structuralism, critics such as Attwell, de ~~~k and 
their authority dissipated and their sense of meaning crumbling' (Morphet 1996:5 arusi q3pear to end in an ineluctable contradiction themselves. 
Unlike traditional liberals, who believed they could cxercise their authority for As far as their critique of 'master-narratives' is concerned, ' p ~ s t - ~ o l ~ ~ i ~ l '  liter- 
good of others, this 'new liberal' Morphet extrapolates from Coetzee's fiction has ry scholars in this country are involved in merely replacing one set of limits or per- 

to incorporate or assimilate others to his or her beliefs. They call be recognised eption and argument with another. Their stance has come to legitimise a certain type 
by an epistemology that works against the closures of authority (be they religious, f pluralist reordering of the way in which the country is imagined, rather than ella. 
historical or literary) and which challenges other aesthetic positions and ing a conceptually and politically open arena. While seeming to authorise the mar- 
by always 'setting up another version, another play which plays itself out in the midst ns and enable their move into the centre, areas of structural ~ o n f l i c t - ~ ~ ~ h  as class- 
of all the other plays that are taking place' rather than indulging in rational Or e downplayed, or regarded as solvable through negotiation. In other words, while 
argument and rebuttal (Molphet 1996:57f). Taken to the political arena, such a posi- ~hasising contestability, enduring modes of contestation are blurred over, 
tion demands a rigorous marginalising of authority, including one's own. While '~ost-colonial' studies have opened up valuable emphases and insights 

In a situation where their ideological and political authority has all but dissi- 
South African scholars, the major paradigm shifts consequent on their emergence 

pared, this valorisation of criticism from the margins seems increasingly endemic t ve been less radical than originally thought. These studies are not value-free and the 
liberal thought in the 'new South Africa'-be it from literary post-structuralists, the 

cisions about what to foreground and what to ignore can, and should be, scrutinised 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a l i ~  Party or more conservitive libcral ideologues such as HermannGiliomee4 

and anal~sed.  It is noticeable that 'post-colonial' theory has, to some extent, simply 
What is as significant is the partial, but nonetheless odd, convergence between 

local 'nost-colonial' literary critics' use of post-structuralism and 'Rainbow Nation' 
42 In a recent speech Nelson Mandela cla~med that the country ~hould be a place where the 

41 in this regard, see Glllomee's (1996) re-~nvocation of NP van Wyk Louw's concept of l"~ale carnival, Zulu reed dance and braazvless can be equally valued These cultural events are, 
verset (lrebelllous loJa]tyl) first coined to suggest a placement for moderate Afrikaans lntellec- neither explanatory nor ~nclus~ve of the behav~our and perceptions of all 'Coloureds', 
tuals vls-n-vss the Nat~onalist Party during the 1930s Zulus or Afr~kaners 
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rehearsed old themes and problems of the 'third rephrasing these in  the Ian- nn, David 1993. Of Poison and Painting: 'The Brown Serpent of the ~ o c k ~ ' :  ~~~h~~~ 

guage of post-structuralism (Dirlik 1994:352), a t  the same time as  some categories of Ow Toxins in the Dutch and British Imagination, 1735-1 850. Paper delivered at the confer- 
analysis and paradigms (Marxism is the obvious example here) have been dismissed. rice, 'APProPriations: New Directions for African Cultural Stdies'? Centre for African stud. 

Again, it is not unfair to say that 'post-colonial' scholars' attempts to piece together 
es, University of Cape Town 5-8 September. 

'new combinations of elements which have been left unarticulated by dominant insti 
David 1994. The Insistence of Theory: Three Questions for Megan Vaughan, social D ~ -  

tutions and knowledges' (Katz 1995/1996:46) can be seen, eventually, to be  circum- Yunus 199.5. Our Unity in Diversity. Surzday Times 11 June. 
scribed. In this r-gard-as in so many others-the triumphant allnouncement of the 
amalgamation of postmodern politics, 'post-colonial' studies and linguistic post-stru is?. Ariel20,4:78-95. 
turalism that Attwell proclaimed in a 1993 Current Writing as  a more cogent sit Annamarie 1993. The Postcolonial Other as a Problem for Political Action. jourrlal of 

gressive scholarly outlook on the world is already beginning to look SOmew erary Studies 7,3/4:228-238. 

hasty. cago Cultural Studies Group 1992. Critical Multiculturalism. Critical ltzquily 18,3: 530- 

Department of English an, Laura 1995. Inventing Post-colonial Theory: Polemical Observations. Pretexts 5,l- 

University of Cape Town 
tzee, JM 1995. Retrospect: the World Cup of Rugby. Southerlz Africatz Review of Books 
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Shane Moran 

In South African English literary-theoretical discourse post-modernist and post-struc- 
turalist theories have been invoked to support the demotion of Marxian analysis. A 
spectral Marxism is often equated with an economistic and reductionist model of class. 
'This is then taken to justify a 'post-Marxism' in a post-colonial context attuned to the 
category of race. In effect a simplification of the category of class is projected onto 
Marxism-and in particular onto South African Marxist historiography-which is then 
marginalised because of this reductionism. I will argue that the attempt to establish a 
'post-Marxist' critical consensus in South Africa combines a misrepresentation of 
Marxian theory with a dccontextualisation of post-structuralism'. 

This essay has three parts: a sketch of the general features of South African 
'posts' theory, some notes on the work of one South African Marxist historiographer, 
and suggcstions for alternative readings of post-structuralist theory. 

Posts (SA) 
In the early eighties post-structuralist theory was seen by some South African English 
literary academics as an ally in the task of dismantling the hcgemonic structures of 
oppressive ideologies, including liberal-humanism. This was a period in which pro- 
gressive literary critics were generally more concerned with the empowering potential 
of literary representation and cultural activism than with the post-structuralist ques- 
tioning of representation. Still, for some the claims of post-structuralists like Lyotard 
and Derrida to rethink the nature of the political held out the prospect of finding a 
middle way, or a new way altogether, out of the cycle of political violence. An intro- 
duction to literary theory saw in 'the eyes of the true post-structuralist' a 'radical alter- 
native': 'to question the rule governed approach itself' (Ryan & Van Zyl 1982: 14). An 
important element of this early importation seems to be not so much the desire to 
transcend politics, but rather to break through the impasse of political deadlock via a 

' Although post-structulal~sm, post-modernlsm, and deconstruction have different genealogtes, 
1 treat post-modcrnlsm dnd de~on~tructlon as elements In a more general 'post-structuralls~n' 
that Interrogates the project of modernity and attempts to acknowledge the contrndlctory nature 

t-structuralism resistant to self-totalisation and institutionalisation. Rory Ryan 
82x93) saw in deconstruction a timely awareness of the futility of 'naive radical- 

m' and the necessity of acknowledging a strategic complicity when one inhabits the 
stem and tradition one aims to criticise. However, perhaps with the American fate of 

econstruction in mind, Ryan (1982a: 11 1) worried that the most likely 'misrepresenta- 
on of deconstruction appears to be its institutionalisation'; this radical potential may 
e compromised by 'the easy assimilation of a castrated deconstructionism into the 
cademic mainstream' via the unexamined concepts constitutive of liberalism that shelter 

the academy'. It seems that this concern was well founded. Ryan (1985; 1987) con- 
ued his critique of the literary studies and the institutionalisation of theory, and by 
late,1980s had moved to class Marxism as yet another deluded hegemony trans- 
d by the attainability of transcendental 'truth'; now he placed his faith in 'icono- 
tic intellectual behaviour' (Ryan 1990: 17). 

The South African reception of post-structuralism that I want to focus on is 
second wave of the late eighties and early nineties, a period both fraught with 
ertainty and a 'moment when liberation seems to be around the corner' (Ndebele 
4:3)3. This was a context marked by a willingness to rethink the strategy of cultural 
vism, and is epitomised by Albie Sach's (1990) call to ban the slogan 'culture as a 

eapon of struggle' for five years on the grounds that the prospect of freedom called 
a change in the subservience of aesthetic production to politics. In a historical 

uation characterised by an uneasy movement towards a negotiated political settle- 
ent and general political representation, claims were made for theory's capacity to 
lfil the hopes of its early advocates and to productively contribute to a reanimated 
nse of South African intellectual political engagement. The institutional ascendancy 
'posts' theory within English literature departments occurred despite the objections 
sed against the attraction of a quietistic theoreticism by writers whose understand- 

g of the issues ranged from informed and principled scepticism to uncomprehending 

t on to claim that 'Derrida's contribution to the philosophy of 
language is paradoxically to distance himself from all previous philosophers of language, who 
do not recognise that language exists as a self-enclosed system'. Derrida, of course, maintains 
the opposite: there is never a self-enclosed system. 

Ndebele's optimism was expressed in March 1990 at the 'Literature in Another South Africa' 
conference. See also Dennis Brutus (1993). Others drew reassurance from a bland interpreta- 

international events: 'It is fascinating to reflect that, at the very moment that the Soviet 
is re-entering international philosophic and cultural debates, Marxism in the West is a 

waning force; Russian glasnost (openness) promises to be a rich, a seminal contributor to the 
new pluralism that is abroad' (Willoughby 1989:96). 
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and convenient parochialism4. (Attwell 1990: 108,119,118). The exigencies of a South ~ f ~ i ~ ~  where 'interest 
The philosopher Johan Degenaar (1 990: 172) saw the post-modern Posture of in the Way contexts overdetermine conceptual allegiances' ( ~ t t w ~ l l  1990: 129) 

superseding Marxisln as merging in South Africa with faith in  a '[dleconstruction that lo have sensitised eclectic theorists to the contextual constraints imposed upon 
helps us to hold off all gods and tyrants'. Post-structuralist deco~istruction was seen to (1990: 102) cautioned that these constraints can 
ellcourage an ethics of personal responsibility against Marxism's 'totalisation in the policing' of literary-critical culture that must be re- 
practice of thinking or totalitarianism in the practice of politics' (Degenaar 19g0: 169). istory of historiography literary studies are 'always 
ln the llamc of liberal pluralism Degenaar (1990:172) criticised 'the Marxist s e x c h  aiden to the more powerful, more coherently mar- 
for a foundation which is to be prior to interpretation and which call therefore ]led, more politically cogent discourses of history' (Attwell 1 990a:g4)h, 
act as a basis for interpretation', and favoured deconstruction which 'assumes that 'project a posthumanist, reconstructed ethics' via 
i n ~ c r p r e t ~ i o n  is the only ball game in ~ O W I I ' ~ .  Sonle theorists were content to advocate nism that foregrounded his post-coloniality and  
a discllrsivc pluralism that ]eft unquestiollcd the material, institutional forces that clear ns obtaining in South A f r i ~ a n - ~ h a t  I call its statc 
this utopian space for- the free-play of competing interpretations. The  danger of this m'; 'this ethically and politically fraught arena of south 

hecolllcs apparent when claims for 'ethics' take precedence over historica1 theory are imported into the 'colonial postcolonialism' of 
analysis. uth African academic discursive context shaped by the 'liberal view [that] apart.. 

David Attwell's (1990:96) defence of the necessary co-implication post- was irrational, and the dynamics of growth in a free market system were bound to 
modernism post-colonialism rested on the claim that it is  'possible to see the ty of the state to  enforce it', and the 'revisionist viewpoint 
resources of. post-modernism as enabling, rather than undermining, an historical en- c to the logic of capitalist a c c ~ i m u l a t i o ~  because it pro- 
gagemcnt', He located 'the problem of deconstruction in an historically charged situ- r cheap labour' (Attwell 1993:30). In this historical con- 
ition like south Africa', an discursive context' in  which agents address olitics of agency determined by race: 
contexts of racial oppression from within 'literary-historical and literary-critical cul- 

Althougll class factors are, of course, in evidence within black inte]lcctua] as 

3 See Liebenherg (19871, De Jong (1989), Cliapman (1989; 19901, Visser (19901, Sole (1990), 
well, 1-acc is a clllcial determinant, perhaps the final determinant, "fthe soci;il colllpo- 

caruSi (1')!,1). These debates pro and co~ltra theory have come into sharp focus around the work sition of intellectual life .... The national situation, in other words, in which intellectu- 

of J ,M,  coctzee: see the 1989 special issue of. Jornr~zal of Literary Studies (5,2), pal-ticularly als and literary artists work imposes on them a politics of agency (Attwell 1993:23), 

~ i ~ h ~ , ~ l  vaughan's 'Should 'r11eory be Accountable?'. The role of theory is defended in 
J . M , c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  and David A(twcll (ed), Dorrbli~lg thv Poirzl: Essays alzd lfzterviews (1992). For oncerned with scvolutionary discipline, and an agency 

of the states of theory in the broader African context see the special editioll On 

critical theor-y Arrican literature, Research in Afi-ican Literatldres 21,l (1990). 
Joilns()n (1994) on the dangers of iruporting metropolitan theory. has to do with the concept of nationhood ... that is, with questions of inclusion 2nd 

exclusion, of finding Or not finding a place for one's own particular story within the 
5 r~ . l l e  SAVAL, papers collected in 1989, in which Degenaar's essay appeared. signal a gel1era1 framework of the broader, national narrative .... Coetzce's narrative of colollialisrn 
s,delinlng of Marxislll in favour of post-str~~cturalist theory. Contributors range froln conceding has dralnatized this situation i~nplicitly in terms of rivalling nationalisms; in  this re. 
~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ' ~  lilll;ted usefulness for collscientising and ~nobilising (Canlsi), to delnoting Marxism spcct, he has not shared the view of more strictly Marxist revisionists, for wholn 

the grounds of its teleology (MacCallurn), its CI-ude understandillg of ideology ('pait), 
i ts  untlercslimation of tllc transcendent.potential of aesthetic production (Green), and its Ovcres- of race and nationlzood have been (Attwell 1 993:241; e,a, j, 
tilnation of the potential of political action before the intransigence of the collllnodit~ forin ((Ie 
la portc.: .yoLrrh Afiicalz Sociel>ifor Gelleral Literary Sludies IX (Potcllefstroom). is a cturalism to indict a logocentric SoutIl African ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ t  
lT,arked shift away from (he SAI44L papcrs of 1988, particularly those by Wilhelln Liebenbcrg ic reductionism and historical determinism that has 
and ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ d  Nethersole, which evidence a more cautious welcome to p0st-struct~lraiistn, and ee Deacon (1991), Robinson (1991), and Greenstein 
reg,sler its in the politicised context of South Africa But traces ofthe te~tained fantasies of a post-structuralism limbering up 

deIno[ion of Marxisln in favour of Derrida's undermining of totalising discourses can livers of Marxism and modernity will have to be brought 
already be glimpsed in Bert Olivier's Paper. 
- -- 
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Rather than accepting 'the class-based notion of nation-in-the-making' analysis of 
Marxists historians, Attwell (1993:99) proposed that the South African context of 
colonialist postcolonialism is best understood via 'early Derridean deconstruction'7, 
The 'dramatic confluence of post-modern ideas and the history making exigencies of 
a society in turmoil' (Attwell 1993: 125) necessitates a more sophisticated theoretical 
model than class. There is also a need to go beyond the Marxist's 'strong emphasis on 
national history and historiography' (Attwell1993a: 105). Clearly, either way, whether 
emphasising class struggle or emphasising national history, the Marxists are always 
on the losing side of this analytic dichotomy before a victorious post-Marxist and 
post-nationalist post-colonial theory. It appears that '[plostcolonialit~ has become a 
privileged site, for instance, for theorising and examining tellsions and links between 
post-structuralism and historical discourses' (Attwell 1993b:4) in a way that cOnven- 
iently vindicates claims for 'post-Marxism'. 

Leon de Kock's (1993:44) survey of the various states of South Africanliterary 
theory concluded that a post-structuralist post-colonial theory has the potential f0 ious divisions arose between structuralists and social historians9, one area ofagree- 

was Ihe necessity of viewing political power through the lens of, but not reduced 
a deliberate, politica]ly-motivated focus on a past conceived as 'colonial', in order to 
contribute to the undoing of a present in which the traces of colonial conditioning ar 

pceived still to survive. 

~~t in the light of confident utopian claims for 'a meeting-place here between post- 
Marxian and post-structuralist discourses of textuality' (Willoughby 1994:43)9 De ISock 

his optimism regarding South African 'posts' theory: 

contextual constraints in criticism (De Kock 1995:67-8). 

~~t a perceived affinity between the 'posts' that centres on the notion of differ- 

ence and concern with discourses of oppression leads De Kock (1995:69) to rant pluralism takes precedence over divisive socio-political imperatives, 
a pragmatic borrowing or hricolage of 'post-' theories and the redeployment ofthem 
'in a decidedly context of counter-narrative' . More recently De KOck (1996:27) 
has claimed that the 'greater discursive reflexivity' afforded by theory gives the 'On- lisrn (1975) to stress the role of the State and the mobility of class relations. The structur- 

temporary theorist 'the (unfair) advantage of metacritical a ~ X e n e s s ' .  The new ap- 
arxists were criticised by the Thompsonian revisionist social historians associated with 

proacl, proceeds on the basis of relationship between the "textual" and the "mate- 
rialv facets of llistory which recognises the discursive basis of historical depiction' 
( D ~  ~~~k 1996~25). Taking discourse seriously represents an advance over an 
emphasis on capital, class, and official politics' that stressed binary o~positions, and 

ul counterpoint to these debates. 

156 157 
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in the revisionist school, to assess the argument of the 'post-Marxists' that the re 
sionists neglected nation and race, and that they were transfixed by binary o ~ ~ o s i t i o  
and economic reductionism to the extent that they ignored the subtleties of discours ica' (Marks 1986:169)11. Revisionists have not taken the saga of rivalling national- 

In 'The Dynamics of Modernisation in South Africa' Legassick (1974:28 s and the poetics of nationhood at face value because 
1972) saw his revisioni 
tively a discussion o f t  the struggle for national liberation (in the sense of struggle against the structures of 

in South Africa'. Nati racial domination) lnay become part of the programme of sections of capital attempt- 

liar historical circums ing to shed racism in the interests of guaranteeing the continuation of capitalism (wolpe 

against which determ 
tal Accumulation and Violence' Legassick (1974:282) critiqued the econo 
reductionism of the SACP and the programme of achieving a classless socialist SO 

ety via the stage of a populist 'national' social democracy: ost-Marxists' (RSVP) 
hat aspects of post-structuralist theories can help South African academics facing 

such a nationalist ideology, devoid of explicit class analysis, could become the inst 
rnent of different classes among the African population. 

~ u n d  post-modernism and post-str~cturalism, or the amenability of. these theories to 
Legassick's 'The Fro n intellectualist depoliticisation, some responses to the appeal of ' p o s t - ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ '  can 
discussion of the interrelationship of race and class. ~ e ~ a s s i c k  (1980:48) questio 
the prospect of natio The post-modern disenchantment with Marxism's goal of the disalienation of 
confines of capitalis 
ology': racism is no 
cation, and racism is not merely functional to capital but an independent vari 
'Race' is conceptualised as an overdetennination by different interactions and causatl Mam detects the hidden functioning of capitalism. At the heart of the process ofeman. 
among the different levels in the social formation (economic, political, ideological ci~ation and the coming to consciousness he places the disalicnation of labour.power, 
a historic context where 'race' is elaborated in terms of material and discursive con In this way he believes he has identified and denounced the original crime from 

dictions that can serve to blur racial distinctions"'. is born the unhappiness of modernity: the exploitatio~l of the workers, And like a 
One reason that the revisionists treated the promise of a unifying nationh detective, he imagines that by revealing 'reality'-i.e. liberal society 2nd econom. 

with caulion might be that it has often been accompanied by the liberal idea that its-as a fraud, he is allowing humanity to escape its great plague, Today know 
that the October Revolution only succeeded, under the aegis ofMarxism, and that any 
revolution only does and will succeed, in opening the same wound again. The locali- 
zation and the diagnosis may change, but the same illness re-emerges in  this rewrit- 
ing. iVfarxists believed that they worked to disalienate humanity, but the alienatioll of 
lnan has been repeated in a barely displaced form. 

Ireland was seen as 

(University of Cali 
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Lyotard's verdict shows signs of a disillusionment with the utopian ~ r o m i s e  inherent etween "militant" delirium and skepticism', but he accepts the Marxian description 
in Marx coupled with an impatience with institutionalised Marxist theory (see his f material forces even if he has lost faith in the prescriptive solution of collective 
irreverent Econor~zie libidinale, and Instructions paiennes). But such claims need to ion enacted by a narrative subject, the proletariat. 

be seen in the light of Lyotard's long and continuing engagement with the thought of L~o ta rd  has been smoothly appropriated to a triumphalist, imperialistic, pr-g- 
Marx. Even the more recent concentration on Kant, particularly the third Critique, can tist, American cultural politics that, in the absence of any legitimating narrative, 
be seen as part of an effort to rethink the notions of production and culture. Lyotard lares that what is right is what works. Richard Rorty (1982, 1991) popularised a 
(1993: 10, 276) has always worked within Marxian analytic categories, attending to t-modernist bourgeois liberal Lyotard resigned to the laissez faire of competing 
the 'logic of Capital, the aspect of Marxism that remains alive', even if by 1982 he has r~retations of the world, and appropriated post-structuralism to American pragma- 
grown more sceptical of the 'revolutionary prqject' he advocated at the time of the with the claim that liberalism stands on the pragmatic tolerance of difference. 

Algerian anti-colonial struggle. Still, in 1983 he could write that '[clapitalism, which ley Fish (1985) saw a pragmatist Lyotard who is not only anti-foundational but 

has no philosophy of history, disguises its "realism" under the Idea of an emancipation so comfortably communitarian. These texts reflect the intersection of libertarian free 

from poverty' (Lyotard 1988: 155). The bourgeois discourse of emancipation is firmly arketeers and neo-conservative American thinkers characteristic of Reaganism12. 

located within systemic capitalism: The performative criteria of functional efficiency and normative legitimation 
, of course, precisely what Lyotard criticises as the hegemonic technological crite- 

The econolnic genre's hegemony over the others can certainly Put on the garb an n of capitalism. Rather than sharing the American free-market euphoria or indulg- 
emancipatory philosophy of history. More wealth, more security, more adventure* outright defeatism before the globalisation of capitalism, Lyotard (1988: 180) reg- 

etc. (Lyotard 1988: 178). rs a 'disillusioned feeling (ressentiment?)' produced by 'a reformism [that] cannot 
ake anybody happy': 

solete, even tedious, about it' because the metaphysical force or subject of the n Reformism accepts the stakes of the economic genre (capitalism) even while priding 

tive of Marxism, the proletariat, has now 'dissipated into local institutions' ; there itself on redistributing the result of the exchange more equitably .... But just as the 
hope surrounding its birth was not vigorous, so the disillusionment linked to its de- 

longer any universal subject of history, the cline is not a sublime feeling either. Sulking, we go back to exchangei3. 

bourgeois discourse of elnancipation and communal organization connected with it, 
that is, liberal 'late' capitalism, now look like the only survivors and winners after r L~o ta rd  it is reformist accommodationism that must be resisted. It is simply wrong 

two centuries of struggle. 
attribute to Lyotard the claim that the modernist grand narrative of emancipation 

See Geras (19871, and Bernstein's (1991) powerful critique of Rorty's liberal utopianism, 
debate between Rorty and Derrida on the relationship between deconstruction and prag- 

ism, what is retained is the Marxian perception that '[clapital gives political hegemon m see Chantal Mouffe (ed), Deconstruction and Pragmatism (1 996). 
to the economic genre' (Lyotard 1988:141). Like Marx, Lyotard (19931115) wishest 
contest this hegemony and the 'mechanistic economy, whose principle is the sear According to L~otard's (1988) translator, what is doomed to failure is the 'liberalist gesture 

for an optimal relation between expenditure and production': 

'economic' society is a machine and ought to obey the rule of the best possi- 
ble cost/benefit ratio, for all types of results and investments. 

What Lyotard (1993: 115) questions is the ability of Marxist criticism to provide a wa veal themselves as they manoeuvre to contain transformations of the status quo. political 
out when 'the ghost has now vanished, dragging the last critical grand narrative with 
off the historical stage'. Perhaps Lyotard (1993:60,114) remains withill 'the impas 

160 161 
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associated with Marx has been superseded by a post-modernist, 'late capitalist', bour- 
geois emancipatory pluralism that negates class analysis. Furthermore, the identifica- - . 7 -  

tion of post-modernism and 'post-industrial society' is, as The Post-modern Condition this condition that deconstruction will provide itself the means with which to inter- 
(Lyotard 1979) puts it, a 'working hypothesis'. Lyotard complicates any linear, tele- in the field of oppositions that it criticizes, which is also the field of nondiscursive 
ological reading of the 'post-' in post-modernism, and appears to want to draw out a forces. 
sense of the post-modern as an affirmative rather than a nostalgic modality of the 
modern. As he remarks, referring to the 'responsibility to thought' that his own work 
affirms: '[tlhis is the way in which Marxism has not come to an end' (Lyotard 1988: 17 

In 'Onto-Theology of National-Humanism' Derrida (1992:7,10,7) asks 'what 

n7e post-structuralist deconstruction associated with the work of Jacques Derri history of the concept or of national identity as such', 'the structure of national 
also bears a complex and sustained relationship to the Marxian corpus. One can rea ciousness', and draws attention to the international academic marketplace, the 

an appeal for an 'open' Marxism in the 1971 interviews collected in Positions, not titutional phenomena and 'all the political stakes that meet up here', Derrida 

mentioll the reference to Marx on commodity fetishism and on Stirner's confusion 2118) focuses on the differences between philosophical discourses within geopo- 
propriety and property in the 1971 'White Mythology' (in Margins o fphi loso~hy) ,  as and national borders, 'among other things the place today of the Anglo-Ameri- 
well as the sustained examination of the notion of exappropriation as a Denidea idiom in the socially and economically most powerful legitimating discourse', 
transionnation of Heidegger's Ereigizis that foregrounds property and appropriation en within the same linguistic milieu different contexts reshape t h e o r e t i c ~ - ~ h i l ~ -  
Marx haunts the discussion of Hegel and Bataille in the 1967 'From a Restricted to hical speculation to serve specific ends. For Derrida (1992: 17) T/le Gernlan 1deol- 
General Economy' (in Writiizg and Difference), and these texts make nonsense of th 
claim that deconstruction is a response by the French left to the failure of May '6  

shows that 'Marx was no doubt one of the first, perhaps the first, to suspect lu- 

Indeed, post- 1968 (or more precisely post- 1972 according to Michael Ryan 19824 
ly' the connection between nationalism and philosophy. 

Derrida has stressed his relationship to Marx with greater frequency. Dexida's (198011 In 'Spectres of M a x '  Derrida (199458) defends the emancipatory spirit of 

account of this shift throws light on the notion of strategy in deconstruction: xism against the nee-liberal euphoria of the market economy. The worldwide market 

I insist upon the opelz marxism. As you probably know, the situation has changed 
completely in France since Positiorzs. At that time, as marxism was the dominant 
ideology among French intellectuals I was anxious to mark the distance between ... will not be treated without at least the spirit of the Marxist critique, the critique of 
marxism and what I was interested in so as to maintain the specificity of my own the market, of the multiple logics of capital, and of that which links the state and 
work. In the space of four or five years, however, marxism has ceased to be the domi- international law to this market. 

nant ideology. 1 don't want to exaggerate but I would say that marxists are now almost 
ashamed to call themselves marxists. Though I am not and have never been an ortho- rrida (1994:58) points Out that the sense of 'post-Marxism' felt by his generation 
dox marxist, I am very disturbed by the anti~narxism dominant now in France so that, s a reaction to the events of the 1950s and before, roughly the Moscow trials and 
as a reaction, through political reaction and personal pr~f~rellce, I am inclined to 
consider myself more marxist than I would have done at a time when Marxism was erepression in Hungary, that these factors undoubtedly influenced the development 

sort of fortress14. f deconstruction, but this was 110t 'out of conservative or reactionary motivations1 or 

l 4  In the spirit of open Marxism, Jan~eson (1 991:406) has pointed to 'the distinctions that have nY affinity with those 'who find the means to puff out their chests with the good 

to be respected between an examination of historical events, an evocation of larger class and onscience of capitalism, liberalism, and the virtues of parliamentary democracy'. 

ideological conflicts and traditions, and an attention to impersonal socioeconomic patterning ainst the 'gospel of politico-economic liberalism', '[tlhis neo-liberal rhetoric, both 

systems (of which the well-known thematics of reification and commodification are examples bilant and worried, manic and bereaved, often obscene in its euphoria', 
The question of agency ... has to be mapped across these levels'. For discussions of Marx 994:45,50,56) recalls that 
treatment of cross-class identification see Spivak (1988), Amuta's (1989:71-75) discussion 
the 'crisis of Marxism', and Jameson (1990). In chapter 5 of Outside in the Teaching Machi 
(1993) Spivak argues that Derrida's co~nmitment to an open Marxism is accompanied by a [dleconst~ction has never had any sense or interest, in my view at least, except as a 

insufficient knowledge of the Marxian project. radicalization, which is to say in the tradition of a certain Marxism, in a certain 
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of Marxism15. y theorists need to be scrutinised to determine what version of history, and what 
Deconstruction certainly seeks to question the hegemony of the 'political' as a ossible future, is being endorsed. 

determinant, transcendental referent, usually in the form of history, that must contain Department of English 
all enquiry. But the deconstruction of history should not be confused with its University of Durban-Westville 
dematerialisation. Like Lyotardian post-modernism, deconstruction also acknowledges 
a responsibility and obligation to the political which takes the form of a local, strategic 
intervention, an intervention attuned to historical changes within specific generative 
contexts. The revaluation of Marxism by French theorists occurred in a specific insti- 
tutional and political context in which they sought to challenge what they saw as an 

don: Zed books. 

entrenched Marxist orthodoxy. But in the wake of the events of 1989, the collapse of llt,David 1990. The Problem of History in the Fiction of JM Coetzee. In Trump,  ti^ 
: Rendering Things Visible. Johannesburg: Ravan Press. 

communism and the decline of the left in its principal variations, Derrida warns against 
a complacent neo-liberal jubilation, a new dogmatism that is setting in today. The 
ideal remains to go beyond the paraphrastic distribution of the old social roles. David 1993. J.M. Coetzee: South Africa and the Politics of Writing. Berkeley: univer- 

sity of California Press. 
ttwell, David 1993a. Interview: Homi K. Bhabha. Current Writirzg: Text and  ti^^ in 

uthern Africa 5,2:100-113. 

Conclusion ell, David 1993b. Introduction. Current Writing: Text and Receptiofz in Sout/Ler17 

Marxism has never been the dominant ideology in South African ~ n ~ l i s h  literature : 1-6. (Special issue on post-colonial theory.) 

departments, and the situation has changed dramatically since the Marxist revisionist 
Derek 1994. Trusting the Other: Ethics and Politics in J.M. C o e t ~ e ~ ' ~  Age o f ~ r o r l ,  

uth Arlarztic Quarterly 93,159-82, 
hey-day of the 1970s and early 1980s. Contemporary arguments for 'post-~arxism' sicin, Richard J 1991. The New Constellation. Cambridge: Polity Press. 
have presented themselves as reactions to a hegemonic revisionist left historiographical zoli, Belinda 1981. The Political Nature of a Ruling Class: Capital and ~ d ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~  ill south 
discourse intent on political supervision of literary-critical culture. But these argu- ica 1890-1933. London: Routledge and Kegan Paul. 
ments appear reactive in a way that discloses ideological affinities with other self- , Belinda & Peter Delius 1990. Radical History and South African Society. Radical 
serving readings of the signs of the times. Although there are ~ rob lems  with Marxist y Review 46/47: 13-45. 

historiography and with post-modernism and deconstruction that I have not explored 
here, their misrepresentation by South African literary theorists reveals more than 
dubious scholarship. I believe that the use of post-structuralist theory to further 

undy, Colin 1986. Re-ntaking the Past: New Perspectives in South Africa11 Historiography, 
Cape Town: University of Cape Town. 

rnarginalise rather than critically engage with Marxian analysis serves only to ensure arusi, hnamaria 1991. The Postcolonial Other as a Problem for Political Action, ~~~~~~~l of 
that a more circumspect version of a revindicated and opportunistic liberal-humanism Literary Studies 7,3/4:228-238. 
remains the resilient ethos. Gestures to historical positionality by South African liter- hapman, Michael 1985. Literary Studies in South Africa: Contexts of Value and Belief, E ~ ~ ~ -  

ish Academy Review 3: 145-162. 
l 5  Samuel Weber (1983) has warned against the universalisation of post-stmcturalism in the apman, Michael 1989. The Critic in a State of Emergency: Towards a Theory of Reconstruc- 
U.S. that ignores the strategic elements in the work of imported theorists, and Giles Gunn n. Theoria 74: 13-30. 
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Thoughts About Discourse Comprehension 

Thoughts About Discourse Comprehension symbol and meaning, and to avoid polysemy and figurative use. Substitute languages 
such as sign languages for the deaf, comprise of concepts which are to some extent 
patterned on those of natural languages but their different expressive machinery has 

Nils Erik Enkvist given them a life of their own. Ideographic writing systems such as Chinese, again, 
functions in such a way that the same set of written symbols can represent different 

What is Involved in Understanding Discourse? 
There are two very basic problems buried under my question. The first has to do with relentless development of 
understanding and comprehension. The second problem is the meaning of 'discourse'. en texts: the Lord's Prayer 
It has often been convenient to luake a distinction between text and discourse. One of shape of 161 1, its meaning 

tlle corntnon ways of doing so is to define discourse as text plus situational context, 
and conversely text as discourse minus situational context. To cite once again a classic But natural la~lguages in the narrow sense-here, human codes for communi- 

example: if there is a sign saying 'No Smoking' on the wall of a lecture room, the sign 
qualifies as discourse. But if a linguist takes down the sign and puts it on his desk in of the natural codes 

order to analyse its syntax, it turns into text. Those fond of rigorous definitions might 
object that even on the linguist's desk, 'No Smoking' has the context of a syntactic and paralanguage. Language is structured in ways amenable to description 
example. We call sa~isfy the practical linguist, though not necessarily the philosopher, es simple structural 
if we dciine sit~~atiorlal co~ztext as a conte.ct of basic fi~nctiort, that is, the context in often include matters such as 

which the utterance was originally used in real-life cornmunication. 'Was originally dent, strained, etc.), loudness, 
used', here, Inay be n~odified into 'was or could be used' to allow for invented, imagi- the like. The history of linguistics teaches us that features once regarded as 

nary examples. But we rnight add that discourse linguists generally try to avoid in- 
venting examples. They prefei- authentic materials to inventions of armchair data where 
the linguist fancies weird sentences and passes subjective judgements on their linguis- 
tic status. Beyond paralanguage are inarticulate noises, such as cries expressing pain or 

My 'basic function' also turns out to be an oversimplification if we start think- uckles expressing happiness. Still, their meanings are often situationally describ- 

ing, for instance, about people who quote texts such as the Bible or classic poems to 
support an argurnent. Problems of allusion and quotation have been studied at great shared by groups speaking 
length, but I must here withstand the temptatioll of discussing such multiple contexts 1 of then1 universal. 

and contextual transfers. So, there is a vast number of codes of behaviour which carry meaning. In some 

There arc otllcr basic texrns that may need explication. One of them is conzmu- tures you are expected to remain standing when you enter somebody's dwelling, in 

~~icatinrz. Comlnunicatio~~ can be broadly defined as the transfer of ii~formation from crs you must sit down at once to avoid offence. In some cultures, bad news, even of 
one individual or group to another. A natural language-a spoken, and ~ e r h a p s  also death of one's dearest, should be told with a smile. Doing the wrong thing signals, 
written, language which can be learned by children through exposure in their immedi- bcst, ignorance. In many cultures, ignorant foreigners, identifiable for instance by 

ent or dress, are more readily excused than natives. If no excuses exist, such aber- 

systems such as traffic signs also communicate. The same is true of artificial lan- t behaviour turns into bad manners or even wilful offence. When cultural codes 

p a g e s  patter~led on natural ones, such as Esperanto. 'They supposed to be easy to erations, the old conserva- 

learn for international communication. Symbolic languages such as formulae in chem- oes off when visit- 

istry or mathematics or formal logic try to maintain a one-to-one relationship between society (namely my own) 
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where older people accuse the younger generation of bad manners when the young 
move around in stockinged feet. Those who wish to rationalise this particular genera- Concerning communication, again, most messages should presumably be in- 
tion gap will say that the young are used to children with muddy boots. Generally, eted in their literal sense. But many are figurative; yet others ironical and carry 
traditions and fashions of clothing are a constant source of discussion and protest. In der l~ing meanillgs opposite to those on the surface. Ironical utterances should be 
many countries of Western Europe you can guess a person's age, or at least solidarity ovided with irony signals, either linguistic or ~ i t u a t i o n a l - c u m - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t i ~ :  if I say 

with a given generation and perhaps political views, from whether that person takes hat a lovely day' when it is raining cats and dogs, people who know me will 
part in a TV discussion in T-shirt and jeans or in a chalk-stripe business suit, shirt and hat my statement can hardly be literally true. I shall not here concern myself with the 

tie. Such features, and countless more, all carry specific meanings for those who are e line distinguishing irony from a lie, however interesting this problem may be, not 
familiar with the traditions of the society in question. And those who move between st in contrasting communicative traditions in different cultures, 
cultures and between traditions have excellent opportunities for causing offence, even All this implies what one might call an optimistic teleological stance. Socie- 

unwittingly, if they do the wrong thing. their conventions and their languages have been a long time developing. What is 
This presents us with another troublesome basic concept, namely meaning. asible and what works is at a premium, what is awkward and risks communication 

Here I must cut an endless discussion very short by simply suggesting, with the struc- ilures has often been lost by erosion in the self-therapy of language. Note for in- 

turalists, that meanings presuppose potential contrasts between alternatives from among ce that the Principles of econolny are different in natural languages from what 

which a speaker or writer may choose. If there is no choice and no alternative, mean- are in symbolic systems of, say, logic or mathematics or bank accounts. Mes- 
ings cannot arise. If there is a society where everybody always drapes herself in the s could be shortened if they were expressed in a language with less built-in redun- 
same way in similar animal furs, contrasts in clothing cannot be used to express mean- ancy and if speakers and writers avoided all needless constructions and all repetition. 

ings such as social status. What is completely predictable cannot carry meaning. In ut as we have already noted, the cost of such apparent economies would be a vastly 

Modern English spelling, as information theorists like to note, the letter q is always reased risk of misunderstanding, comparable to making errors in a bank account. 
followed by u. Hence the u has no meaning and could be left out. If we stop worrying refore, simplistic attempts at applying criteria of economy to natural languages 

about traditions we might just as well spell qeen and qote instcad of queen and quote o natural-language communication are bound to be unrealistic. Relating the effi- 

without losing anything essential. Note that one highly meaningful contrast is that of a grammar to the number of rules (the fewer the rules we need, the better the 
between speech and silence. Some cultures tolerate and even value silence, in situa- cription) is also hazardous. The outcome depends on the form of rules. And then if 
tions where other cultures regard it as an insult. e simplify our description of a language at one point, it is apt to expand at another. 

There is, however, another consideration involved. If we reduce linguistic sig- o description has been achieved of any language with the completeness needed for a 

nals to the minimum needed to express contrasts and thus meanings, we at the same tal overview of descriptive economy. 
time increase the risks of mistakes. When working with accounts for instance, we It is yet another matter that the economies of models of language may well be 

cannot afford errors: every number must be absolutely right. In natural-language dis- nstrued on principles that differ from those of the actual neurophysiological proc- 

course, however, there is a certain amount of redundancy, of 'unnecessary' inf~*a- ses ofthe human brain. There was a classic debate between behaviourists, who claimed 

tion, as well as a set of devices to express hesitation and to correct what went wrong at we learn language by imitation and reinforcement of success, and linguists of the 

Therefore we should beware of too readily defining what may seem like unnecessary, generative-transformational persuasion, who claimed that utterances arise through 

redundant repetition as needless and communicatively irrelevant. Some linguists have rammatical rules made possible by an innate human linguistic capacity. A sceptic 

cited structures such as the Latin omnium bonorum virorum with a genitive ending ght still ask to what extent people actually learn certain common utterances (say, 

attached to every word as an example of needless bother. But in fact this is not news- reetings, sentences occurring frequently in weather reports, and the like) by direct 

sarily so. Repeating a case ending shows that the words belong together, and makes it tation. A person who uses certain utterances very often may well insert them into 

to separate them from each other for instance in poetry, as the Romans indeed discourse as ready-made prefabs, instead of going through the bother of generating 

used to do. And the Fiilnish suuressa vanhassa valkoisessa talossa ('in the large old em anew every time from scratch. Phrase-books for tourists for example try to col- 

white house') the repetition of the inessive -ssa not only cements the words into a ct utterances potentially useful as prefabs. 

phrase, but also signals that the whole phrase has the function of an dverbial  in its Underlying all such considerations is the obvious fact that man is an animal in 
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constallt quest for meanings. Whatever result of a potential choice we hear or see or 
feel we tend to interpret it as meaningful. If we cannot assign factual, referential mean- 
ings to a piece of discourse, we try to interpret it figuratively. This is what makes One requirement for learning a foreign language is to make the necessary 
metaphor possible. If all attempts at finding referential meanings fail, we go on to inctions between sounds. A Finn cannot make a difference between lies and lice or 
establish the pragmatic meaning that piece of discourse has to us in its own specific tand sheet without laborious ear-training and pronouncing drill. We might call this 
situational context. ~n fact, we analyse all utterances as symptoms of a person's char- el of competence phonological competence. It is predominantly a matter ofpercep- 
acter, state, and behaviour. After such a multiple search for meallings it is hard to at least at the initial Stages of language learning where the learner cannot as yet 
imagine that any linguistic, or indeed social, behaviour could be completely meaning- ict sounds from his knowledge of the vocabulary (for instance by knowing that 
less, we respond to interpretative success and failure is an interesting question in e is an everyday English word whereas mize is not). And one can improve one's 
itself, such responses vary with individual and situation. For instance, if I fail to un- tion by practice, just as a few days in Kruger Park will teach a visitor to spot 
derstand an article on physics, 1 blame my own incompetence. But if I fail to under- s hidden to the untrained eye. The difficulties increase when the foreign lan- 
stand a text expressly written for readers like me, such as instructions for my new e and the mother tongue make use of very different phonological devices. For a 
outboard motor or a paper on the linguistics of discourse, I blame the author. MY guess the tones of Chinese and Vietnamese are hard to hear and make, as are the 
is that those who hate modern poetry are unable or unwilling to adjust to the kind of s of several South-African languages. Note that the presence of word tone in, say, 
mental exercise required of the reader, and transfer their feelings of inadequacy on the nest? is Part of the total economy pattern of the language: using tone makes it 
poet, M~~~ rhetoricians have made a distinction between writer-friendly and reader- sible to use fewer phoneme sequences and a more restricted phonotaxis, and in- 
[riendly discourse, and indeed, composition teaching might well concentrate on d increase the repertoire of available words and structures by adding tone. 
ing what is required for a text to be reader-friendly in its particular communicative The next level is, broadly speaking, syntactic competence. I say 'broadly speak- 
situation, I shall return to this question in connection with information structure and because I am here including lexis as part of syntax: what goes into a grammar and 

shared knowledge. t into a dictionary is a choice made by the linguist rather than by the language, 
ical competence also merges into syntactic competence: many languages 
h questions from Statements through intonation, that is, by phonological 

Success Concepts ns. Syntactic Competence involves the ability of distinguishing between words 
we have already seen that it is expedient to distinguish ~ariolls  levels of linguistic alld word forms (the latter a crucial point in synthetic languages with a rich morphol- 
communicative success. partly, these levels presuppose different kinds of conlpetence, ) and between different syntactic patterns. 
,,xtly the greater or less mastery of them will define and colour the linguistic and The highest and most comprehensive level might be called pragmatic con~pe- 
corrtmunicative prowess of a speaker or a writer. the ability of using syntactic structures in a communicatively successful man. 

The first prerequisite of understanding discourse is an ability to assign sounds Y this time the reader may have asked whether there is a specific 'semantic 
to phonemes within the relevant phoneme inventory. Every student knowsthat foreign ~etence ' ,  an ability to operate with meanings. The answer is that all levels of 
languages make use of strange sounds-noises we are tempted to call them-which Petence, phonological, syntactic and pragmatic, are involved with meanings: pho- 
may need long periods of intense ear-training to be properly appreciated. Again, an gical competence with meaningful distinctions between sounds and sound pat- 

I~ native Finnish there is only one sibilant phoneme, /st, which is, very rouglll~, syntactic competence with meaningful distinctions between words and syntac- 
a sound halfway between an English /s/ and /sh/. I say 'native Finnish' because edu- uctures, and praglnatic competence with meaningful distillctions arising from 
catcd Finns know for instance English can distinguish between /sh/ and 1s' and use se of different syntactic structures. I already mentioned the need for understand- 
their non-native /sh/ in recent loan-words and foreign placenames. Native Finnish OnY as different from straight non-ironical language. Another area where we 
lacks voiced sibilant phonemes. When a Finn is beginning to learn English one of his pragmatic competence is the distinction of levels of politeness, most basically in 
first problenis is to learn to hear the difference between four sibilants where his native overt matters such as modes of address, and more subtly in anticipating what 
~ i ~ ~ ~ i ~ h  only has one. (Some Finns in fact voice their /s/ between vowels, but as such understood as good lnanners and what as shocking, discourteous or indecent 
voicing fails to carry meaning it passes unnoticed.) The Finns' sibilant problem may ecific set of communication partners. 
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In applied linguistics, commurlicative competence has been used as a package do we first segment it into phonemes, next analyse its syntax and 
term encapsulating all the different kinds of competence that go into successful corn- attic meaning, and finally place it in a situational context to get at pragmatic 
munication. And many linguists have studied cornnzunication strategies in the sense ning by paralinguistic features? Even common sense tells us that this 
of approaches adopted by speakers whose command of the relevant language is inad- be so. Actual discourse comprehension must be based on a highly complex 
equate for normal expression. One might for instance try gesturing or even speaking Y of the different levels and their concomitant types of competence, with a 
in one's own language and thus transferring the onus of understanding on one's hearer uter we might speak of parallel processing of discourse within a number 
(adopting the anecdotal imperialist attitude embodied in 'everybody ~~nderstands Eng-  ist tic subsystems Understanding discourse is largely a matter of anticipation, 
lish if I speak it loud enough'). And then, success in communication is not a matter of the initial phonemes of an utterance, and at once set about to predict what is 
linguistic skills alone. Despite many years of language study at school, some speak likely to follow, not only in phonology but also in syntax and in pragmatics. 
fail to manage even simple speaking situations. Rut there are others who do very we eeq, experiments show that pragmatics and syntax can override phonology: 
by supplementing a minimal vocabulary and next to no grammar with a splendid ta looking at Your watch and asking, 'whappimeisit?', and your communication part- 
ent for uninhbited gesture and mime. r i s  more likely to say something like 'five past ten' than 'what is pime. 7 * ,  Note that 

A practical question that arises in such situations is the level of tolerance pragmatic competence, anticipating who is likely to say what in a given situation, 
shortcomings in the speech and writing of others. I already touched upon this ve sed on what we might call cultural competence. We must have some experience 
subtle business in with behaviour, and the same principles apply to co people behave, verbally and otherwise, in relevant situations within the rel- 
munication through language. People of the same social class and group will expect 
their partners to follow their own traditional patterns, including ta- 
boos: a young man may tell bawdy stories to his peers but not to a prim elderly aunt. maticality, Acceptability, Appropriateness 
~h~~~ who indulge their linguistic habits outside their own class run the l-isk of being areas of competence used for judgements of communicative success are 
branded as rude or uneducated or offensive, or as over-refined and supercilious. It is ma tical it^, Acceptability, and Appropriateness. In another paper (Enkvist 1990) 
I-,sky lo break the pragmalinguistic conventions (which here includc syntactic and, i n  e called them 'success concepts'. 
speech, phonological ones) of one's hearers and readers. However, a foreign accent First, grammatical it^. Traditionally, linguists have made a distinction between 
lnay ol'ten serve as an excuse. If somebody is obviously a foreigner, he or she cannot at is 'correct' and what is 'wrong'--most of us will remember applications of such 
be to grasp all the niceties of civilised behaviour. To language teachers and dichotomies from our schooldays. Indeed, in culturally homogeneous and stable 
learners this poses a problem. What should be the optimal level of ambition when we ties there readily arises a consensus of 'right' and 'wrong' in language. An inter- 
leal-n a foreign language2? In each specific situation, where is the point of diminishing ng problem is on what authority, on what grounds, such distinctions are made. 
returns, beyond which the hearer's expectations, and requirements, rise without any ugh the schoolteacher's judgements are usually conservative, nobody can claim 
benefit to communication? Often, we learn a language for some specific purpose which equals age: Chaucer for instance used multiple negatives of a kind 
enables us to define the desired competence level. But often, as in the study foreign ern schoolteachers equate with sin. Appeals to authority are also common: the 
languages at school, we ailn at a loosely-defined general competence where reading lers recommend x and stigmatise y, and the Fowlers cannot be wrong. ~ u t  where 

and tourist phraseology is readily weighted at the expense the Fowlers and their colleagues get their authority, their feeling for correctness in 
creative spoken communication. Many of us have been embarrassed because our flu- ? Though people like to appeal to so-called authorities, the ultimate authority 
ent command of a few foreign language phrases and a reasonable pronunciation hav a~~roval-what a social group believes about its language is 'correct' for that 
caused an overestimation of our skills. In tests at school and university, skills ar ndex~ressed by trustees such as the Fowlers. What is 'wrong' is what foreign- 
measured on a pre-set scale reflecting the testers' opinions of the relevant language. I before they have learned the language, or what other social groups say 'be- 
authentic communication, skills are related to the receptor's expectations in a specifi se nobody has succeeded in teaching them to speak correctly'. Note that in situa- 
situation. nsdominated by an educated elite, educated usage becomes the norm. ~ u t  there are 

tiom where social groups get mixed, in armies for instance, and then using an 
comprehensibility, syntactic competence, and pragmatic competence. In norm may be to invite trouble. 
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In another perspective, linguists too must worry about correctness. When a hears linguists trying to end arguments with a categoric my language such a 
grammarian writes a grammar he or she must decide what to approve of and include? so forget it'. But in reality, one of the most basic character- 
or what to exclude, leave out, and perhaps warn against if he or she is of the nOrmativ is that it allows of variation in many dimensions, while 
persuasion, ~ o s t  grammarians in the history of linguistics have relied on their Ow of communication. Ignoring variation means ignoring the 
socially conditioned intuitions, on the views of othe 
out of a body of approved, often literary, texts. Decisions c So, grammaticality, in terms of yes or no, may be a practical aid to grammar- 
becanle even more pressing with the advent of generative-transfomational gram to one variant of language. In linguistics, however, it needs 
N~~ the grammarian's job was to set up formalised rules generating sentences. e classic supplementary concept is ucceptuhi[ i~ ,  T~ study ac- 
tile only way of deciding whether a rule was good or not was to see what it did. uitably selected group of informants how they respond to 
generated good sentences only, the rule was all right; if it generated garbage, it ha language. Would they approve of them and use them, or 
be revised. ~~t the problem is how to distinguish good sent nough to be modified in certain specific ways, so that [he in- 
the rules are there. This is another chicken-or-egg-tYPe of problem. mant can, for instance, turn an affirmative sentence into a negative or a 

That such a simplistic view of right and Wrong co nts were performed in the 1960s at University college rLondon 
as linguistics owed largely to Saussure's (1 95 collaborators (see Quirk 1966; Greenbaunl & ~ ~ i ~ k  1970). 

between lunglie and parole and Chon~sky's (1965:3-15) at they was that sentences can be placed on a scale of acceptability: [here 
competence and pe$omzance. Langue and corllpetence sentences that are approved or rejected by practically all informants, and there are 
social and prcdominanlly mental respectively, which steered people's linguistic be tences where the opinions remain divided. 

haviour, parole and performance were what people act ct judge the acceptability of a certain sentence? presunl.. 
ing, B~ defining linguistics as being mainly concerned iteria is contextualisation. The informants try to tl1illk of a 
alld by usuipin J the privilege of deciding what Was part of this iangile and c0 Id seem natural for them to use that particular sentence, ~f 

tence, a linguist could side-step (he issue and himself decide on what was Prope e is all right; if not, it is no good; and betwee1, these rwo 
what was not, OF course, this was a crude way of cutting a Gordian knot, ignoring mes there is a twilight zone of hesitation, 

well-known fact that linguistic competence consists not of a single but of man If so, the relationship between acceptability and situation is crucial rnougll to 
the choice depending for instance on the situation. TO return 10 my old example' e people have wide ranges of linguistic experience help- 
sergeant uses one norm when addressing squad of recruits, and hope) sentences. Others may lack such experience. uncontrolled 
very different norm talking to his family over breakfast Nor Would we Ion rs readily seep into work with informants. One might imagine that inform- 
tolerate a person who speaks precisely the way he 01- she writes, and vice versa. (in fact students) who spent the morning reading modein poetry would 

~h~~~ have actually been two contrary opinions about such matters. One nd from students who spent the morning studying Gibbon or ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ,  
of linguists and grammarians pretend that the basic system of the language they a hy physical chemistry. Such arguments suggest the need for yet a third sue. 
describing is homogeneous enough to be squeezed into ised acceptability' that we might call a~proIlriu~eness. 

tice, they thelnselvcs to one of the many exi re assuming that utterances have different acceptability 
norm of educated writillg is tacitly assumed to b s: what the sergeant says when drilling is appro- 
breed of linguists are *repared to accept the fact that te for the barracks but not for his family, and the'other way round. what has been 

a vast collec:ion of different sublanguages, situatio ed is in fact a special type of' appropriateness: a sonnet style involves lan- 
gional dialects, socially conditioned variants, and i ge to sonnets, a scientific style to papers in science, a legal style to 

of one single n o m  cannot cOV and and so forth. A full communicative competence will involve the 
fore tile best grammarians are prepared to recognise that they are dealing with a entions across the entire spectrum of language a speaker 
stricted spectrum of language, which they define and limit so as best to serve to the general norms of appropriateness within a family 
future users of their grammars. Or, worse, to satis activities, professional people will thus have to master the language 
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appropriate to their professions. And to appreciate modern poetry, a reader must c forgotten where I am and who I am talking to, or, more charitably, that I wish to 
with its appropriate linguistic conventions which may differ greatly from those ate a point in my argument. In such instances my non-Finnish listeners must 
other kinds of communication. 

Comprehension in toto 
To understand our fellows, we need not necessarily rely on utterances that satis 

e utterance should not be taken literally. 
But if a linguistic description of a piece of discourse cannot tell us whether that 

is comprehensible or not, what criteria can we use instead? The best 
understood, Even sceptics are easy to convince by simple experiments: play a bit is look at the main purpose of communication, which is to transfer infor- 

such observations show that linguistic well-formedness, at whatever level 
define it, is not a good criterion, or necessary condition, of comprehensibility in dis 
course. One reason is context. The situational context of discourse often contribute 

and say 'without these I could not manage' those hearing my text from tape have 

mean. The context of situation is enough, and 'will you please move the *Otor two 
more inches to the left', in the midst of the action, would seem odd at least. Deixis is 

terminology. Fuzz is apt to enter into everyday, non-tenninological language. 
If we were to sum up these principles we might say: A text is comprehensible to 

e who can build around it a scenario in which it makes sense. A text can make 
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be acceptable for either question, though one might be regarded as a ~ ~ r o p r i a t  

to a specific context than the other. 
For the composition teacher, all these matters Should be of vita1 interest. Unfor 

to produce receptor-friendly text, a speakerlwriter does wisely in being aware Of th 
distinction between old (shared) and new information. Generally, she does 

know well than, say, a letter to the editor of a paper with a very varied of reader 

In a wider semiotic sense, styles can exist in any area of human activity in 
may produce very poor written versions of their stories. They may lack the a there is a choice affected by situation. The line betwecn function and style is 
experience of conectly estimating amounts of shared knowledge In face-to-face si Often writ in water. If a basic function can be satisfied by various designs, the,r 

rences count as styles. An airport for instance has a set of basic functions, 
as moving and aeroplanes, passengers and luggage. But these require- 
s can be satisfied by various kinds of architectural solutions, which might [hen 

be included in the school syllabus. 

Style one of the concepts we should briefly discuss is Style. Ever since the 
of rhetoric has heen preoccupied with style, and countless literary scholars and cri 
have spoken and written about style, usually, however, basing dicta On intuit 

style in brief, is an area where hermeneutics and positivism meet and same function, praise of monarch, can be said to appear in two styles, sonnet 

One of the prob]ell1s in stylistics is to what extent such clashes could be 
into a merger. 

T~ style, we might ask how our impre~~ions  of what we 'sty1 

of a tent actually arise One useful answer is, through comparison with Our memori 

of texts we regard as (cf Enkvist 1964; 1973a; 1973b) When we hea 

new text, for instance a sermon, we compare the emerging text with Our memories 
other sermons, 1f we decide the language of the emerging text is similar to that of Oth 
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differences between text and norm. Such an approach cannot d o  justice to the process 

de Gm~ter .  (Research in Text Tlleory 14,) 

Erik 1990. Success Concepts. In Lindeberg, Ann-Challotte, ~ i l ~  ~ ~ i k  E~~~~~~ & 

subjective impressions of styles. 
There is yet another point that arises in connection with style. If we  define st 

as a choice of expression affected by situational context, w e  should also regard 
different codes that occur in code-switching situations as  styles. If a person sp 

3 in Use andAttiturle. London: Longmans, 

sense all studies of code-switching turn out to be studies of style. 
So, style is part of meaning, not merely meaningless surface decoration. For a 

Academy of Finlan 
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nsfer, or interference, of patterns from their mother tongue. Quite logically this 
error analysis and to the theories of interlanguage. By studying the errors lan- 
-learners made, one could detect interference; indeed a contrastive analysis was 
ted to predict what kinds of errors speakers of language X would make when 
ng language Y. It was also understood that all language learners must make mis- 
Their errors are not consequences of original sin but of their living with an 

anguage somewhere between the mother tongue and the foreign language. As 
g proceeds, the interlanguage develops, mainly in the direction awav from the 

er tongue and towards the foreign language. 
What is Contrastive Rhetoric? 

errors students actually made. There were linguists who threw out the baby 
e bathwater and gave up contrastive work altogether. But there were others 

egan wondering why results of actual error analysis so rarely matched contras- 

background. memory and learning, and an overreliance on the simple stimulus-response 
of behaviourism. Nor were individual factors and influences from third Ian- 

cients. There was for instance the contrast between the Attic and Asianic styles. D 
ing the Middle Ages much of rhetoric was preoccupied with style. And the rise of 
vernaculars prompted discussions of the merits of different languages, presuma volve learning sounds, words and syntax, but also its characteristic patterns of 
tacitly including their traditional discourse patterns, as media for different types up discourse, telling a story or presenting and attaclung an argument. In con- 
communication. If we restrict ourselves to the past several decades, however, histo inguistics too, we must venture beyond the sentence and the mechanisms of 
turns more transparent. One powerful impetus for the study of contrastive rheto 

Such a venture seemed increasingly natural as it coincided with the rise of text 

should not restrict themselves to phonology, synlexis, but also observe the traditi 

universal enough to need no attention from language teachers. 
The study of the cultural dimension of discourse came to seem increasi 

natural in a period when both contrastive linguistics and the study of text and 
eager to receive what new help their more theory-minded colleagues could offer. 

Yet another of the sources leading to contrastive rhetoric was contrastive prag- 

Alternntion4,l (1997) 188-206 ISSN 1023-1757 188 189 
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a1 efficiency. And in most instances this 
matic, and conform to established pat- 

A student in a compo~ltion course is not likely to need skills in writing, say, 
rn ~ o c t i c  Prose where departures from tradition are a virtue. He is more likely to 

nd a composition course to karn to write, say, reports, articles and business letters 

of rhetorical discourse patterns in different cultures and languages. ch seem clear and straightforward to their receptor. They are not supposed to dis. 
tor  delight the reader by the use of strange or weird pattcrns. Therefore it is natural 

t composition teachers readily regard alien discourse structures as undesirable. They 

Kaplan's 'Doodles' foreign growths that should be excised in favour of the normal tissue of discourse. 
In terms of discourse comprehension, we might also suggest that a text that 
s established discoursal macropatterns will be easier on the receptor than a text 

rprise. Therefore a text 
rmation. But in utilitarian texts we do 

ish to add to the information content through unnecessary deviance from (he 

Anglo-American discourse was said to be clear and orderly and to proceed in a str 
line. Oriental discourse was circular, looking at its topic from different points of er's job is easier if she knows pre- 

joined by association rather than by strict logic. In Romance cultures, discourse ecific kinds of information she is 

characterised by digressions from the central topic and could be likened to a win ill be more appropriate in another 

road. Semitic discourse was full of parallel c ~ n s t r u ~ t i o n ~  repeatillg what had been But they arc awkward in  marly 

and adding new information bit by bit, which makes it seem inefficient to an Ang us how the members of the Roya] 

American. Russian discourse is also loosely constructed with 10% digressions ciously opting for a new kind of 

abrupt changes which readily makes it seem incoherent. Kaplan bravely illustr 
these patterns with a set of figures. Hence the title 'doodles paper'. their job as making their 

Kap]an was careful to point out that his discourse patterns were idcalised ste nts abandon their native rhetoric for a target-language, for instance ~ ~ ~ l ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ i -  
type of discourse. There are, however, composition teachers who tly to do this 
ernpathy and respect. They are often scholars who have lived with foreign ]an- 

t but transfer their own 
patterns into, say, English. The learners' funny oddities do not necessarily owe 

ket labels such as 'Semitic' and 'Romance'. He had not allowed for differences intelligence or faulty logic or a special type of sin revealed in composition. 

tween different discourse types and styles, different categories of speakers/writ espectable, even verier- 

and so on, In the face of such criticisms, Kaplan has to some extent modified ral patterns into an alien context where they do not cornfortably fit. 

views, adlnitting more diversity and emphasising culture rather than Patterns of thoug e can now see why the teaching of languages in general, and composition in 

as sonnatives of rhetorical patterns. In today's perspective we may still have differe lar, is a touchy process. Teaching rhetoric and argumentation compels the teachcr 
hus with the student's 
wrong place. SilnilarIy 

of alien rhetoric can sully a nice clean argument. How, then, should a teacher 
n optimal motivation through tact? Presumably the students should be shown 
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wants to live happily and even prosperously in, say, an English-language enviro 

habits, Alien rhetoric may cause a negative response without bringillg benefit 

even bar a person from a whole range of occupations. 
Acouple of quotations will illustrate the point. The first cmmes from Edward 

F~~~~ and Peggy Cheong (1987), both teachers of English as a Second Language 
Singapore, They contrast English and Chinese compo~itional patterlls as 

Over the Past few decades, there has grown a well-established institutional 
to cater for the necessary training in foreign-language skills. ~t the tertiary 

& Pcggy Cheong 1987:25.) 

teacl,i,lg English composition to Chinese students, the tone of her reports is stablishments, for instance by teaching languages for specific purposes to non- 
1 3 ~ ~ i ~ ~  ex$aillcd the role of rhetoric and memorising of traditional texts in Chin ge students, and by providing their universities with various services such as 

education, gave a nulnber of examples of Chinese students' com~ositions in tion and the vetting of translations. The third type of language-teaching estab- 

lish, and summed up: 

tradition have done more than become literate. They have learned how to beha In the Past few years these diploma colleges have been merged with universi- 
to say, and how to say it. They have gained entrance to the beauty, of the tra their syllabus was expanded SO as to give the graduates ordinary university 

beauty, of a cellturies-old~literary tradition and the right and the privilege to contl Finally, a fourth type of institution interested in contrastive rhetoric is the 
ute to i t ,  our responsibility is surely to trqi to understand and appreciate, lo admit of ~ccnomics .  There are three independent schools of this hnd ,  and a few 

of our own rhetoric, and to realize [hat logics different from our Own are ithin the administrative structure of universities. 
necessarily illogical (Matalene 1985:807.) To the student of contrastive rhetoric, such a bird's-eye view shows how one 

country has tried to build an infrastructure for the teaching of internationally 

thought around these two quotations. on to its neighbouring disciplines as follows: 
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theory of text & discourse 

ing composition in English to Chinese students may serve as a case in point. 
the development of economic and cultural traffic between the West and Eastern 

, studies of rhetorical traditions in English and other European languages in com- 
son with composition in Chinese, Japanese, and Korean for instance, have multi- 
d. There is already a very large bibliography of relevant studies, of which only a 
could be included among the references of the present paper. 

It is of course a truism that cultures with different discourse types and genres 
ontrastive problems, as do cultures with widely differing politeness patterns 

do questions of intercultural rhetoric become of interest in applied linguistics, 
teaching of + + teaching of pragmatg ot only in folklore, social anthropology and other more purely academic pur- 
composition skills in interaction, 
and style negotiation, business 

AS the figure shows, studies of contrastive rhetoric can be sought under various 11 
ings. One area containing relevant materials is cornposition and rhetoric. Anoth ems in the Study of Intercultural Rhetoric 

study of oral interaction, which is a central topic in pragmatics and in conversat linguist, especially a linguist trained in the traditions that concentrate on the 
analysis. There is a growing body of data on interactiorl in business negotiations (e ure of individual sentences, intercultural rhetoric brings with it a body of new 
Graham et al. 1987 8~1992). And yet another is translation and interpretation, with s beyond the reach of syntactic methodology. These problems are caused by 

enormous and rapidly growing bibliography. that rhetoric deals, not with individual sentences but with culture-bound 

accident. There is in fact no a priori reason why contrastive rhetoric could not his discovery process poses its own peculiar problems that must be solved, 

ustrialised and agrarian, national and tribal, and so on-text types and their 

not prevent progress. 
I have touched upon these matters because experience shows that in acade 

bureaucracies, labels can sometimes prevent departments as well as individual 

194 195 
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The main obstacles in the way of the contrastive rhetorician might be liste es of politeness levels. How such levels are exposed is usually a matter both of 
under three major headings. First there is the problem of observation. Contrasti rical macropatterns and of langue-specific syntactic and lexical structures. Simi- 
rhetoric implies a contrastive study of cultures and of cultural backgrounds. Each one might assume that certain economic transactions are culturally widespread 
vestigator is, however, bound by his own culture and its categories. He is therefore n hat functions such as buyinglselling, lending/borrowing and the like have their 
likely to notice at once the relevant meaningful features of an alien culture. One m n culture-and-language-specific exponents. One might then go on to compile a list 
say that there is a parallel here between cultural structure and phonological struct niversal social functions-getting food, eating, drinking, sex, child-bearing, find- 
When analysing a language the linguist does not know, he must first learn to perceiv shelter and dwellings, and so on-and once again look for their expressions in 
the phonetic distinctions that are capable of distinguishing meanings. Only after tr scourse and in linguistic resources. When comparing more closely related cultures 
ing his ear to catch such distinctions, many of which at first seem bewildering can of course make lots of shortcuts in areas where patterns have been found to be 
subtle, can the linguist go on to work on syntax, lexis and discourse. Similarly the e or less identical and their differences more or less irrelevant to contrastive rheto- 
analyst of cultures must first learn to observe the meaningful distinctions and feature 
of social behaviour in the alien culture. Only then can he go on to correlate discourse There is all the same a risk of overlooking differences that exist between such 
with cultural patterning. This we might call the problem of observation. ed cultures. It came as a surprise to many students of languagc that certain text 

When we have learned to observe and define relevant cultural features we m s, such as scholarly articles, tend to have different macro structures in different 
next try to categorise them, to systematise them in a way relevant to our purpose. T opean languages. Medical articles for instance may follow somewhat different 
is the second major problem, which might be labelled as the problem of catego tterns. And comprehensive studies of scholarly papers in English and in Finnish 
tion. Should we be ambitious enough to try a categorisation which is not only tail est conspicuous differences in rhetorical approach (Mauranen 1993). Newspaper 
ad hoc for one specific problem, but which is supposed to have more general validit rials too differ between Finnish, English and German. Even schoolchildren's es- 
across many cultures and linguistic groups, we might call our problem a question 0 s are differently constructed. Data of these kinds have given rise to widespread 
fillding a tertium comparationis. In some situations it may suffice to say that John i ation of why such differences exist. Though Finnish, a non-Indo-European lan- 
taller than Peter. But if we want to relate John and Petcr to a larger population, o , has a structure very different from that of most European langua, 0 ~ 5  ,:, I ~ S  ' seman- 
compare one hundred people, we will find it convenient to operate with feet and in apparatus makes it perfectly capable of expressing what one might call standard 
In this sense, a tertium comparationis is a concept, or set of concepts, that can be atterns of thought and culture. It is therefore more plausible to believe that 
as a basis for comparison. When we measure length or distance we do so in terms o ences owe to tradition. Members of a given nation have learned to express 
kilometres, metres, centimetres and millimetres, or miles, yards, feet and inches. W mselves in certain ways and have been exposed to discourse that follows the pre- 
we measure weight we use, among other measures, kilograms or pounds, and SO for d national pattern. Such patterns are then unwittingly transferred into a foreign 
Each of these systems is a system of tertium comparationis: if we wish to compa uage as well. Perhaps one of the features that mark a text as near-native rather 
things, we use a tertium comparationis such as a measure of distance or weight. An n as native is a subtle disregard of idiomatic rhetorical patterning: a near-native text 
then we compare the measurement. by definition, one that succeeds in avoiding major syntactic and lexical errors but 

Similarly, if we wish to set up a general system for the comparison of cult ich nevertheless strikes a native reader as somehow not quite right. 
and of their concomitant discourse types, we shall need a tertium comparationis c For the practical teacher and translator, such observations are, of course, highly 
ble of bringing out the features relevant for our comparison. The ideal tertlu le. One of the translator's problems is to decide when to produce discourse 
comparationis would be universal in the sense of offering an apparatus for compar follows the rhetorical macropatterns of the relevant target culture, bravely jetti- 
any and all cultural features that can be found in human society. A priori one mi those of the source text. In practice this may even mean giving up the para- 
assume that all cultures make use of some kind of politeness patterns: some types nd sentence structures and even the overall disposition of the source text. And 
behaviour, i~icluding linguistic behaviour, are more appropriate than others in a give h apparent disrespect for the source text may well lead to clashes of opirlion be- 
type of situation. Who is supposed to be polite to whom and under what circumstance een author and translator, or translator and the person editing text for publication. 
is likely to be a more culture-specific problem: age, rank, wealth, education, occup avoid such altercation we need increasingly sophisticated information and educa- 
tion, gender, family relationship, status, and situation-bound role are likely to affe in the cultural and linguistic relativity of rhctoric. 
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The Tertium Cornparationis guages. English has relatively rigid word order patterns because word order sig- 
Many lists of linguistic and cultural features have been set up to cover the whole S, among other things, the difference between subject and object (the lion bit the 
spectrum of factors affecting contrastive rhetoric. I shall present yet another such lis r does not mean the same as the tiger bit the lion). Latin or Russian or Finnish, 
organising and grouping the factors by categories well known in modern linguistic ever, mark the difference between subject and object with a case ending (Nero 

First come syntactic arid lexical factors. They comprise the mechanisms of r-fecit Agrippina~n is cognitively equivalent to Agrippinam Nero interfecit and 
cohesion and coherence within and between sentences and text units. To the text-and ippinarn interj6ecit Nero), and use word order to indicate meanings for which Eng- 
discourse linguist, the sentence is not autonomous: the job of a sentence is to contrib needs other means (Agrippinam inte$ecit Nero would thus translate into 'It was 
ute to the flow of info~mation through the text. Therefore the sentence must be linked who killed Agrippina' or 'Agrippina was killed by Nero' because Agrippiiza 
to what went before, and provide links to what comes after. In English, the general Nero would play havoc with the meaning). Articles and demonstratives are an- 
trend is to begin sentences with so-called old information which is supposed to be er factor to reckon with in such studies. 
familiar to the receptor. It can be familiar for various reasons: it can be known to Finnish has no articles in the English sense. So, Auto on talon talcana translates 
everybody thanks to the human condition and life under the same stars (like nose, foot, e car is behind the house', whereas Talon tukana 0 1 2  auto should be rendered as 
wute~; sun); it can be known to a particular group such as a nation or family (Bill is a car behind the house', or 'behind the house there is a car'. Existential con- 
Clinton, Hurnrnelvik, Annette); it can be known because it is present in the situational ons, such as the English there is, have their function in starting a structure when 
context (this window needs waslzing); and it can be known because it has been men- s no suitable old information or other starter available. 
tioned in the previous discourse (Charlie came Izonze. He was tired.). Various mecha- Such mechanisms, then, regulate the form of sentences to adapt them to serve 
nisms are available to place old information early in the sentence: choice of words t strategy, that is, the overall governing principle which regulates the informa- 
(Si~sie bought the curfrorn Peter/Peter sold the car to Siisie) fronting by syntactic ow through the text. To students and teachers of rhetoric a mastery of these 
structure such as the passive (Peter sold this car to Susie / Tlzis car was sold to S~isie hanisms is crucially important. They are what makes a text flow smoothly, if that 
17)) Peter), fronting without further syntactic change (I have read this book/This book esired, or in a broken and seemingly incoherent manner if such effects are indi- 
I lzr~ve reucC). If we place new information early in the sentence, we must warn our ed, in flction for instance to reveal that a character is upset. The important point is 
receptor, by cleft (It was to Potchefstroonz that Nils went, said to somebody who a1 ize that the text is the father of the sentence, and that text strategies come before 
ready knows that Nils went somewhere but does not know where), or by stress-cum- ntactic formation of individual sentences. Giving a sentence its textual fit, its 
intonation (Nils went to POTchefstroom, with stress and a high falling tone on POT rmity with the text strategy, is not a cosmetic surface operation polishing the 
(Enkvist 1979). These phenomena have become increasingly well known through s it is already there. Textual fit is a far more basic requirement, detemnlin- 
ies making use of terms such as theme and rheme, topic and comment, focus of words as well as the syntactic structure of a sentence. To modern text 
presupposition, ful~ctional sentence perspective, information structure, and end wei iscourse linguists this is so obvious that it seems curious that grammarians and 

Instead of the old-information-first strategy, a speaker, and sometiines wr ers of composition have, through the centuries, spent so much time and effort on 
can opt for a crucial-information-first strategy. While in South Africa, one of my h ctic phenomena within individual sentences, while overlooking the fundamental 
came to me with a tray and asked, 'What would you like to drink?', and I answered, 'A tions of text strategies and information flow. It is the text strategy and the infor- 
glass of white wine I would like very much'. 'The choice of wine was the crucial n flow that actually determine which of the available syntactic and lexical struc- 
inihrmation, the rest in the nature of a polite afterthought. In dialogue, a crucial-infor- s a speaker or writer will choose in each particular instance. 
mation-only strategy is extremely kommon. If somebody asks me, 'Where are you Similar problems arise when we look at the ways in which text units are linked 

going next?', the answer, 'To Potchefstroom', would be more natural than 'Next I am - xt and discourse. In my terminology, a paragraph is a typographical unit, a 
going to Potchefstroom'. We economise by omitting what can be readily inferred, and of writing whose beginning and end are marked, for instance by indentation. A 
an admonition such as 'you must always answer with a complete sentence' reminds us nit on the contrary is a chunk of text which coheres by some linguistic device 
of pedantic language teachers rather than of authentic dialogue. as a cohesive chain or, less obviously, by mechanisms of inference which link its 

The mechanisms of marking old and new information are, however, language- ents such as sentences to each other. Such a distinction between text units and 
specific. One reason for this is the difference in the function of word order in different graphs makes it possible to discuss paragraphing strategies more precisely. One 
-- 
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strategy is to make paragraph borders coincide with borders between major text units. All the same, speculation is often interesting. We might for instance start from 
Another is to chop up paragraphing to coincide with borders between minor text units. ance of teleological optimism. We may assume that the constant wear and tear that 
And yct another, usually awkward, paragraphing strategy is to paragraph a text with- uages are subjected to over long periods of time has led to an optimisation of 
out harmonising it with text units. To explain precisely what marks a text unit would at istic structures and processes. 
once explode the present paper. One type of device that enters into such explanations Can we, then, think of a reason why the early placing of old information and 
is the use of metatext, that is, of portions of text whose job is, not to give information te placing of new information would be advantageous for discourse comprehen- 
about the subject proper but rather to clarify the structure of the text. We might start out by noting that when we begin a sentence, our choice of 

These were matters we have learned to handle, or are learning to handle, by the ures is relatively unconstrained. But the further we proceed, the fewer are the 
by now well developed methodologies of text and discourse linguistics. And they in which we can continue if we are to observe the constraints of syntax, seman- 
or can at least be suspected of being, language-specific. Even in otherwise synt and pragmatics. Therefore our conversation partner has the greatest difficulties in 
cally similar languages, such as Swedish and English, there are differences: in Swed- essing what we are going to say before we have started our discourse, text unit, or 
ish we can say for instance Spawen tog katten, whereas in English, 'The sparrow lence. The more she has heard, the easier it will be for her to anticipate what comes 
caught the cat', would be weird, though the English, as well as the Swedes, know that t. (This is of course an oversimplification: probabilities vary, at some points guess- 
sparl-owsdo no[ catch cats but cats do catch sparrows. English requires the passive: is easy and at other points difficult or impossible; but we may assume that, by and 
'The spai1-ow was caught by the cat'. Swedish newspaper headlines such as Bovarna e and on the whole, anticipation gets easier the more we have heard or read of the 
jagadc polisen i tre titnlnar will normally be understood as 'the police hunted the tence.) Therefore it would make sense to try to ease the processing load at the 
criminals for three hours', despite its syntactic ambiguity: Swedes find it more likely inning of the sentence or text unit or even discourse. And this could be done by 
that police pursue criminals than vice versa, and interpret thcir headlines accordingly. cing old, and thus more readily anticipated, information early, and leave new infor- 
In spoken Swedish, fronted objects will bc marked as such by prosodic means. n until later. The principle of end weight (placing long and heavy elements late 

sentence) is a corollary of the old-information-first principle. Weighty constitu- 
re weighty precisely because they contain much new information. Hence they 

Processual Considerations 
One of the interesting developments in linguistics over the past few decades is the Such speculation should of course be viewed with due suspicion. Its hypoth- 
increasing interest in processual (or procedural, as some linguists prefer to say) rather need further testing. One of the relevant questions is to what extent the old-infor- 
than strictly structural approaches. It is, however, worth noting that processual consid- n-first principle is universal, and to what extent it is restricted to a limited set of 
erations have been with us for a long time. Recall for instance Humboldt's ergon and ages of a specific from-old-to-new-information type. Another question which 
elzergeia, the way in which American structuralists arrived at their phoneme and mor- lready know something about is how a language such as English may depart from 
pheme inventories through explicit discovery procedures, and the transformation proc sic unmarked information pattern and place new information early in the sen- 
esses of early generative-transformational grammars. One might therefore suggest tha , duly warning the receptor of what has been done. Another principle that affects 
a structuralist linguist may use processes to arrive at structures, and, conversely, that dering of elements in a sentence is salience. We tend to begin with human agents 
process linguist must use structures to explain processes (which in syntax can be de- e to ourselves or with other animate agents, turning them into syntactic subjects. If 
fined as transformations of one element or structure into another). uch animate agents are available, other structures must be used. Tourist guides for 

So far we have no way of di;ectly observing in detail how individual syntacti ance like to infuse life into inanimate objects through sentences such as This room 
and rhetorical patterns are processed in the human brain. Nobody has as yet wri witnessed the signing of many important treaties. As some psycholinguists put it, 
neurological grammar of a specific language. Therefore the best we can do is to s ure' comes before 'ground'. It is easy to say the rabbit ran past the bush. But how 
late alld to try to test our hypotheses by psycholinguistic experimentation. As realisti express the same scenario from the point of view of the bush'? *The bush was 
experiments tend to bring with them a welter of uncontrollable variables, such cxperi t by the rabbit would hardly pass muster with a linguistic jury. 
mentation is, at best, difficult, and has oflen led to controversial and even contradic Another discoursal device that makes processing easier is iconicity, that is, 
tory results. ng the discourse isomorphic with, or 'a picture of',  the world. One common illus- 
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tration has to do with isomorphisms between temporal order in the world, and linear- iliar roots. Social anthropologists have perhaps been freest to view the texts they 
temporal ordering in discourse. Should I say John and Susie got nzarried and had a e collected in their original social context, for instance in relation to religion, magic 
hahy you will at once assume that John and Susie got married before they had thei ious rituals they have tried to define and describe. But in social anthropology 
baby. And if I say .Jolzrz and S~isie lzad a baby and got married you will assume that the n trend has been towards a structuralisriz where texts are viewed as elements 
baby came before the ceremony. Should you wish the text to state events in an orde hin their own specific cultural structure. The bold comparative universalism of 

different of that in the scenario, you have to pay a price: in English, you must olars such as Frazer or Westermarck has fallen out of fashion, perhaps to reappear 
something like Jolzrl arldSu.sie had a baby only after they got married. Iconicities e some future date. 

at many levels of language, and an interesting question is to what extcnt they This brings up the question to what extent a culture-based cornprehensivc dis- 

universal, and to what extent the structures of some languages constrain their use an urse typology, both extensive enough and specific enough to work as a tertium 

necessitate specific rhetorical devices to signal isornorphisrns. parationis, is possible at all. 'There have been many attempts at such universal 
orisations (for instance Scollon and Scollon 1995, Wierzbicka 1991) which seem 

Intertextual-Cultural Considerations 1 enough as a first overview. But we must apply them to a variety of actual stud- 
So, there are features of discourse structure, both at the micro and the macro level contrastive rhetoric to see where they may need supplementing, which seems 

which are language-dependent: they are affected by the syntactic constraints and lin . Part of the question hinges on the delicacy level at which we expect to contrast 

ing nicclianisms of individual languages. And there are aspects of discoursal structu a1 features in discourse. Culture itself is an elastic term covering a range of 

ahout which we can speculate in terrns of cognitive features such as an opti~nisation es from the most general to the most minutely detailed, and no finite list of 
processing load. At present, much of the study of linguistic universals has been syn ural features can ever include all about a culture from macropatterns (such as pa- 

tax-centred, whether it lms been based on generalisations from a few attested pattern chy versus matriarchy, nomads versus farmers, and the like) to micropatterns (such 

or on an empirical quest for shared features in large numbers of different language es of stitches in embroidery, patterns in knitting and weaving and the like). What 

We could therefore well use cognitive, neurolinguistic and psycholinguistic studies ents of relevant problems in anthropology, ethnology, ethnography, rhetoric, 

discourse processing to get at universals in discoursal patterns which reflect genera s, syntax and other disciplines must decide is what level of delicacy and detail 

priiiciples of infoi-rn:ttion processing. Those who insist that sentences must adapt the erves their particular purpose. 

form to the discourse might hope that such discoursal studies will at the same time t The choice between available types of discourse and text, between genres and 

us more about sentences as well. s should also be viewed, not only in a social and temporal context but also in an 

Another area for enipirical study and theory development is the cultural. Wi hetie one. Many such choices are affected and even determined by fashions which 

two fashionable tcrms we could speak about discourse pragmatics, meaning the use ge with time. Such changes can be fast or slow, depending on the. stability of 

types and patterns of discourse in different communicative situations, and intertextu a1 structures and on the ease and speed of their transfer over various media of 

studies of discourse, meaning the comparison and contrast of types of text within a unication. Cultural influences must also be reckoned with. Some cultures are 

between cultures and social groups. Relevant work has been done in linguistic prag dominate others and bring with them their own patterns, including those of 

matics, where observations for instance of politeness relations offer data for generali- ric, even to the extinction of earlier, 'native' ones. In today's Europe for instance, 

sations, on 'face' for instance. And intertextual studies of text types have long been a east in the smaller countries, a daily lament concerns the domination of tlie Eng- 

central concern for instance in the history of literature and of styles, though herc a anguage and the American-based 'coca-cola-culture' symbolised by, for instance, 

more general categorisation is difficult because of the variation of cultural backgro hly intrusive advertising on TV and other media. There is a global conflict be- 

and functions of what we might call 'literature'. Thus the discipline traditionally kn n 'internationalisation' in the sense of increasing the scope of ctlltural homoge;le- 

as 'co~npar;ltive literature' has, in the West, mainly been glossed as 'the comparison o d 'maintaining the national heritage' in the sense of keeping alive the distinctive 

literatures in Europe and those parts of the world affected by European literary tr ral features of individual nations and groups. There is a paradoxical tension in thc 

tions'. Therc has, for instance, been an inclination to view the Anglophone d between an increasing need for internationally viable languages, and an empha- 

Francophone literatures of Africa within a Europe-inspired and Europe-oriented con- nd even resuscitation of small and threatened ones (Scots Gaelic, Irish, Welsh, 

ceptual frame, though of course with new, fresh elements grafted upon a stock of on and Basque for instance). In large, racially and socially heterogeneous coun- 
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tries such as the United States and Canada and the folmer Soviet Union, there has ns of authentic and unwashed data. I have sometimes ended a talk with the uto- 
been considerable discussion of ideals and policies sometimes labelled as 'the me1 vision of a group of linguists representing different theories walking, hand in 
ing-pot model' versus 'the salad-bowl model'. It has been moot to mention these into the sunrise. Among linguists, alas, such a rosy view is at best likely to 
major cultural problems here because they are inevitably, and strongly, mirrore e a wry smile, instead of leading to syntheses of so far incompatible theories. 
rhetoric and discourse as well as in other aspects of culture. 

Academy of Finland 

Epilogue 
Languages are many-faceted phenomena, and they can, and should, be studied fro rences and Further Readings in Contrastive Rhetoric 
many different angles. At one extreme are the linguists-'restrictionists' I have calle Kulka, Shoshana & Gabriele Kasper (eds) 1993. Inter-language Pragnzatics. New York 
them-who try to isolate specific problems by excluding a maximum number of var xford: Oxford University Press. 
ables. They work, for instance, with uncontextualized sentences out of one single var ns, WAM 1995. Trends in the Study of TextlDiscourse in South Africa. In Wirvik, Brita, 

ant of the language. At the other extreme are those linguists-the 'expansionists' anna-Kaisa Tanskanen & Risto Hiltunen (eds): Organization irz Discourse. Proceedirzgsfro~n 
e Turkzi Co~~fere~zce 1995. University ofTurku, Finland. Anglicana Turkuensia 14: 187-200. 

who claim that linguistic structures must be studied in relation to their authentic c nor Ulla 1996. Contrastive Rhetoric. Cross-Cultlrral Aspects of Secorzd-Language Writing. 
tural, social, psychological and discoursal setting. Languages look the way they do ridge: Cambridge University Press. 
order to tolerate variation and withstand rough handling as in impromptu speech. , Ulla & Robert Kaplan (eds) 1987. Writing Across Larzguages. Analysis of L2 Zxt .  
lysing artificially homogenised, sterilised samples of language in isolation will 
us a limited view at best. ist, Nils Erik 1984. Contrastive Linguistics and Text Linguistics. In Fisiak, Jacck (ed): 

Ideally, the results of restrictionists and expansionists should neatly suppl ztrastive Lirzguistics: Prospects urzd Problenzs. The Hague: Mouton. 

ment each other. Sometimes, however, their conceptual worlds are too different Nils Erik 1991. DiscourseType, Text Type, and Cross-Cultural Rhetoric. In Tirkkonen- 

allow translation from one into the other. Without arguing for the supremacy of o t, Sonja (ed): finpit-icfll Research irz Trarzslatiorz and Itzlerculr~~ral Stuclies. Tiibingen: 

approach or the other we can simply note that, by and large, the development of 1 vist, Nils Erik 1995. Discourse Organization, Cross-Cultural Rhetoric, and 'Translation. In 
guistics has been in the direction of increased expansionism. Psycholinguists rela Arvik, Brita, Sanna-Kaisa Tanskanen & Risto Hiltunen (eds): Organization in 1liscour.re. 
language to psychology, socio linguists to social structures, neurolinguists to huma eerlirzgs from the Turku Corzfererzce 1995. University of Turku, Finland: Anglicans 
language processing, computer linguists to technology and artificial intelligence, a uensia 14:41-57. 
plied linguists to language learning and teaching, historical linguists to changes Edward R & Peggy Cheong 1987. Contrastive Rhetoric: Pedagogical Implications for 

culture over time, students of style to intertextual considerations, and so on. And with SL Teacher in Singapore. RELC Journal 18,l: 19-30. 

language description itself we have learned to analyse, not only sounds, phrases, claus am, John L & J Douglas Andrews 1987. A Holistic Analysis of Japanese and American 
iness Negotiations. Journal of Internatiorzal Business Studies 16:81-96. and sentences, but also textual macropatterns and discourse. m, John L, LI Evenko & MN Rajan 1992. An Empirical Comparison of Soviet and American 

These developments bring with them new challenges. One of them has to do siness Negotiations. Journal of lnterrzational Rusirzess Studies 23:387-418. 
with intcrcultural and contrastive rhetoric. It needs further theory and practical down- kunst, William B (ed) 1983. Irztercultural Cornrnurzication Theory. Current Perspective 
to-earth investigation. But it also promises meaningful practical applications: at best wbury Park: Sage Publications. (International and Inter-cultural Annual VII). 
improving intercultural communication and understanding. s, John 1990. Inductive, Deductive, Quasi-Inductive: Expository Writing in Japanese, Ko- 

All in all, one of the major problems in language study is fragmentation, the n, Chinese, and Thai. In Connor, Ulla & Ann M Johns (eds): Coherence in Writing. Re- 

tendency of many schools of linguistics to look at language from their own restricted, Iz and Pedagogical Perspectives. Alexandria, Virginia: Tesol. 
on, Diane & Michael Hoey 1983. Linguistics and Written Discourse: Contrastive often forbiddingly technical points of view. It is of course true that one must build etorics. In Kaplan, Robert B (ed): Arznual Review of Apl~lied Linguistics 1982. Rowley: 

one's research on precise questions which isolate specific problems. But it is also tru 
that linguists ought to be aware of problems beyond their own preserve, and, ideal1 Robert B 1966. Cultural Thought Patterns in Intercultural Education. Larzguage Learn- 
link their own work to that emanating from other schools and to down-to-earth obse 
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Purves, Alan C (ed) 1988. Writing Across Languages and Cultures. Issues in Coiztrastive Rheto- 
ric. Newbury Park: Sage. (Written Communication Annual 2.) dramatic political achievements of South Africa are shadowed by the persistence 

Scollon, Ron & Suzanne Wong Scollon 1995. htterc~iltural Communication. Oxford: Blackwe 
Wlerzbicka, Anna 199 I . Cross-Cztlt~(ra1 Prag17~~1tic.r. The Senzantics of Huriznn Interactiorz. Berl mic inequalities and a power politics based on group identities per~neated 

& New York: Mouton de Gn~yter. (Trends in Linguistics. Studies and Monographs 5.)  spoils mentality of colonialism. The reinvention of the political seems a rel- 
t topic in a post-apartheid context concerned with refounding and reinstituting 
s of authority and legitimacy. Rethinking the political by academics whose social 
tion grants them a sense of detachment necessary to ponder such things is perhaps 

The French philosopher Jacques Derrida has been a key figure in Euro-Arneri- 
rts to rethink the political, and the debates around the subject of Derrida and 
cal might be of some interest. I hope that the following will contribute to the 

n of a viable South African counter-perspective on these issues. 

litical implications of Derrida's texts, and the deconstructive 'method' that traces 
age to those texts, have always been open to question. Derrida has stated: 

I try to where I can to act politically while recognizing that such action remains in- 
cornrnensurate with my intellectual project of deconstruction (Derrida 1984: 120). 

s that deconstruction only appears to be opposed to politics or to be at best 

because all of our political codes and terminologies still remain fundamentally meta- 
physical, regardless of whether they originate from the right or from the left (Derrida 
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Derrida proposes that deconstruction should acknowledge its subtextual premis se of capitalism: the naturalisation of its own contradictions. Fredric Jameson's 
and interrogate its own unspoken interests or traditional values; 'the covert ph odernism, 01; the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (1991) located post-mod- 
sophical and political presuppositions of institutionalized critical methods which within the context of ideological struggle in which the liberal rhetoric of the 
erally govern our reading of a text' (Derrida 1994: 125). Derrida (1990) states that, has been a fundamental and central component. Unlike Rowe, Jameson at- 
Jurgen Habermas, he rernains committed to the enlightenment narrative of univer ted to salvage the revolutionary potential of the utopian element in post-modern- 
emancipation. Differences arise over how best to achieve this goal. 

~a ement w Apart form Derrida's public allegiances and decisions-his en, g There has been no shortage of writers pointing to the political complacency of 
matters of French educational policy (G.R.E.P.H.) and his (qualified) support fo constructors. Peter Dews, Logic of Disintegration (1987), gave a flawed critique 
intervention in Kuwait-it is the political implications of his texts that have attr political implications of deconstruction, while Habermas, The Philosophical 
attention (see Foley 1984; Siebers 1986). McClintock's and Nixon's (1986) attac rse of Modernity (1988), inaccurately charged Derrida with Nietzschean nihil- 

Derrida's (1985) quietism before the violence of realpolitik is probably the best k x Callinicos, Against Postmodemism (1989), delivered a traditional Marxist 

South African episode in the debate around Derrida and the political. Derrida's ( of claims for a deconstuctive post-Marxism and Juliet Sychrava, Schiller to 

bad-tempered correction of McClintock's and Nixon's opportunistic misreadin da (1989), located Derrida in the tradition of Romantic ironists who lose the 

text and his politics is given less attention here. Still, Derrida's texts have bee nt in language play. Howard Caygill's doctoral dissertation completed in 1982 at 

ally adjudged not to escape the indictment of post-modernist quietism. When iversity of Sussex provided the substance of his Art of Judgement (1989) and 

Eagleton (1990:396,398) parodied post-modernist skepticism regarding ' lised as the historical basis of Eagleton's blustering critique of deconstruction 

"metalanguages" of freedom, justice and truth' he chose South Africa as the ex Ideology of the Aesthetic (1990). Christopher Norris, The Truth About 

plary site of political struggle that post-modernists fail to address. A general sens demism (1993), layed down the law of political responsibility, extending the 

the Anglo-American debates around the sub.ject of Derrida and the political m nt of Norman Geras's Discourses of Extremity: Radical Etlzics and Post-Marx- 

help to contextualise some of these issues for the South African reader. travagances (1990), and John Guillory, Cultural Capital: The Probleln of Liter- 

One of the most forceful English critiques of deconstruction has been Gilli non Formation (1993), made a powerful case against the institutional blindness 

Rose's Dialectic of Nilzilisriz: Post-Structuralism and the Law (1984). Writing deconstructors. 

the University of Sussex, Rose marshalled a formidable critique of the dehistoricis The philosophical defense of Derrida accomplished by Rodolph Gasche's aus- 

of Heidegger by post-structuralist thinkers, Derrida in particular. Rose criticised in of the Mirror (1986) (and continued in his Inventions of Difference 1994), 

deconstructionist's 'spurious generalization' and a r g ~ ~ e d  that Derrida's insistent use literary appropriation of Derrida by J. Hillis Miller and Geoffrey Hartman, has 

'violence' for the origin ed impatience in the U.K. where defenders of deconstruction have reacted to 
erceived depoliticisation of deconstruction by neo-liberal and pragmatist theo- 

prevents him from distinguishing between different epochs [and] results in the he U.S.' The Oxford Literary Review under the editorship ofAnne Wordsworth, 
versa1 imposition of an historically-specific distinction between the archetypal y Bennington and Robert Young gave voice to a left-leaning post-structural- 
moral and the reflective levels of society (Rose 1984:143-144). ence Hawkes intended the journal Textual Practice to serve as a materialist, 

retically sophisticated, Marxian platform for work that would counter the per- 
Despite criticising Derrida's reading of Hegel without reference to Derrida's m ~ntellectualism of The Oxford Literary Review. The collection of essays edited 
book on Hegel, Glns (1974), Rose posed important questions of historicisation to erek Atttridge, Geoffrey Bennington, and Robert Young, Post-Structuralism and 

deconstructors. uestion of History (1987), took up the challenge of thinking deconstruction his- 
In America John Carlos Rowe (1987) has persuasively critiqued the Derridea Ily and rethinking history deconstructively. 

quasi-transcendental concepts of diflerarzce, trace, pharmakon, hymen, etc., from The question of deconstruction and the political has intensified since the 1987 

Marxist perspective. Rowe argued that the deconstructor may be merely uncoverin 
that 'surplus' by which the cultural hierarchy is preserved. By acknowledging 'sur y Easthope's contention in his Post-Structuralism since 1968 (1988) that post-structur- 
plus' to exceed the control of the culture, the deconstructor may be serving the basi England is an American import underestimates the resistance to U.S. theory in the U.K. 
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publicisation of Heidegger's allegiance to Nazism and De Man's wartime journal sworth returns to Derrida's reinarkable 1968 reading of Aristotle and Heidegger 
in favour of Germany. Andrew Benjamin and David Wood of the University of ('Ousia and Gramnze'), and argues that the aporia of time is the aporia of the 
wick have explored the historical and political consequences of deconstruction i poretic structure is repressed in 'the political' which, like any other moment 
Warwick Studies in Philosophy and Literature series published by Routledge. S gen~ent and decision, of legitimation and authorisation, is grounded in a vio- 
Critchley argued for The Ethics of Deconstruction (1992), and at Oxford Robert You that is both conceptual and material. The political is a prior-i implicated in vio- 
employed deconstructive methods to analyse colonial and imperial discourse. At Attempting the rearticulation of time in terms of the irreducibility of the law, 
University of Sussex Laura Chrisman remained skeptical of deconstruction's use law in terms of time, claims to acknowledge violence and to work for justice. 
ness for colonial and post-colonial theory while Homi Bhabha's deconstructive p stice demands a re-evaluation of Derrida's texts. 
co lo~~ia l i sm claimed political relevance. Also writing from Sussex, Geof Chapter 1, 'From Saussure Lo Law, an Opening onto Judgement: Saussure, 
Bcnnington's Legislatior~s: Tlze Politics of Deconstruction (1994) argued for the , Derrida', is an exposition of Derrida's conception of thc law of the law as 
cessity of rethinking the political in the wake of deconstruction, and astutely poin ted in his readings of Saussure, Levi-Strauss and Kaika. The law of the law is 
to the various misunderstandings of Derrida by critics and epigones alike. In the S : the impossibility of the law ever accounting for its own lawfull~ess. The 
sex institutional context the historical materialism of Alan Sinfield who is now edi n of possibility of the law is that the possibility of the law cannot be accounted 
rial Practice and Jonathan Dollimore formed the main in-house antagonist for out always already presupposing the law. Thus there can he no history of the 
Sussex Del-rideans. at does not pre-e~npt the law, and the law of the law is that the law must always 

Richard Beardsworth's llerrida and the Political (1936) is based on his d egitimately) presupposed. It follows from this that the institution of the law is 
toral dissertation completed at the University of Susse,x under the supervision arily violent since it seeks to repress its own groundlcssncss. This originary 
Bennington in the late 1980s. The research which for~ns  the basis of Beardswo ce remains as a trace in the conflict that is the law: at one and [he sarrle tirne the 
book was carried out in the ideological climate of Thatcherism that saw the smas universalising and it creates the singular which resists the universal. 
of organiscd labour, the glorification of fi-ee-market individualism. technologi Chapter 2, 'The Political Limit of Logic and the Promise of Democracy: Kant, 
progress and global corisumerism. In this pcriod the role of universities shifted fr , Denida', ernploys the Derridean conception of the law to rethink the notion of 
state institutions to public companies. Politics within thc institution shed the rheto olitical. The legitimacy of the political, as the legislation of inclusive and exclu- 
of thc colfectivc struggle to make institutions, and ultimately society, more de imits, and its claims to authority are shown to be unstablc and aporetic. Authority 
cratic. 'Tile model of academic production changed from 'contribution to learning ver instituted and maintained by the violent suppression of the contradictory 
the marketing of international commodities of exchange. In short, the role of the of its own functioning, the erasure of the play of difference and the oblitera- 
gaged English i~itcllectual was modified in the light of the perceived failure of the hallenges to legitimacy. 
before the jugger-naut of monetarism and the ineluctable laws of the market. hapter 3, 'Aporia of Time, Aporia of Law: Heidegger, Levinas, Derrida', at- 

o formulate the possibility of the political as the least violent by moving through 

Salvaging Derrida' 's conception of temporality and Levinas's ethical conception of altcrity. 
Der-rida aild the Political is part of a Routledge series entitled 'Thinking the Politic onlings of Heidegger's and Levinas's politics are traced to their attempts to 
under the general editorship of Keith Ansell-Pearson (University of Warwick) a heir politics by grounding it in conceptions of ontology. The 'Conclusion' 
Simon Critchley (University of Essex). Bearsdworth, Associate Professor of Philos he way towards a vision of the political for the next century that will keep alive 
phy and Literature at the American University of Paris, attcmpts to draw out the poli mise of the political which is nothing less than the promise of democracy. 
cal implications of Derrida's thought in three extensive chapters. He aims to go orth argues for the political force of deconstruction on the grounds that it is 

yond the American liberal and conimunitarian debates of the 1970s and 1980s experiencing the aporia of time and the law via thinking through Dertida's 
drawing attention to the aporetic structure of modern political thought: a comple that the political can survive at all. 
rcthir~king of the traditional ethico-political values of peace and violence is called f he abused stakes of Derrida's thinking centre on the relation between 

ruction and 'the political'. Not 'politics' but rather 'the political': 'politics' 
Unless otherwise indicated, subsequent page numbers refer to Derrida and the Political. s 'the domain of hunian behaviour which normativizcs the relations between a 
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founds such a practice as practice' (158). We are, then, here concerned with foundati 
questions, or rather with the question of foundation and institution, and not with 

f Derrida which 'fall short since there is no dialogue in her work either be- 

tion of Independence' (98), are to be viewed from the vantage point of Derrida's apor 
etaphysical logic reduces the passage of time to presence: its articulations of justice 

and inventive philosophy of time and law. e consequently violent to the experience of that time that constitutes the llllrnan 
ition. The disavowal of time in reflection upon the political has led to much 
tice and violence in the field of politics. To reflect upon politics in  terms of time 

and globalization of political communities in the next century' (xi). The consta 
frain is that Derrida's thought has been underestimated in its complexity: 'sev ce and of democracy. 'The political resonance of deconstruction is to be located and 

Anglo-Saxon world' whcre since the late 1980s deconstruction came to be see 
constitutively incapable of articulating the historical making and unmakin 
subjectivities' (3). The 'understanding of the relations between institutions and 
history' (4) involves a rereading of Dei~ida's works: 

the field of politics can be interpreted on the basis of an understancling of 'thc 

The case against the institution of deconstruction is rested; but that of deconstruc 
relation to its institution, and to its thinking of the institution in general, needs 

essary part of its functioning. Given time, reflection on time is possible. But 

ly as 'democratic organizations of power' (146)? To say simply that the 
ocratic are those judgements that have recognised difference according to 

the precise intellectual stakes of Derrida's philosophy, stakes which have often er violence homogenises the various experiences of democracy, which are al- 
ignored or underestimated' (5). This combative inte~pretive stance is beyond any s ultiple and conflicting. My tolerant experience of 'lesser violence' may be for 
ple apologia and the accounting will deal with friend and foe alike. If the exeges 
successful-that is, if the reader comes to the realisation of the importance of Derri 
deconstructions for the reflection on the political- then 'it will have enjoined 
reader to go back to Derrida's works with the fate of the political in mind' (157). 
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writing' as the general possibility of inscription because 'metaphysics constitutes Y of law to a history of it' (33): perhaps, but there are also histories of 
oppositions by expelling into one term of the opposition the very possibility of co nd how the a~oret ic  StIXcture of time and the law has been mobilised within 
tion of such oppositions' (8). For Derrida the 'instituted trace' is the possibility phical discourse, accounts of whose interests have been served in particular 
Inon to all systems of signification, the moment of decision in which boundari s by this discourse. The demotion of the question of ideology or power is riot 

drawn on the basis of opposition, and it precedes the oppositions between natur sigll of progress in philosophical discourse, but rather a historicisable repeti- 
convention, allowing for their possibility. These violent exclusions institute a sublimates a critiqlle of society into a philosophical problem. To reflect upon 
that rclnaills haunted by what it excludes. For Beardsworth '[tlhe recognition of and ~ l l i l o s o p h ~  in terms of time involves historical col~textual isa t i~~.  
condition of these exclusions demands re-cognition and renegotiation of their law I would suggest that the generalisation of violence risks underestimating the 
this recognition is political' (10). Rethinking the political means rethinking the la of centres of violence within the constellation of forces. ' A ~ c h ~ - ~ ~ i t i ~ g '  might 
the law, the violence of the law and the law of violence. Judgement can only evertr cede the Platonic institution of the opposit io~~ between the transcendental and 
lessen its complicity with tlie metaphysical econonly it might want to challenge: ' irical, the notion of 'context' might mark the institution of an inside and an 
is always within an economy of violence', 'the inescapability of violence' (91,9 but there is also a risk associated with this thesis \vhicll is itself a matter of 

NOW. it is obvious that the very conditions that curtail freedom have . As Beardsworth notes 

lowed us to think of ourselves as free, that struggle is inherent to hu 
and that 'tlie political community is only possible through struggle an 

Theirreducibility of a decision shows that the most innocent 'theorist' is always also 
a legislator and policeman. It is in this sense that any statement is a judgement which 

that in this sense it is always to be made and unmade' (93). The arries 'political' force (12). 
tions is part of this violence even when they aim to ameliorate it, 
the law are caught in the aporia of being unable to account for the 1 

law they inaugurate. Claims to authority, to institute a subject (a people, a 
do cover over the problem of legitimacy by a sleight of hand that blurs the differ 
betwecn perforrllative and descriptive in order to institute as subject, effective1 there are also historically specific economies of violence which serve spe- 

venting that which they claim to represent. But is this sleight of hand reall 
Beardsworth claims, 'only derivatively a question of ideology or ~ o w e r '  (100) 
really 'firstly, a question of disavowing time' (100)? the relation between the aporia of time and material inscription (what is solnetimes 

Founding declarations do and this is a temporal difference. Contextual called, wrongly, I believe, the 'SOC~O-historical'), The supra-national status of the present 
facilitate or stage thc possibility of some claims for legitimacy be world econonlY makes the sovereignty of thc nation state an unsophisticated principle 
cluding others. Delineating the formal structure of instituting gestur of organization (95). 
any analysis that claims to work forjustice. Factors such as social identity, e 

orth sulnmarises the cuirent historical context as hllows: 

contexts are to be addressed. Moreover, don't clailns by academics We live today in a world which is increasingly violent, less and less politicized. 1t 
way beyond or through ideology and power have a history that includes the ~ e r i o  would be foolish not to see in this 'depoliticization' a sign of an end to political ontol- 

Heidcgger's early writings and the work of Karl Mannheim and OgY, at least. It would also be foolish, however, either to bemoan the end of the mod. 

preserve the objectivity of intellectual work? ' '[Tlhe law of the law ern concept of the state or to affirm its reorganization in the present supra-national 
status of' what modernity called 'civil society', that is, today, the international eco- 

3 See David Frishy, T)te Alienated Mind: The Sociology ofKizowledge in G nonlic systems. If one therefore wishes to rearticulate this depo]iticization, without 

(London: Heine~nann Educational Books Ltd., 1983). For more recent att repeating the fates of modernity, an aporetic invention of politics is called for (95)4, 

the 'New Class' of. in[cllectuals from the e~nbeddedness of knowledge in capitalist prod 
see [he colltribu[ions to R .  Bruce-Briggs (ed.), The New Class? (New Bru the supra-national global economy see Robert R .  Keith, ~ 1 , ~  

deconstructive readings of international relations see James 
Intellectuals in the Modern World", Telos 81 (1989: 99-1 10). 
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the violence of dispossession to the colonial frontier and envisages an 

said 

not to deny the violence of European colonialism; it is to include it within a 
embracing stlucture of violence which refuses the logic of opposition (21). 

recognition of violence. For violence is repressed precisely by being placed in a 
~h~ ghosts of philosophical predecessors haunt this crossing of philosophy, hi . Esibility ends up being blind (94). 
and politics. 

Philosophical Exorcism 
For Beardsworth Marx Colonialism is based on the unrecognized naturality of empirical need. This need 

engenders the 'infinity' of injustice, territorial expansion and conquest (94). 

sworth's own recognition of the violence of the irrational economy at home 

lence amounts to its repression. However, the intellectual pay-off is that in a 

E301itical. 
What, then, of the material inscription designated by the term 'coloni 

The essential lack of identity to all human organization is more and more 'apparent' 

ratller it is integral to the functioning of civil society and modernisation wit1 

context a market economy. He points O L I ~  that the pressures of civil socle 
unequal and thesever expanding market economy, also lead to the 

]ishment of overseas markets and colonisation, The full passage from Hegel re 
follows: them (the task present and future political invention), we all live 

duced, or else generally backward in industry, &c. (Hegel 1945:1s1). 
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One of the effects of Derrida and the Political's levelling-out of violence is the 

of centrality at the same time as that centre recognises-declares 
A condition of possibility of any violent (de)centfing that is also 

tualjsableas aruse functioning to minimise sitings ofthat same (de)centralising 

'lent Visibility ends up being blind. This is a socio-historical phenom- 
ssociated with capitalism. 

level of human reception and negotiation ol the 'inhuman', with the ex 
developments in machine intelligence and in the biotechnic 

nation of 'non-human' and 'human' DNA (147). Department of English 
University of Durban-Westvi]le 

a* Jacques. 1984. DeconstIXction and the Other. Interview with Richard K ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  ~ i ~ ~ -  
es with C o n t e r n ~ o r a ~  Continental Thinkers. Manchester: Manchestel university press, 

best of all possible worlds for an academic: 

990. Some Statements and Truisms About Neo-Logisms, Newisms,  ti^^^, 
inscription (95). Other Small Seisisms. In Carroll, David (ed): The States of z~17eory',. ffis- 

The deconstructor's favoured 'tniddle ground' (17) between transcendental an 
pirical that is supposed to explain 'why all political projects fail' (19) here lead 

familiar socio-historical shelter. 

Conclusion 

nford French Review 10:203-220. 

seems to that Beardsworth is wrong to simplify the shortco 
deconstruction as the 'problem of its institutional reception remaining undul 
field of textual analysis'. His examination of 'deconstruction's relation to its 
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veloped, is still in progress and will hypothetically never end, 
Homo Hermeneuticu~: If postmodernity is that human condition where humanity experiences the Lvic- 

Historical Narrative in the Semiosphere tory life Over art' (Eco 1997b:29), then, primarily, humanity is confronted with the 
of life, that irreducible multiplicity and entanglements of chance actions 

and (cutting across cultural, hierarchical and historical divides) which 
escape hu~nan contiol. Semioticaily and in analogy to the .biosphere., 

Johannes A. Smit Lotman (1990:123-214) coined the notion of the semiospherel to capture the plural 
world of ~os tmodern i t~ .  Comprising of signs, the semiosphere includes all the signs 
woven into systems and belonging 10 spaces (whether partially or wholly) but also 

Review Article those which arc not accounted for. Different from the old universal-particular exem- 
Reading Eco: An Anthology plar of the forest and trees, the semiosphere can be accounted for ill terms of all those 
edited by ROCCO Capozzi simultaneous s~ntagmatic and paradigmatic, synchronic and diachronic diversity and 
Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana University Press 1997, 476 PP. influences in a forest on a particular tree, a leaf (cf. ~ c o  1997d:58), 

This notion of the semiosphere has moved Semiotics away from its 
focus on the study of rule-governed systems as well as the semliotic distinction be- 

Introduction tween significance (Barthes 1957) and communication (e.g. distinctions between code 
since ancient times, humanity has relied on induction, deduction or abduction and message) (cf. also Eco 19794. What was earlier perceived as unchangeable sys- 
ratiocination or conjecture to read signs. Whereas the inductive method of reaso [ems has been textualised-whether culture generally speaking or art or characters, 

infers a general or rule (not necessarily m e )  from observed particulars an in learning, Lotman asserts, people are not socialised into systems or into 
deductive thought, argumnts of which both premises and conclusion must be tru obeying rules through 'gramntatical learning'. Rather, since culture is a 'set of texts 
abduction concerns the creative networking of premises and conclusion to arrive at and a non-hel-editary collective memory' governed 'by a repertoire of texts iinposing 
particular case which may explain both premises and conclusion. Generally speaking odds of behaviour .... to be followed and imitated' ( ~ c o  ]997d:s6), texts are the 

the latter is the method of hermeneutics. means of socialisation?. 
?he reading or interpretation of signs has always been one of the most prised 

abilities or even occupations. 1n the context of 'The Book of God', divination$ expo Lotman (1990:123-214) describes the semiosphere under the headillgs of: 'Semiotic space': 

tions, readings and interpretations of dreams, fortune, fate, oracle Or writ Occu tion of Boundary'; 'Dialogue Mechanisms'; 'The Semiosphere and tile prol,lem of 

pied humanity since antiquity. Humanity's interpretive interest in the 'The ot' and uses his theory in his analysis of space in 'Geographical space in Russian ~ ~ d i ~ ~ ~ l  
ts'; 'The Journey of Ulysses in Dante's Divine Comedy1; 'The "[-IomeX i n  ~ ~ l ~ ~ k ~ ~ ' ~  N~~~~~~ manifested in practices of pathfinding, ancient hunting and tracking technique ter and Marsarita'; and 'The Symbolism of St. Petersburg'. 

the interpretation of symptoms of illness and cure and alchemy. Humanity develo 
the art of interpreting signs, the art of conjecture, suspicion, speculation and guess s recognition has moved semiotics away from a communication or signification semiotics 

to discover, gain access to or track down the unknown and unseen, the futur on the supposition that there is an equilibrium between sign and system or code and 
[he past, the prey, the cause, the secret. Throughout human evolution, this art wa sage ill equal exchange, to an interpretation semiotics. AS such, it  moved away from a sign. 
constantly enriched and passed on to later generations Whether in Greek postal-package semiotics to a text-based interpretation semiotics. This move is particular 
or ~~~h~~~ trackiilg, the reading of the stars 01 the bones, the interlacing of ndary or contact zone culture typified by the 'weakening of centripetal forces i n  lingujstic 
the decision at the cross-roads, ~zomo hern~eneuticus has not only viewed s" nd socio-cultural life' and the 'polylogism, plurilingua~is~, multiaccentuativity and 
pietation abilities as pait of its most valuable and ilnportant inheritances of kno iavailability of signs' in postmodemity. Interpretation semiotics, therefore, centrally ac. 

edge, but as one of the most important meaning generating machines 'rehis for the 'irreducibly other', plurivocality, ambiguity, polysemy, dialogism, as theorised 
humanity developed it and used it for purposes of survival (cf. SebeOk 1997:2 lltin and Levinas and the difference betwcen the interpreted and interpretant sign as 

:vlodern man used it to ensure his control and dominance. Confronted with cOmplexl ed by Peirce (cf. Rossi Landi 1961 in Petrilli 1997:125). The crisis and dissolving Of 

and multiplicity, postmodem humanity uses it to both UW3ver existing systems, meant that 'interest shifted to the engendering of texts, their interpretation, 

and through creative abduction, to weave new ones  As such, semiotics of interpretations, productive pulsions, to the pleasure itself of semiosis7 ( ~ c ~  1 984:xv), 
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Confronted With complexity and multiplicity, it may seem as if postmod Peirce a further development of his theorisin& in terms o f ~ a h t i n  (Seed; 
culture, as determined by the semiosphere, is delivered Over to the contradictory, an o f i n t e f l e ~ t ~ a l i t ~  (Rifaterre), a bolstering of his critique of her 

rewicz; Longon*) and the nature of the 
of elrcyclopedic knowledges and interpretative skills and practices of interpretation (Capozzi). Critiques of Ec0.s work primairily comes from D~~~~ 
' ~ 1 , ~  ~~~k of ~ ~ d '  or 'The Book of Nature', the science Of Semiotics has, si a on seven issues related to 

inception, aimed at expounding the ways and means in tern's of which vclson 
Eco to change his opted aesthetic form, that of the novel, to that 

i t y  deals with signs as texts, texts as signs, the world as a text and texts as possi drama. she argues, will rid ECO of his 'quest for cenainty9 in his 
wor.ds ( c f  E~~ 1992:23), 11 is the interpretative skills developed within a gener allow him to engage paradox-more sely aligned to Peirce's own quest. 

may develop meaningful ~~stelnsinetworks within mult i~l ic i t~ .  
since [he early 1980s, Umberto Eco, Professor Of Semiotics at the Unive 

of ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  has jet liis lnind to precisely this problem. Whereas his earlicr hteres hree to various degrees 
Focusing more one Eco's work itself, this review article selectively points to 

the makes to understanding some of his own concerns and 
This be useful in addressing the issue of 'Historical ~~~~~~i~~ in (he 

he erned to historissl narrative to both explore and tlleorise postmodernity and Rationale for the Change in ~ c o ~ ~  Oeuvre 
otic intcrpreration, it is in this content that Rocco Capo~zi has brought logether are primarily two reasons for the new direction in E C ~ . ~  oeuvre since the early 

Antlzolog)'. cover of the Italian edition of T / ~ ~  N~~~ *fthe 
, si deve nanare'-what cannot be 

is commentary on theory's incapacity of ever 

The A I Z ~ ~ L O ~ U ~ ~  literary, cultural, historical, socio- 
~h~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~  five essays by Eco, twelve ex~loratory and essa puns on the explanatory power of narrative 

on sclniotics generally and niore On Eco's work and len review essays retical problems' (our natural in- 
E ~ ~ ' ~  novels. ~ ~ 0 . s  (1997a; 1997b, 1997~;  1997d; 1997e) five essays 

sev xplaining something) or the lure 

lnain issues: 1) the insritutiollal of semiotics; 2) the distinction US-our fondness for being seduced by narra- 
modernism and post-modernism as a distinction between innovation and f. Capozzi 1997a:227f; Miran& 1997~374). 
a further development of isotopy and the distinction between use and The reason arises from Richard R0rty.s (1982) grouping of E~~ and 
regards the limits of interpretation; 4) Lotman's (and by i*1plication his Own) "gether with Derrida and other deconstructionists. AS those who believe that 

away from a structuralist perception of the distinctions between s i ~ n i f i  tion or writing of philosophy a 
and comInunication and code and iessage; 5) and finally his response of the pragmatic dissolving oftruth, ~ h ~ ~ ~ ~ h  

readers of ],is first novel who turned out to be smarter than nd and third narratives, Eco has aimed to expose the ungr-oundcdness of semi- 
subtitled 'A Pretext to Literary Semiotics and Interpretation', 

'S statement in Tmctalus logico- 
n, dariiber muss man schwejgcn'- 
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Ode' Reader inscribed in the text (EC0 1990:6)5. While still strongly advocating the 
hts the reader, Eco's asking interpreters to respect the rights of texts or to coop- 

wc have, and all can speak about' without any referential relationship with th with the text (i.e. its 'system ruled by an internal coherence2) means that, 
riding On degree to which the empirical reader matches the ~ ~ d ~ l  ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ ,  she 
I1 produce of which it may be difficult to say whether some are better 

an others, it can besaidthat some interpretations would be wrong (Eco 199():21, 148), 
1997:366,368ffl is countered by Eco! Eco's approach in his last two (but 

in the first) is to show how emplotted infinite semioris implodes in an 

iil[i~itunz vortex (Miranda 19971366). 
Miranda (1997~367-374) shows that ~ c o  uses a genealogical, atheoreticai 

a narrative argument to &fine his own theoretical Space over and against the other 

tiom him not acknowledging Peircc's rules (Such as his distinctions betwe 
oE signs and his identification of a 'final in~rpretant '  related to 'Habit' jth of Baskerville, the 'detective' in The Nume ofthe R ~ ~ ~ ,  [he founh 

.Law.) for .infinite semiosis', On the second, Eco points Out thatPeirce's pragmati eoretical text. Pendulum (1989a) develops the still modernist focus 
essive interpretation in the first novel into interpretation running amuck and 

to Eco's critique of hemetic interpretation as developed by poststructuralism 
Distorted Idea: Esoteric Interpretations o f ~ ~ ~ t ~  (student research for Eco's 

se On hermetic semiosis in 1986); The Limits of Interpretation ( 1  990); ~i,terpreta- 
and overinter~retati~n (1990). ECO'S third novel, Tile island the D~~~ ~~f~~~ 

means that the rights of the text have to be respected, especially as it 

-- 
.This point is  made by many of the contributors hut none more pointcdly than by Ha 

, l u c ~ y n s ~ d ~ ~ ~ i r e w i c z ,  ~ 1 , ~  criticires hermeticism for confusing Hcidegger" lhat 

dern metafiction' in which the novel as medium is used for a 'metanarrative 
se' (Richter 1997:256; Miranda 1997:363)-which weighs heaviest with E ~ ~ ,  
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Eco's Novels 
As ~nvest~gated, argued and developed In his theoretical works and the artlcles Rocco 
Ca110~7i brought together in his Anthology, Eco's marn argument in 1x1s novels, as ~t 
reldtes to the notlon of the 'Hlstorlcal Nanative In the Sem~osphere', IS double-edged 
On the one hand, agarnst modernist homological consciousness and In llne w ~ t h  his 
eall~cr work on the dtct~nctlon between open and closed works, 'high' l~terature and 
populdr cultu~e, ~t argues that everything belongs to the sem~osphere or that every- 
thing can be sem~otictsed or tcxtuallsed. On the other hand, and against he~metlc~sm, 
~t does not follow from thls assertion that evelyth~ng can be connected to cveryth~ng 
c l x  (tout re trent) 

Even though both these arguments are, to diffe~ent deg~ces,  present In all three 
rlovels, 71~e Nrrn~e ojthe Rose (1983a) st111 engages the first and FoucazlltS Pendulum 
( 1989a) and The Irland oj rhe Day Before (1995a) concern the second Inore overtly In 
teimr of tlle neoplaton~c-nominal~rt  or metaphysics-physics, 'transcendental 
connectedness and nominalist fragmentation' b ina~es ,  the flrst, even though ultimately 
expo~ed du crror, st111 works with the Idea of a secret or ve~led schema beh~nd the 
wcltcr of redlrty deta~l Tlic second novel lmplodes the schema throughout and the 
thrld r i  set \omcwhe~e In betwcen (cf Zarnora 1997 343) In opposing these extremes, 
E c o ' ~  passton toi h~story in all three novels 1s teinpc~ed to a degree by what I-Ia~old 
Bloom ~a l l cd  the 'anxiety of Influence' (exempl~frcd 111 the Romantic compul\~on to 
r ejcct the culti~lal past In the ndme of ong~ndllty) He d~dlns h~s to r l~a l  epoch5 of infor- 
m,~tron '2nd then creatrvclylnovclirt~cally employs such informat~on for t11s own 
mctnd~sculir\ c dlaliloguc\ 

ELO h~sto~lcally po51t1ons all thrcc of h ~ s  novelc at tlme-h~<toncal 'weak points', 
pornts of L L I I ~ L I I ~ I  chaos, rnsecu~rty, tlans~t~on-where the old has lost ~ t s  autho~~ty  and 
the new has not yet dawned The deh~scence of structures create feellngs of loomrng 
doom or itpocalypse, 1 e In its sense of cataclysm and catastrophe (whlch may swrtch 
to wonder and cxcltcment about the different as In the thlrd novel) Through such 
posltlonrngs he not only d ~ a w s  analogles between time-h~storical epochs but more 
importantly creates novellst~c rnachlncc through which he can comment (or wl tte corn- 
rncntdrrcs) on 11iodc1n and postmodcln cultule 

The Name of the Rose (19831) 
Situated historically in one week of November 1327, the first novel deals with a series 
of nlurdcrs in a Franciscan abbey. Politically the murders draw unwanted attention to 
the Franciscans who aspired to stay neutral in the conflict between Louis the Bavarian 
(Emperor) and John XXII (Pope). Aiming to solve the murders, William of Baskerville, 
also a Franciscan, plays detective and in the process teaches Adso, a young priest, 
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about the Interpretat~on of signs Through creatlve abduct~on he hypothesises that the 
murders are inodellcd on the prophecy of the seven angels and seven trumpets In 
Revelation 8:6-10.10 Ult~mately, and by chance, however, he finds out that there was 
no overt plot What happened 1s that the polson the llbrarlan put on the pages of Arts- 
totle's Poetlcs of Comedy to deter other monks from readlng ~ t ,  in fact kllled the monks 
who did 

Posrtloncd at the tlme-juncture of the collaps~ng of trad~tlonal orders In the 
I-llgh Middle Ages, the first novel treats the p o l ~ t ~ c s  ot  Emperor and Pope, L o u ~ s  the 
Bavanan and John XXII, as more fatal and contamtnatlng than the 'Black Death' ~tself 
(caned by rats and lice) In thls, Eco produces a serles of nllrrors for loomlng Western 
apocalypse Even mole than the looin~ng threat of global a t o ~ n ~ c  destructton, the E a t -  
West cold war 1s frgured in Louis the Ravalian and John XXII's struggle Ahductivcly, 
e~ther may be equated wlth the old USSR, the Warsaw Pact and coc~al~s t  movements 
In the Thlrd World on the one s ~ d e  and the US and NATO, the Ideology of capital~sm 
on the other Threatened by the possibil~ty of loosing rndependence In the conflict 
between Empeior and Pope, the Franc~scan monk's own symptomatic postulating of 
an apocalypt~c schema for solving the murders may figule hrs des~re f o ~  divine Inter- 
ventron. Alte~nat~vely, rt may equally be equated to the unal~gned's lncllnatton to joln 
heretic movements 'slmple' people, the landless peasants, (e g the Fratrcell~, Catharrst\, 
Waldens~ans, Arnold~sts, Patar~nes, 'the commun~s t~ '  I n  the West and 'thc ~apltalrsta' 
in the East) Such people. ELO suggests, do not jorn tliese movements because they 
perceive heretic movcnlcnts to plopound the truth, but because they feel thcmsclve\ 
not socrally dnd ~ntellcctually protected by systems In soc~cty They flnd hope In the 
promrse of 'at least vrolcntly overthrowing the order that excludes them' The US and 
USSR paranoid about the co~npetttion betwcen cap~talist and colnmunlst hegemony 
was not real for the people FOI Eco, it seems, their overall drive was that of a 'hungel 
of inclusion wlt111n tile ~ntcrnatronal pol~ty' (R~chtel 1997 268, Eco 1983 196-207) 

Eco's subhmc commentanes in h ~ s  novel alro extend to the attraction ' t c ~ ~ o i -  
~ s m '  has for intellectuals and on clandest~ne pol~t~c,il organisations such the CIA, 
MI5 and KGB Conccrnrng the f~rst ,  Eco appears to crlticlsc those hberals In Eu~opc  
(e.g. Ubertlrio of Casalc and In our century, Inany more) who preach revolut~on but do 
not actually join In, I e lor thelr 'hypocntlcal hablt of tlxcoret~cally advocating dnnr- 
c h ~ c  vlolence whtle remaining noncommittal about terrorism of the Black September 
type' (Richter 1997 269, Eco 1983 41-64) Secondly S~mllar to the Inqulsltlon, the 
East's and West's clandestine opelatlves twist and turn people's words agalnst them, 
lnvarlably find them guilty and put them to dedth for crlmes they have not committed 
As In hls other novels, we do not Tlnd Eco l~ldulglng in sermonising, moral~slng or 
givlng history lessons for that matter. Cunningly, he creates systems of mirrors 'by 
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which the present and the past are allowed to reflect, distort and parody each other' beyond the name of things: signs may still be read and meaning does still exist, no 
(Richter 1997:270). matter how elusive 01- tragic (Zarnora 1997:329). The novel, however, concludes with 

If Eco's strategy for generating his analogical commentaries in his first novel is William of Baskerville's finding: that there was no 'apocalyptic plan', 'there was no 
to create an authentically as possible medieval cultural situation resonating with mod- plot ... and I discovered it by mistake'. Acknowledging that, his mistake was not to, 
ern/postmodern culture, his narrative technique is not appropriate to the ~eriod-differ- Pursue the issue of the murders in the Abbey with the scjence of signs but to have 
ent from a strategy employed by Mary Renault and Robert Graves. Eco's detective- succumbed to what amounts to ontological structuralist abduction (whereby he at- 
protagonist (William of Baskerville) and his pupil in semiotic abduction (Adso) are tempted to explain the murders with the construction of an apocalyptic plan of the 
modelled after Sherlock Holmes (of Irish descent like William) and Watson (whose antichrist). William confesses of having been stubborn and having pursued 'a sem. 
middle phonemes creates 'Adso'), deci&dly modern men placed in a medieval Past. blance of order, when I should have known well that there is no order in the universe', 
Except for points of contact with The Hound of the Baskewilles, the novel's plot, Reflecting on the way in which one constructs a net or ladder to attain order iri tile 
however, is not modelled after any of Doyle's novels but rather on the classic mystery universe, he concludes that 'you must throw the ladder away, because you tfiscover 
novels of the 1930s. Even so, these resonances are superficial. Positioned somewhere that, even if it was useful, it was meaningless' ( ~ c ~  1983:487f), 
between and serious narrative, the novel's anachronistic and mirroring strat- 

egies implode the iterative structure and denouement of (popular, modernist) detec- 
tive fiction. AS such, it is a novel which aims to end all detective as well as mystery Foucault's Pendulum (1989a) 
fiction (Richter 1997:258,261). When the reader is unable to access relevant i~ fo rma-  Historically, Eco's second novel draws on thematics ranging from Torah, the Judaeo- 
tion, the incongruities related to the labyrinthine library, a locked room, information Ckistian Holy Scriptures, Jesus Christ, the Templars, the Holy Grail, telluric currents, 

in maps, cryptograms, clues in a variety of foreign languages and mbreak- 'The Protocols of the Sages of Zion', Dante, the Free Masons, various esoteric groups, 
able alibis turn intojokes-carnivalising semiotic detection and the mystery novel. The astrology, alchemy and Kabbalah to Hitler, IBM, the Eiffel tower, the art of 
iterative structure of popular (detective) serialised fiction (whether of a Sherlock tion, vanity Presses and Self-publishing-authors (SFA's), films such as Casablanca 
Ho]mes, a Colu~nbo or James Bond-closed narratives; cf. Eco 1979b) is refracted, alld Indiana Jones and the pendulum of Jean Bernard LCon Foucault (1819-1868). 
preventing the of the same structure. In analogy to Robbe-Grjllet's The After the three protagonists chance 011 the interdependence of alchemy arld science 
Erasers, Friedrich Diirrenmatt's The Pledge and Jorge Luis Barges's 'Death and the during the Renaissance, they decide to make fun of occult, cabalistic esoteric 
Compass', the plot and denouement, again, employs the three main postmodern detec- believers-mystics, members of secret societies-by artificially (with the help of Corn- 
tive fiction strategies aiming at deconstructing the form: the detective projects a P t e r  generated hermetic semiosis) and on the basis of tout se tieat, generating a 
murder but cannot foresee that it will be his own; while the detective is made to cret' plan ultimately believed by the diabolicals indulging and publishing their para- 
lieve that the victim is dead, he is not, and the detective is ultinlately mani~ula t  noid overinterpretations. Similar to the growth of cancercells (in Diotallevi's body), 

the plot df%enerate~ cancerously: Belbo dies as a result of the hermeticists' fanaticism 
anguish over years-because the murderer was killed by pure chance before he could and Casaubon awaits their arrival to kill him for not providing thern with the missing 
be in the act. The first is present in the self-destruction of the Abbey; the set- information (which does not exist) in the plot. 

in the inadvertent murders; and the third in the ~pocalyptic plan which propels the Radically opposite to The Name of the Rose (and also Tlze lsland of tlze I ) ~ ] I  
Plot but wllich turns out to be wrong-headed (Richter 1997:271-274). Before), Foucault5 Pmclulunz is not a culturally-situated pasl-hi~tori~al  narrative aria- 

TIlroughout the novel, William and Adso (and with them the reader) aSSt.~me logically commenting on the present. Informed by the post-1968 pluralising cultural 
that there does exist some occulted (apocalyptic) systeln 01 master code which is able revolution through which the West was not only more radically opened to third world 
to explaill all the phenomena encountered by the characters-truths beyond the murder struggles for independence but also to French poststructuralist irrationalisnl, hermetic 
mystery, as is also found in James Joyce's Ulysses, William Faulkner's Absolonz, drift and the occult, it is positioned in the poststructuralist centreless present which 
~ h ~ ~ l ~ ~ !  and Thomas Marln's The Magic Mountain. In terms of his neoplatonic faith, does not 0111~ not respect either past or future bul also withdraws 'from the world of 
the younger Adso still believed in a level of meaning beyond the ob.lccts and events things into a universe of words[Aanguage/texts] in order to recollstruct the form of the 
perceived, that there is still a level of transcendental signification, a level of meaning world' (Eco 1989~:77,84f). Modelled after the Kabbalists' perception of creation as 
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that of a 'symbolic textuality' without a centre and their belief in the 'world-generat- Casaubon, the main character in Foucault's Pendulum, is aptly named after 
ing capacity of language', the novel's 'universe of words' is not connected to 'the Isaac Casaubon (1559-1614), the Swiss philologist and KabbaIist who convincingly 
realities of lived experience'. If it does make connections, they are not 'credible' (cf. showed that the Corpus Henneticum held to be a mystical text dating from the time of 
~ a m o r a  1997:335). Similar to Eco's (1995b:68) view that James Joyce's Finnegan's kkrmes Trismegistus (before 1000 BCE) has nothing Egyptian about it and was 
Wake is already postmodern, such texts can be understood only if it is read not as 'the posed after the beginning of the Christian era. David Robey's proposal that it is possi- 
negation of the already said, but [as] its ironic rethinking'. ble that Casaubon also refers to a character composing a book, A Key to ~ ~ t h ~ l ~ -  

~t is especially in this second novel which Eco picks up on some issues in gies in George Eliot's Middlemarch is outrightly rejected by Eco (cf. Bondanella 
James Joyce's Firlnegnn S Wake and develop them for his own postmodern PurPoses. 1997:288), but does resemble the element of mythological play in the novel (Hutcheon 
These include issues such as: the book being representative of 'an epoch in transition' 1997:319; Zamora 1997:333). 
where neither science nor social relations obey the orders and ~ 3 ~ m a s  of previous Characters and events resonate with Eco's own experiences during WWII as 
more secure epochs and where the book tself is not capable of providing an alterna- well as of publishing houses in Turin and Milan early on in his academic career, The 
tivc. In such a situation, the only thing that the book can do, is computer which mechanically generates the (postmodernly) hermetic plot, Abulafia, 

is named after h n u e l  ben Samuel Abulafia (1240-c. l292), a thirteenth century Kab- 
paradoxically to define the new world by assembling a chaotic and diz ballst and Jewish mystic who studied the infinite combinations in the Torah and devel- 
encyclopedia from the old one and filling it with explanations that once seem oped the number and letter system which influenced Kabbalistic thinking. Following 
mutually exclusive. Through this clash and the Big Bang of these OPPos the Kabbalistic interpretation generated by the computer, the book itself is divided 
tions, something new is born. into the ten sections of the occult Tree of the Sefirot (Keter, Hokhmah, Binah, Hesed, 

As such, it Gevurah, Tiferet, Nezah, Hod, Yesod, Malkhut) quoting Belbo's locked computer files, 
The novel artificially constructs a four-dimensional or virtual reality. Randomly 

rebels against the narrow-mindedness of modern methodologies which Per- amalgamating all possible esoterically inclined conspiracies (on the basis of 'Suspect, 
us define only partial aspccts of reality, thus elilninating the possibility only suspect'-Eco 1989:377f-and exagerating E.M. Forster's 'Connect only connect' 

of an ultimate and total definition (ECO 1989~83) .  to a point of implosion), the three protagonists fabricate a universal mega-conspiracy 
plot spanning Westel-n history from the pre-Christian era to tile current postmodern 

Similar to Finrzegnrl's Wake, this may be compensated for by 'an assemblage of partia1 condition and involving virtually all major esoteric societies (cf. P y n c h ~ ~ ' ~  Clying of 
and provisional definitions that syncretically collide and combine in an enormous "world Lot49 and Gravity's Rainbow for similar ultra-plotted texts). Being drawn into it not 
theatrex', milroril~g the cosmos. For this purpose, 'language selects terms fro* the only believing that the plan is true but that they themselves are in reality part of it, that 
most disparate cultural heritages and makes possible their coexistence though the eY have been destined to reunite the members of the plot gone astray in time, the 
connective tissue of a language', 'accumulated materials' offering the entire wisdom labolicals enfabulate themselves into the artificially created plot to occupy and live 
of humanity which is not that of an eternal truth or 'the whole of History' but 'a form ts space-time. In the tradition of the 'followers of the veil' (such as Gabriele Rossetti 
of the world in larlguagel. The 'encyclopedic totalizing impulse', the 'vision of the 1783-1854; Eugcne Aroux 1773-1859; and Luigi Valla 1878-1931 in their reading of 
world as a vast theatre of ideas, as a non-hierarchical aggregation of texts', here, aims Dante) the diabolicals presuppose that there is a non-literal hidden message under the 

to counter of modern methodologies which pennit us to define veil of difficult verse, uncovering intricate conspiracies and secret messages, even 
only partial aspects of reality' (Eco 1989c:83f). In Eco's novel, rotation 'is the slip- inking Dante to Free Masonry, Rosicrucianisnl and the Knights Templars. Such an 

of a logos', the image Eco 'uses ironically to mirror the lost "di- nterpretation, however, belies the historical facts that the Rosicrucian philosophy dates 
rectional centern in/of his novel' (Zamora 1997:335). It refers to the mystery in the om the beginning of the seventeenth and Free Masonry from the beginning of the 
heavens, where 'the mystery of absolute immobility was celebrated' (Eco 1989~:332). ghteenth centuries (cf. Bondanella 1997:286). 
unabashedly, Casaubon talks about 'some transcendental signified-the unmasking Here, we have Eco creating a virtually real world (by randomly connecting 

discrediting of which will drive the plot forward', till it ends up at the end where thing with anything) with real people concretely and actually entering into its 
the pendulun~ only signifies itself (Zamora 1997:332). plotted excesses, enfabulating themselves as the plan's protagonists, believing to 
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be destined to occupy and live its space-time. Other than his first novel, it is not t ss (publishing the manuscripts of SFA's for financial gain) signify Claude Garamond 
cultural condition of an exhausted epoch in the past which Eco uses to mirror cu 99- 1562) and Aldo Manuzio or Manutius (1450- 15 15) who invented the elegant 
conditions. It is also not inerely a current situation resonating refractedly or specu e still used by many publishers today, and the famous Venetian Press (with the 
with a multiplicity of mirrors from the past. Rather, as virtual reality, the plan chor and dolphin symbol still used by Doubleday Books today) respectively. 
networked result of the converged focusing of virtually all occulted speculatio Similarly ironic is Eco's choice of the title. Even though he holds that 'Foucault' 
the past. Eco (1986b:222) humorously describes its 'illogic' and irrationality, Foucault's Pendulum solely refers to the inventor of the pendulum which proved 
the world only inhabited by symbols or symptoms, as 'cogito interruptus'. ation of the earth experimentally, Jean Bernhard LCon Foucault (1819-1868), it 

Eco's ironic development of 'overinterpretation' resonates with Harold Bloo intertextually resonates with some of Michel Foucault's work, either ironising it 

(19753) 'misreadings' which also related Peircc and Kabbalah in Knbbalalz aizd C nding his ironies ad absurdum. These issues include: his idea that: 1) 'resem- 
cism (1975b). Following a strategy also used in his first novel, Eco's quoting from e' practices are limited to the Rennaissance paradigm before the advent of sci- 
ancient sources and from ancient languages (including Classical Hebrew) mainly serves ) knowledge generated by resemblance (and tabulated in taxonomies and col- 

as anachronisms seducing the reader (whether able to translate these quotes s poverty stricken; 3) resemblance is the inversion of irony; 4) matter (focus on 
into an overintcrpretation of the novel itself while the plot itself is, like Poe's let y), speech and the passive intellect are feminine; 5 )  something will replace 

there for all to see. To set the process of overinterpretation in motion, Eco stern man as the generator of power/knowledge; 6) there exist (secret) discursive 

from Heinricl~ Cornelius Agrippa von Nettesheim's De occults philosophia s waiting to be uncovered; 7) textualised power/knowledge exists everywhere; 

dealt with magic, numerology and the power of sacred names) in the preface p d that its 'strategies' position and manipulate. 

the initial push. This is takcn further by the second quote (which can be read to 111 tracing the vast history of hermetic semiosis and randomly constructing a 

push the reader further along the ovet-interpretation trajectory, or already sounds cau- it, Eco shows that resemblance is not to be limited to the Rennaissance (it 

tion: 'Supcrstilion brings bad luck') and the third in Hebrew which reads: Christianity and postmodernity) nor that it is poverty stricken or that sci- 
one away with it. It is rather extremely rich, able to generate master narra- 

And here as the infinite light continues in a straight line across the vacuum U C ~ ,  resemblance is not the inversion of irony but can itself ironically be 
mentioned above, it does not immediately go downward but continues little On Foucault's hope that something will replace Western man as the gen- 
by little. 'That is, at first it begins to emit a line of light and irtlmediately the ower/knowledge, Eco shows that the best current candidate, the computer 
line expands until it changes into something like a spherical wheel (Zamora artificial intelligence, is unable to do so-Casaubon must still use an index card 

1997:332). tem to assist computerised research. Moreover, it does not ensure the separation of 
d alchemy. This links up with Eco showing how Western man, the repre- 

What Harold Bloom (1975a:28) called the suspicion that there is 'an i entative of mind, writing and the active intellect is the one desiring and responsible 

ble knowledge of a final reality that stands behind our world of appearances', or the creation of order and cosmic plots. The same is true of Foucault's writing of 

cisely what ~ c o  attacks and which is the object of derision in both Tlze Narize o f t  t) discursive histories, still working with the notion of the 'occult parenthood' of 
Rose and Ehucault's Petzdul~inz. Explicit in the first novel's apocalyptic schema, the me things. In the process of his novel, Eco shows that many more (hermetic inter- 

Kabbalah in the second is only a foil for Eco's ironising of the process through which etive) strategies than those identified by Foucault exist and that there are instances 

such schen~as come into being. In following David Lodge's and Malcolm Bradbury's ntly including master narratives of nation, race, ethnicity, religion, capitalism) 

critifictior~nl novels, Eco develops this genre by merging the popular detective story ere people cannot defend them against textualised power/knowledge. As a 'para- 
with fictionalised academic life (especially the deconstructionists), evolving (grow- unt laboratory for semiotic research into textual strategies', FoucaultS Pendulunz 
ing) a kind of cosmic 'whodunit'. For his Model Reader (whether reading for pleasure ke Casablanca) can serve as '... a palimpsest for future students of twentieth-cen- 
or as a second reading reader), Eco posits a reader at ease wit11 literary theorists, dia- eligiosity' (cf. Hutcheon 1997). 
bolical conspirators, occult philosophers as well as detectives. His facetious poi-trayal It is, however, the tendency of suspicion, hermetic semiosis and the resultant 
of academics in general, universities, publishing houses and especially Self Financing tting/enfabulation, which leads to the death of the protagonists. 'This follows the 
Authors (SFAs) is pointedly ironic because the publisher Garamond and the Manutius m, that 'things perceived as real ... are real in their consequences' (Bondanella 
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1997:297). And as Casaubon waits for his killers and retlects on the fact that there is 
no 'secret cosmic plot', he summarises the rules of arrivir~g at the plan: , dividing yesterday and tomorrow. After Caspar drowns in a prinlitive subma- 

Rule One: Concepts are connected by analogy. There is no way to decide 
once whether an analogy is good or bad, because to some degree e ther, the island, the fixed point and the Wunderkamnzer on board (with a collection 

is connected to everything else .... Rule Two says if tout se tient in 1 all the unfamiliar things and animals found in the New World) he finally sets off to 

the connecting works .... Rule Three: The connectio~ls must not be origin im along the longitudinal line and disappears into the sea. Through Inany events, 

They must have been made before, and the more often the better, by othe berto's novel finally landed in the hands of the modern narrator who writes the 

Only then do the crossings seem true, because they are obvious .... But if y 
invent a plan and others carry it out, it's as if the Plan exists. At that Ending in 1643, ECO'S third novel is positioned at the threshold of the Baroque 

does exist (Eco 1989x61 Xf). 

As part of this overall strategy in misleading his Model Reader into overin 
thc novel, Eco, for this novel, exposes the Motiel Reader who colludes er to modern forms of reason' takes place (Zamora 1997:340). Frorn conflating won- 

Diabolicals (not believing in the plot's artificiality) to be the murderer. The n nd empirical science, the time produced (Christian) thinkers who moved culture 
then. is detective fiction exposing the 'totalizing mind' as culprit (Hutcheon 1 the context of medieval superstition to scientific reasoning. Roger Bacon (c. 

showi~lg the need oP identifying the limits of interpretation6. -c. 1292) already advanced the scientific method and is quoted to have asserted, 

The Island of the Day Before (1995a) 
Eco's third novel is historically set betwccn 1614 and 1643. Already having di 
ered how to calculate latitude, the controlling figure is that of longitude. This pi 
information would vitally enhance charting 'the very New World'. After his arrest in s death) by the Inquisition for teaching the Copernican system; 1634 saw Descartes 

Paris, Kichelieu's generals offer Roberto de La Griva his freedo~n on condition that he 
uncovers the British attempt to find the fixed point through which longitude may be 
measured. Roberto sets out on the Dutch ship the A17laryllis to spy on the Englishman 
Dr. Byrd. He discovers that he makes his ~neasurements on the basis of the belief that provide scientific certainty to it. By positioning the novel at the threshold of this 

like atoms attract and by applying the 'Weapon Salve' to a sample of a dog's blood 
wl.lose wound is kept open. After the ship is shipwrecked, Roberto's float takes him to 
another ship, the Daphne, off a small island in the South Pacific. A few s it somewhere between his first and second novels: between the Neoplatonic be- 
days after his arrival, he finds a German Jesuit Father Caspar wanderdrossel on board. that there is a transcendental schema behind the welter of physical phenomena and 

"ather illan indulgil~g in hermetic semiosis (or authorised readings concerning the authorial 
intet~ti~n), Eco's (1990) limits to interpretation are set by the reader's 'active collaboration' or AS such, the third novel is positioned at that moment when culture in essence 

cooperation with the text, respecting a text's own 'semiotic strategies' concerning the text's 
own possibilities and limits to conjecture (created by its contextuality) as these r 
'iIltefiextual references', 'inferential walks', 'possible worlds' (Barthes 1980:80; Capozzi 1997 
'Contextuality' relates to immediate, dynamic and final interpretants as ~ossibilities for 
tic, stylistic, ideological, cultural and historical encyclopedic information. ~ i m i t s  are s discovery of the New World, the Copernican revolution, Galileo's experiments, 

epoch's historicity. 
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metaphysics, caused the crumbling of inherited models of theological representatio ential walks must be acknowledged. In this, he articulates the humanist notion of 
The thirty years war with its alternating hegemonies of the French, British and Spa rational modus with Peirce's three types of sign and his notion of the Final 
ish together with the mercantile mode of economic production w h c h  eroded the feu erpretant, Habit or Law. Miranda's (1997) interpretation of the 'orange dove' is the 
dal order decentred accepted political and social codes (Bouchard 1997:352f). In term t example in the Anthology of how this is done7. 
of Foucault (1974:xvii), Roberto's story is the story of the breakdown of 'famili In addition to the many pleasurcs Eco's works effect, not least through his dry 
models of classification', of the experience that the 'tabula' or taxonomical grids en nd passion for history and semiotics, Eco excels as teacher. The educational value 
bling 'thought to operate upon the entities of our world', is totally inadequate in the s novels as the latest examples in the developing of polyphonic critifiction is 
face of the 'heterotopia of reality'. Breaches or the severing of connections betwee plary: his metadiscourses (especially concerning paranoid detectionli~lterprcta- 
the order of words and the order(s) of the world, the crumbling of an ethical an also indulged in by policemen, intelligence organisations, secret agents, detec- 
genealogical world, effect Roberto experiencing that the difference between good an medical practitioners and professional readers: students, professors, reviewers 
bad armies, villains and heroes are not absolute. By way of a materialist philosop co himself as Model Reader of his own works), his novelistic demonstration of 
and in the midst of fracturing structures, he learns that the 'earthly paradise' of o deal with historical nairative in the selniosphere (especially concerning ency- 

youth, is over (Eco 1995a:52). edic knowledge), how to develop (many of his own) theoretical concepts 

In the place of this familiar world comes a fluid ambiguous space, where d ionally (abduction, the interpretation of signs and structures and the infere~ltial 

ferent knowledges lnutually relativise one another-'a territory of forked paths' (E taken intertextuality in the novels, unlimited semiosjs, 'hermetic drift', possible 

1995x52). In this world, the narrator's emphasis of Roberto's problems with visio d thc infinite relations of rhizomes, his homage to metaphor), his novels as 

more than an old wound or the plague, foregrounds the problems one has in perceivin gical events', his challenging the reader to become detective, participating in  

'ordered classifications and crisply defined contours' in a world bereft of order. Lik the lie, the apocryphal, the fake, the anachronistic, the pseudo-allegorical, 

'an embarrassed Adarn' (Eco 1995a:41), Roberto discovers even more troubling ex- nwonted analogy through semiotics and his ventriloquist teaching practice in the 

amples of difference inhabiting his semantic universe. The result is that the signs whic 1s. Due to the creative nature of his work, the novels also invite dialoguex. 

he can draw on in his own European culture, are inadequate not only in describing th olding that the orange dove is the 'key' to Eco's third novel, she traces Eco's inferential 
evolving European culture itself but also the physical universe with which he is con concerning this metaphor from the names of the characters and the names and types of 
PI-onted--the fauna and flora of the New World (Bouchard 1997:353). The only thi referring to the Dutch composer, Jonkheer Jakob van Eyck (who also composed a piece 
he can do, is to use analogies from his own linguistic system to describe what nge') through Eco's description of the dove as an 'ernblem' and his relating it to a Gastalt 

experienccs. Evenso, this world seems to be an inverse of his own: whereas frai e on the basket, ladder, sieve, column, nelwork (the dove as musical score, fiiga) (Eco 

characterises plants, strength animals and bright colours edibility in Europe, the in- 95a:345f) (cf. also Capozzi 1997b on intertextuality, metaphors and metafiction as cognitive 
verse is true in the New World (Eco 1995a:lOl). This makes for an unstable world, tegies in the novel). 

exhibiting laws totally at odds. When interpretive grids fail in the face of new an Petrilli sl~ows, much is to be said for Ponzio's matching of Peirce and Bakhtin. In bound- 
different cultural labyrinths, the semiotic consciousness awakens and signs thought or contact zone situations, dialogism as well as Peirce's notion of the interprctant as sorne- 
be exclusionary are shown to be linked and new messages are generated in a proce g more than the sign, arise from the recognition that signs are 'not things, but processes, the 
of unlimited semiosis. With this awakening also comes the developlnent of 'aberr rlacing of relations which are social relations'. Founded on the idea of rerzvoi, the 'logic of 
practices of interpretation', a play with the poetic value of words which not only s, of otherness', deferral from the interpreted to the interpretant sign (Ponzio in Petrilli 

cludes content but also merely results in 'gibberish', 'uncontrolled connotation' ( 127f) means that dialogism (as does dialogue itself) arises because nothing is the same, 

1995a: 102). vident or given in the semiosphere. The non-correspondence between two interactors means 

Similar to his critique of hermetic semiosis in his sccond novel, connot t the interpretant sign always says something more because it enriches the interpreted sign. 
drift or the "'nomadism" of semiosis' which Eco does not deny in principle, can such, Peirce's 'dynamic interpretant' (through which we know something inore and not 

thing else as in hermetic semiosis) is then analogous to Bakhtin's 'responsive understand- 
come instances of 'epistemological fanaticism' where the 'excess of wonder leads 'Being heard as such is already a dialogic relation. The word wants to be heard, under- 
overestjmating the importance of coincidences'. It is for this reason that he has int , responded to, and again to respond to the response, and so forth ad infiniturn' (Bakhtin 
duced the notion of 'pragmatic semiosis' where not only plausibility (as the plausib : 127). Like Barthes' (1980:75f; cf also Eco 1989:4) theorising of thc text, this is a dynamic 
ity to a worldtreality) but also the 'contextual strictures' in sign production and i cess and especially present in (the text's) performance (cf. Barthes 1980:80). 
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One can dialogue with Eco on his own theoretical notions and the way in whi om within the philosophical brotherhood or in the name of the father', but rather 
he exploits them for narrative and metadiscursive aims, his metadiscursive views (ran om the field of social practices in their materiality and historicity'. Not the answer 
ing from the breaking points in European history, the mixing of science and cultur the question 'Who Speaks?' or the 'whodunit' but the redressing of 'social practices 
international politics and ideological struggles to semiotic processes), his interpr their materiality and historicity"is needed. 
tion of hermetic semiosis, his views on the developing of art as life and life as art, Concerning Eco's epochal analogies, de Lauretis (1997:255) appreciates his 
own analogical commentaries on historical epochs, his exploration of the historic atement that the roots 'of all our contemporary "hot" problems' lie in the Middle 
worlds he stages in his novels, his interpretations of other thinkers such as August ges and that both the post-modern era and the Middle Ages are periods of political, 
Bacon and Ockham through Peirce and Wittgenstein to Foucault and Derrida. Alter cultural and technological transformation in which 
tively, his work invites readers to dialogue with these epochs and thinkers on th 
own terms. the whole deck of historical cards are shuffled. All the problems of the Western world 

Eco's gender representations in the novels, however, is another important come out: modem languages, merchant cities, banks, the prime rate, the rising of 

which attracts critical attention in the Anthology, most notably because this is the a modern armies, the national state, as well as the idea of a supranational federation ... 

in which he expounds his own philosophy. the struggle between the poor and the rich, the concept of ideological deviation ... the 
clash between state and church, worker unions, the technological transformation of 
labor [through such as windmills, horseshoes, oxen collars, more advanced rudders. - ,  

Gender in Eco's Novels 
compasses and stirrups] ... the rise of modern ways of computing with the acceptance 

De Lauretis criticises Eco's feminisation of philosophy a la Nietzsche, his novelist 
of the Arab mathematics ... even our contemporary notion of love as a devastating 
unhappy happiness (Eco in de Lauretis 1997:254). 

ventriloguist teaching practice as patriarchal and his exclusion of the problem of ge 
der from his epochal analogising in his first novel. Coletti, again, focuses on the p 
poses to which Eco employs the three main female characters in his second novel ever, she bolsters her argument that Eco's novel is just another continuation of 

Following Spivak (1983:177), de Lauretis argues that if the idea has beco atrlarchal discourse by pointing out that in this statement, Eco has again left out that 

female, then this means that the male deconstructor 'might find its most adequ ible which either did not rise in the Middle Ages or went up in flames-the 'prob- 
legend in male homosexuality defined as criminality'. In The Name of the Rose, ' of gender. This, she contrasts with Dorothy Sayers' Gaud)) Night which, in some 

brothers murder one another to secure the father's text' (de Lauretis 1997:249). T spects, has a similar plot to that of The Name of the Rose. Here, the woman murder- 

only woman in the novel, the nameless young woman with whom Adso experien g the man as narrative resolution changes the social reality instituted in the narne of 
his 'igneous ardour' and the clarity the 'vital spurt' brings, ends up on the stake, e father to that instituted by the name of the mother. Eco's theme of the reader being 
him continuing to desire and fantasise about her. Here, we find the relating of wo murderer, then, is only applicable to the male world of male model authors and 

mother-church-truth-death. This, however, is not the main object of desire. Rather ders and not including women. 

is '011 the surface of the text', in the palimpsest body of the father with its num Focusing on Eco's employing the characters Lorenza, Amparo and Lia in his 
interpretants, The name of the father is not deconstructed in The Name of the Mo ond novel to represent (true) reason in the face of the male weakness for (Medi- 

de Lauretis (1997:251) suggests. It is continued in William's mediation of knowled eval) hermetic thinking, Theresa Coletti explores how these characters represent alter- 

in the teacher-pupil relationship between him and Adso, in the fact that Adso desi tives: a healthy sense of difference and common sense (Coletti 1997:301). 

his 'knowledge, vision and power', his 'possession of the code', and William, Adso The nameless woman in the first novel only figures as Adso's 'hermeneutic 
desire, 'the writing which inscribes it and thc manuscript which ... produces it as mea eoccupation', just figuring signifying processes (like language) in Adso's inultiple 

ing'. Even in its palimpsestic mode, as homo semeioticus, man still stands in the sphe criptions of her. Standing in for the 'forever unattainable transcendent signified' in 

of male sclf-creation and in its latest version of the 'truth of non-truth', as males presence/absence binary, as body, she is materially put under erasure: unjustified 

gregatcd as scholarly groups around father figures (cf. de  Lauretis 1997:250- th by the inquisition. As such, gender is erased from the novel and the patriarchal 

The alternative to this genderising of philosophy, de Lauretis suggests, is pres ('the palimpsest of the symbolic body of the father across the cultural history of 

Eco's A Theor)) ofSetniotics. The 'question of meaning production' is not here po stern Europe') posited as object of desire. 



Historical Narrative in the Semiosphere 

Even though the three female characters in Eco's second novel have names an ost metaphysic and a womb, susceptible to the entry of spirits respectively, Lia's is 

are portrayed in more detail, they do riot fare much better than theune in Eco's fir e belly. Not worrying whether she sits in a 'housewifely pose', she embraces 

(they do not have any agency). In both books, it is men who 'produce books a , touching and patting her belly where Casaubon's 'good primal matter' grows. 

ponder the meaning of words and things' and eface women with their male-author eaking with 'the wisdom of life and birth', Lia instructs Casaubon that 'the secre- 

plan. ecretorum no longer needed to be sought', but that it is rather 'in the bellies of all 

Even though the body itself is not essentialised for the male characters ias of the world'. By implication, alchemical mystery, hermetic systems and even 

Foucault's Pe~zdulurn, for the female characters, it is. Lorenza's muscular playing n's mythologising of Lia in terms of the encoded analogies of life and crea- 

the pinball machine, brings Belbo to fall in love with her. Amparo is overcome valorised sexual symbolism, are insignificant (cf. Eco 1989a:361,437f). As 

urizhanrfa rite spirits when they enter her body against her wish. Lia again, provid ervailing wisdom figure, as 'oracle of corporeality', Lia represents the ultimate 

Casaubon with the vessel in which his 'good primal matter' grows. More particular ral symbol. 'Archetypes don't exist; the body exists', she says (Eco 1989a:362; 

the body of each is essentialised to a gendered groin, womb and belly respective1 ti 1997:3 10). Writing from the body, it is also she who, through common sense, 

L,orenza's mastery of the pinball machine is ascribed to her ingeneous use of the gr rs the scrap of paper which Casaubon interpreted as containing a coded mes- 

Arnparo's knowledge of her country and culture is said to emanate from her womb no a secret group who through a secret plot wished to control the world with a 

her mind; and, as expert on the belly, Lia's is the archetype in the natural order o plan as in fact a laundry list. Lia represents the order of 'common sense', the 

things. c of the body', a 'logic of nature' which limits the interpretive excess of the 

Lorenza finds 'meaning' in four not distinct discourses: as sex object for Ricardo olicals (Eco in Coletti 1997:310). 

as the unattainable transcendent 'eroticized idealization of otherness' (the groin) i Despite this positive appreciation of Lia-which Eco says also represents his 

Belbo's metaphysical quest, as the incarnation of Sophia (identifying woman ews-she is nevertheless excised from the novel as not significant, similar to the 

matter and wisdom's/women's imprisonment in the world) for Aglie and as dead th r female characters. Coletti (1997:311) comments that the problem with Eco's 

with n u  further meaning beyond itself for Casaubon (Coletti 1997:304). entation of femininity is that, despite his positive appreciation of the body as 

As the incarnation of European love of the third world, Amparo is the exoti d of experience' and 'generator and end points of meanings', the fact that he 

other: a Marxist, Brazilian, descendent of Dutch settlers with Jamaican face, Parisi s out this view on female bodies, that he stereotypes genderised philosophy-'men 

culture and Spanish name. Most susceptible to her native culture (that she does no transcendence through mind; women are bodily immanence and nature1-shows 

even understand), the mind is unable to control the body (matter; she cannot av 
possession at the rlrnbanda rite) as well as negotiating the hybrid discourse of Lorenza's free and prostitute body is naturalised in the discourses of the 'virgin 

comrades (ranging from references to Lenin through Amerindian fetishes on the wal emptress'; A~nparo's racial body is that of 'the woman possessed'; Lia's procrea- 

Brazilian cannibalism and African deities) (Coletti 1997:306). Despite her knowledg body is that of 'the earth mother'. All these stereotypes, place (wo)man in that 

Casaubon says, 'she [still] clung to that world with the muscles of her belly, her hear on that Foucault (1970:49) described as 'the man of primitive resemblances .... 

her head, her nostrils' (Eco 1989a:162Q and is still positioned as slave. With his exp e man who is alienated in analogy'. 

sure and critique of Western hermetic semiosis, Eco ventriloquilly also rates candonzbl As a way out of the hermetic vicious circle, these stereotypes or naturalisations, 

umbanda, soccer: ecstatic rituals which anaesthetise 'combative energy and [the] sen a1 not only Eco's desired escape from semiotics but also his inherently patriar- 

of revolt' of the 'disinherited'. This; he says and shows, despite appreciating the rit ploitative stance towards women, so much written about, that one wonders 
themselves as 'wiser ... truer, bound more to elementary pulsations, to the mysteries o s possible that it could have escaped such a learned and vigorous readcr as Eco. 

the body and nature' (in 'Whose Side are the Orixa on?'; Eco 1986b). Even though she ever, if one's stance remains naturalist and neo-neorealist, this may be one of its 

does not die like Lorenza, she exits the narrative in a similarly insignificant way: she es-obviously not adequate in the context of the struggle to move away from 

simply walks out on Casaubon 'with a canvas bag, a volume of political economy types. Far from it. These women escape from hermetic semiosis, but in turn, 

under her arm' (Eco 1989x216). no agency and are positioned in stereotypical silence: one into death, the other, to 
If Lorenza and Amparo were represented as a groin figuring the transcende finiteness and the last, to housewifely chores (Coletti 1997:3 11). 
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Conclusion This, obviously flies in the face of the unfruitful division of natural and human 
That Eco does not produce 'writerly texts' but cunningly devised 'readerly' ones, c ences, i.e. due to the fact that the evolution of modern knowledge asks for ever 
ing (and often misleading) his reader to play detective in tracking down his intertext ter specialisation thereby distancing scientists from lived experience; and in pro- 
references and inferential walks, or to enter into dialogue with Eco's own interpr ng educated but not 'cultivated' scientists or cultivated but not 'educated' human 
tion of different times, or to dialogue with cultures from these times is the key to ntists (Harari &Bell 1982:xii). Departing from the presumption and aimed at pre- 
novelistic oeuvre. A fir111 believer in Peirce's 'growth of knowledge', such an enga 

exploring the passages between science and human science, i.e. the study of 
ment with Eco's work not only informs about other times, analogies bet 

ets of (local) knowledge, 'multiple times, spaces and cultural formations' and 
postmodernity and earlier epochs or entice the reader to 'brush up' on Med 

'sometimes connected intellection' (Serres in Harari & Bell 1982:xiiiS) homo- 
Rennaissance and Baroque encyclopedic knowledge. Most importantly, his no 

al useless science may be transformed. In order to redress this situation encyclo- themselves teach-concerning the ways and means as well as the do's and don'ts 
interpreting historical narrative as both author and reader. ~c knowledge tnust be developed-knowledge which not only focuses on a field but 

One can, however, also ask many further questions about Eco's work and ab o on the world with its 'multiple dimensions of knowledge'. In addition, since theory 

the importance it has for hermeneutics in Africa. On the first, we may ask: in w its own 'borders on terror' and science on its own 011 'domination', they cannot bc 

senses does Eco continue and further (in the growth of knowledge) colonising, patr died and developed divorced from moral and political exigency (Harari & Beil 

chal, discourses (even in his ironies)?; how does Eco expose his own desire for fixe 
transcencte'ntal systems and fixed points in a postmodern world regardless of his ex Such an encyclopedic approach not divorced from morality and politics, simi- 

sure and critique of hermetic serniosis? On the second and returning to the beginn for the dehierarchisation of cultural formations, for departing from the pl-e- 
what constitutes the dangers and excesses in divination, expositions, readings n that the world is principally not ordered but complex and disordered and 
interpretations oi'drcarns. fortune, fate, oracle or holy writ, pathfinding, ancient hun erly or journeying engagement with all forms of knowledge (Harari KL Bell 
ing and tracking techniques, the interpretation of symptoms of illness and cur xxvii,xxi). For Serres, this encyclopedic approach is not systelnic or taxo- 
alchemy'? Alternatively: what constitutes that which we can affirm and practice? c, evolutionary and progressing towards a pre-established goal, unifying or 
finally, hnw can we use Peircean scnliotics especially to explicate our answers 'ngly aimed at a ~tnity of knowledge, bent on establishing immediate relations 
these issues and on our multiplicity of historical narratives in the sciniosphere as the n different domains, mixing fields of knowledge or discovering 'farfetched 
concern system, tierrrtetic se~niosis and change? s'; nor does it work with the borrowing, importing or exporting of knowledge 

Despite its poor editing quality (blame the scanner'?), Rocco Capozzi's Anth en domains (Harari & Bell 1982:xxix,xxxvi). Together with the spatial meta- 
ogy provides an important signpost on the way. As branch of philosophy and retain of the bridge (connection), well (disconnection), the spa (place of renewal), 
its general focus, Semiotics as field may not only assist all disciplines in reflecting (incarcerated space), the journey or passage full of chance and unforeseen inci- 
'the problem of semiosis' particular to each9 (Eco 1997x4) but also with regard s, of interference and requiring translation, of the challenge to find or makc ways, 
how each field has developed historically-what was each field's encyclopedia, in aling with disorder and complexity, are more apt in describing how one deals 
pretive strategies and purposes at particular epochs in Africa. This would, amo and develops knowledge encyclopedically (Serres 1982:42f; Harari & Bell 
many other things, not only show how science has been stifled but also how it can xxvif). All these spatial operators can be drawn together in the emblem of the 
used to constructively interact with local c ~ l t u r e ' ~ .  th (Serres 1982:43) which for us, means, the network which is Africa. 

Eco has already in his A Tlzeory of Setniotics (1979a:g- 14) identified areas of research belo Semiotic analyses of future and past, whether narrativised or not, may assist to 
ing to the semiotic field: zoosemiotics; olfactory signs; tactilc communication; codes of ta ate the dynamic growth of knowledge and related practices, constr~tctively en- 
paralinguistics; medical semiotics; kinesics and proxemics; musical codes; formalised langua g what has been called the African Renaissance. In this, not the acsthetisisation 
written languages, unknown alphabets, secret codes; natural languages; visual communicat but the facilitation of aesthetics in life seems to point the way as hermeneutic 
systems of objects; plot structure; text theory; cultural codes; aesthetic texts; mass colnmunlc 
tion; rhetoric. 

'' On this issue, Eco's (1987; 1990) exploration of Semiotics as the science of the lie or f 
may prove important. 
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Perron, Paul & Patrick Debbkche 1997. On truth and lying: Umberto Eco and A.J. Greima 
Capozzi, Rocco (ed): Reading Eco. An Anthology. Bloomington and Indianapolis: Ind 
University Press. 

Petrilli, Susan 1997. Towards Interpretation Semiotics. In Capozzi, Rocco (ed): Reading 
An Anthology. Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press. 

Rauch, Irrnengard 1997. Openness, Eco, and the End of another Millenium. In Capozzi, R 
(ed): Reading Eco. An Anthology Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Pr 

Richter, David H 1997. The Mirrored World: Form and Ideology in Umberto Eco's The Na 
[he Rose. In Capozzi, Rocco (ed): Reading Eco. An Artthology. Bloomington and Indianap 
Indiana University Press. 

Riffaterre, Michael 1997. The Interpretant in Literary Semiotics. In Capozzi, Rocco (ed): 
ing Eco. An Anthology. Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press. 

Rorty, Richard 1982. Consequences of Pragmatism. Minneapolis: University of Minnesot 
Press. are the earliest influences on your writings? 

Seed, David 1997. The Open Work in Theory and Practice. In Capozzi, Rocco (ed): Re are many things that influenced me. The  main one being that I come from a 
Eco. An an tho log)^. Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press. of readers. From an early age I started reading comics and hooks which I still 

Sebeok, Thomas A 1997. Give me Another Horse. In Capozzi, Rocco ied): Reading Ec to this day. These are the same comic books I used to enjoy as a child. Also of 
Antholog)! Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press. se my father was a teacher and later h e  became a lawyer. H e  was reading all the 

Serres, Michel 1982. Language and Space: From Oedipus to Zola. In Harari, JosuC V & d he was writing as well. These were political writings. So, growing up  in an 
F Bell (eds): Herines: Literature, Science, Philosophy. Baltimore & London: The Johns H ment where everyone was reading, one developed that habit of reading. I strongly 
University Press. 

Spivak, Gayatri Chakravorty 1983. Displacement and the Discourse of Woman. In Kmp that to be a good writer you need to read. Actually, reading made m e  a writer, 
Mark (ed): Displacenzent: Derrida and After Bloomington: Indiana University Press. use when you read stories, you are fascinated by these stories, and you want to 

Tejcra, Victorino 1997. Eco, Peirce and the Necessity of Interpretation. In Capozzi, Rocc te your own stories. I didn't start as a writer as such, obviously, becausc you need 

Reading Eco. An Anthology. Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press. literate in order to write. Those were my early influences. I did not start as a 
Wittgenstein, Ludwig [1922]1990. Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus. Ogden, C K  (trans). r. I started as a painter, drawing and such, which 1 still d o  today. Later when I 

don & New York: Routledge. ead and write I started to write as well. I started with poems and short stories 
Zamora, Lois Parkinson 1997. The Swing of the 'Pendulum': Eco's Novels. In Capozzi, . My earliest published work, which I n o  longer have now, was a Xhosa short 

(etl): Reading Eco. An Anthology. Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University ory called 'Igqira lase Mvubase'. I was about thirteen or  fourteen at  the time when I 
te it. 

t would you say were the main concerns in that story? 
not say exactly, but I d o  recall that it way about some fake tradlt~onal w ~ t c h -  
rs. It  was set in a village but I d o  not remember the detalls. 

his story influenced by African folklore and orature in any way? 
I think that it was influenced by the stories that I read at that time, and included 

ren's stories and prescribed reading at  school. 

]ere any teachers who might have influenced you to write? 
really. None of  my teachers influenced m e  in any way. 
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Interview with Zakes Mda 

From the writing of shortstories did you progress to writing musicals? spects. But when I wrote plays such as A Hectic Weekend, now that I look back, I see 

I never really wrote short stories, except for the one in Xhosa which was publishe many influences of the African playwrights that I was reading at the time. Soyinka and 

Since then I haven't written any other short stories. Well, I don't think so. other West African playwrights influenced me because those were the people that we 
were reading in those days. But also, on the other hand, there was Bernard Shaw, 

A number of black writers started their careers by writing short stories whi whom we were reading at school. Plays like Androcoles and the Lion which also had 

were published in magazines such as Druin and StafSuider. some influence on me. Later there was Athol Fugard, who definitely influenced the 

I find short stories very difficult. A short story requires special skills, which I do kind of plays I was writing at the time. 

think I have. So, I won't want to dabble in writing short stories. I can write pl 
that's fine, and novels where you can tell the story using sustained prose. I find s I get the impression that when you say 'influenced' you are saying that you cre- 

stories much too demanding. ted your own space for your particular type of theatre even then. 
11, I have always created my own type of theatre. But then as a writer who also 

Do you recall the early plays that you wrote while you were a pupil at sch ads other writers, and becomes highly impressed by a specific writer, you cannot 

Oh yes, I I-emember all of them. When it comes to the writing of the plays I elp but have traces of that writer in your work. Only recently someone who saw my 

exactly who and what influenced them. It was Gibson Kente. I was in High Scho ay The Dying Screams of the Moon, commented that there was a lot of Athol Fugard 

Lesotho. I used to read lots of plays. I read Wole Soyinka, Joe Orton, Harold P it as far the structure is concerned, and so on, and I won't say no to that. In fact I 

and a number of othcr playwrights. But without really thinking of writing my nk that I owe a lot of my style to Athol Fugard, by either reading or seeing his work. 

plays. 'Then one day I saw a Gibson Kente play called Sikalo, which was being ted a different type of theatre from Fugard, it was completely different, but still 

formed in Maseru. At that stage I vaguely remembered watching a performance o was a lot of him too in the style that I used then. 

very first play by Kente called Manana the Jazz Prophet, a few years earlier, 
not have any impact on me. When I saw Sikalo, I was still at high school ow would you comment on the view expressed by some critics that there are 
quite fascinated by the fact that it was quite a terrible play. nfluences of Beckett and Brecht in your work as well? 

When I wrote We Shall Sing for the Fatherland I had never even heard of Beckett or 

Terrible in terms of its dramatic structure? Brecht. But when the play was first performed in Johannesburg I was surprised to hear 

Yes, I thought it was a bad play. I enjoyed the music and the dance and so on. But e people say that I was closer to Beckett. When I wrote The Road much later, when I 
then, although I was still in High School, I thought that it was a truly awful play. I in America, I was still compared to Beckett. When I went over to America to 
that I coLlld write something better. So that is how Kente influenced me. He wa y Theatre, it was then that I came across Beckett. Then I thought, well, there was 
terrible that I thought I could do something better. something in that comparison in that there is a lot that is absurd in my work as well. 

ven though I had not heard of theatre of the absurd when I wrote my early plays. It 

What was the first play that you wrote? s very clear that there were many elements which were quite absurd in the type of 
After watching Kentc's Sikalo I started writing my play. It was called Zlzaigos. Zh ealre that I was creating. 

being the narne of the main character. This is while 1 was still at Peka High Scho 
1,csotho. I was in grade cight at the time. I wrote this play called Zhaigos. It was v agic realism is clearly an important element in your writings. Would you agree 
rnuch influenced by the same type of township musical theatre that Kente was at magic realism is evident very early in your career as a writer? 
But 1 believed that my story line was much stronger. I don't know if it was, bu s, you are quite correct. The earliest ones starting with Dead End, We Shall Sing for 
what I thought at the time. Fatherland and Dark Voices Ring all have in common elements of magic realism. 

At the time I did not even know that there was a literary movement such as ~nagic 

What followed after this'? 
After Zhaigos I wrote A Hectic Weekend which was set in a park. This  lay too 
completely cfiffercnt direction from the first play which was Kenteesque in many ow do you see the use of magic realism in your writings? 



Gnu Naidno 

As it was with absurdism, the same thing happened with magic realism, in that I h 
not heard of magic realism when I started writing those plays. It is something tha 
have always done in my writing. I make things happen the way I want things to 
pen, however much that might contradict what you might call objective reality. 
cally I felt that these were my creations. The world that I was writing about was t 
world that I created. I am in the God business. I am the God of that world, so I c 
make things happen the way I want them to happen. Whether in the so-called obj 
rive reality things would happen in that way, or not, is not the issue for me. 

Have you used any strands'of African Cosmology in the type of magic r 
that you have created, particularly in your novels Ways ofDying and She P 
witIz the Darkness? 
Not consciously, no. But as Africans we always live with magic. When I wrote t 
novels 1 was at the stage where I was familiar with the movement called magic 
ism. When I wrote the novels I had read people like Marquez. I had read A Hun 
and 01ze Years o f  Solitude. I read that and I fell in love with that mode of writi 
precisely because I fclt that the Latin American writers were doing what I had alw 
been doing ~nyself. When I started with my first novel Ways of Dying 1 was consci 
of a movement called magic realism and that I was writing a rnagic realist novel. 
basically I was doing what I had done much earlier. Here in Africa there is ma 
happening all the time. There are Inany belief systems and in fact a lot of the thi 
that the western world refers to as superstition. For me such things actually hap 
and I portray them as such in my writings. 

Interview with Zakes Mda 

process which I found difficult and painful, I realised that I could write sustained 
prose. I had gained the confidence that I needed to write a novel, but shelved the idea 
of writing a novel therealter. 

How did you actually commence writing your first novel? 
In 1991 when I was a visitlng professor at Yale I declded to buy a computer All my 
wntmg, even When People Play People had been done by longhand I decided that ~t 
was time to get modern. After I bought the computer I asked myself what next7 What 
do I do w ~ t h  117 So I said, well I m ~ g h t  as well wrlte a novel Then I started wrttlng 
Ways of Dyzrzg If I had not bought that computer I would 11ot have wrltten Wuj 5 of 

Dying On Chr~s(mas Day I wrote the first llne 'There are many ways of dylng ' and 
I continued wrltlng the first few pages That explalns why the ~nc~dents  on the vely 
first pages of the novel take place on Christmas Day. Even the bells that are ment~oned 
early in the novel were actually linglng w h ~ l e  I was w r ~ t ~ n g  The story was actually 
unfolding while I was wrlting it on that Chr~stmas Day. 

Writers such as Mphahlele have mentioned the 'tyranny of place' in reference to 
the inhibiting effects that being separated from South Africa had on their crea- 
tive work. Did you experience a similar problem when you were at work with 
your novel? 
With me it wa5 qulte the reverse My distance from South Afrrca actually helped me to 
wrlte This was the s~ tua t~on  even durtng the days of apal thetd when I was writlng my 
plays I am grateful to the fact that I was far away fiom the situation here 

Perhaps this might explain why magic realism is such a popular mode amo How do you explain this? 
postcolonial writers whether they come from Latin America, Africa or India, Those writers who were living within the situation here could have perhaps created 
need only think of writers such as Borges, Marquez, Okri, Rushdie and Chan much greater theatre than tliey ever did. Because they were living within the situation 
to name just a few of the writers who have used this form of literary repres they could get their characters and their stories from what they saw around them. 
tion. The use of magic realism by these writers appears to be anchored i Apartheid itself was so absurd that it created the stories for these writers. Many of thc 
belief systems of the people that they are writing about. eatre people who became famous during those days were actually reporters who 
Yes definitely, this is so. uld take a slice of life and put it on a page and thereafter on the stage, and hey 

esto they had great theatre! With me there was no such advantage. I was far away 
Could you comment on your transition from writing plays to writing novel om the situation itself. I was forced to use my imagination in order to rccreate the 
This transition, if you car1 call it a transition at all, took place because I have a1 tuation as I remembered it, or as I thought it would be. 

wanted to write a ~ ~ o v e l .  For the past twenty years or so I have always wanted to wr 
a novel. But I never thought that I would be able to do it. I did not think that it w e you in fact saying that in your case it was a matter of deliberately ensuring 
possible for rlle to write sustained prose because I am really a dialogue person, m at the creative impulse was being put to work? 
suited, I thought, to the writing of plays. I thought that I needed particularly spe s. That explains why even today when apartheid is gone I still create, because I had 
skill to write a novel. After I wrote my PhD thesis of more that four hundred page nt to create from my imagination. 
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Perhaps it could be said that with the demise of apartheid many writers find th 
they are no longer equal to the task of functioning as writers. 
Quite so. Now the author is dead, and the author was apartheid. Apartheid created s 
many stories and these writers took ready-made stories. When I taught a course o 
Pan-African literature in America, one of the books I prescribed was a book by Andr 
Brink called A Dry White Season. When I started reading the novel I realised tha 
was actually a newspaper report of things that were happening here. Nadine Gordimer 
did the same thing as well in her novels. I did not have that advantage. I had to imagin 
things and had to create from my imagination. 

One could say then that in your writings you were actively engaged in construc 
ing a literary landscape that went beyond mere reportage. There is also the se 
of a creative impulse that led to your use of literary modes such as absurdism an 
magic realism, long before you encountered them in the work of other writers. 
Yes If I had iemalned In South Afr~ca  there would have been no reason not to do wha 
everyone else was dolng, be ~t Barney S ~ m o n  or Matsemela Manaka or anyone els 
Barney Simon would actually tell h ~ s  actors to go out and find the stories out ther 
Thore were the stones that were already composed by the aparthetd system 

Would you say that Fugard was any different, especially when one cons 
fact that he used actors such as Kani and Ntshona in a great deal of expe 
theatre in which scripts were created from workshopped sessions? 
He was certainly doing the same type of thing. However, I did not enjoy such a lux 
Being away from South Africa, I couldn't just go off to Park Station or some o 
such place and eavesdrop on what people were saying, or observe what people we 
doing. I had to rely solely on the resources of my imagination to create the type 
situations that might occur here. 

Some critics have alluded to the sense of prophecy in your plays. In We Shall Si 
for the Fatherland, and You Fool Don't Let the Sky Fall Down, in particular, th 
is a hint of the kind of situation that might even pertain to this country. H 
would you respond to that? 
I have just been approached by producers to have We Shall Sing for tlze Father1 
filmed, but they have expressed concerns that the play might be viewed as a state 
against the present government. I was ccrtainly not writing about the new governm 
in South Africa in those plays. The present government was not even in existe 
when I wrote those plays. Although the plays do not attack the present governm 
some people could choose to read them as such. I have merely made astute obser 
tions of politicians and human nature in these plays. 

Interview with Zakes Mda 

With regard to your novels, Ways of Dying and She Plays with the Darkness, would 
you say that once you started writing, the stories gained a momentum of their 
own. 
Well, once I started writlng Ways of Dylng ~t d ~ d  galn a momentum of its own In that 
sense, because 11 is about ways of dylng, and I talk about many deaths there Every one 
of those deaths happened, those were deaths reported In newspapers These were deaths 
that I had read about in the Sunday T~mes,  and C ~ t y  Press. Those were the two news- 
papers whlch were the source of my informat~on on the deaths There m~ght  have been 
one or two cases from the Mall and Guurdzan but the Mall and Cunrdlan was not 
involved In that klnd of journalism The very first death mentioned In the novel, how- 
ever, d~dn ' t  come fiom a newspaper, but 1s actually based on fact It happened to a 
cousln of mlne, and 1 have reported ~t exactly as ~t happened So, all those deaths 
actually happened, and all I did was to take these deaths and put them in an lmaglnary 
stoiy with a profess~onal mourner. 

Is the concept of the professional mourner your own creation? 
It is my own creation because I had never heard of professional mourners bcfore. 

I suppose the Nurse is someone who actually exists and performs the functions 
you have described in Ways of Dying. 
I only heard recently, long after I had wrltten Ways of Dyzng, that profess~ondl mourn- 
ers existed In Europe, perhaps during the tlme of the bubonic plague I find that qulte 
fascinat~ng, because I think the idea of a prolesslonal moulner IS a r~dlculous thing 
The concept of the Nurse however IS a real one Among the Afrlcan people, I thlnk 
mostly among the Basutho people, the Nurse has an Important funct~on at funeral5 He 
1s called the Nurse because he is supposed to have nursed the dead person du~lng his 
or her last moment on earth The Nurse IS also someone who may have not nurscd a 
person, but who m ~ g h t  have knowledge of how someone died The N u ~ r e  1s therefore 
a funeral orator who could tell people how a person died 

Do the characters in your novels have names that are of special significance? I 
know that Dikosha, for example, means 'one who dances', and as one of the cen- 
tral figures in She Plays with the Darkness, she does spend most of her time danc- 
ing in the sacred Cave of Barwa. 
The names don't mean anythlng rcally. Tolok~ and Noria, for example, just sounded 
good to me. There 1s no special sign~f~cance to the names that I have chosen for my 
characters. D~kosha, however is a Tswana name that means one who dances or slngs 

In your novel She Plays with tlze Darkness, there are elements of African Cosmol- 
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ogy. I am thinking here of the mist that is mentioned in the first page of the novel; 
and then there is the case of the sacred cave in which the spirits come alive; and 
the communal voices of the people. Have you consciously included these aspects 
of African Cosmology in the novel? 
No, I don't consciously give attention to that kind of thing. What you see in that novel 
is actually the way people live in Lesotho. The caves mentioned in the novel are acru- 
ally there in the mountains In Lesotho. Those are the bushmen caves with the paint- 
Ings, and unfortunately they are fading away now because people have wrltten all over 
them The village that I havc mentioned in She Plnys wlth the Darkness is actually 
based on a vlllage that is high up in the mounta~ns In I,esotho, and it can only be 
reached by plane. 

The voice of the communal narrator you have used in Ways of Dying seems be to 
be very much a product of African orature. Or is it a creative device used specifi- 
cally for the novel? 
It 1s very much from orature, really, because the story can be told in the plural form. 
This 1s how African people tell stones. Rut thls need not be the case all the tlme. 

In both your novels you have chosen a literary style that is very clear, and precise. 
There is certainly no evidence of unnecessary details or  needless descriptions. At 
the same time one senses a creative impulse that is rather intense. Is that how you 
felt when you wrote your novels? 
I have mentioned how difficult ~t was for me to wi-~te my doctoral thesis. I had always 
ilnag~ned that wrlttng a novel would be agonising, as well. But when I got down to 
wrltlng the first novel and then thc next, 1 really enjoyed myself. It was the easiest 
wilting I had ever done In my llfe The storles s~mply flowed the way that I wanted 
them to I d ~ d  not have to sit and think, what next? 

I t  would seem that you found the experience of writing your novels enjoyable. 
Yes, I had great fun wrlting my novels More fun than I ever had even when I was 
wlitlng my plays Writing some of those plays was quite an agony I wrote many of 
those plays in a matter of two or three weeks, or even less time than that Mike Nlcols, 
who 1s a friend of n-~lne, has told me that it takes him about two to three years to write 
a novel Many wrlters thnt I hdve met have told me that the shortest per~od they require 
to co~~iplc te  a novel 1s at l e a ~ t  one year But I have taken three months to complete 
each of my novels. I started W ~ J L Y  of Dyng on Christmas Day, 25 December and on 1 
Apl~ l  I wlote the last sentence and the last full stop 

To what would you attribute your ability to achieve such short time frames, espe- 

Interview witlz Zakes Mda 

cially when one considers the sustained effort required in any creative writing 
enterprise? 
I can do this because I can actually s ~ t  down and have a good time with thc characters 
that I have created. 

Did you find the creation of the characters in your novels Inore enjoyable than 
the characters in your plays? 
Yes, deftn~ tel y. 

I am interested in your use of twins in She Plays with the Darkness. Many of the 
writers who have used the mode of magic realism in their novels have uccd twins 
as the protagonists in their novels. One thinks of Marcluez, Rushdie, and Chandra 
as examples, and I am wondering whether you had in mind the idea of a 5plit self 
constantly in search of itself. 
No, t h e ~ c  is 110 such leason. Actually 1 cannot ieally 5ay why I choose to u ic  ttvins 

Are the characters  in your novels based on people t ha t  you knew? 
No, the charactel s In my novel\ ale not based on people tllal1 knew. except Kacil\cnc 
In his. later life In the c ~ t y  131s 11fe at that stage w'ls based on my expcrlcllcct .IS ,111 

articled c l e ~ k  when I woiked tor n lawyer The person I workcci f o ~  w ~ ~ s  le'illy 'In 

arnbulancc chdsel who would send h ~ \  clerk5 out IJI search of accidents But Radiicnc \ 

carller 11fc in the vlllagc as a teachel 1s pulely Imaginal y 

A very strong feature of your writings is your concern with issues that affcct 
people who are socially and economically disadvantaged. One sees evidence of 
this in your plays, and in your educational and communication work with peas- 
ant conlmunities. Do you see yourself as the voice of the people? 
I don't see myself speahlng on behalf of anyone really I see myself a\ 5peak1ng loi 

myself Sorne of the things I say happcni to co~nclde w ~ t h  what many pcoplc ale 
say~ng Theleiore we ale say~ng  the ramc tli~ngs, but it just so happeni that I 11'ivc ,I 

platform to say those th~ngs, ln a mole audible way, than they a1 e able to 

Where do you see yourself a t  present. Are you concerned with issues of transfor- 
mation and transition that affect our country? 
Yer I a111 qulte concerned about such ir';ue\ 'Tl1,lt 15 why I continue to wllte o i ~ , r i ~ c i n , i l  
prcces foi ncwvpapcrs on what I think l i  hdppenlng 

Do see your self as a postcolonial writcr? 
Well, I am definitely postcolonial, because I am here, now, wrltlng after the coloni,\i 
era 



Do you ree any commonalities between your work and any of the other pastcolonial 
w ritrr$? 
I iuust aclmlt tli'it nlost of iny tlnle IS spent writing and1 have not been reading as rnuch 
as I wo~ild like to but I leave that to you, t l ~ e  critlcs, to s'ry wlicthcr that 1s so 

Could you 4ay a little more about your use of magic realism, particularly in your 
novels. Could you elaborate on this? 
Aftel I d~s~ovcieci  InayL rcal~sm '3s a lltelaly lnotle I became quite tarcinated by i t  As 
I have cclrtl 1 hati l3ern rvrlt~~ig In t h t ~  mode w~thout know~ng that tt exlsted '15 a Ilte~aly 
movement. or how i t  c~ctuallp wolked When 1 looked at other works and what other 
people were iaylng  bout it I found that whdt they wcie saylllg was what I wag doing 
a\  well I lemembe~ wrlllng ioinc note\ fol myself on lndgtc SC~IISIII, in orde~ to un- 
dcr\tnnd w h ~ t  it was that I w ~ s  dolilg and to tiace the ongin\ of ~vagic ~ c a l l m  ltrell as 
d literary Loncepi, a< '1 LI  ~tlcal concept I dthel that '1s a practice It I may quote Irom my 
notci, 'In mdglc r ea l~c~n  the supernatuial is not presented it4 problematic' Thdt 1s 
n/hilt I tllcd to do 11 1114 woi h I write about the \upeinatural, but 1 don't prc\ent ~t as 
hcl~ig p ~ o b l e m ~ ~ h ~ .  In otilcr wolds my chdracters take it lor giitntcd In She Pla)~s 14,ztlz 
flzc DurXuc~ Y. 101 example, the chal actel s ate not sul prised by the cudden appeal ancc 
of thc nllit Anot l~e~ es,implc 'An absurd rnetamorpllos~~ 1s described as 11 11 did not 
c o n t ~ ~ l d l ~ t  oul lclws of ~c'lson' That 1s also what I do, or wh'lt I try to do, dcpend~ng 
how the ~c'ldcr secc 11 riilugs that \cell1 to cont~ddlct tlic law1 (of redson, linppcil in my 
noveli. e\cn In my p1dyi fol thdt matter TI-icy ale put thcle CIS a Inatter of fact, as 
tliough they rlo not ~ o t i t r ~ ~ d i c t  cniprlical ~ e a l ~ t y  I see that In ,I play llke Tl7c Road for 
Inst~lnce The F'lirnel who is a n l l ~ t e  Afnkane~, mcetr the bl'ick 1,abourer durlng the 
d,xy, and they sh'~rc the ihade ot a tree, because it 1s very hot l'hc Farmcr 1s not wcar- 
1i1g sunglCls\ei dnd he looks dncctly at the Labouter while they talk, but he docs not 
>tXc thdt the Lnhourcr is hlnck In a leal life s~tu'it~on that would cont~adlct the 'laws of 
leaion In the wotld tililt I cledte this ac(~la1ly happen\ nncl it I S  taken to1 granted 
w~thout myone bc~ng  suipr~sed dt such an occunence In my novcls as well, tlils is 
evactly what I ,1111 do~ng  The unreal happen4 as pait of rcal~ty It 1s not '1 matter ot 
oonlcctirle 01 tl~scl~ssion It happens and is accepted by the othcr cha~dc te~s  as a nor- 
mal event That 1s what I try to do, and t h ~ ~  is In contrait to idntasy, or the fantdst~c 
typeof writing, where the \upcrnatural or the lnaglcal 15 dlsconccrting In scieilcc 
i~ctton as wcll thcic has to be J sc~ent~f ic  explanat~on when somcthlng strange hap- 
pcnc The phenomena t l i ~ t  1 portray are cert'~rnly not ploblcmatlc as ~t would be tllc 
L < ~ \ C  In t , l r~ t~~ \y  

How do you react to the assertion by some critics that the occurrences you have 
described are in fact surrealistic? 

I don't know whethe1 1 would call ~t that Perhaps one would ncctl to delinc surreallsrn 
Grit lor ur to see whethcr t h ~ s  1s what I am doing One ~voulti 12ectI to look at the 
ciin~acterlsticr of surrealism as we ~ L I V C  done wlth mdglc rrallsin, In oidci to e\t,~blish 
a v'tlrd argu~nent that theic ale elements of suireal~sln In  my w o ~ k  rather th,in rrinyic 
reallsm 

Would you see yourself a5 a novelist a ycar or two from now'! 
Yes, 1 \?iotild he bvlltrng novcls a ycar frorn now I will continue lo WI i t t  novels 

Will magic realism continue to play an important role in your no\~cli;? 
.lust as rt has played a role in my work the last twenty Sivc yc:;i~ s oi. so. A i ~ d  i r  will no1 
he inlluenced by thc South Americans or Germans or who cvcr. l will <iil ; i  ;is I was 
tloiiig it even before 1 carne to know about rrlagic realism as iiseii by wr-itci-A rii ?llose 
countries. f will continue to use rnagic realism and I will contiriiic to I-)c i iiito\~ali\:i. 
as X llavc illways tried to he. I will, i~ttelnpt l o  bring other- cicinerits oi' r i i~ i~ ic  1-calisili 
into m y  novels as I tiiink oi' tiicn~. l'c~.haps it nlighi evcri Ilc a tl~Sl'el-cnt i y p ~  Oi' magic 
1-ei1Iism froin Ille onc I am using now iii rtiy novels. M i l t  t l ~ c  frrct is i will still bc wl-it~ns. 
I will still be crcalirig ctiflcrcnt types oi' works, novels n~ainiy. aiid pe~-hnl,s e\eil ilhc 
occasional play. I cioii'~ sce I I I ~ s c I S ; ~ ~  aplaywriglit anyri-toi-i.. I si:c ~iiyxcif ns :i i~ovclist. 
i will write 3 play only wlieti I ani com~nissioiictf lo do so. t3iit 1 woii't go o u t  oi'iil)' 
way lo wriic a play bec;iusc I don't find tlieln challcngillg iltiynic)i.c, csllccl,rily rioc~ 
that I have started writing novels. With thc novels: for- tlic l'ii-si ti~uc. I Sinti i i ~ i i t  ! aili 
~ c ~ I I ; I I I ~  e~i.joying w / ~ a t  I alrl writing. The writing of plays on tllc otlicl- lxlnc! f~ccortics 
q~lite a chore 2nd I aln rclicvcd when it is all over, But when 1 wi-iic no\,cl,. ill(: ~)ioccss 
of \vriting itself is sucll grc;it f u n  that when I arn finished 1 i'inii iiiat 1 iiiiss tlic cixri-a(:- 
tcrs with wlioru 1 have lxen interacting. 

Your rtovels in particular signal a radical shift in the type of literat~rrc that 
come out of $hi? country. There har been a tendency for Sorall-r African lileratrrrc 
Lo he clascified as either black or while. With your novels, I-rov cvcr. ouc iense\ the 
emergence of' literature that i 9  truly South African in a wuse. ratbe1 than one 
that i s  merely the product of a black or a white writer. At the \amc linle it is also 
the type of literature that can take its place on ilie irrtcrriational st,l;:u. JVhat 
would he your response to that? 
Well, I tton't lcdlly know about lhdt I just get down to writ~ng I do nc'l i c i l  i-ilvic!: ( t i c t i  

I s h o ~ ~ l d  13c WI L ~ L I I ~  Aillean I~terature that \hould hc wl lttcn a i  hi;i,h oi ': ~ \ l i r t i .  I 
I have a ctoiy to tell and 1 tell my stoly 
I 

Are you saying that being black is of no consequence to yon. and art \ou there- 
-- - -- 
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Yorrr pt~!hlication V71ze1r C'rople I-'lay People is proving to be a valuable source for 
the theory of communication theatre. Corrld you comment on sorile of the suc- 
rcwes that jon h a \ s  had with tlaic a5pect of your work? 
1 !iL~vc n p l ~ y  on AIIIS ~iwcireneii i l o ~ x  hy thc Mnrkct 'l'hcdt~c Lnbo~ 'lto~ y illat h ~ s  
hcen tour lng the town\llip\ now 101 the 1'151 thiec ye;ir< I have l u < l  been inv~kcd to do 
,I plolcct will1 iiirnc wolhcr .; f~ om Sci rrl~d'i I ,irn quiic kcern to go thelc and d55l\[ t!l? 
mlncr i to i'le,lte t11e11 own type n! tllcdlrc 

{_:an you give me sornc inforlnation on your novella Mclville A7 which, i s  dae to he 
rclcased soon? 
ii is S C I  I I I  .ioli;lnneshur i r i  19Cf7, arid i n  (;li:inn, West Africa a thousand years ago in 
oric of the cnlpii-cs rhcrc. 'l'hc actual story ticvelops in a bus, n/l~ivilii: h7,  21s il inovcs 
!ivrn oric toic.n i o  thi '  ~rcxl. '1-llc cl1ar.ac1r:rs arc p:lsscngci.s in illc bus, and [hey interact 
;i,1!11 (::no\; otilci.. i n  tirr 1pi.cscili. ancl soiili: of ~ i ~ c i n  Sc;ltiirc in tllc past, a thousand years 
::go. ;L:-I \ V C i l .  

tort rlaes~tio~red ear.1ic.r that your no+el Uliilcrrrfr is sclreduted for publication tarry 
arext >ea": \Tlx:ft ax-c the cssertti;ll features of l la is  novel? 
1 J ~ ~ f ( ~ ~ ~ l !  ' , I \ \ )  I ] \  LJ, 1113 tv~ lo  pci io(i5 I J I  lii\toi> 1856 '111(1 1997 111 t11c ~ l o \ ~ c l  L110se ~ ! V C  

p21 1oti, i i ~ e i ~ e  i l i l l ~ i i g i i  t11ty ,iie \iil! d i \ t~ni  t I'iic C ! I ~ I I ~ I J ~ C ~ ~  Inow In (11l - r~  rlilii IJLICL: 

! f ( , l7 i  <) l l (  [p-lloli (0  tI!c' !lCh.l 

ori arc e i  idcntlj rrsing almt rr~ode of rr~agic rcalisnr again in th is  novel. The mow- 
rsrcral in lirrrc ant1 space f'r-onr one period lo tl~a: riext i s  very much a cfiarackeristic 
of magic realist rti),el\. 
Y , 1 < i i i i  1iot i i r i i ? l r  fli~s!~i)riil, I~~!~ i l i i j uc  It rs t l i c~  kinti oi iiovcl ihnl ilclr n o  icspect f o ~  
tiinc ,!11(l \l-<iic 7 lic ~ J I J I . I ~ , ~ C I $  0 1  tI1c j):e\cnf (~rne  111iein~I wrtll clia~,~cieis i n  ihc year 

I h 5 0  1 !I1 d l ~ l c l ~ ~ l t  I?! elk 

f1cn.y rto yon see t l ~ c  r-ejjrescntation of  woaneo in yortr novels? 
1 urr-jiv : l j> i l i i t  \vlli~lcil i j i ~  n7;ty ! ~ ~ s i t c  ai?oiil :iii m y  i'iiz~.actcrs. I (lo not rnnke any con- 
scioii\ ci'ii)i.t ! o pc'ii.il.ay !I?einr ;iny tJiil'c~.ciiil~l. Wi1n~ contes orri of that cxc~rcise thwr is 
i :o t  ::o~~ii-i\~-tl. \I;!:cri I i~i.i[c ;shor!t woi~iqil i t  is ;is I h a ~ c  ul>~i . r~cd them, and 1 write 
i\h!,)i!l ~ I ~ c I ~ I  i~ii~~ii-i\lIy, 

d oiiftl yo11 cor:lnicnt on the way in M ~ S ~ C I I  g~lli tlelsict sex in your no~elc'! 
W ~ l l  i f  i t  hLipi7ui\ I (  ~ 1 1 1  i~.iypcn But I have ih,\ngrd fiortl r l~e  type ol wrltlng In the 
r,i\t v.heic 1 I1'1\ c C I I J O Y C ~  n l~~ t rng  siich naugll~y hit\ I lrkc wilting ahoul sex as I have 
i!oiic 111 \\+I\ 5 o/ I ) ) ~ i i g  lor ~n\tnncc 

- --- 

Can one expect any explicit dcscriptions of sex in your novels in the future? 
No, not really I find that rathc~ chcdp i n  the yense that myone Lan write ii tletciilctl 
description of sex Rut 1 thlnk ~t 1s far Inole n~caniligful as I have tlonc I (  112 Nt) \ oj 
D)virg That 1s the typc of sex that I would 11hc to read, tlic typc thcit 1 i  sh~outiccl In 
\omc rnystcry of sorts Ea11le1 in the novel, for example, 1 clcicribe the herdboys w,itci-i- 
ing Noria hav~ng \ex wlth Nnpu, 1athcr th'ln actually grvlng ,I ciesor rption oi the iexu'il 
act rlsclf 

Tilank you for your time. Is there anything else you would like to atld? 
No, not rcaliy Evcrythlng 1 want to say, 1 have s'r~tf a l ~ e ~ ~ t l y  i n  Iny novel\ 
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